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PREFACE

TO THE THIRTY-FIRST EDITION.

THE steady demand for thirty editions of this work,

during the last twenty years, has called for frequent re
visions, lest it should fall behind the state of the science.
In making the present revision-so rapidly has geology ad.

vanced of late-we found it desirable to rewrite nearly the

whole, as we have done. We have also modified the plan
not a little, to give it greater unity. Some of the old

Sections have been left out, but more new ones added.

The wood-cut illustrations have been increased from 208

to 418.

We have tried to reduce the size of the work, by leaving
out every thing not indispensable. But the great amount

of new matter and of new illustrations, as well as the ex

pansion of the typography to improve the appearance, have

well nigh thwarted our efforts. We are aware that teach

ers sometimes can not find time to carry their pupils

through the whole of a science which so abounds in facts

and important applications as does geology. 'Two methods.

have been adopted by authors to meet this difficulty. One

is, to leave out a large part of the science, and retain only,

the most striking and brilliant parts. But this is too much

like attempting to perform the play of Hamlet with Earn

let left out. And teachers and pupils ought to know, that

the study of such abridgments does not make them ac

quainted with geology, which still remains o be learned.

We prefer to give a condensed view of the wh9le 8ubject,
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and to designate the parts most important to be thoroughly
studied, by a larger type. We have often, too, placed the
most difficult reasoning in small type, that the teacher may
allow those pupils not mature enough to master it to pass
over it. He can also, when necessary, do the same with

some whole sections; say Part I., Section 6, on Metamor

phism; Part II., Section 3, the Laws of Pakontology;
and Section 4, the Inferences from the facts ; although in

truth these parts, to those who mean to master the whole

subject, are indispensable. Part IV., on Economical

Geology, can also be omitted, as well as Part V., on

American Geology. And it may be that some might prof

itably study the descriptive and phenomenal parts of the

subject, who are too young to understand its religious ap

plications in Part III. Thus while we present the whole

subject, both for the sake of teachers and private individ

uals who wish to study the science, we put it into such a

shape that it can be accommodated to the age and time of

the pupil, and also lead him to see that until he has mas

tered the whole, he does not understand geology.
In this revision I have associated with me my youngest

son, who has borne a large share in the work. As assist

ant in the geological survey of Vermont, a large part of

the last three years has been devoted by him to the study
of the rocks in the mountains, and in writing out their de

scriptions. Should it happen, as most likely it will, that

this is the last revision of the work I shall ever make, and

he should survive me, I trust he will be found fully com

petent to keep the work up to the advancing state of the

science, should the public call for its continued publication.

EDWARD HITCHCOCK.

.A.MREBST, June 1, 1860.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE

TO A FORMER EDITION

B DR. J.. PYE SMITH, OF LONDON.

IN a manner unexpected and remarkable, the opportunity has

been presented to me of bearing a public testimony to the value

of Dr. Hitchcock's volume, ELEMENTARY GEOLOGY. This is

gratifying, not only because I feel it an honor to myself, but

much more as it excites, the hope that, by this recommendation,

theological students, many of my younger brethren in the evan

gelical ministry, and serious christians in general, who feel the

duty of seeking the cultivation of their own minds, may be in

duced to study this book. For them it is peculiarly adapted, as

it presents a comprehensive digest of geological facts and the the

oretical truths deduced from them, disposed in a method admira

bly perspicuous, so that inquiring persons may, without any dis

couraging labor, and by employing the diligence which will bring

its own reward, acquire such a knowledge of this science as cannot

fail of being eminently beneficial. It is no exaggeration to affirm

that Geology has close relations to every branch of Natural His

tory and to all the physical sciences, so that no district of that

vast domain can be cultivated without awakening trains of thought

leading to geological questions; and, conversely, the prosecution

of knowledge in this department, cannot fail to excite the desire

and to disclose the methods of making valuable acquisitions to the

benefit of human life. In our day, through every degree of ex-
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tensiveness, from the perambulation of a parish to the exploring
of an empire, TRAVELING has become a "universal passion," and

action too. Within a very few years, the interior of every conti

nent of the earth has been surveyed with an intelligence and ac

curacy beyond all example. Who can reflect, for instance, upon
the activity now so vigorously put forth, for introducing European
civilization, the arts of peace, the enjoyment of security, and the

influence of the most benign religion, into the long sealed terri

tories of Central Asia, and not be filled with astonishment and

delightful anticipation? Similar labors are in progress upon

points and in directions innumerable, reaching to the heart of all

the other vast regions of the globe; and the men to whom we

owe so much, and from whom so much more is justly expected,
are geologists, as well as transcendent naturalists in the other

departments. Whoever would run the same career must possess
the same qualifications. Even upon the smallest scale of provincial

traveling for health, business or beneficence, acquaintance with

natural objects opens a thousand means of enjoyment and use

fulness.

The spirit of these reflections bears a peculiar application to

the ministers of the gospel. To the pastors of rural congregations,
no means of recreating and preserving health are comparable to

these and their allied pursuits; and thus, also, in many temporal

respects, they may become benefactors to their neighbors. In

large towns the establishment of libraries, lyceums, botanic

g.rdens, and scientific associations, is rapidly diffusing a taste for

these kinds of knowledge. It would be a perilous state for the

interests of religion, that "precious jewel" whose essential char

acters are "wisdom, knowledge, and joy," if its professional
teachers should be, in this respect, inferior to the young and in

quiring members of their congregations. For those excellent men
who give their lives to the. noblest of labors, a work which would
honor angels, "preaching among the heathen th ursearch.ablo
riches of Christ ;"a competent acquaintance with natural objects, is
of signal importance, for both safety and usefulness. They should
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be able to distinguish mineral and' vegetable, products, so as to
guard against the pernicious and determine the salubrious; and
very often geological knowledge will be found of the first utility,
iii fixing upon the best beauties for missionary stations; nor can

they be insensible to- the benefits of which they may be the agents,
by communicating discoveries to Europe or the United States of
America. '

To answer these purposes, and especially in the hands of the

intelligent and studious ministers of O1JRIST, this work of Pro
fessor Hitchcock appears to me especially suited. Though I
flatter myself that I have studied with advantage the best English
treatises on Geology, and find ever new improvement and pleasure
from them; and have also paid some attention to French and
German books of this class; I think it no disparagement to them
to profess my conviction that, with the views just mentioned, this
is the book which I long to see brought into extensive use. The

plan on which it is composed, is different from that of any other,

so far as I know, in such a manner and to such a degree, that it

is not an opponent or rival to any of them. Yet, in this arrange
ment of the matter, there is no affectation: all is plain, consecu

tive, and luminous. It is more comprehensive with regard to the

various relations and aspects of the science, than any one book

with which I am acquainted; and yet, though within so moderate

limits, it does not disappoint by unsatisfactory brevity or evasive

generalities. Such is the impression made upon me by the first

edition of the "Elementary Geology," and I cannot entertain a

doubt but that the ample knowledge and untiring industry of the

author will confer every practicable improvement upon his plo..

posed new edition.

I received a deep conviction of the Professor's extraordinary

merits, from his "Report" upon the Geology, Botany, and Natu

ral History generally, of the Province of Massachusetts, made by

the command of the State government; a large volume, published

in 1833, and the second edition in 1835; and from his papers in

the "American Biblical Repository," which were of great service
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to me in composing a book on "The Relation between the Holy

Scriptures and some parts of Geological Science." But I did not

till recently know that he was a "faithful brother and fellow

laborer in the gospel of Christ." An edifying manifestation of

this, it has been my privilege to receive in Dr. Hitchcock's "Es.

say and Sermon on the Lessons taught by Sickness," prefixed to

"A Wreath for the Tomb, or Extracts from Eminent Writers on

Death and Eternity." it is my earnest prayer that great bless

ings from the God of all grace may attend the labors of my hon

ored friend.




J. PYE SMITH.

HoixaroN COLLEGE, NEAR LoNDox,
March 16, 1841.



ELEMENTARY GEOLOGY.

PART I.

DESCRIPTIVE AND DYNAMICAL GEOLOGY.

SECTION I.

GENERAL STRUCTURE OF. THE EARTEI, AND PRINCIPLES
OF CLASSIFICATION.

GEOLOGY, from the Greek y, earth, and ?.óyoc, discourse, is
the history of the mineral masses that compose the earth, and of
the organic remains which they contain.

The two primary divisions of the science relate to the mineral masses and
the organic remains: hence Part I. will embrace exclusively the description
of the structure and composition of the rocks, and the forces concerned in
their production. This is Descriptive and Dynamical Geology. Part II. will
treat of the character and distribution of organic remains. As Geology
has an important bearing upon other subjects, we shall consider in Parts III.
and 1V. the Relations of Geology to Religion and to the Economical interests of
society. A brief account of the Geological structure of North America, in
Part V., will conclude the treatise.

From these statements it will appear that an acquaintance with

Chemistry and Mineralogy is necessary for a thorough knowledge
of the mineral masses of the earth, and an acquaintance with the

structure of animals and plants, or Zoology and Botany, for the

study of the organic remains. We shall presume upon some

knowledge of these branches in the student.

Geology is a history, not merely in the sense of description, but as a record
of events. It narrates the condition of things from the period previous to
the existence of organic Me, thro'igh successive dynasties of more perfect
races, to the dominion of man. Physical catastrophes, and the birth and
extinction of races, are indelibly written upon the stony leaves of natures'
volume. But this record is much less perfect than the written history of
man. It is what the history of empires would have been, had our means of

knowledge been confined to the works of man's art, like the sculptures of
Nineveh and Egypt, obscurely fiwhioned by successive nations.
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Every part of the globe, which is not animal or vegetable, in-

cluding water and air, is regarded as mineral.
The term rock, in its popular acceptation, embraces only the

solid parts of the globe; but in geological language it includes
also the loose materials, the soils, clays, and gravels, that cover
the solid parts.

The Earth as a Whole.-The form of the earth is that of a

sphere, flattened at the poles: technically, an oblate spheroid.
The polar diameter is about 26 miles shorter than the equatorial.
Not only does astronomy prove this theoretically, but the mea
surement of the degrees ofthe meridian in different latitudes shows

it to be true.
Hence it is inferred that the earth must have been once in a

fluid state; since it has precisely the form which a fluid globe, re

volvrng on its axis with the same velocity as the earth, would

assume.
Taken as a whole, the earth is from five to six times heavier than

water; or 2.5 times heavier than common rocks.

Proof 1. Careful observations upon the relative attracting power of par
ticular mountains and the whole .globe, with a zenith sector. 2. The disturb
ing effect of the earth upon the heavenly bodies.

We hence learn that the density of: the, earth increases from

the surface to the centre; but it does not follow that the nature
of the internal parts is different from its crust. For in consequence
of condensation by pressure, water at the depth of 862 miles,

would be as heavy as quicksilver; and air as heavy as water at
34 miles in depth; while, at the' centre, steel would be corn

pressed into one fourth, and stone into one eighth of its bulk at
the surface.

Configuration of the 8urface.-The surface of the earth, as well
beneath the ocean as on the dry land, is elevated into ridges and
insulated peaks, with intervening valleys and "plains.
The highest mountains are .about 29,QOO. feetabove the ocean

level,
:and

the mean height of the dry land is about 1,000 feet.

The highest mountain in Asia is Mt. Everest, one of the Himalayahs,
29,002 feet; the highest in'Europe is Mt. Blanc, 15,700 feet; the highest in
North America is Mt. Elms, 17,850 feet; the highest in South 'America is
Aconcagna, in Chile 28,910 feet. The mean height of land in Asia is
1,100 feet; in Europe, 600 feet; in North America, 710 feet, and in South
America, 1,000 feet,
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The mean depth of the ocean is probably between two and
three miles. Fig. 1 represents the configuration of the bottom
of the Atlantic Ocean between Southern Mexico and Northern
Africa.

Occasionally parts of the interior of a continent are below the
ocean level. The Caspian Sea is 84 feet below the Black Sea,

and the Dead Sea is 1,350 feet below the Mediterranean.

Hence it appears that the present dry land might be spread
over the bottom of the ocean, so that the globe would be entirely
covered with water. For nearly three-fourths of the surface is at

present submerged.
The dry land is mostly situated in one hemisphere. For if we

place the north pole at London, as may be illustrated upon an

artificial globe, the northern hemisphere will be seen to embrace

most of the land, while there will be little but water in the

southern hemisphere.

In carrying out the order already indicated, we shall treat of the general
structure and arrangement of the materials composing the exterior crust of
the earth in Section I.; their chemical and mineralogical characters in Sec
tions II. and III. The remainder of Part I. will relate to the forces which
have tnodied these mineral masses.
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STRATIFIED ROCKS.

The rocks that compose the globe are divided into two great
classes, the STRATIFIED and TJNSTRATIFIED, or AQUEOUS and

IGNEOUS.

Stratification consists of the division of a rock into regular
masses, by nearly parellel planes, occasioned by a peculiar mode

of deposition. Strata vary in thickness from that of paper to

many yards.
The term stratum. is sometimes employed to designate the whole

mass of a rock, while its parallel subdivisions are called beds or

layers. The term bed is also employed to designate. a layer, whose

shape may be more or less lenticular, or wedge-shaped, included

between the layers of a more extended rock; as a bed of gypsum,
a bed of coal, a bed of iron, etc. In this case the bed is some

times said to be subordinate.

When beds of different rocks alternate, they are said to be inter

stratified.

A seam is a thin layer of rock that separates the beds or strata

of another rock; ex. gr., a seam of coal, of limestone, etc.

A bed or stratum is often divided into thin lamine, which bear

the same relation to a single bed as that does to the whole series

of beds. This division is called the lamination of the bed; and

always results from a mechanical mode of deposition.
The lamination is sometimes parallel to the planes of stratifica

tion; sometimes the layers are much inclined to each other; and

often they are undulating and tortuous.

Pig. 2, shows the different kinds of lamination.

Without Laminae.

With waved Laminae.

Finely Laminated.

Coarsely Laminated.

Obliquely Laminated.

Parallel Laminae.

Pig. 3, is a sketch of a block of sandstone, six feet long, from Mount Tom,
in East Hampton. Its face is a fine example of the oblique lamination above
described, resulting from counter currents and depositions of coarse sand on
surfaces sloping in different directions. Such examples are common in that
locality.
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Fig. a.

Origin of lamination.-All the lamination of stratified rocks
was undoubtedly produced originally by deposition in water, and
the varieties have resulted from modifying circumstances. 1. The

parallel laminae are the result of quiet deposition upon a level sur
face. 2. The waved lamination, in many instances, is nothing but

ripple marks ; such as are seen constantly upon the sand and mud at
the bottom of rivers, lakes, and the ocean. In the secondary rocks
this is too manifest to be mistaken. 3. The oblique lamination has

generally been the result of deposition upon a steep shore, where
the materials are driven over the edge of an inclined plane.
4. Highly contorted lamination has often resulted from lateral and
vertical pressure, as illustrated by Fig. 4. This is sometimes seen
in deposits of clay. FIg. 4.

Illustration If pieces of cloth of
difl'erent colors be placed upon a ta
ble c, and covered by a weight, a,
and then lateral forces, b, b, be ap
plied; while the weight will be some
what raised, the cloth will be folded
and contorted precisely like the lami
na of many rocks; as is shown in the
figure.

.110w to distinguish between

strata and lcmincv.-This cannot be done by the relative thick-
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ness, since strata are sometimes as thin as lamina. But strata
can, and lamine can not, be easily split apart. A stratum marks
some pause or change in the deposition; but the lamin were
formed rapidly between the pauses. Hence the latter are more

closely compacted together, and generally the rock will break more

easily in any other direction than in that of its laminte.
Inclination of strata.-The angle which the surface of a stra-

tum makes with the plane of the horizon is called its inclination
or dip; and the direction of its upturned edge is called its strike
or bearing.

Of course horizontal strata have neither strike nor dip. The exposure of
a stratum at the surface is called in the language of miners its outcrop or
baseting. An outUer is a detached ledge or mass of strata.

As a general fact, the newer or higher rocks are less inclined

than those below. The highest are usually horizontal; while the

oldest are often perpendicular. But this is not an universal rule.

The instrument employed for ascertaining the dip of a stratum, is called a
Fig. 5. clinorneter. The inclination may be

deter-minedof the hands situated as in Fig. 5. The
person must stand opposite the strata, and

mined by the eye either by itself, or with the

placing the hands in the range between the
eye and the rock, notice the position of the
planes when compared with the lines of
reference. Each dotted line incloses with
either hand an angle of 45°. The strike
may be determined with a compass.

/es.-The line along which the
strata dip in opposite directions is
called an anticlinal line, or anti-

clinal axis. In Fig. 6, a represents a simple anticlinal; b and c

Fig. a. show the contour of the surface
when denudation has removed the

ft ridge, and d represents a comniex
anticlinal. In some instances the

/ strata have been folded together on
avast scale, and in such a manner
as to bring some of the newer rocks

-.
beneath the older. Fig. 7 is a see
tion of this character. Originally

the strata were probably folded, as is shown by the curved lines

passing from 1 to 1, 2 to 2, and so on. Bit their upper parts
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have been denuded, so that the present surface is a, a. The old
est strata are now found to be 6, 6; and they correspond outward
on each side of these; as, 5, 5; 4, 4; etc. Such an example as
this has been called :tfoldcd axis, or an inverted anticlinal.

Fig. 7. Fig. 8.




a

When the strata dip toward each other they constitute a syn
clinal axis. In Fig. 8, a is a shallow synclinal, 6 a sharp synclinal,
c and d complex synclinals.
When the strata clip from any point in all directions outward, (a)

around the crater of a volcano,) the dip is said to be quaquaversal.
Metamorphic Stratified Rocs.-According to the views of the

ablest geologists at the present time, we ought perhaps to limit

both the terms stratification and lamination to rocks whose

mechanical texture proves them to have been deposited from

water. But there is a large class of rocks that have been power

fully metamorphosed, so as to become crystalline, yet are divided

by parallel planes very analogous to stratification and lamination;

and it is usual to regard the former structure, that is, stratification,

as extending through them all, and to have resulted from original

deposition in water. But the subdivisions of the strata, viz. :

cleavage, foliation, and joints, which often cross: the strata,, appear
to have been for the most part superiñduced : ihat' is, they were

produced after the original deposition of the strata by other

agencies than water alone, although some of them, as foliation

and cleavage, in some instances seem to be mere modifications of

original lamination. -
Joints.-Both the stratified and unstratified rocks are traversed

by divisional planes, called joints; which divide the mass into

determinate shapes, which are different from beds and their sub

divisions.
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The most important of these joints, called master-joints, are

more or less parallel, and so extended as to imply some general
cause of production.

'When these joints cross the beds obliquely, as they usually do,

and there are two sets of them, they divide the rock into rhom

boidal masses of considerable regularity; though wanting in that

perfect equality in the corresponding angles of the prisms which

is found in crystals of a simple mineral. They do the same in

the unstratified rocks, producing a pseudo-stratification, and are of

great help in quarrying.

Figs. 9 and 10 are examples of joints in unconsolidated clay, in West

Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

Mg. IL




Pig. 12.

Springfield, Massachusetts. Figs. 1.1 and 12 are more complicated forms
from the quartz rock of Bernardsto; in Massachusetts.

Sometimes fissures are quite irregular in direction; but they assist in
breaking the rock into fragments. The fissures are sometimes occupied by a
foreign mineral, such as calcite; but these are properly veins.

Cleavage.-Rocks of homogeneous composition, especially clay
slate, are often divided by parallel planes, sometimes conforming
in dip and direction to the bedding or stratification, and some
times not. They differ from joints in causing the rocks to split
into plates indefinitely thin, and also by being far more extensive,
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and but rarely crossed by other planes as joints are. Roofing
slate is a good example.
We venture to doubt, however, whether the indefinitely thin plates, gener

ally regarded as an essential property of cleavage, are. always present. For
we have not unfrequently met in quartz rock and in some siliceous slates
with parallel divisions, which could not properly be referred to joints or strati
fication, where the plates could not be split thinner than half an inch, and
often not so thin; and if not cleavage, we can give them no name. May we
not omit thinness of the plates in our definition of cleavage, and still not
confound cleavage with joints?

The cleavage planes may be inclined to the

planes of stratification at any angle from 00 to

000, and sometimes the two- planes dip in op

posite directions. The cleavage planes are re

markable for their almost perfect parallelism,
while strata, lamine and folia are often con

torted.

Fig. 13 represents cleavage planes, bb, crossing irre
gular strata, aa.

In Fig. 14 are represented the planes ofstratification,
B B, B B; the joints A A, AA; and the slaty cleavage,
dd.

Fig. 14.
dA A

B

B




Foliation.-A change in metamorphic rocks

analogous to cleavage is called foliation. It is a

crystalline lamination, or a separation of the dif
ferent mineralogical compounds into distinct

layers, much resembling strata. In districts
where these crystalline rocks have not been
much disturbed, the foliation coincides with the stratification. In

regions much corrugated or disturbed the foliation often intersects

the strata at a considerable angle, like cleavage planes. In fact,

Fig. 18.

A A d
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foliation appears to be the result of the same forces as cleavage,

except that in the former the process was carried so far that cry
stallization resulted.




Fig. 15 represents foliation as it
is seen in talcose conglomerate in
Richmond, Vermont: aa shows
the position of the strata, and b b
the inclination.

"
a

The rocks in which folia

\\\ \\\ b tion exists are called schzsts,

as mica schist, talcose schist
Gneiss, however, is foliated,

and some contend that foliation is sometimes produced in unstrat
ified or igneous rocks. The term slate ought to be limited to

those fissile rocks that are homogeneous, and schist to those where
the materials are heterogeneous, and are arranged in alternate

layers. Few geologists, however, have as yet carried out these
new views rigidly, so that their works still speak of mica slate,

hornblende slate, &c. The theory of the origin of the various

superinduced structures will be deferred to the chapter on Meta-

morphism. 16.




Plica lion and Con-

tortion.-The lami

nated rocks some
times,but the foliated
a n d metamorphic

I




sent examples of

folding, plication and
contortion most re

much oftener, pre
sent examples

and in

general the more

thorough the meta

morphism the greater
the curvatures and

tortuosities. Fig. 16

was sketched from
a block of gneiss
lying by the road-________________________________________

Contort;cZ Laminai of Gneie8: Colbroo!c, Ct.

Fig. 15.
a b







POLDED AXIS.

side in Colebrook, Connecticut, and is no
unusual example of plication in the folia
of that rock.

Fig. 18, for a sketch of which we are indebted
to Mr. Eben A. Knowlton, shows a remarkable
specimen belonging to the cabinet of Amherst Col
lege, from Shelburno Falls, in Massachusetts. It is
six feet long, weighs a ton, and was worn smooth
by the water and ice of Deerlield river. It con
sists of beautifully contorted or plicated strata;
or more properly, perhaps, folia of white gneiss
and black hornblende schist alternating. The
minute flexures, which frequently become saw-like,
can not be exhibited, and actual inspection can
alone give a correct idea of its beauty. We shall
refer to it again under Metamorphism.

These delicate curves in foliation are a
miniature representation of what occurs in
the strata of most of the great mountain

ranges of the globe. Fig. 17, is an actual
section in the Alps, extending southeasterly
from the top of the well-known Jiighi.
Here we have mountains thousands of feet

high, looking as if crumpled together by
some Mighty Hand. Doubtless it was
done by lateral forces in the hand of
Nature.

In this country we have the same phe
nomena on a magnificent scale. From
Canada to Alabama, a distance of at least
1200 miles along the Appalachian Moun
tains, the strata have been folded into
numerous anticlinal and synclinal axes by
a force crowding them from southeast to
northwest, making the southeasterly slopes
quite gentle, and the northwest ones

steep and abrupt. A section across the

Appalachian chain, say through New

Jersey and Pennsylvania, is given in Fig.
19; and though it be an ideal section, it
will convey a good idea of the structure
of this chain of mountains almost any
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20 PLICATION AND CONTORTION.
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CONCRETIONARY STRUCTURES.

where between Canada and Alabama. How

stupendous must have been the force, thus to fold

up the vast strata of the mountains, as if they
were merely the leaves of a book! Yet how easy
for Him who directs and energizes the forces of
nature! The manner in which these forces have

operated will be better understood after we have

developed the doctrine of internal heat.

CoNciETIoNAnY STRUCTURES.

In clay beds containing disseminated carbonate
of lime, we frequently find nodules of argillo-cal-
carcous matter, sometimes spherical, but more

usually flattened. These are generally called

claystones, and the common impression is, that
that they were rounded by water. But they are Pr co

the result of a tendency of particles to gather
about a common center, called molecular attrac-
tion. The slaty divisions of the clay extend

through the concretions; and on spliting them

open, a leaf, a fish, a shell, or some other organic
relic is frequently, but not invariably found. In
New England, however, the slaty structure, and
the organic nucleus are generally wanting.

Fig. 20.

Fig. 20 will convoy an idea of the manner in which .
these concretions are situated in the clay.




ro, -1

on 2
The claystones of New England have been R' Mr.

classified according to their shapes. There are
at least six p1edominant forms; all of which seem
to start with the sphere. A combination of

several of the primary forms sometimes pro
duces mimic resemblances to familiar objects.
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Fig 21 shows one fromWalpole, New Hampshire, which mimics
Fig. 21. Fig. 22.

: 4...

£ Fig. 23.

C

a human head in relief very closely, with the head-dress and cue
behind. Fig. 22 resembles a hat or bonnet, and Fig. 23 a cat.

Fig. 24.
,-'

Fig. 24 shows a perfect ring from Rutland, Vermont. The

original is 11 inches in diameter.
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Similar concretions abound in argillaceous iron ore, which is
often disseminated in clay beds or shale. These nodules are
usually made up of concentric coats of ore; but sometimes the
slaty structure of the rock containing them extends through them,
and organic relics are found to form their nucleus.

Fig. 5.
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Fig. 25 is a concretion of iron ore with a nucleus of lignite,
from Gay Head, in Massachusetts, 7 inches across.

The internal parts of these concretions of limestone and hydrate
of iron often exhibit numerous cracks, which sometimes divide

the matter into columnar masses, but more frequently into irregu
lar shapes. When these cracks are filled with calcareous spar, as

is often the case in calcareous concretions, Fig. 26

they take the name of ludus lielrnontii,
turtle stones, or more frequently of septaria

From these is prepared in England the

famous Roman cement. Fig. 26 shows a

section of one of these.

Certain limestones called oolites, are often

almost entirely composed of concretions made up of concentric

layers; but the spheres are rarely so large as a pea.
The concretionary structure, however, often exists in lime-

stone on a very large scale, forming spheroidal masses not only
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many feet, but many yards in diameter. Fig. 27 represents some
Fig. '.T.




Zan

large concretions of carboniferous limestone, at Muscatine, in
Iowa, as described by Professor Owen,

UNSTRATIFIED ROCKS.

The unstratified rocks occur in four modes. 1. As irregular
masses beneath the stratified rocks. 2. As veins crossing both
the stratified and unstratified rocks. 3. As beds of irregular
masses thrust in between the strata, 4. As overlying masses.

Fig. 36 illustrates these modes.

The phenomena of veins being very important, require a more detailed
explanation.

Veins are of two kinds. 1. Those of segregation. 2. Those
of injection. The former appear to have been separated from
the general mass of the rock by elective affinity, when it was in
a fluid state; and consequently they are of the same age as the
rock. Hence they are often called contemporaneous veins

Fig. 28. represents a bowicler of granitic gneiss, in Lowell, Massachusetts,
about five feet long, traversed by several veins or segregation, whose composition differs not greatly from that of the rock, except from being harder
and more distinctly granitic. Where veins of this description cross one an
other, they coalesce so that one does not cut of the other.

Concrctions in Sandstone, Iowa.
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Fk. 2S.

The second class were once open fissures, which at a subse

quent period were filled by injected matter.

Veins of segregation are frequently insulated in the containing
rock; they pass at their edges by insensible gradations into that
rock, and are sometimes tubercular or even nodular.

Injected veins can often be traced to a large mass of similar

rock, from which, as they proceed, they ramify and become exceed

ingly fine, until they are lost. Usually, especially in the oldest

rocks, they are chemically united to the walls of the containing
rock; but large trap veins have often very little adhesion to the

sides.

Fig. 29 exhibits granite veins protruding from a large mass of granite into
hornblende schist, in Cornwall.




Fig. 29.

Granite Veins in, ilornblende Schist, Cornwall, England.

Vei'n- of Segregation in Gneiss, Lwdll.
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The large veins that are filled with trap rock or recent lava are

usually called clykes. These differ from true veins, also, by rarely
sending off branches. Dykes of trap are sometimes several yards
wide, and nearly a hundred miles long; as in England and Ire.

land.

Dykes and veins frequently cross one another; and in such a
case the one that is cut off is regarded as the oldest. By this
rule it may be shown that granite has been injected at no less
than four different epochs.

Fig. 30 represents a bowider of granite in Westhampton, Massachusetts,
whose base was the product of the earliest epoch of eruption. This is tra
versed by the granite vein, a, a, a, which was injected, at a second epoch;
b, is a granite vein cutting a, and was therefore produced at a third epoch;
while b, as well as a, are cut off by the granite veins c, and d of a Iburtli
epoch.




Fig. 30.

T±H1

-

Gran ito Veiii& in Granite, fl'e81]La mpton.

By the same rule can be proved successive eruptions of the

trap rocks, as well as other igneous veins. In one remarkable

example of veins of different kinds, eleven epochs of the injection
of unstratified rocks can be traced. This case is in the city of
Salem, Massachusetts, near the entrance of the bridge leading to

Beverly, on the west side. It is shown upon Fig. 31. The age
of the veins is indicated by the figures (1, 2, 3, etc.) attached.
No. 1, the basis rock, is .syenitic greenstone. The others are mostly
granite and greenstoile.

Veins and dykes usually cross the strata at various angles.
But not unfrequently for a part of their course they have been
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intruded between the strata; and hence have been mistaken for
beds, and have given rise to the inquiry whether granite is not
stratified.




Fig. 81.

IU 10

Dykes are usually nearly straight; but granite veins are some-

times very tortuous.
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Fig. 3.
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Fig. 32, shows two small but very distinct
granite veins in homogeneous micaceous
limestone in Coirain, Massachusetts.

Fig. 33 is a tortuous vein of granite in
talcose schist, in Chester, Massachusetts,
crossing the strata irregularly.
The unstratified rocks, especially

when oxposed to the weather, are usu-

ally divided into irregular fragments

by fissures in various directions.
00

Sometimes, however, these rocks

have a concretionary structure on a

large scale; that is, they are com-

posed of concreted layers whose cur-
vature is sometimes so slight that they
are mistaken for strata.

Cases of this sort can be distin-

guished from stratification, first, by the
concreted divisions not extending
through the whole rock; secondly, by
the want of a foliated structure in the

parallel masses.

Fi. B.
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A fine example of this concreted structure occurs at one of the quarries in
syenito near Sandy Bay, on Capo Ann. Another is at the Lower Falls, upon
the Lower Ammonoosuc River, in Now Hampshire, among the White Moun
tains. It is in granite.
An interesting variety of jointed structure in some of the un

stratified rocks, is the prismatic, or columnar, by which large
masses of rocks are divided into regular forms, from a few inches
to several feet in diameter; but with no spaces between them.

This curious phenomenon will be more particularly described in

a subsequent section.

Fig. 34 is copied from a pebble of black slate, traversed by almost innu
merable veins of calcite, from the shores of Lake Champlain, in Vermont.
Some of them are cut off and slightly removed laterally, so that they must
be veins of injection-doubtless filled by aqueous inifitrations. Many rods
square of jet black slate may be seen thus traversed and checkered by these
snow white veins.




Fig. $4.

Fig. 35 shows a feldspathic vein conforming to the tortuosities of mica
schist in Conway, Massachusetts. It ought probably to be regarded simply
as a layer of the rock, rather than a vein, and a result of metamorphism.
But it was probably, formed just as some veins are, and is, moreover, a line

example of the plications of mica schist.

FIg. 85.

TI

The unstratified rocks, both the masses and the veins and

dykes, undoubtedly had an igneous origin, either from dry beat
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or more usually from aquco-igneous fusion. But the theory will
be more fully stated in the Section on Metamorphism.
Amount of Unstratified .Rocks.-Tjnstratified rocks do not pro

bably occupy one-twentieth part of the earth's surface. In Great
Britain they do not cover a thousandth part of the superficies of
the island. In Massachusetts, they occupy less than a quarter of
the surface.

But there is reason to suppose that these rocks occupy the in
ternal parts of the earth to a great depth, if not to the centre;
over which the stratified rocks are spread with very unequal
thickness, and sometimes are entirely wanting.

Fig. 36 will convey a better idea than language, of the rela
tive situation of the two classes of rocks. The different groups
of stratified rocks are seen resting upon each other in successive
order, and the whole upon the unstratified series. Granite is repre
sented as the foundation, but intrusive masses of syenite and por
phyry, of granite, of trap, and lastly of lava, are shown to have

successively pushed up from beneath the granite, and spread them
selves over the surface. A variety of granite is seen rising to the

top of the Mesozoic, trap to the top of the Mesozoic, slightly lapping
over upon the Tertiary; and finally the lava comes up from the

very bottom of the whole, and spreads itself over the Alluvium.

Although this is not a section of any particular portion of the
earth's crust, it will give a correct idea, of the relative situation of
the two great classes of rocks, and the reason why the unstrati
fied rocks occupy the whole of the interior of the earth, while

they barely reach the surface. We shall refer to this section

again after stating the names of the successive formations.
Fig. 37.

)Y A. ) b a a
In addition to the last more general figure, we add Fig. 37, specially devoted to the unstratified rocks.
a, a, Irregular masses beneath the stratified rocks.
b, b, Veins (the black irregular lines) crossing both kinds of rocks.
c, Irregular beds between strata.
d, Overlying mass. e, A mass injected forcibly, Ihereby uplifting thestrata upon both sides, and causing them to break at!, f.
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FORMATIONS.

Each rock, in its most extended sense, consists of several vaile.

ties, agreeing together in certain general characters, and occupy..

ing such a relative situation with respect to one another as to

show that all of them were formed under similar circumstances,

and during the same geological period. Such a group constitutes

a formation. Ex. gr. Cretaceous formation.

This term often embraces several distinct rocks, when there is

reason to suppose that they were produced during the same geo

logical period.

Fig. 38 will give an idea of a formation. It represents the Liasformatiom
of England, lying below the oolite, and above the triassic formations.

Lias Formation.




Fig. 88.




Upper lias shale;

-:
zç

d , Maristone,

c E---- Middle has shales.

b -r Lias limestones,

a Lower has shaics.

The French word terrain, and the English word group, are

nearly synonymous with formation.
A series is a natural group of formations distinguished from all

others by characteristic organic remains. It is less comprehensive
than system, which applies to the greater divisions. Thus in

Fig. 36 the beds of stratified rocks upon the left hand side, as

Alluvium, etc., are series of lesser formations, which are not

enumerated: but the four great divisions of the same rocks upon
the right band side, as Azoic, etc., are systems. Through inad
vertence the terms series, formation, and system, are often used as

synonymous by geologists.
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When the planes of stratification are parallel to one another in
different formations, the stratification is said to be conformable:
when not parallel, it is unconformable.
The stratification in different formations is usually unconform

able, as is shown in the position of the azoic and fossiliferous form
ations, in Fig. 36.

It is hence inferred that the stratified rocks were elevated at
different epochs: in other words, those formations which are the
most highly inclined, must have been partially elevated before the

others were deposited upon them.
These numerous elevations of the strata have produced in them

a great variety of cracks, fissures, and slides.
When the continuity of the strata is interrupted by a fissure,

so that the same stratum is higher on one side than on the other,

or has been sudden laterally, that fissure is called a fault, or a
trouble,-a slip,-a dylce,-etc.: as a, a, in Fig. 39 and 40.

Fig. 39.




Fig. 41.




Fig. 40.

I)
;----- :7\




£
A fault is sometimes filled with fragments of rocks, clay, etc., as b, in Fig.

41.; in which case it occasions great trouble in the working of mines, because,
when the fiagrnents are reached, it is impossible to decide whether the con
tinuation of mineral sought is above or below the level, or to the right or left.

" There are two kinds of faults, the transverse, or those that cross

the strata at right angles to the strike, or transvesely; and the

longitudinal, or those that are parallel to the strike. The former
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are usually local, and quite short, the latter are sometimes of great

length, and produce much confusion over large districts.

If the fissure is open and of considerable width, and is suc-

ceeded at each extremity by a wider valley, it is called a gorge, as

c, in Fig. 41.

If it be still wider, with the sides sloping or rounded at the

bottom, a valley is produced.
In a similar way most of the valleys of primitive countries were

formed.




CLASSIFICATION OF ROCKS.

One of the great objects sought by geologists is a complete

knowledge of the classification, or the order of the succession

of the different formations. There are two difficulties in their

way. First, there is no district in the world where all the

formations are found placed directly over another; and, sec

ondly, the rocks in one country have sometimes little or no

external resemblance to those of the same age in another country;
or if developed at all their thickness varies greatly. It is even the

case that large formations are developed upon one continent which

are entirely wanting in another. Could the successive formations

be placed upon one another in regular order in any one place, and
an excavation be made through them which a geologist might
examine, the task of classification would be comparatively easy.

Among all the fossiliferous formations there exists an invariable
order of superposition. Rocks of different age may be brought
together by the absence of an intermediate group; but the newer
never underlies the older, except in a few cases of folded axes, or

inverted anticlinals.
A formation in America is identified with the corresponding

strata in Europe chiefly by means of organic remains character-
istic of that group. Previously, the European strata had been

thoroughly examined, both as to their mineralogical and organic
characters; and had received a local name. Thus one of the

lowest series of the Palaeozoic system was first explored in Wales.
Hence it was called Silurian (an ancient name for the district).
Now when synchronous* strata are found in America they are

* Synchronous strata are those which are formed simultaneously in different
terrains.
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termed Silurian; that is, strata of the same age with those in
Siluria. Nearly every formation has thus received a local appella
tion. American geologists have carried this principle so far that

nearly fifty local names have been proposed for the different
divisions of our series.

The first division of all the rocks is into the Stratified and Un

stratified, corresponding to the Aqueous, including Metamorphic,
and Igneous of some geologists. The stratified class is divided into
the Fossiliferous and Unfossiliferous, or those which contain, and
those devoid of organic remains. The latter all belong to one series
which is termed the Azoic, because without life; or H,pozoic, be
neath all evidences of life. The fossiliferous division is divided
into three great systems, according to the times in which the

organism flourished: the Palceozoic, or the ancient type of organic
life; Mesozoic, or the life that flourished during the middle pe
riods of geological time; and Cainozoic, or the recent economies

of life.

The following tabular view of the rocks embraces all the im

portant formations and groups described in the more recent works

on geology. Where we have made any changes it is simply with

the hope of escaping difficulties which embarrass all systems of

classification. The arrangement which we give we shall follow in

this work.

CLASS 1.-STRATIFIED OR AQUEOUS ROCKS.

1. Fossiliferous.

CAINOZOIC.

1. Alluvium, including Drift.

2. Tertiary.

MESOZOIC.

1. Cretaceous, with Green Sand.

2. Oolitic or Jurassic, with Wealden and Lias.

3. Triassic or New Red Sandstone.

PALEOZOIC.

1. Permian. 4. Upper Silurian.

2. Carboniferous. 5. Lower Silurian.

3. Devonian. 6. Cambrian or Huronian.
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2. Azoic OR UNFossILIFERous.

1. Quartz Rock, )

2. Clay Slate,
also fossiliferous.

Interzoic

and I 3. Mica Schist.

Ilypozoic
4. Talcose Schist, including Steatite.

5. Serpentine.or

Laurentian. I 6. Hornblende Schist.

7. Gneiss.

18. Saccharoid Azoic Limestone.

CLASS 2.-UNSTRATIFIED 011. IGNEOUS ROCKS.

1. Giwmc Giour.

1. Granite. 2. Syenite. 3. Protogine.

2. TRAPPEAN GROUP.

1. Porphyry. 2. Greenstone. 3. Amygdaloid, etc.

3. VOLCANIC ROCKS,

1' Basalt. 2. Trachyte. 3. Pumice. 4. Tu.fa. 5. Peperino.
6. Volcanic Ashes. 7. Vesicular Lava, etc.

Of the Azoic series, quartz rock and clay slate are sometimes
found in the Palaozoic system containing fossils, and rocks pos
sessing the same characters are occasionally found intcrstratified
with fossiliferous rocks; that is, gneiss, mica schist, etc., are not
confined to the Azoic group, but wherever found they are always
devoid of organic remains. Below the Azoic series are the un
stratified rocks, which extend to unknown depths.
In this country the Silurian and Devonian series have been sub

divided into twenty-three formations, by the State Geologists of
New York, who have given them names from the localities where
they are best developed. In other States names more or less local
have been given to the divisions of other series. rn the following
table we present the most important subdivisions of all the sys
tems both in Europe and in this country, with the thickness, so
far as it is reliable.
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FORMATIONS. THICKNESS
IN FEET.

ALLUVIUM

TERTIARY,

CRETACEOUS.

JURASSIC,

TRIARSIC,
PERMIAN

CARBONIFER-OUS.

DEVONIAN,

UPPER

LOWER
SILURIAN.

CAMBRIAN,
Azoic,




c
Pleistocene,

Pliocene,Miocene,
Eocene,

(Chalk,
Gault,
Greensand,

I

Wealden
Upper 00 it
Middle co it
Lowerooi
Lins,
Triassic,
Permian,

(Coal Measures,
.ç Millstone grit,
(Mountain limestone,

Upper,

Middle,

Lower,

Upper Ludlow rock,
Ay estry limestone,
Lower Ludlow rock,
Wenlock limestone,
Wenlock shale,
Woolhope limestone,
Dcnbigshiro sandstone,
Tarannen shales,
May Hill Beds,

fLowerLlandovery beds,
J Caradoc sandstone,
1 Llandeilo flags,
(Lingula flags,

Cambrian,
Hypozoic




500

2,547

2,460

1,300

2,270
1,100
3,100
1,010
915
to

15,000

0,000

650
100

1,000
oo

1,50050
2,0J0
1,0031,000

1,0)0
9,000
5,0)0?
5,003?

26,000
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Noami AMERICAN
FORMATIONS.

ç Alluvium proper,Drift,

Yorktown group,
c Vlcksburg group,Claiborne group, J
c Clays and
Greensaud,

Connecticut
River
Sandstone,
Permian of Kansas, &c.

(Coal Measures,
I Conglomerate,Carboniferous limestone,
I Conglomerate,
Catskill red sandstone,
Chemung group,
Portage group,
Genosee slate,
Hamilton group,Marcellus shales,
Upper Helderberg limestone,
Scoharie grit,
Cock-tall grit,
Oriskany sandstone,
Lower Helderberg limestone,
Water lime group,
Onondaga salt group,
Niagara group,Clinton group,
Upper Hudson river group,
Medina sandstone,
Oneida conglomerate,
Lower Hudson River group,lJtlea slate,
Trenton limestone,
Chazy limestone,
Calciferous sand rock,
Potedam sandstone,
Huronlan,
Laureatian,




861
7,000
to

5,000
3,200
1,700
300
603
300
350
303
200
303

1,003
2,400
1,04)3
1,453

2,000
SO!)

2,500
100
300

12,000
20,000

6

Professors H. D. and W. B. Rogers have adopted a different classification
for the Pailnozoic system, as it occurs in the States of Pennsylvania and

Virginia. The system is called the Appalachian Paleozoic Day, and is divided
like the different parts of a day. We present it in a Table, placing along
with it the names of the corresponding formations elsewhere, according to

the nomenclature of the New York State Geologists. It is copied from the

magnificent "Geology of Pennsylvania," by Professor II. D. Rogers.

APPALACHIAN PAL)EOZOIC DAY.

NEW YORK SYSTEM.

Potsdam sandstone,




ROGERS' CLASSH"IOATIoN.

primal Serim.
Primal conglomerate,
Primal older slate,

J Primal white sandstone,
Primal upper slate.




TEICKNEBS IN PENN.

43

THICKNESSIN FEET.

1,200

5,030

150
1200
300
700
2850
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Nuw Yonii SYSTEM. RoGnits' CLASSIFICATION. Tuioss IN PENN.

Aurorat Series.
Calciferous øandrock, Auroral calciferous sandrock, 60
Chazy limestone, etc. Aurorni magnesian limestone, 2500

2560
.3latinal Series.

Trenton limestone, Matinal argillaceous limestone, 300-550
Utica slate, Matinal black slate, 300-400
Lower Hudson River group, Matinal shales. 1200?

100-2150
Levant Series.

Oneida conglomerate, Levant gray limestone, 250-400
Medina sandstone, ILevant red sandstone. 500-TOO

1Levant white sandstone. 450

100-1550
Surçjent Series.

(Surgent lower slate, 2001
I Surgent iron sandstone, 80
I Surgent upper slate, 250

Clinton group, .{ Surgent lower ore shale, 760
I Surgent ore sandstone, 10-30

upper ore shale, 300
LSurgentSurgent red marl. 350

1950-1970
Sealent Series.

Niagara group, Scalent variegated maria, 400
Onondaga salt group Scalent gray marls, BooWater lime group, Scalent limestone. 60

1250
Pre-9neridian Series.

Lower Helderberg limestone, Pre-meridian limestone. 80-i®
.Meridian Series.

Meridian slate, ITO
Oriskany sandstone, Meridian sandstones, iso

Post Meridian Series.
320

Scoharle grit, Post meridian grits, 300Cock-tail grit,
limestone,Upper llelderb Post meridian limestones. 80

Cadent Series.
380

Marcellus slate, Cadent lower black slate, 250
Hamilton group, Cadent ahales, 600
Genesee slates, Cadent upper black slates. soo

Vergent Series.
1150

Portage group, Vergent flags, 1700
Chezmng group, Vergent shales. 3200

Poizent Series.
4900

Catskill red sandstone, Ponent red sandstone. 5000
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NEw Yonic SYSTEM. Roorns' CLASBIPLCATION. TuIcKss IN PENN.

Ve8perUne Serie8.
Conglomerate, Lower conglomerate of the car-

boniferous. 2660
Umbral Series.

Carboniferous limestone in Red shales and limestone. BODO
other States.

Seral Serie8.
Conglomerate, iioCoal measures, 2500Permian or upper coal measures.

Several attempts have been made to make out a classification founded upon
Paheontology; that is, organic remains. This subject will be better under
stood after that of Palnonto1ogy has been described. But we will present it
in brief in this place, promising only, that in the different formations we find
different groups of animals and plants, often characterized by the great pre
dominance of some particular races. These life periods correspond in general
to the other characters by which different formations are distinguished; so
that a paheontological division will correspond essentially to one that is litho
logical, and this to one founded on the conformity or unconformity of strati
fication. The system below is that adopted by Prof. Pictet. His large Groups
he calls Periods, and the subdivisions, Epochs. Properly speaking, however,
an Epoch is the point of time when an event takes place, and a Period the
interval between successive Epochs,

1. PALEOZOIC PERIOD.

First Epoch,
Second Epoch,
Third Epoch,
Fourth Epoch,




Silurian.
Devonian.
Carboniferous.
Permian.

3. TERTIARY PERIOD.

Tertiary Epoch.




2. SECONDARY PERIOD.

First Epoch, Triassic.
Second Epoch, Jurassic.
Third Epoch, Cretaceous.

4. QUATERNARY AND MODERN PERIOD.

Diluvian and Modern Epoch.

The Palaeozoic Period was distinguished, 1. By the entire absence ofmam
iniferous animals and birds. 2. By the presence of many genera of shells
called Cephalopods, like the Nautilus, of a peculiar structure, not found after
wards; also by a great number of another family called Brachiopods, which

subsequently mostly disappeared; 3, by the existence of large numbers of
crustaceans, called Trilobites, of which we find no trace afterwards; 4, by
the presence of a great number of singular animals, called Crinoids, which

nearly all disappeared in the subsequent formations; and 5, by Polypi or
corals of peculiar types and characters.
The Secondary Period was characterized, 1, by the fewness and small size

of the Marsupial Quadrupeds, which then existed; 2, by an enormous devel

opment, both as to numbers and size, of reptiles of peculiar character; 3, by
beautiful groups of the shells called Ammonites, (like the Nautilus), of a pecu
liar structure; 4, by tribes of Echinoderms, (like Sea Stars), altogether different
from those of the first Period; 5, by Polypi, with peculiar characters.

The Tertiary Period was characterized, 1, by the appearance of great num
bers of mammiferous animals; 2, by an approach to living forms in the rep-
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tiles and fishes; 3, by the total disappearance of Ammonites and Belemniteg,
so abundant in the Secondary Period.
The Quaternary Period is specially distinguished by the appearance of Man,

the most remarkable of all terrestrial animals.
We might point out characters almost equally striking and peculiar in each

of the nine epochs. Indeed, most of these might be again divided, and
still the Faunas and Floras would be quite distinct and peculiar, showing
that the earth has been the seat of not a few life periods since organic beings
first appeared upon it.

It is sometimes customary to characterize a Period or an Epoch by the name
of the predominant race that then lived. Thus the Secondary Period has
been called the Pakiosaurian, or the reign of ancient Saurian Reptiles; the
Tertiary Period as Atammiferous, or the reign of Mammals, etc. We might
carry this nomenclature through all the nine epochs above mentioned, as fol
lows: To begin still lower, we might call the Azoic rocks, Grysialiferous,
or crystalbearing; the Silurian rocks as Brachiopodijferous, Cephalopodiferous,
and JYrilobiferous, from the predominence of those three tribes of invertebrates;
the Devonian, as Thauniichthiferous, from the prevalence of strange fishes;
the Carboniferous Epoch, as COAL-BEARING, or Acrogeniferous, from the
abundance of flowerless trees; the Permian, as Lacertiferous, or lizard-bear
ing; the Triassic Epoch, as Enailosauriferous and Labyrinthodont'ferous; the
Jurassic Epoch, as Ichniferous, (track-bearing), and Pakeosaurzferous; the
Cretaceous, as Echiniferous (bearing Sea Stars,) and Foraminzferous; the
Tertiary, as Afarnmaliferous; and the Modern Epoch, as Horn oniferous, or
Man-bearing. These designations, however, are more poetical and popular
than scientific.

Instruments Convenient for the Practical Geologist.-For determining the
position of strata the Clinometer and Pocket Compass are needed. Still
more indispensable are hammers. There should be two or three of these of
different sizes, with rounded faces on one side, and wedge shaped or pointed
at the other. The largest should be a somewhat heavy sledge, and the
smallest of only a few ounces weight for trimming specimens.
In some departments of geological research, a knowledge of heights is re

quisite. As the heights of but comparatively few elevations in our country,
are known, a levelling apparatus or barometer is essential. A new kind of
barometer, called the Aneroid, we have found by long experience to be ad-

Fig. 41.

Aneroid Barometer.
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mirably adapted to the work. It is loss accurate than the mercurial, but
much loss liable to injury. It is generally of little value above an elevation
of 5,000 feet. As is seen in the representation, (Fig. 41), the inches and
subdivisions of the common mercurial barometer are marked upon it, and
the index points to the different marks, according to its change of elevation.
Every new Aneroid should be tested before much reliance can be placed
upon it. To ascertain the height of a mountain above a valley by this in
strument, multiply the space passed over by the index, (expressed in thou
sandths of an inch), by the number of feet of elevation requisite to move the
index-one-tenth of an inch, and cut off four right hand figures for decimals.
A Pedometer and an apparatus for sketching are also desirable.

SECTION II.

THE CHEMISTRY AND MINERALOGY OF GEOLOGY.

OF the sixty-two simple substances hitherto discovered, sixteen

constitute, by their various combinations, nearly the whole of the

matter yet known to enter into the composition of the globe.

They are as follows, arranged in three classes, according to their

amount; the first in each class being the most abundant.

1. Non-Metallic Substances.-Oxygen, Hydrogen, Nitrogen,
Carbon, Sulphur, Chlorine, Fluorine, and Phosphorus.

2. Metalloids, or the bases of the earths and alkalics.-Siicium,

Aluminium, Potassium, Sodium, Magnesium, and Calcium.

3. Metals Proper.-Iron, Manganese.
The metalloidal sdbstances mentioned above, united with oxy

gen, constitute the great mass of the rocks, consolidated and uncon

solidated, accessible to man. Oxygen also forms twenty per cent.

of the atmosphere, and one-third part by measure of water.

Hydrogen forms the other two-thirds of this latter substance;

and it is evolved also from volcanos, and is known to exist in

coal. Nitrogen forms four-fifths of the atmosphere, and enters

into the composition of animals, living and fossil. It is found also

in coal. Carbon, however, forms the principal part of coal; and

it exists likewise in the form of carbonic acid in the atmosphere,

though constituting only one thousandth part, and it forms an

important part of all the carbonates, and is produced wherever

vegetable and animal matters are undergoing decomposition.

Sulphur is found chiefly in the sulpburets and sulphates that are
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so widely disseminated. Chlorine is found chiefly in the ocean,
and in the rock salt dug out of the earth. Fluorine occurs in
most of the rocks, though in small proportion. Phosphorus is

widely diffused in the rocks and soils, and is abundant in organic
remains, in the form of phosphates.

Nearly all the simple substances above mentioned have entered

into their present combinations as binary compounds; that is,

they were united two and two before forming the present com

pounds in which they are found. The following constitute nearly
all the binary compounds of the accessible parts of the globe:
Silica, Alumina, Lime, Magnesia, Potassa, Soda, Oxide of Iron,

Oxide of Manganese, Water, and Carbonic Acid.

It is meant only that these binary compounds, and the sixteen simple sub
stances that have been enumerated, constitute the largest part of the
known mass of the globe: for many other binary compounds, and probably
all the known simple substances, are found in small quantity in the rocks;
but not enough to be of importance in a geological point of view.

It has been calculated that oxygen constitutes 50 per cent. of

the ponderable matter of the globe, and that its crust contains 45

per cent, of silica, and at least 10 per cent. of alumina. Potassa

constitutes nearly 7 per cent. of the unstratified, rocks, and

enters largely into the composition of some of the stratified class.

Soda forms nearly 6 per cent, of some basalts and other less ex

tensive unstratified rocks; and it enters largely into the composi
tion of the ocean. Lime and magnesia are diffused almost

universally among the rocks in the form of silicates and carbonates

-the carbonate of lime having been estimated to form one

seventh of the crust of the globe; at least three per cent. of all

known rocks are some binary combination of iron, such as an

oxide, a suiphuret, a carburet, etc.; manganese is widely diffused,

but forms less than one per cent. of the mass of rocks.
A few simple minerals constitute the great mass of all known

rocks. These are Quartz, Feldspar, Mica, Hornblende, Pyroxeno,
Calcite, embracing all carbonates of lime, Talc, embracing Chlorite,
Steatite, and Serpentine. Oxide of iron is very common as an

impurity; but it does not usually show itself till the decomposi
tion of the rock óommences.

Quartz, or silica in the pure state, is transparent, and is known
as rock crystal. It is the hardest of all the minerals enumerated,

easily scratching all of them. Quartz is also known, when mixed
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with other substances, under other names; as amethyst, when it is
colored purple: Rose, Smoky, and Ferruginous, when pink, blackish,
and yellowish red; Chalcedony, and Agate, when there are several
colors exhibited in the same specimen, generally arranged fan

tastically.; Jasper, when it is bright red. Figs. 42 and 43 repre
sent the most common form of quartz crystals. Quartz is the
most abundant of all minerals; there are but few rocks in which
it is not the predominant ingredient. All the forms of quartz are

absolutely insoluble in water, acids and most liquids, except
hydrofluoric acid, a substance that does not appear ever to have
been concerned in -the formation and alteration of mineral sub-

stances.

Fig. 42. Fig. 43. Fig. 44. Fig. 45.

U)




Quartz Oryetai. Crystal of Orthoclase. Crystal of Alldt&

Feldspar is a generic term, embracing several

silicates of alumina and an alkali. The most com

mon variety is the potash-feldspar, or Orthoclase,

Fig. 44, which is a double silicate of alumina and
Quartz Crystal.

potassa. The soda-feldspar, or Albite, Fig. 45, a

double silicate of alumina and soda, differs from orthoclase but

little in appearance, except in its crystalline form. Both species

have a beautiful pearly lustre. The lime feldspar or Labradorite,

a double silicate of alumina and lime, has a still more brilliant luster.

Other species of feldspar are given in the table upon page 51.

It is important to be able to distinguish these species, since par

ticular rocks are characterized by the kind of feldspar most com

mon in them.

Mica is also a generic term, including many species. They

are divided into two classes according to. the inclination of their

axes of polarization to each other-in the common mica, Musco

vite, inclining at a large angle, and in the others at a small angle.

Muscovite occurs in plates, which scale off in very thin lamina.

It is commonly called isinglass ; and is well known from its

3
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use instead of glass in the doors of stoves. Fig. 46 represents
a crystal of Muscovite. Chemically it is a double silicate of

FIg. 46. Fig. 41. alumina and potassa, in which a

part of the alumina is usually re

placed by iron. Phlogopzte is a

double silicate of alumina mag
nesia and potassa; and Biotite is

crystal of a double silicate of alumina, iron,
Hornblende.

magnesia and potassa.

Crystal of HuàcoDite. Hornblende is usually a tough, black or

dark colored mineral, crystalizing as in Fig. 47, and being a double

silicate of alumina or iron and lime.

There are many varieties of hornblende, the most common

being the Tremolite, Asbestus, and Actynolite; the second of

which is often of a soft texture, and can be woven like cotton.

Pyroxene, including Augite, Sahlite and .Diopside, is a simple
silicate of either lime, magnesia, protoxide of iron or manganese,
or soda, and differing externally from the hornblendes, principally
in the form of its crystal, (Fig. 48). Hypersthene is an important

variety of pyroxene, occurring chiefly in the Lawrentian Series.

Calcite, or the simple carbonate of lime, is very widely diffused

as crystalline or sedimentary limestone. Its primary crystalline
form is rhombohedral, Fig. 49, but it is often modified into the

Fig. 48. Fig. 49. Fig. 50.

CryJ8ta ' Frozene. Crystal of Calcite. ftstal of Calcite.

shape of Fig. 50. The species dolomite, a double carbonate of
lime and magnesia, is also rhombohedral, but it more nearly ap

proaches a square prism in its form. Carbonate of lime may al

ways be known by its effervescence with acids.
Talc is a soft, green or whitish hydrous silicate of magnesia.

It has a very greasy or soapy feel. An impure form called steatite,
or soapstone, is well known from its power of retaining heat, and
as a non-conductor. Chlorite is of a dull emerald-green color,
and is a double hydrated silicate of alumina and magnesia.
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Serpen.tne or Opkiolite.-Serpentine is a mottled rock, the pre
dominant color green, and is a hydrous silicate of magnesia. It
is distinctly stratified in some localities, and though formerly re

garded as a purely igneous rock, is now generally admitted

to be a metamorphic rock; perhaps an altered dolomite. It is

elegant as an ornamental rock, though not much used in this

country, where it exists in immense quantities.

Serpentines generally contain so many foreign mineral matters as to form
with them distinct varieties; as, garneeiferous, diallagicj hornbl6,ndic, and
chrovniferou3 serpentines. Ophicake is a mixture of calcite or dolomite, with
serpentine, talc, and chlorite, often brecciated. In the latter form are in
cluded the beautiful verde antique marbles, such as occurs at Roxbury and
Proctorsville, Vermont;, Newbury and Middletleld, Massachusetts; and New
Haven and Milford, Connecticut. When chromic iron is disseminated through
serpentine, giving it a peculiar mottled appearance, it is called ophyte, Sroin
its resemblance to the skin of a snake.
The following table shows the composition of the most common or impor

tant minerals:
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Orthoclase 65.72 18.57 trace. trace. 0.84 0.10 14.02 1.25 100.
Albite 69.36 19.26 0.43 0.46 10.50 100.
Oligoclase 62.61 24.11 0.80

1.5S
2.74
5.TT

0.55 0.75
LOS

8.89
6.53

99.95
99.92Ande&ne 59.60 24.28 1.00

Labradorito 58.48 26.46 1.60 0.89 9.49 174 0.22 4.10 98.40
- Water.

Muscovite 47.50 37.80 3.20 0.90 2.63 9.6 100.98
Biotite 40.00 16.16 7.05 10.83 Water.

Fluorine. Water. 21.54 9.70 8.00 99.08
Phiogopite 41.30 15.8.5 1.77 8.80 0.28 28.79 0.65 101.14
Hornblende (caic.) 41.00 143.00 15.00 14.00 14.00
Pyroxeno 60.05 4.20 4.18 0.79 4.97 .5.20 99.99

Carbonic
acid.

Calcite 56.13 43.87 100.00
Water.

Talc 62.85 1.84 81.82 4.48 99.79
Water.

Chlorite 81.47 17.14 4.55 0.53 84.40 12.12 98.88
Water.

Serpentine (cub.) 44.02 48.11 12.67 100.00

Other minerals forming rocks of small extent, or entering
so largely into their composition as to modify their character, are

the following: gypsum, the hydrous sulphate of lime (of which

a crystal is represented in Fig. ol), diallage, common salt, coal,

bitumen, garnet, tourmaline, staurotide, epidote, olivine, and

pyrites.
A few of these minerals exist in so large masses as to be de-
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nominated rocks; e. ., quartz, carbonate of lime, etc., but in gen.
Fig. 51. era], from two to four of them are united to form

/ a rock; e. g., quartz, feldspar and mica, to form

granite. In some instances the simple minerals are
so much ground down, previously to their consolida
tion, as to make the rock appear homogenous; e.

g., shale and clay slate.

Water constitutes a part of nearly all rocks, either

chemically combined with the component minerals,

/ or as a mechanical constituent of the rock itself. The
latter is the more usual case. The more common

hydrated minerals are talc, chlorite, gypsum, serpentine, cliallage,
and-the zeolites. It is remarkable that the latter, occurring in

volcanic or igneous rocks almost exclusively, should contain so

much water, while many that are formed in sedimentary rocks

have none.

GEOLOGICAL SITUATION OF USEFUL ROCKS AND MINERALS.

The rocks and minerals useful in an economical point of view
are in a few instances found in almost every part of the rock
series: but in a majority of cases they are confined to one or

more places in that series.

EXAMPLES.-Granite, Syenite, and Porphyry: found intruded among all
the stratified rocks as high in the series as the Tertiary strata; but they are
almost entirely confined to the Hypozoic rocks.

Greenstone and Basalt are found among and overlying all the Hypozoic and
fossiliferous rocks; but they are mostly connected with the latter.

Lava, some varieties of which, as Peperino, are employed in the arts,
being the product of modern volcanos, is found occasionally overlying ever
rock in the series.

Clay: the common varieties used for bricks, earthern ware, pipes, etc.,
occur almost exclusively in the Tertiary and Alluvial strata. Porcelain clay
results from the decomposition of granite, and is found in connection with
that rock.

Marl, or a mixture of carbonate of lime and clay, is chiefly confined to the
Alluvial and Tertiary strata; and. differs from many varieties of limestone,
only in not being consolidated.

Limestone, from which every variety of marble, one variety of alabaster,
and every sort of quicklime are obtained, is found in almost every rock,
stratified and unstratified. In the oldest stratified rocks and in the unstrati
fied it is highly crystalline; and in the newer strata (e. g., chalk), it is often
not at all crystalline: The most eteemed marbles are obtained from the
Palteozoic rocks, either unaltered or metamorphic.

Spentins is connected with metamorphic rocks, either ITypozoic or Palamo
zoic. It is not unfrequently associated with trap rocks in later periods.

Gypsum, or Plaster of Paris, is found in Europe in all the Mesozoic and
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Tertiary strata. In this country a little is found in the Paleozoic rocks butin greatest abundance in the Mesozoic and Cainozoic formations. Upon' theRed River, in Texas, more than a hundred miles square of surface are underlaid by seienite, a transparent variety.
Rock Salt (Chloride of Sodium) i frequently found associated with gypsum, in the New Red sandstone. It occurs also in the Supereretaceous or

Tertiary strata; as at the celebrated deposit at Wieliczka in Poland, and in
Sicily, and Cordona (Spain), in Cretaceous strata; in the Tyrol, in the Oolitea;
and in Durham, England, salt springs occur in the Coat series. In the
United States they issue from the Silurian rocks.
Forms of Vegetable .Matter.-If vegetable matter be exposed

to a certain degree of moisture and temperature, it is decomposed
into the substance called peat, which is dug from swampy, and

belongs to the alluvial formation.

Liqnitc or Brown Coal, the most perfect variety of which is jet,
is found in most of the series above the coal formations; and ap
pears to be vegetable matters like peat which have long been
buried in the earth, and have undergone certain chemical changes.
It generally exhibits the vegetable structure.

Bituminous Goal appears to be the same substance which* has
been longer buried in the earth, and has undergone further

changes. The proportion of bitumen is indefinite, varying from
10 to 60 per cent., and the coal is said to be dry orfat, according
to the amount of bitumen present.

There are several varieties of the bituminous coal.
Pitch, or caking coal, is a velvet black, highly bituminus mass,

which cakes or runs together during combustion. Cherry coal is
like caking coal, but it does not soften and cake: It breaks so

readily that much of it is lost in the mining process. Cannel
coal is nearly black, with a fine compact texture and a conchoidal
fracture. It burns readily like a candle, hence its name. Splint
coal is a coarse variety of cannel coal. The Albert coal of Nova
Scotia is perhaps to be regarded as a species of bitumen, because
the latter so much predominates. It has a bright, shining lustre,

and ignites instantly upon contact with flame. Coke is bitumin

ous coal artificially deprived of its bitumen. It is light, and

approaches charcoal in appearance. Coke is occasionally found

in nature; especially in the neighborhood of dikes. All these

varieties are found in the coal formation, and even in the Meso

zoic and Tertiary series.
Anthracite is bituminous coal that has been deprived of its

bitumen, usually by heat, under pressure. It thus forms a corn-
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pact heavy mass, igniting with some difficulty. The anthracite of

Pennsylvania, of enormous extent, is in the true coal measures,

and it is a curious fact, that as we pass westward-that is, recede

from the metamorphic and unstratified rocks of the Atlantic

coast-the quantity of bitumen increases; so that within a few

hundred miles the coal is highly charged with it. The fact makes
it extremely probable that the heat, which changed the metamor

phic rocks, also drove off the bitumen.

The anthracite of Rhode Island and of Massachusetts, is in what

may be called a metamorphic Goal Field; that is, the strata have

been more acted upon and hardened by heat than is usual. In

Rhode Island and in Bristol county in Massachusetts, the fossil

remains are still found; but in Worcester, where the bed of coal is

seven feet thick, no trace of fossil vegetables has been discovered;

and the rocks are considerably hardened and crystalline. The

coal also is much more stony, and is partially changed into plum.
bago.

Graphite, Plumbago, or Black Lead, appears to be anthracite
which has undergone still further mineralization; at least, in some
instances, when coal has been found contiguous to igneous rocks,
it is converted into plumbago; and hence such may have been

the origin of the whole of it. In the Alps, plumbago is found in

a clay slate that lies above the has. It is also found in the coal

series.
All the varieties of coal that have been' described occur in the

form of seams, or beds, interstratified with sandstones and shales;
and most usually there are several seams of coal with rocks be
tween them; the whole being arranged in the form of a basin.

Fig. 2 s a sketch of the great coal basin of South Wales, in

Fig 132.
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Great Britain ; which contains twenty-three beds of coal ; whose
united thickness is ninety-three feet. When we consider how
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much this arrangement facilitates the exploration and working of
coal, we can hardly doubt but it is the result of Divine Benevo..
lence.
The Diamond, which is pure crystalized carbon, has been found

associated with a variety of New Red Sandstone, called itacolu

mite, at Golconda, India, and with talcose schist in Brazil. Both

these rocks have been subject to high beat, and pressure, and

hence perhaps the crystalization of the carbon. In general, the

diamond is found in drift; having been removed from its original
situation; and we may always presume that every mineral exist

ing in the older rocks will be found also in Drift; because their

detritus must contain them.

It has been inferred from the preceding facts that all the varie

ties of carbon, above described, had their origin in vegetable
matter; and that heat and water have produced all the varieties

which we now find.

Gems and .Metals.-Almost all the precious stones, such as the sapphire,
emerald, spinel, chrysoberyl, chrysophrase, topaz, iolite, garnet, tourmaline,

etc., are found exclusively in the most crystalline rocks. Quartz in the various
forms of rock crystal, chalcedony, carnelian, cacholong, sardonyx, jasper, etc.,
is found sometimes in the Mesozoic strata, and especially in the trap rocks
associated with them.

Some of the metals, as platinum, gold, silver, mercury, copper,
bismuth, etc., exist in the rocks in a pure, that is, metallic state;

but usually they occur in the state of oxides, suiphurets, and car

bonates, and are called ores. It is rare that any other ore is

found in sufficient quantity to be an object of exploration on a

large scale.

These ores occur in four modes: 1. In regular interstratified

layers, or beds. 2. In veins or fissures, crossing the strata, and

filled with ore united to foreign substances, forming a gangue or

matrix. 3. In irregular masses. 4. Disseminated in small frag

ments through the rocks.

Iron is the only metal that is found in all the rock series in a

workable quantity. Among its ores, only four are wrought for

obtaining the metal: viz., the magnetic oxide, the specular or

peroxide, the hydrated peroxide, and the protocarbonate.

Manganese occurs in the state of a peroxide and a hydrate, and is confined
to the metamorphic rocks; except an unimportant ore called the earthy
oxide, which exists in earthy deposits.
The most important ores of copper are the pyritoun copper, and the car-
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bonates. These are found in metamorphic rocks, in the Trias. and the Ter
tiary. Immense quantities of native copper are mixed in the Lower Silurian
and Fluronian rocks about Lakes Superior and Huron.
The only ore of lead, of much importance, is the suiphuret. This is found

in the Laurentian series, in both the stratified and unstratified rocks: in the
Hudson River group, especially in the Western States; but it exists also in
the Mesozoic system.

The deutoxide of tin is the principal ore of that metal. This is most com
monly found in the oldest formations of gneiss, granite, and porphyry; also
in the porphyries connected with red sandstone. It is found likewise iii
quantity sufficient to be wrought in Drift.
Of zinc the most abundant ore is the suiphuret, which is commonly asso

ciated with the suiphuret of lead, or galena. Other valuable ores are the
carbonate, silicate, and the oxide, which occur in Mesozoic rocks.
The most common ore of antimony, the suiphuret, has hitherto been. found.

chiefly in granite, gneiss, and mica schist.
The principal ore of mercury, the suiphuret, occurs chiefly in Now Red

sandstone: sometimes in a sort of mica schist.
Silver in its three forms of a suiphuret, a suiphuret of silver and antimony,

and a chloride, has been found mostly in Ilypozoic and Palaeozoic slates;
sometimes in a member of the New Red Sandstone series, and in one instance
in Tertiary strata.

Cobalt, bismuth, arsenic, etc., are usually found associated with silver, or
copper; and of course occur in the older rocks. The other metals, which,
on account of their small economical value and minute qqantity, It is un
necessary to particularize, are also found in the older strata; frequently only
disseminated, or in small insulated masses.

Theory of the origin and distribution of Gold.-Gold in its

original situation occurs mostly in veins of quartz that traverse
the older Palaeozoic slates and schists, frequently near their junc
tion with. eruptive rocks. Sometimes also it is found in the latter.
Talcose schist is the most usual gold-bearing rock; the rocks con

taining it are metamorphic members of the Silurian, Devonian,
and Carboniferous series-especially the first. In European
Russia, for example, the Palaeozoic rocks, scarcely even yet solidi
fied, contain no auriferous bands; but by following the same strata
into the Ural Mountains, where they have been lifted up, and

metamorphosed in conjunction with the intrusion of porphyry,
greenstone, syenite, and granite, gold is seen to abound.
But at what period was the gold introduced? In the Mesozoic

and Tertiary strata none, or scarcely none, is found, and yet those
rocks were derived from the more ancient Palaeozoic members.
Moreover, the loose deposits of gravel and sand, derived in part
from the same Palaeozoic strata, are the chief repository of gold.
Hence the conclusion is irresistible, that the older schists were not

impregnated with gold, while the Mesozoic and Tertiary strata
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were in a course of cleposition,but after that time, the protrusion
of the eruptive rocks produced the gold. Since then aqueous
and atmospheric agencies have worn down the auriferous strata,

carrying the metal into the lowest places, and thus bringing it
within the reach of man.

a, a, a represent the older slates, tilted up and metamorphosed by the in
trusion of the veins, c, r, c, etc., which impregnated them with gold. Origin
ally these slate mountains rose above b, b. By their erosion the Secondary
deposits d, and the Tertiary deposits, e, were produced before the injection of
the auriferous veins, c, c, c, etc. After their injection, the same erosion went
on, reducing the mountains to the line i, 1 and filling the low places with the
deposits Ii, h, containing gold.

Thus it appears that gold was brought up from the earth's

interior, a little time only (geologically speaking) before the

appearance of man on the globe. Fishes and lizards, mollusks

and crustaceans, did not need it; and therefore it was delayed till

a being was about to be created who did.

The most important ranges of gold-bearing rocks are these:

the Rocky Mountains, from Russian America through California

and Central America, into parts of the Andes in South America;

the Appalachian and associated ranges, from Canada to Alabama;

the Tjralian Mountains in Russia; and iit Australia. The Califor

nian ranges are the most productive. In 1854, 481,950 lbs. Troy
of gold were mined in the whole world, of which the United

States produced 200,000 lbs., Australia and adjacent islands,

150,000 lbs.; and the Russian Empire, 60,000 lbs.

With a few exceptions, working the original veins in which

gold occurs has not proved remunerative, sanguine, as most gold
seekers are, that their fortune is made when they have discovered

such a vein. But nature has done the work much better than

man can, and collected in the lowest places gold in quantities,
while in the rocks it is sparsely disseminated. Moreover, it is'

a a Orijin and Distribution of Gold. C C a
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found that gold veins, unlike those of most other metals, diminish

in richness as we descend.

It appears from the facts that have been detailed respecting the

situation of the useful minerals that great assistance in search

ing for them may be derived from a knowledge of rocks and their

order of superposition.

No geologist, for instance, would expect to find valuable beds of coal j
the oldest crystalline rocks, but in the fossiliferous rocks alone; and even
here he would have but feeble expectations in any rock except the coal
formation. What a vast amount of unnecessary expense and labor would
have been avoided, had men, who have searched for coal, been always ac
quainted with this principle, and able to distinguish the different rocks! Per
pendicular strata of mica and talcose schists would never have been bored
into at great expense, in search of coal; nor would black tourmaline have
been mistaken for coal, as it has been.
By no mineral substance have men been more deceived than by iron pyrites:

which is appropriately denominated fool's gold. When in a pure state, its re
semblance to gold in color is often so great that it is no wonder those unac
quainted with minerals should suppose it to be that metal. Yet the merest
tyro in mineralogy, can readily distinguish the two substances; since native
gold is always malleable, but pyrites never. This latter mineral is also very
liable to decomposition, and such changes are thereby wrought upon the
rocks containing it as to lead the inexperienced observer to imagine that he
has got the clue to a rich depository of mineral treasures; and probably nine
out of ten of those numerous excavations that have been made in the rocks
of this country, in search of the precious metals, had their origin in pyrites,
and their termination in disappointment, if not poverty. This ore also, when
decomposing, sometimes produces considerable heat, and causes masses of
the rock to separate with an explosion. Hence the origin of the numerous
legends that prevail respecting light seen, and sounds heard, in the mountain
where the supposed treasure lies, and which so strongly confirm the ignorant
in their expectation of finding mineral treasures. Now all this delusion
would be dissipated in a moment were the eye of a geologist to rest on such
spots, or were the elementary principles of geology more widely diffused in
the community.

Another common delusion respects gypsum, which is as often sought
among the hypozole as in the secondary and tertiary rocks; although it is
doubtful whether gypsum has ever been found in the former. A few years
since, however, a farmer in this country supposed that he had discovered
gypsum on his farm, and persuaded his neighbors that such was the case.
They bought large quantities of it, and it was ground for agriculture, when
accidentally it was discovered that it was only limestone: a fact that might
have been determined in a moment at first, by a single drop of acid.

CAUTION.-It ought not to be inferred from all that has been said,C3--
that because a mineral substance has been found in only one rock,
it exists in no other. But in many cases we may be certain that
such and such formations can not contain such and such minerals.
Of these cases, however, the practical geologist can alone judge
with much correctness, and hence the importance of an extensive
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acquaintance with geology in the community. An amount of
money much greater than is generally known has been expended
in vain for the want of this knowledge.
The chemical changes which rocks have undergone since their deposition,as well as the operation of decomposing agents to which they are now ex

posed, properly belong to the chemistry of geology. But these points will be
deferred to subsequent sections, because they will there be better uzder
8tOOd.




SECTION III.

LITHOLOGICAL CHARACTERS OF TR ROCKS.

THE lithological character of a rock embraces its mineral com

position and structure as well as its external aspect, in distinction
from its zoological and botanical characters, which refer to its

organic remains.

Rocks are deposited by water in two modes: first, as mere
sediment, by its mechanical agency, in connection with gravity;
secondly, as chemical precipitates from solution.

The first kind of rocks is called mechanical or sedimentary
rocks; the second kind, chemical deposits.
As a general fact, the lower we descend into the rock series we

meet with less and less of a mechanical and more and more of a
chemical agency in their production.
In the fossiliferous rocks we sometimes find an alternation of mechanical

and chemical deposits; but for the most part, these rocks exhibit evidence of
both modes of deposit, acting simultaneously.

It is difficult to conceive how any rock can be consolidated without more
or less of chemical agency, except perhaps in that imperfect consolidation
which takes place in argillaceous mixtures by mere desiccation. Even in
the cQarsest conglomerate there must be more or less of chemical union be
tween the cement and the pebbles.

The most common mechanical rocks are sandstones, conglom
erates and shales.
When sand is cemented, the solid mass is called sandstone;

rounded pebbles produce a conglomerate, or pudding stone; and

angular fragments, a breccia.

Shale is regularly laminated clay, more or less indurated, and

splitting into thin layers along the original lamination or planes
of deposition.
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Clay slate is a metamorphosed clay, differing from shale in

having a superinduced tendency to split into thin plates, which

may or may not coincide with the lamination of the rock.

Limestones embrace many varieties, as massive limestone,

granular limestone, marbles, dolomite, oolite, chalk, and traver

tine. Most of these varieties are chemical deposits.

The time during which a number of rocks grouped into a form

ation is in the process of deposition, that is, until some important

change takes place in the material or mode of production, is called

a geological period; and the point of time when the change

occurs is called an epoch.

We learn much of the history of the world from the lithological characters
of the stratified rocks. They indicate the mode of formation; whether it was
mechanical or chemical; whether the temperature was adapted to the exist
ence of animals and plants; and in connection with fossils, whether a deposit
was marine or fresh water; whether the deposition was made by a rough cur
rent or in placid waters; and whether the water was deep or shallow.
We shall describe the lithological characters or each of the great sys

tems in succession, beginning with the lowest stratified rock, and proceeding
in an ascending order. In this way we shall incidentally read the history
of the earth during the different periods. The unstratified rocks, some
times associated with the sedimentary groups, will be described subsequently.
According to our classification, the rocks are divided into the following
systems:
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i , ir. Paleozoic,
III. Mesozoic, PT. Cainozoic.

I. Azoic, Hozoic (Seclgwick, LAURENTIAN SYSTEM Logan.)

The rocks to be described (including granite, porphyry, etc.,) were formerly
called Primary, because they were supposed to have been produced befbre
the deposition of the fossiliferous strata; whereas it now appears that several
of these rocks have in some instances been formed at a later period. The
term Azoic signifies unfossiliferous, and is the most satisfactory appellation for
these crystalline rocks, which are not only the oldest rocks upoii the globe,
but are also found among the higher groups. The term Hypozoi, signifies
that the rocks embraced in the system lie beneath those containing fossils.
The term Metamorphic, which is sometimes applied to them, implies that
they have been altered since their original production: but the same is true
of some rocks containing fossils. The term Laurentian applies only to the
lower part of the Azoic rocks, the upper part fbrniing the Huronian system.
It is a local name, derived from the Lanrentine Mountains, in Canada, where
this system is well developed. Prof. H. D. Rogers calls the Hypozoic or Lan
rentian rocks, Gneissic, and the Huronian, Azoic.
A subdivision of the Laurentian system has been proposed by Logan,

which has not yet been carried out into details; viz., into those rocks which
contain lime, either as carbonate, or as a lime feldspar, and those which are
destitute of Iii-no in any form. There is no certain order of superposition
among the different groups of this formation; but we shall describe them in
the order in which geologists have supposed them most commonly to occur.
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1. Gneiss.-The essential ingredients in this rock are quartz,
feldspar, and mica. The feldspars are both lime-feldspars, (Labra-,
donte), and soda-feldspars, (Albite and Anorthite). Hornblende
is sometimes present. These ingredients are arranged more or
less in folia, and the rock is stratiIied. Where it passes into
granite, however, (which is composed of the same ingredients),
the stratification, as well as the foliation become exceedingly ob
scure; and it is impossible to draw a definite line between the
two rocks. Gneiss, as well as mica schist., are remarkable in some

places for tortuosities and irregularities exhibited by the strata
and folia; while in other places these same rocks are equally dis

tinguished for the regularity and evenness of the stratification, by
which they are rendered excellent materials for economical pur
poses.

Gneiss sometimes contains crystals of feldspar, which give it a spotted ap-
pearance, and this is called porphyritic gneiss.

2. Mica schist.-This consists of successive layers of mica and

quartz, the former predominating. It is not unusual to find small

crystals of feldspar, disseminated through it. Garnets and stauro
tide are, often so abundant in it, over extensive tracts, as properly
to be regarded as constituents; hence the varieties, qarnetiferous,
and staurotidiferous mica schist.

3- Saccharoid Azoic .Liniestone.-The limestone connected with
azoic rocks is generally white and highly crystalline, resembling
Ibaf sugar so much as to be called saccharoid. In some situations
it is dark colored, or it may receive bright colors from minerals

disseminated through it. It is often highly magnesian. Many
authors prefer the term crystalline to saccharoid; but many other

limestones are crystalline.
4. Talcose schist.-This rock consists of successive layers of

talc and quartz. Mica, calcite, feldspar, and hornblende, are fre

quently present. Often tale is replaced by talcite, or some min

eral resembling talc. Talc is a hydrous silicate of magnesia, but

the substituted minerals are silicates of alumina. Hence what is

often called talcose schist is only an altered variety of clay slate.

Varieties.-In chlorite schist talc is replaced by chlorite, a hydrous silicate
of alumina and magnesia. It is almost pulverulent and compact, of a green
color, and the chlorite more abundant than the quartz. Steatite is often

nothing but schistose talc, which is adherent enough to be wrought, and
at other times it is somewhat granular and slightly indurated. This is the
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valuable stone so extensively used for furnaces, fire-places, aqueducts, etc.,
under the name of soapstone or freestone.

5. Hornblende schist.-Hornblende predominates in this rock,

but its varieties contain feldspar, quartz, and mica. When it is

pure hornblende, its stratification is often indistinct, and it passes,

by taking feldspar into its composition, into a rock resembling

greenstone. It occurs in every part of the Azoic system; but its

most common associations are argillaceous slate, mica schist and

gneiss; into which it passes by insensible gradations.
6. Quartz rock.-This rock is essentially composed of quartz,

either granular or arenaceous. The varieties result from the in

termixture of mica, feldspar, talc, hornblende, or clay slate. In

these compound varieties the stratification is remarkably regular;
but in pure granular quartz it is often difficult to discover the

planes of stratification. It is interstratified with every one of the

azoic rocks.

The arenaceous varieties of this rock form good firestones; that is stones
capable of sustaining powerful heat. Some varieties of mica schist are still
better. Gneiss of an arenaceous composition is also employed; as are sev
eral varieties of sandstone of different ages. The firestone of the English
green sand is a fine siliceous sand cemented by limestone.

7. Clay slate or argillaceoz&s slate.-This is a fine-grained fissile,

highly indurated rock, splitting into plates by cleavage, altogether

independent of the original lamine. This superinduced structure

may often be distinguished from the strata, by means of parallel
bands of different colors and textures traversing the rock. It is

generally a dull blue, grey, green, or black color, sometimes brick

red, sometimes striped, sometimes mottled. This rock is best de

veloped in the Cambrian series.

Novaculite or honestono is a compact variety of clay slate, which is highly
prized for hones. It is less divided by cleavage planes, and has a very soft
and smooth feel.

8. Se?pentine. The description of this rock as a mineral em
braces all that is needful to say of it in this place. We need,
therefore, only refer to page 5]..

II. PALEOZOIC SYSTEM.

The Palaeozoic rocks, or those in which the oldest forms of
life are found embrace deposits of vast thickness. They are
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1. The Cambrian, 2. The Silurian, 3. The Devonian, or Old
Red Sandstone, 4. The Carboniferous or Coal Formation, and

. The Permian System.

1. The Canbrian or Huronian Series.

There has been much discussion among English geologists as
to the upper limit of the Cambrian system. The most satisfac

tory classification makes of it a vast thickness of sandstones,

schists, and slates underlying the Lingula flags in England, and

the Potsdam sandstone in this country. Scarcely any organic
remains are found in it in Europe, and none as yet in this coun

try. Perhaps half of this group in Great Britain is clay slate.

Its beds are there 26,000 feet thick. The term Cambrian is de

rived from the ancient name of Wales.

These rocks cover extensive areas in Great Britain, particularly in Wales,
from which the well-known Welsh roofing slate is obtained; also in Ireland,
Bohemia, and Scandinavia. They have been recognized in this country but
recently. Logan has described a series of rocks about Lake Huron, referable
to this group, which he has called the Huronian Group. The lowest member
is a bluish slate, reposing unconformably upon the Laurenan rocks, suc
ceeded upwards by various colored sandstones, slates, and an occasional band
of limestone; the whole being 12,000 feet thick. Professor Rogers has
described, some rocks of that ago in Pennsylvania.

2. The Silurian Series.

This system rests unconformably upon the iluronian series at

Lake Huron, and elsewhere in this country upon the Laurentian

group, and in Europe upon the Cambrian series. It is divided

into the Upper and Lower Silurian, distinguished from each other

by want of conformity and peculiar organic remains.

Fig. 5-I..
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In Fig. 54 the position of the Silurian and Devonian rocks is shown as
they occur in the Western part of New York. The iluronian group is want.
ing, as well as several of the other subdivisions, upon this section. It is very
rare to find all the members of the series at one locality. For example, the
Onondaga salt group is found only in Western New York and in British
America. Elsewhere the Lower ffelderberg limestone may succeed directly
to the Niagara group.

1. Lower Silurian.-The Potsdam sandstone is a purely siicious sandstone.
The Calciferous sandrock is a calcareous sandstone or an impure limestone;
sometimes maguesian. The U/Lazy and Trenton limestones are black fossilifer
ous limestones. The Utica state is a black shaly limestone. The Lower Hud,
son river group is mostly clay slate; but in the Western States its place is
occupied by limestone; the upper part of the so called cliff limestone. Some
times there is an unconformability between the Lower and Upper Silurian,
as in England, and at the mouth of the St. Lawrence river in this country.

2. Upper Silurian.-The Oneida conglomerate is usually purely siliciou;
but passes insensibly into calcareous sandstone or dolomitic limestone in some
districts. The .Llfedina sandstone is a red sandstone, or shale. The Upper
Hudson river group is partly clay slate, and partly thicose schist, with occa
sional beds of limestone. It has as yet been found only in Western New
England or Eastern New York. The Clinton group is an alternation of shales,
limestoncs, and iron ores or iron sandstones. The Ant.icosti group is an assem
blage of argillaceous limestones occurring upon the island Anticosti in the
Gulf of the St. Lawrence. It is probably equivalent to the formations be
tween the Lower Hudson river group and the Clinton group.

The Niagara group is an alternation of liinestones and shales; and some
times the shales are wanting. The Onondaga salt group is an alternation of
limestones and shales, the limestones predominating, from which isuc salt
springs. The Lower Hetderberg limestone is a highly fossiliferous dark colored
limestone, and is very persistent, while the previous member is most usually
wanting.
The European members of the Silurian System are likewise composed of

sandstones, limestones, and shales. The following figure represents the gen
oral order of these groups in Europe, with their names.

Fig. 55.
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S. Wen]ock shale,
Lower Silurian. 4. Werilock limestone,

5. Lower Ludlow shale,1. Lingula and Liandeio flags, 6. Aymestry limestone,2. Caradoc sandstone, 7. Upper Ludlow shale.
The Silurian rocks occupy large areas in Belgium, Germany, Scandinavia

and Russia, as well as in North and South America.
There has been much discussion among English geologists as to the hunts

of the Cambrian and Silurian series. Nurcliison regards them both as Silu
rian. Sedgwick divides the Cambrian into Lower, Middle, and Upper, and
his Upper Cambrian is the same as what we have called Lower Silurian.
The government surveyors of England have compromised these views, and
describe these series as Cambrian, (Lower and Middle of Sedgwiek), Lower O
Cambro-Silurian, and Upper Silurian.
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3. The Devonian or Old Red Sandstone Series.
The position of the different formations of the Devonian series has been

already shown. The Orikany sandstone, the Cock-tail grit, and the Sclwharje
grit are mostly silicious. They are succeeded by a persistent fossiliferouslimestone, the Upper Heiderberg. The .ilfarcellwi shales are composed of clayslate; the Hamilton group of thick bedded grits, used extensively for flag
ging stones, and slates; and the Genesee slates are also argillaceous. The
Portage and Chemung groups are mostly grits and shales. The Catskill Red
Sandstone, the upper member in this country, constitutes the Catskill Moun
tains in New York, where they are 3,000 feet thick. The whole thickness of
the system in this country in 11,750 feet.

In Great Britain this system has long been known as the Old
Red Sandstone, and was denominated Devonian by Sedgwick and
Murchison, to designate the Old Red Sandstone as it was developed
in DevQnshire. In Scotland this formation is not less than 10,000
feet thick. In England it is divided into three groups: 1. Tilestone,
or fissile beds used sometimes for tiles. 2. Cornstone and Marl,
or argillaceous many beds, alternating with sandstone, and some
times with impure limestone. 3. Old Red Conglomerate, the

uppermost division.

This formation is widely developed on the continent of Europe, as in Bel
gium and Westphalia, France and Spain. In Russia it covers more surfhco
than the whole of Great Britain, not less than 150,000 square mica. In the
United States it occupies extensive tracts.

4. Carboniferous series, or Coal formation.

This system derives its name from the great amount of coal
found in it; it being the principal deposit from which coal is de
rived for economical purposes. In this country there are four

general divisions: 1. A conglomerate, 2,060 feet thick in Pennsyl
vania. 2. Carboniferous Limestone, or Red Shales and Limestone,
in Pennsylvania, 3,000 feet thick. This Limestone is gray and

compact, traversed by veins of calcite, and is abundantly fossilif

erous. When it is mostly made up of the remains of encrinites,
it is called Encrinai Limestone. In England, where it forms the

lowest member of the series, it is called Mountains Limestone.

(See Fig. 52, on page 54). . A conglomerate, less than half the

thickness of the lowest division. This is the millstone grit of

Europe. 4. The true coal measures. These consist of irregularly
inteistratified beds of sandstone, shale, and coal. Frequently
these are deposited in basin shaped cavities, but not always.
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The following section of Carboniferous rocks, in Ohio, will illustrate the
alternations of coal, shale, etc.

1. Sandstone, . . . . .
2. COAL, . " . . . . . . . 6 feet.
3. Fine-grained slaty sandstone, . . . . . 50 feet.
4. Silicious iron ore, . . . . . . 1.5 feet.
5. Argillaceous sandstone,. . . . . . '15 feet.
6. COAL, . . . . . . . . 3 feet.
'1. Shale, containing vegetable impressions, . . 4 feet.
8. Sandstone, . . . . . . . 80 feet.
9. Iron ore, . . . . . . . 1 foot.

10. Argillaceous sandstone, . . . . . 80 feet.

These rocks abound in faults produced by igneous agency;

whereby the continuity of the beds of coal is interrupted, and the

difficulty of exploring for coal increased in some respects; but in

other respects facilitated; so that upon the whole, these faults are

decidedly beneficial.

The thickness of the coal formation in Pennsylvania is about

7,000 feet; in Nova Scotia, 13,000 feet, in which there are 76

beds and seams of coal; in Great Britain 12,000 feet.

Coal has been found in nearly all parts of the world. Great

Britain has 12,000 square miles of coal-fields, the continent of

Europe about 10,000 square miles; the area of coal-fields in Nova

Scotia and New Brunswick is 7,000 square miles, and in the United

States there are more than 200,000 square miles underlaid by beds

of coal.

Of particular coal fields in the United States the largest is the Appala
chian, extending from Ohio and. Northern Pennsylvania to Alabama, em
bracing 80,000 square miles. Others are the Indiana, Illinois, and Kentucky
coalfield, covering an area of 50,000 square miles; the Iowa and Missouri
coal-field, 60,000 square miles; the Michigan coal-field, 15,000 square miles,
and the New England coal-field, 600 square miles. Still further west and
south, the carboniferous rocks with coal are found, as in the southwest part
ofNebraska, the east part of Kansas, and the north part of Texas. Still further
west, along the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains, and extending north
into the British possessions, are extensive deposits of lignite, either of Creta
ceous or Tertiary age. They furnish a coal of much value, but not as good as
that which is older. Those deposits have not yet been traced out; but will
undoubtedly be found of great extent. &e H Englernan's Report to Captain
$impson, appended to the Latter's Report on Wagon Routes, etc., in Utah Terr
tory, page 49, 1858.

In McClintock's late Narrative in search of the remains of Sir John
Frank-lin,(1860), is a Geological Map, which represents carboniferous sandstoneS
with beds of coal extending from Lat. '12 to 7'1°, and Long. 92 to 1250. This
is represented on the small Geological Map of North America, attached to
Part V. of this work. Truly we do not yet know, by a great deal, the extent
of the coal fields of this country.
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Professor H. P. Rogers states approximately the amount of coal
in the most important coal-fields in the world, as follows:

Belgium . . . . . . . . 36,000,000,000 tons.
France, . . . . . . . 59,000,000,000 tons.
British Isles, . . . . . . 190,000,000,000 tons.
Pennsyl*nia, " " . . 316,400,000,000 tons.
Appalachian coal-field, . . . . . 1.387,500,000,000 tons.
Indiana, Illinois, and Kentucky, . . . 1,2ri,500,000,000 tone.
Iowa, Missouri, and Arkansas, . . . '39,000,000,000 tons.
Total amount in North America, . . . 4100010001000,000 to.

In some parts of the world they are beginning to calculate how long their
supplies of coal will last. In England not less than 6,000,000 tons of coal are
yearly raised from the mines of Northumberland and Durham; at which rate
they will be exhausted in about 250 years. In South Wales, however, is a coal
field of 1,200 square miles, with 23 beds, whose total thickness is 95 feet;
and this will supply coal for 2,000 years more. In North America there is
twenty-one times as much coal as in Great Britain. Estimating our annual
consumption of coal at twelve millions of tons, there is coal enough in North
America to last 333,333 years.*

5. The Permian Series.

In Germany and England the Permian Series presents two

very distinct groups of rocks; the lowest is made up of sand

stones of various colors, with slates containing copper, and the

highest is composed of magnesian limestones of various qualities.
The Permian system consists of numerous strata of great ex

tent in Russia, ('700 miles long and 400 broad), in the ancient

kingdom of Permia, made up of common and magnesian lime

stones, with gypsum and rock salt conglomerates, red and green

gritstones, shales, and copper ore, lying in a trough of the car

boniferous strata, and below the Triassic system.
Until quite recently it was supposed that there were no Per

mian strata in North America. Quite extensive deposits, however,

have been found in Kansas, Illinois, and Nebraska. Lithologically

they are limestones, shales, and layers of clay.

Professor Emmons claims to have discovered Permian strata in North
Carolina, and supposes that a large part of the sandstones along the Atlantic

slope of the Appalachians are of the same age. It is probable that some of
the lowest members of this deposit are of this age, but it needs positive
proof:




III. MESOZOIC SYSTEM.

Under Mesozoic rocks are included all those from the top of

the Permian to the base of the Tertiary. These are, 1. The Tiias

* Great Britain mined in 1854, 64,661,401 tons of coal, and produces 110W about
6,O0o,o0O tons annually. The United States produced l ls5T, 10,500,000 tons. In the
whole world it is estimated that about 100,000,000 tons of coal are annually consumed.
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or New Red Sandstone, 2, the Jurassic series, and 3, the Creta

ceous or chalk series.

1. Triassic Series or New Red Sandstone.

In Continental Europe the Triassic System is divided into three

distinct groups, and hence its name. The lowest is the' Bunter

,Sandstein, or Gres Bigarre; both terms meaning variegated sand

stone. The colors are white, red, blue, and green. The composi
tion of the rock is chiefly silicious and argillaceous, with occasional

beds of gypsum, and rock salt. The second group is the Muscitel

kalic, a gray compact limestone, occasionally dolomitic. This

member is wanting both in Great Britain and in this country;

and hence there is great difficulty in distinguishing between the

upper and lower divisions. The highest division is the Variegated
Marl, or the Keuper. It consists of indurated clays of 'different

colors, chiefly red, alternating with gray sandstone and yellowish

magnesian limestone. Beds of gypsum and rock salt are common.

In this country this system is probably represented in a part of the Con
necticut River sandstone.

In the Western parts of the United States, in the vicinity of

the Rocky Mountains, there are deposits referable, it is said, to

this series.




2. The Jurassic Series.

The Jurassic series, so called from its occurrence among the

Jura mountains in Switzerland, embraces the Lias, the Oolite, and

the Wealden formations of England.
Lia&-Lias is a rock usually of a bluish color like common clay;

and it is indeed highly argillaceous, but at the same time generally
calcareous. Bands of true argillaceous limestone do, indeed, occur

in it, as well as of calcareous sand. It is widely diffused; is very
marked in its characters, and contains peculiar and very interesting

organic remains.
Oolite.-In many of the rocks of this series small calcareous

globules are imbedded, which resemble the roe of a fish, and

hence such a rock is called roeslone or Oolite. But this structure

extends through only a small part of this formation, and it occurs

also in other rocks.

The Oolite series consist of interstratified layers of clay, sand

stone, marl, and limestone. The Oolite proper, is divided into three
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groups, called the upper, middle, and lower, separated by clay or
marl deposits.

The upper part of the Connecticut River sandstone, is probably of Jurassic
age, as well as the long belt of Mesozoic rocks, or a part of them, along tho
Atlantic slope of the Appalachians. The fine coal-field near Richmond, Vir
ginia, is also Jurassic. The Oolite in England, contains a large number of
reptilian remains: and in this country the Connecticut River sandstone con
tains the remarkable fossil footmarks or ichnites.

Wealden Farmation.-This formation embraces, 1. The Weald Clay;
2. Hastings Sand; 3. Purbecle Strata. They were first described in the South
east of England, chiefly in the weak2 or woods of Sussex and Kent, and are
composed of beds of limestone, conglomerate, sandstone, and clay, which
abound in the remains of fresh water and terrestrial animals, and appear to
have been deposited in an estuary that once occupied that part of England.
Similar beds occur in Scotland, and in a few places on the European Conti
nent. Some place the Wealden under the cretaceous formation, as below.

3. Cretaceous Series.

In Europe and Asia, this series is usually characterized by the

presence of chalk in the upper part, and sands and sandstones in

the lower. In North America the chalk is wanting.

Fig. 56 represents the succession of strata at Luiwortli Cove in England,
and their connection witir the Wealden formation.

Fig. 56.
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Section of the English Cretaceous.

1. Hastings sand, ? Wealden.2. Purbeck strata, ç
3. Lower greensand,
4. Gault, Greensand,
5. Upper eensand, }
6. Many and lower,
'. Upper, I

Chalk.

Section of the Cretaceous in Section of the Cretaceous in New
Hebraslca. Jersey.

1. Yellowish sandstone. 1. Fine clay and Potters clay.
2. Dark gray clay. 0 2. Dark-colored clay.
3. Lead gray marl. 1.0

13. with greensand.
4. Bluish plastic clay. J 4. Greensand, 1st. or lower bed.
5. A.renaceous clays. . . 1 5. Ferruginous sand.

16. Greensand, 2d. bed.

Z
7. Quartzoso sand.
8. Greensand, 3d. or upper bed.

The principal cretaceous formations in the United States are in New Jersey
and in the Southwestern and Western Territories. The latter deposits cover
many thousand square miles. We have given above sections of these two
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deposits, parts of each containing the same fossils. The exact correspondence
of the European and American strata is not yet ascertained.

Chalk is a pulverulent carbonate of lime, and its varieties have resulted
from the impurities that were deposited with it. The upper beds are remark
able for the great quantity of flints dispersed through them, generally in
parallel position. The famous Dover cliffs in England are composed of
chalk.

Greensand is a mixture of arenaceous matter, with a peculiar green sub
stance greatly resembling chlorite, or green earth. It has been used exten
sively as a fertilizer, as it contains large quantities of silicate of iron and
potassa.

GauU or Gall, is a provincial name for blue clay or marl, forming an in.
terstratiñed bed in the greensand of England.

IV. CAINOZOIC SYSTEM.

These include all the more recent formations, viz.: 1. the Ter

tiary, and 2. the Alluvium.

1. Tertiary Series.

The Tertiary rocks have been divided into three distinct groups
of marine strata, distinguished by important peculiarities in their

organic remains, and separated from one another by strata which
contain fresh water and terrestrial remains.

LyeIl has given names to these groups which are generally
adopted: 1. the Eocene, signifying the dawn, or commencement of
the existing types of organic life, and containing about four per
cent, of shells identical with living species. This is divided into
three parts: the Lower Eocene, embracing the Nummulitic form
ation of the Alps and the London clay; the Middle Eocene, em

bracing portions of the Paris basin, etc., and the Upper Eocene,

embracing the upper marine beds of the Paris basin, etc. 2. The
Miocene (less recent), containing about twenty-five per cent. of
shells identical with living species. 3. The Pliocene (more recent)
or Newer Tertiary, containing shells, of which about two-thirds
are identical with living species.

In Europe and Asia, the rocks of this period are found principally in
basins, apparently deposited in lakes and estuaries of limited extent. Lon
don, Paris, and Vienna, are each situated upon Tertiary basins. Fig. 5
represents the London basin, lying in a trough of the Chalk series.

In North America the Tertiary deposits are found chiefly upon the Atlanticseaboard, and upon the Gulf of Mexico, running northerly into the Territories.There is a remarkable deposit of this age in Nebraska, upon the .tlfauvaisTerres or Bad Lands upon White river. Local names have been given to the
different deposits, whose relation to the European divisions is as follows: the
Claiborne Period corresponds to the Lower Eocene; the Vicksburg Perod to
the Upper Eocene; and the Yorktpwn Period to the Miocene and Pliocene.
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The Tertiary rocks are in general distinctly stratified, and the
strata are usually horizontal. But in some cases, as at the Isle of

Wight and upon Martha's Vineyard, they are inclined at a large
angle.
The Tertiary rocks are mostly of mechanical origin: neverthe

less,. several beds are the result of chemical precipitation; as

gypsum, limestone, and rock salt.
The varieties of rocks composing the Tertiary strata are con

cretionary, tufaceous, argillaceous, and silicious; or limestone,
marl, plastic clay, silicious and calcareous sands, green sands,

gypsum, lignite, rock salt, and buhrstone.

2. Alluvium.

Much of this deposit consists of materials which have resulted
from the comminuting, rounding, and sorting action of water,
and hence the name from alluvio, an inundation, or alluo, to
wash.

Alluvium is divided lithologically into two sections; Drift, and

Modified Drift, or Alluvium proper. Chronologically, it is divided
into four periods: 1. The Drift Period; 2. The Beach Period;
8. The Terrace Period; and 4. The Historic Period, or the pre
sent system of life and action.

1. Drift.

Owing to the diversity of opinion that has prevailed respecting
the origin of this deposit, it has received various names, such as

diluvium, bowider formation, erratic block group, etc. . The term

diluvium is objectionable, because it implies that its origin was the

deluge, or some deluge, the very point to be proved. Drift is a

better term, because short and free from hypothetical allusions
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A bowider is a loose block of stone larger than a pebble, and

either rounded or angular.
Drift is a mixture of abraded materials-bowiders, gravel, and

sand, blended confusedly together, and driven mechanically for

ward by some force behind. Yet in some places there are marks

of stratification or lamination, as if water had been concerned in

the work of deposition.
Drift is distinguished from the Tertiary by lying always above

it; and by the peculiarities of the organic remains; and from

modified drift, by always lying beneath it, and being less coin

minuted.

Modified drift is not only stratified and laminated, but sorted

also; the size of the fragments thus selected depending upon the

force of the current that did the work. Drift is usually not

sorted; sometimes lit is so in particular places.

It is difficult to draw the precise line between drift and. unmodified drift,
because they blend into each other. Modified drift is always stratified, while
the drift is generally a heterogenous mixture without arrangement, yet large
bowiders are sometimes imbedded in sand, as if there were sometimes a com
bination of forces in accumulating the same pile.

The bowiders so characteristic of drift are sometimes seen in

sulated upon other rocks, and so equally poised that a small force

will make them oscillate, though weighing many tons. They are

called Rocking Stones.

Fig. 59 represents a rocking stone in Fall River, Massachusetts, poised upon

Fig. 59.

Rocking Stone, Jiarre.Maeeachu8ett8.

granite, and weighing 160 tons. Fig. 58 shows another, a double one, ill
Barre, Massftchusetts.

Many of the most valuable of the precious stones and metals
are found in drift; such as the diamond, the sapphire, the topaz,
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the ruby, and the zircon; as well as platinum, gold, and tin.
Platinum, gold and the diamond, are explored almost exclusively
in this formation.

2. Alluvium Proper, or Modified Drift.

Considered lithologically, Alluvium embraces the following.
deposits :

Soil.

Clay.
Sand.

Peat.
Marl.

Calcareous Tufa,

or Travertin.
Coral Reef.

Silicious Sinter.




Silicious Marl, or deposits of the skele
tons of Infusoria.

Bitumen.

Sulphate of Lime.

Hydrate of Iron.

Bog Manganese.
Chloride of Sodium (Sea Salt).

Sandstones, Conglomerates, and

Breccias.

Soil is disintegrated and decomposed rock, with such a mixture

of vegetable and animal matter that plants will grow in it.

Clay differs from sand in two respects: 1. The materials have been re-
duced to a much finer state than sand; 2. It contains much more alumina.

The vast accumulations of sand, the result of alluvial agency,
occur not merely in the bed of the ocean and in lakes, but also

upon the dry land, where they are called dunes or downs. These

4
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are composed almost entirely of silica; and being destitute of

organic matter, can not sustain vegetation.
Peat, when perfectly formed, is destitute of a fibrous structure,

and when wet is a fine black mud; and when dry, a powder. It
consists chiefly of the decomposed organic matter called geinc or
humic acid, with crenic and apocrenic acids, phosphates, etc., part
of which are soluble, and a part insoluble, in water. These de

posits of peat are sometimes 30 01' 40 feet thick; but they are
not formed in tropical climates on account of the too rapid de

composition of the organic matter.
Alluvial marl is usually a fine powder, consisting of carbonate

of lime, clay, and soluble and insoluble geine; and is found

usually beneath peat in limestone countries; sometimes at the
bottom of ponds. It is produced partly by the decay of shells of
molluscous animals, and partly by the deposition of carbonate of
lime from solution. It contains numerous small fresh water shells,
and has hence received the name of shell marl.

Other kinds of Marl.-Several other substances, that contain no carbonate
of lime, have often been denominated marl, by agriculturists, and not with
out reason; for they have produced effects analogous to calcareous marl. But
it seems very desirable that terms should not be applied too loosely, and we
propose the following designations for these substances:

Calcareous Marl: that which contains carbonate of lime in any quantity.
Silicious Mart: that in which silica predominates, and no calcareous matter

8 present.
Aluminous Marl: that in which clay predominates, and no calcareous mat

ter is present.
Greensand Mart: that which contains greensand. This is the substance

that has been of late employed with signal success as a fertilizer of land in
New Jersey, Virginia, Delaware, etc.

Calcareous tufa or travertin is a deposit of carbonate of lime,
made by springs containing that substance in solution. It forms
g solid limestone, sometimes even crystalline, and of considerable
extent, so as to be used for architectual purposes. Thermal
waters produce it most abundantly, as in central France, Hungary,
Tuscany, and Campagna di Roma; but it is also deposited by
springs of the ordinary temperature, as at Saratoga and in the

Apennines. Travertin is also precipitated by rivers, as in Tuscany.
Very similar to travertin are the concretionary calcareous do

posites formed in caves: those depending from the roof, like icicles,
are called stalactites, and those on the floor, stalagmites. Often a
stalactite and a stalagmite unite and form a column.
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Coral reefs are extensive deposits of carbonate of lime, etc.,
formed by myriads of coral animals in shallow water, in tropical
seas. They form the habitations o these animals, and of course
are organic in their structure.

SiUcious sinter, or tufa, is a deposit of silica, made by water of thermal
springs, which sometimes hold that earth in solution. Successive layers of
sinter and clay frequently occur, and these are sometimes broken. up and re
cemented so as to form a breccia.

Silicious marl, or the fossil shields of microscopic plants and animals. Be
neath the beds of peat and mud in the primary regions of this country, a
deposit often occurs from a few inches to several léet thick, which almost
exactly resembles the calcareous marl that is found in the same situation.
When pure, it is white and nearly as light as the carbonate of magnesia; but
it is usually more or less mixed with clay. It is found by analysis to be
nearly pure silica; and it turns out to be almost entirely composed of sUi
cious shields, or skeletons, of those microscopic animals called infusoria, or
of plants which have lived and died in countless numbers in the ponds at
the bottom of which this substance has been deposited.
Some springs produce large quantities of bitumen in the form of naptha

and asphaltum.
Although sulphate of lime very generally exists in the waters of springs,

yet it is rarely deposited. One or two examples only are mentioned, where
a deposit of this salt has been made; as at the baths of San Philippo in
France.

The Hydrated peroxide of iron or bog ore is a common and
abundant deposit from waters that are capable of holding it in

solution ; and it appears, also, that this ore is often made of the

shields of infusoria, which are often ferruginous.
Chloride of Sodium, or rock salt, is sometimes deposited in

inland seas or salt water lagoons. The salt is precipitated only
when the water is completely saturated; or in small lagoons, the

water might be evaporated, leaving the salt behind.
The waters of Lake Elton, in Asiatic Russia, and of other lakes

adjoining the Caspian Sea, have deposited thick beds of rock salt

at their bottom. The same is true of Lake Indersk, on the steppes
of Siberia; of Lake Bakr Amal, in Ethiopia; in Patagonia; and

in a lagoon adjoining Lake Oroomiah, in Persia. The bottom is

covered by an incrustation of salt from three to five inches thick.

Alluvial sandstone, conglomerate, and breccia, are formed by the

cementation of sand, rounded pebbles, or angular fragments, by
iron, or carbonate of lime, which is infiltrated through the mass

in a state of solution. They are not very common, nor on a very
extended scale.

Thickness of Strata.-If all the stratified rocks have bçen
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deposited from water, as we suppose, the layers must have been origi

nally nearly horizontal. Rocks are not usually inclined more than

ten degrees by original deposition, but there may be cases where the

angle would be as large as 25° or 300 over limited areas. I-Ience

if we get the perpendicular thickness of a series of strata we

ascertain the character of the crust of the globe to that depth.

If we measure the breadth of a series of upturned strata on a line at right
angles to their strike, and ascertain their dip, we have given the hypothenuse
and angles of a right-angled triangle to find the perpendicular, which is the
thickness of the strata. If the strata are perpendicular, a horizontal line
across their edges gives their thickness.

In calculating the thickness of rocks in any given district, we
must be careful not to measure the same strata more than once.
For when strata are folded over, the upper beds will b folded

beneath the lower and dip at the same angle. Especially if the
crest of the fold has been denuded is there danger of mistake.
Without regard to this principle, most enormous thicknesses might
be calculated.

By measurements and calculations of this sort, it has been ascer
tained that the total thickness of the fossiliferous strata in Europe
is not less than 15 miles. In this country, as has been already
shown, the total thickness of the fossiliferous strata is nearly ten
miles.




see from these statements how groundless is the opinion, that

geologists are able to ascertain the structure of the earth only to
the depth that excavations have been made, which is less than a
mile; especially when we recollect that the unstratified rocks are

uniformly found beneath the stratified; and since their igneous or

aqueo-igneous origin is now generally admitted, it can hardly be
doubted that they came from very great depths; so that probably
the essential composition of the globe is known almost to its
center.




UNSTRATIFIED OR IGNEOUS ROCKS.
The differences among the unstratified rocks result from two

causes. 1. A difference in chemical composition. 2. The diversity
of circumstances under which they were produced.

All the varieties of these rocks pass into one another by insen
sible gradations, even in the same mountain mass; giving rise to
endless varieties, which can not be described minutely in a treatise
like the present..
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The two predominant and characteristic minerals in the un
stratified rocks are feldspar and pyroxene, or hornblende.

Pyroxene and hornblende have very nearly the same chemical Constitution
and seem capable of being converted into each other.

It is now agreed among geologists, that the unstratified rocks
have resulted from the action of heat, either as dry heat or from

aqueo-igneous fusion. Hence the best writers denominate them

Igneous Rocks, and divide them, as in our classification in Section

I., into three groups: 1. Granitic; 2. Trappean; 3. Volcanic.

The following table shows to what divisions the different igneous rocks
belong.

GRANITIO ROCKS.

Quart; feldspar, and mica, or hornblende, etc.Quartz and feldspar.
Granite. Tabular granite. Pegmatite.
Syenite. Concretionary granite. Eurite.
Protogine.




TRAPPEAN RocKs.

sSz7iceo-feldspathic.
Porphyry.
Feistone.
Pitcbstone.
Clinkstono.
Hornstone.
Cornean.




Feld8par and hornblende, etc.
Greenstone or Diorite.
Melaphyre.
Andesite.
Hypersthene rock.
Hornblende rock, eto.

VOLCANIC ROCKS.

Essentially fel&pathic. Feldspar and augik.
Trachyte. Basalt or Dolerite.
Trachytic porphyry. Amygdaloid.
Domite. Peperino.
Pearistone.
Obsidian.
Pumice.
Tuff.

The melted matter that is ejected from a volcano, or remains

within it, is called lava. Hence it is not improper to apply the

term to any rock that is proved to have been in a melted state.

But it is usual to confine it to the more modern unstratified rocks,

such as have been ejected from a crater.

Lava cooled rapidly, and not under pressure, forms glass, or

scoria; but cooled slowly, and under pressure, it becomes some

times crystalline. Now the older unstratified rocks, such as

granite, syenite, porphyry, and greenstone, are more or less cry
stalline; whereas basalt, trachyte, and other igneous rocks are

compact or cellular. Hence it is inferred, that the first were
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cooled under a vast pressure of the ocean and its subjacent beds;

and hence they are called plutonic rocks ; whereas the latter are

denominated volcanic rocks.

There is strong reason to believe that ill some instances, as in

Saxony, and in Sutherlandshire, and Arran in Scotland, granite has

been protruded through the strata after it became solid. Solid

basalt was protruded in a similar manner, according to Von Buch,

in the year 1820, in the island of Banda, in great quantities.
The most important of the unstratified rocks will now be described in the

order of our classification, as nearly chronologically (beginning with the
oldest), as the present state of knowledge will admit.

I. GRANITIC ROCKS.

The essential ingredients of granite are quartz, feldspar, and

mica. Its prevailing colors are white and flesh-colored. In some

cases the materials are very coarse, the crystalline fragments being
a foot or more in diameter. In other cases, they are so fine as to

be scarcely visible to the naked eye; and between these extremes
there exists an almost infinite variety. The fine-grained varieties
are best for economical uses; but the coarser varieties abound

most in interesting simple minerals.

Varieties. Graphic granite or Pegmatite, is composed of quartz and feld
spar, in which the former has an arrangement which makes the surface of the
rock exhibit the appearance or letters, as in Fig. 60.
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Graphic Granite.
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When granite contains distinct crystals of feldspar, as in Fig. 61, it iscalled porphyritic granite. When the ingredients are blended into a finelygranular mass, with imbedded crystals of quartz and mica) it has been called.Eurüe.




Fig. Cl.

Tabular or regularly jointed granite is distinguished by the regularity of its
forms, which result from two causes, joints and Interstratification with slates.
The granite is divided into large tables and pr.isnis of various forms and sizes,
as in Fig. 62. A more remarkable variety of granite is the concretionary.

Fig. 69.
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It is a fine-grained white granite, containing black mica, which often is ag
gThmerated into spherical or elongated nodules, from half an inch to five
inches in length. The larger ones have their longer axes parallel. Fig. 63

represents these nodules. Some of them so much resemble one of our com
mon nuts, as to have received the name of petrified butternuts. The best

locality of this variety is in Crafsbury, Vermont.
There may be subdivisions of all these varieties into others, which have
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not as yet received distinct names, according to the particular species of feldspar
or mica present. Thus, granite may contain either orthoclase, albite, labra-
dorite, etc., as its lbldspar, and either muscovite, biotite, or phiogopite, for
its mica.




Fig. 68.
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Syenite.-Syenito is composed essentially of feldspar, quartz,
and hornblende, the first predominating. When mica is also

present, the compound is frequently denominated Syenitic granite.

Syonite may be found passing into granite on the one hand, and
into the trap family, on the other.

Conglomerate syenite is common syonite containing numerous rounded and
angular pebbles of other rocks. This is an important variety to be examined
in the study of the origin of these rocks.
When it was ascertained that the famous rock from Syene, in Upper Egypt,

(so much employed in ancient monuments), from which the name of syenite
was derived, was nothing but granite with black mica, and also that Mout
Sinai in Arabia was composed ofgenuine sycuite, a French geologist proposed
to substitute Sinaite for syenite: but the suggestion, which was certainly a
good one, has not been adopted.

Most of the syenite so famous in New England for architectural purposes,
as that from Quincy and Cape Ann, is composed of feldspar, quartz, and horn
blende, the latter frequently disappearing.
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3. Protogine.

Protogine, called also talcose granite, is a mixture of quartz,
feldspar, and talc. In Europe it abounds among the Alps, and in
Cornwall, in England. In this country it occurs among the Lau
rentian rocks of New York, and in the metamorphic granite of
De onian age in New England.

II. TRAPPEAN ROCKS.

4. Porphyry.
Rocks with a homogeneous, compact, or earthy base, through

which are disseminated crystalline masses of some other mineral

of contemporaneous origin with the base, are denominated por

phyry. True classical porphyry, such as was most commonly em

ployed by the ancients, has a base of compact feldspar, with im

bedded crystals of feldspar.

Fig. 64 was copied from a pebble corresponding to the beautiful green
porphyry of the ancients, found on the beach in Scituate, Massachusetts.

Fig. 64.

When the base is greenstone, pitebstone, trachyte, or basalt, the porphyry
is said to be greenstone porphyry, pitchstone porphyry, trachytic porphyry,
and basaltic porphyry. The base is sometimes clinkstone, and the imbedded
crystals may be feldspar, augite, olivine, etc.

Hence the term porphyry designates only a certain form of

rock, but does not refer to any particular kind. When porphyry,
is spoken of in general terms, however, feldspar porphyry is usually

meant.
The name porphyry signifies purple, ropqn'pa, such having been the most

usual color of the ancient porphyries: but this rock exhibits almost every'
variety of color. It is the hardest of all the rocks and when polished, is

probably the most enduring.
Compact felthpar, or Felstone sometimes called petrosilex, is a hard com

pact stone of various colors; fusible before the common blowpipe, and often
tranlucent on the edges like hornstone. Its predominant ingredient appears

4*
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to be feldspar, (cUnkstone orphonolite;) or fissilepetrosilex, a greenish or grayish
rock, dividing into slabs or columns, ringing under the hammer, and appar
ently a variety of compact feldspar. Hornstone is a compact mineral, often
translucent like a horn; of various colors; in hardness and fracture approach
ing flint; infusible before the blow pipe; and hence, composed chiefly of
silica. cornean is between horostone and compact feldspar, compact and
homogeneous; supposed to consist of feldspar, quartz, and hornblende. All
these substances form the basis of porphyry; and hence we have dlinkstone
porphyry, hornstone porphyry, etc. When black augite forms the base of

porphyry, it is called melaphyre.

5. Greenstone.

Several unstratified rocks, whose principal ingredients are feldspar
and hornblende or augite, are called Trap Rocks, from the Swedish

word trappa, a stair; because they are often arranged in the form

of stairs or steps.
Although the term trap is loosely applied, most writers limit it to the var

ieties of rock called greenstone, syenitic greenstone, basalt, compact feldspar,
diukstone, pitchstone, wacke, amygdaloid, augite rock, hypersthene rock, trap
porphyry, pitchstone porphyry, and tufa. Macculloch includes claystone and
syenite.

Greenstone, or diorite, is ordinarily composed of hornblende and

feldspar, orthoclase and albite, both compact and common, the

former in the greatest quantity.
Dr. Macculloch calls those varieties of greenstone which have a green color,

augite rock,; because augite is the predominant ingredient. When hypers
thene takes the place of hornblende, ho calls the compound hypersthene rock.
When greenstone is composed almost entirely of hornblende, the rock is
denominated hornblende rock. When the grains of feldspar and hornblende
are quite coarse, it is called syenitic greenstone, which often takes quartz into
its composition, and passes into granite. All the above rocks are frequently
porphyritic; and hence we have augitic, or pyroxenic porphyry, dioritic por
phyry, etc. Euphotide, is a rock composed of compact feldspar and diallage.

III. VOLCANIC ROCKS.

6. Basalt, or Dolerite.

This rock appears to be composed of augite, feldspar, (labra
dorite), and titaniferous iron; and sometimes olivine in distinct

grains. Its color is black, bluish, or grayish; and its texture com

pact and uniform; more so than greenstone. Augite is the pre
dominant ingredient.

It is probable that most of the trap rocks of our Atlantic States are greenstones or diorites. Many of them have an impalpable texture like basalt;
and chemical analysis alone can decide their composition in such cases.
Probably the trap-rocks of the Rocky Mountains are basalt, and as recent as
the basalt of Europe.




7. Amygclaloid.
This term, like porphyry, is not confined to any one sort of
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rock, but indicates a certain form, which extends through all the
trap family. Arnygdaloid abounds in rounded cavities, like the
scoria3 and pumice of modern lavas, and these are often filled
with calcite, quartz, chalcedony, zcolites, and other minerals, which
have taken the shape of the cavity; so that the rock appears as if
filled with almonds, and hence the name from the Latin, amygdala,
an almond. These cavities, however, have sometimes been length
ened by the flowing of the matter, while melted, so that cylinders
are found several inches long. When they are not filled, the rock
is said to be vesicular.

Fig. 65 represents a fragment of lava, partly vesicular, and partly amyg-
daloidal; the white kernels being composed of carbonate of lime.

Fig. 65.

A soft variety of trap rock, resembling indurated clay, is called wacke, which
may or may not be vesicular. From its resemblance to the toad, probably, it
is called in Derbyshire, toadsgone.

8. Traclz.yte.

Trachyte is of a whitish or grayish color, usually porphyritic

by feldspar crystals, and essentially composed of glassy feldspar,
with some hornblende, mica, titaniferous iron, and sometimes

augite.. Its name is derived from the Greek, TpaXVc, rough,

from its harshness to the touch. It was an abundant product of

volcanic action during the tertiary period, and usually appears to

be older than basalt, although trachytic lavas have continued to

be ejected down to the present day. Trachyte occurs in Auvergne

.A nlyQdaloid.
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LAVA.

and Hungary, and in vast quantities in South America. It con

stitutes the loftiest summits of the Cordilleras.

Trachyte in an earthy condition, as it occurs in the Pays do Dome, in
Auvergne, is called dornite. Trachyte is usually porphyritic, and hence we
have trachytic porphyry.




9. Lava.

Lava, as remarked in another place, embraces all the melted

matter ejected from volcanos; and the two minerals, feldspar
and augite, constitute almost the entire mass of these products.
When the former predominates, light-colored lavas are the result,

when the latter, the dark varieties. The former are called fe/cl

spat/tic or trac/tytic, and the latter, augitic or basaltic lavas.

Other simple minerals occur in lava. Thus, in the product of Vesuvius
alone, not less than 100 species have been detected: but they form so incon
siderable a part of the whole mass as not to deserve consideration in a gen
eral view like the present.

Trachytic lava corresponds in most of its characters to the

trachyte of the older igneous rocks. When cooled under pres
sure, solid rock results; but when cooled in the air, it is porous,
fibrous, and light enough to swim on water, as is the case with

pumice, large masses of which are found sometimes in the midst

of the ocean. Sometimes it is porphyritic, like the older tra

chytes.
In like manner the basaltic or augitic lavas exceedingly resem

ble the more ancient basalt; and are, in fact, the same thing, pro
duced.under circumstances a little different. When cooled under

pressure, compact basalt is the result; but cooled in the open air,

they are scoriaceous or vesicular, and are usually called scoriae.

Grayslone lava is a lead gray or greenish rock, intermediate in composition
between basaltic and trachytic lavas; but the feldspar predominates, being
more than )f 5 per cent.

Vitreous lava has a fracture like glass. Obsidian seems to be merely melted
glass. Pttchstone is less glassy, with an aspect more like pitch. It is usually
composed of feldspar and augite, and often passes into basalt. Its composi
tion however varies.

The small angular fragments and dust of pumice, (which is
vesicular trachytic lava), and of scoriae, (which is vesicular basaltic
lava), which are produced by an eruption, falling into the sea, or
on dry land, and mixing with sand, gravel, shells, etc., and hard
ened by the infiltration of carbonate of lime or other cement,
constitute the substance denominated tuff or tv/a. When this
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rock occurs with trap, it is called trap tuff; and when with
modern lava, volcanic tuff. If it contains large and angular frag
ments, it is called volcanic breccia. When the fragments are much
rolled, the rock is a tufaceous conglomerate. The basaltic tuffs are
denominated by the Italian geologists, peperino. A kind of mud
is poured out of some volcanic craters, which forms what is called
trass.

Sometimes, especially at the great volcano of Kilauea, on the Sandwich
Islands, when lava is thrown into the air, the wind spins it out into threads,
resembling flax, and drives it against the sides of the crater. This is called
volcanic glass; and by the natives of Sandwich Islands, Pele's hair; Pelo
having formerly been regarded as the presiding divinity of the volcano of
Eilauea.

Other substances ejected from volcanos are fragments of granite
and other rocks, scarcely altered; cinders and ashes of various

degrees of fineness, which are sometimes converted into mud by
the water that accompanies them; also sulphur in a pure state;
various salts and acids; and several gases, among which are the

hydrochloric, sulphurous, and sulphuric acids; alum, gypsum,

sulphates of iron and magnesia, chlorides of sodium and potassium,
of iron, copper, and cobalt; chlorine, nitrogen, suiphuretted

hydrogen, etc.

Prismatic or Columnar Structure.-One of the most remark
able characteristics of the trap rocks is their columnar structure.

This consists in the occasional division of their substance into

regular prisms, with sides varying in number from three to eight,

usually five or six, whose length is sometimes several hundred

feet. They are often jointed, that is, divided crosswise into blocks

from one to several feet in length, whose extremities are more or

less convex or concave, the one fitting into the other. Frequently
these columns stand nearly perpendicular, and when worn away on

the side they present naked walls, which appear like the work of art.

They stand so closely compacted together, that though perfectly

separable, there is no perceptible space between them. The

diameter of the column varies from a few inches to more than five

feet.

The columnar and trappose forms of basalt and greenstone have produced
some of the most remarkable scenery on the globe. Fmgal's Cave, in the
island of Staffa, (one of the Western Islands of Scotland,) and the Giant's

Causeway, in the north of Ireland, are almost too well known to need de

scription. Staffa is composed entirely of basalt, with a thin soil, and its shores
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are for the most part a steep cliff; 70 feet high, formed of columns. The cave
is a chasm (in these columns), 42 feet wide, and 227 feet long, formed by the
action of the waves. The following sketch, Fig. 66, will convey an idea of
the situation of the cave and of the general structure of the island.
The Giant's Causeway consists of an irregular group of pentagonal columns,

from one to five feet thick , and from 20 to 200 feet high, jointed as usuaL
Where the sea has had access to them, their upper portions are worn away,
while the lower part remains extending an unknown distance beneath the
waves, and seeming the ruin of some ancient work of art, too mighty for
man, and therefore referred to the giants. Here also is a cave of consiera
ble extent.




Fig. 66.
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Fig. 67 shows the appearance of a few columns, having the concave ex-
tremity uppermost at the Giant's Causeway.

Fig. 6T.
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Fig, 68 represents an overhanging group of greenstone columns, at Mt.
1[olyoko, in MassacIiuet, which is called Titan's Piazza. The lower end of
the columns, several rows of which project over I he observer's head, are ex
foliated in such a manner as to present a ecu vex and even attenuated surthce
downwards.




Fig. (S.
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Fig. 69 shows a mass of trap columns on the north shore of Lake Superior.

Fig. 69.
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When a trap vein, or dyke, is columnar, the columns often lie horizontal or
rather perpendicular to the sides of the vein; and thus is produced a wall of
stones regularly fitted to one another and laid up, apparently by man; while
often a decomposition of the sut'fiices of the blocks produces a powder re
sembling disintegrated mortar. Such a wall occurs in Rowan county, North
Carolina. Fig. 70 shows a similar example on Lake Superior.

Fig. TO.
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Greenstone columns are quite common in North America, either standing
upright or leaning a few degrees. The Palisadoes upon the Hudson river, a few
columns upon Penobscot river, in Maine, and others at Titan's Pier, near Mt.
Holyoke, on Connecticut river, are well-known examples in the eastern part
of the continent. But the most extensive development of them is in Oregon
and Washington Territories, especially upon Columbia river. The banks are
from 400 to 1000 feet high, and are made up of columns of trap or basalt in
successive rows, superimposed upon one another, and separated by a few feet
of amygdalotd, conglomerate, and breccia.

We suppose that the columnar structure of trap rooks has re-
sulted from a sort of crystallization, while they were cooling under

pressure from a melted state, for two reasons : First, Precisely
similar columns are found in recent lavas; and secondly, from ex

periment. Mr. Gregory Watt melted 700 pounds of basalt, and
caused it to cool slowly, when globular masses were formed, which

enlarged and pressed against one another until regular columns
were the result.

Magnetism of Rocks.-..Many unstratified and metamorphic
rocks sensibly affect a magnet. When there is a large amount of

magnetic iron present, the magnetic needle is affected at a C011
siderable distance from the ledge. But there are many cases
where the magnetizer is present in such small quantities, as to be

unappreciated by the needle, except when placed in immediate
proximity to the rook.
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Baron Humboldt first pointed out the magnetism of rocks, in a
hill of serpentine, which he supposed to have only two poles, that is,
to constitute one magnet. In 1815, Dr. John MacCulloch described
a similar character in such rocks as granite, porphyry, syenite,
-serpentine, several kinds of slates, and especially of trap. He
discovered that several magnets existed in the same mass of rocks.
We have found remarkable examples of the same kind, and

some others still more complex, upon the trap rocks of New

England. Upon examining a continuous surface, at certain locali
ties, of only a few square feet, we frequently find several distinct

magnetic poles, either north or south, and sometimes both, 'within
a few feet or inches of each other. This fact is discovered by
moving a pocket-compass over the surface. Wherever a pole
exists, the opposite pole of the needle will point to it, as the com

pass is moved about. Fig. 71 represents a surface where these

different poles were found. The nature of the pole is indicated

by the words N. Pole and S. Pole. The size of the area shown

in the figure is six by eight feet, the squares representing feet on

Mt. Uolyoke. Fig. 71.

Another remarkable fact is shown upon the figure. Dotted

lines are seen connecting some of these poles, along which the

needle continues reversed, just as it does at their extremities, or
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when it approaches an isolated pole; the north end of the needle

pointing to the pole if it be a south one, and the south end doing

the same if it be a north one. In other words, along these dotted

lines there appears to be an infinite number of poles, which are

called Lines of Polarity. They are easily traced out by moving

the compass over the surface.

Hand specimens of lava from Mts. Etna and Vesuvius, and of obsidian,
from Mt. Ararat, in our possession, show magnetism and polarity. Observers
have noted the same upon the lava of Mt. Ararat, 7,280 feet above the ocean.
Bisehoft; in his "Chemical and Physical Geology," has pointed out a largo
number of cases; but nowhere, save in the cases that have fallen under our
own observation, have we seen described the phenomena of opposite poles
in close proximity, and of lines of poles.

Theoretical Suggestions.-The existence of magnetic iron ore

in so many rocks, and the fact that it often possesses polarity,

leads naturally to the conclusion that this must be the cause of

the magnetism and polarity of rock, and probably it is so. Yet

some of the phenomena seem not fully explained on this supposi

tion. Bischoff says, that in basalt "the magnetic polarity bears

no definite proportion to the density of the rock, and consequently
to the greater or less amount of magnetic iron ore, or horublende;

and further, that when the surface of the rock is decomposed,
and the magnetic iron ore converted into hydrated peroxide of

iron, the magnetic action of the rock is not weakened," although
the peroxide is not magnetic. Nor does this explanation account

for the production of opposite poles on the same surface, confusedly
mixed together; nor for lines of polarity, extending over many
feet of surface. But if the phenomena are not produced by mag
netic iron ore, we have no theory to offer.

Relative Age of the Unstratified Rocks.-In the stratified fos

siliferous rocks the relative age of the different groups is deter
mined by their position; that is, the oldest are at the bottom, and
the newest at the top; unless we can prove disturbance and
inversion subsequent to their original formation. It has been
usual to regard the unstratified rocks as lying in a reverse order;
that is, the highest is the oldest, and they become newer as we go
downward. This is undoubtedly true, if we suppose these rocks
to be the result of melted matter, which has continued to cool

deeper and deeper, so as to form a thicker crust, and some of
which has been thrust up through the fissures in the stratified
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rocks. The particular geological period when an unstratified
rock has been thus pushed upward, can be known by finding how

high it has reached among the strata. Hence, Sir Charles Lyell
has divided the unstratified rocks into the Primary Flutonic, a, a,

Fig. '2, the Secondary Piutonic, b, b, the Tertiary Plutonic, c, C,
and the Recent Plutonic, d, d, according to the period in which

they have been erupted. But in fact we do not find that particu
lar igneous rocks were produced only during particular fossiliferous

periods; for most of them have been formed during nearly all

these periods. The Granitic rocks, however, were most abundant

during the older periods, but they have been found high in the

tertiary, as in Catalonia; but lava is still poured out so as to

cover alluvium. The crystalline unstratified rocks were most

abundantly produced in the earlier periods; while the trappean

and volcanic varieties have been most abundant at later periods.
Fig. 7.
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Ffg. 86, as well as the above, is intended to show the relative

age of the igneous rocks; Granite, and Syenite are marked as the
oldest; next Porphyry and Trap; next the Volcanic. But the

supposition on which this order is made out, that all unstratified
rocks are melted matter ejected from the interior of the globe, is

probably not true. No small part of them are probably

meta-morphosedstratified rocks, as we shall endeavor to show in our
Section on Metamorphism. As to the age of such, it can be de
termined only when we can fix upon the period of the metamor

phism; as we often can with much probability. But mere

position will not determine the age.
Origin of the different varieties of Unstratified Rocks.-If the

unstratified rocks were all derived from the same melted mass in the
earth's interior, we should suppose they would not differ from one
another at any period of their eruption. But, in fact, they do so
differ as to show, first, that the ingredients from which they were
derived were different; and secondly, that the circumstances
under which they were formed, as to temperature, fusion, and

pressure, were different. The following average analysis of
orthoclase granite, greenstone, (feldspar and hornblende), and
doleritic lava from Etna, will give an idea of the different chemi
cal composition of the granite and more recent igneous rocks.

Granite. Greenstone. Lava.
74.84 54.86 48.83

Alumina, . . . 12.80 15.56 16.15
Potash, . . . 7.48 6.83 0.77
Soda, . . . 3.45
Lime, . . . 0.37 7.29 9.31
Magnesia, . . . 0.99 9.39 4.58
Oxide of Iron, . . 1.93 4.03 Prot. 1i3.
Oxide of Manganese, . 0.12 0.11. 0.54
llydrofluoiic Acid, . 0.21 . 0.75

It will be seen that silica was more abundant in the granite
than in the later rocks, and that the lime, magnesia and iron,
were in much greater quantity in the latter than the former.
The consequence is, that the silicates of lime, magnesia and iron,
exist largely in the trappean and volcanic rocks,. but scarcely at
all in the granitic. Now these silicates act as fluxes, and hence
the later rocks are much more fnsible than the granitic. Indeed,
the later are almost infusible, and would require a much higher
temperature, or rather a more complete solution, either simply
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igneous or aquco-igneous to form them, than the traps or the
lavas. Hence the latter might be produced in such a state of a
menstruum as would not produce granite, even though all the
essential ingredients were present. And that state of the men
strunin in which granite would form, might prevent that play of
affinities requisite to produce the trappean and volcanic products.
In this way we might show, both how all the varieties of unstrati
fied rocks might be produced from the same fluid mass, and how
one period might be more favorable to the formation of the

granites, another to the traps, and another to the lavas. Still we
incline to the opinion that in very many instances the varieties of
unstratified rocks have resulted from the metamorphism of differ
ent kinds of stratified rocks.

TABLE OF THE COMPOSITION OF ROCKS.

ROOKS

ed

11. 0

.2
C1

Clay 62.9 25.5 1.25 0.36 0.47 2.51 6.65
Shale 61.9 21.7 4.78 0.09 0.59 8.16 0.25 0.70 6.78
Clay Slate 67.4 18.2 4.71 1.02 0.80 4.0 2.65 1.74 2.8
Gypsum 82.6 20.9 46.5 2.8
Chalk and Oollie 56.1

52 45
4.3 2.5

2.7Dolomite
Hy(IrIullc Limestone 15.4 9.1 2.25 25.5 12.4 34.2
Si lU1iLII Limestone I .
Winooski Marble 10.3 1_.2

* 1185.3
k

42.2
0.1S 2.70Cariara Limestone 99.3 0.25

trace 0.S$ 2.67Sandstone (Quadcr) 0.08 0.44 0.03 0.02 trace
Greemand (N. Jersey) 49.3 7.71 24.1 5 08 o.o 6.00 2.55
Gray Wacke 87.0 6.4 4.7 0.19 0.87 0.53 0.84 0.87

2.13
2.01
2.69Mica Schist 55 1 12.6 16.9 11.0 2.2 1.24

Tulco schist 57.8SB
1........69.9

7.06
"fl

9.45
1.51

25.6
1.80 1.45 8.33 2.40 2.7

Chlorite Sehist.81.5 5.44 AU 41.5 9.82
Hornblende Schist 48.43 16.4 4.69 18.6 0.48 7.16 2.82 0.50 0.89 0.21

2.72Gneiss 71.
Serpentine 88.7

15.2
30-612.8 0.94.51 80.0 0.29 0.11 9.17

0.8
2.59
12.74Granite 678

Syenite 700
16.1
12.4 1,510,1

1.9
7

0.6
3.45 8.46

13.3,
8.13 8.44 0.56 2.74

Feldspar Porphyry . 70.5 18.5
12.3

5.5
12.3

0.25
8.1 1.4

0.40 5.50 3.55
9.6 1.1

0.77
0.2

2.69
2.85

Grcenstone,orIoiite 60.0
Melaphyr 58.2 19.8 8.56 0.518.8i 4.96 7.112 2.14

2 SG
Basalt or Dole-rite 48.5 30.2 11 9

1.4-I
6.9

0.28
0.65 196
3.20 4.18 2.09

Trachyte 767
Lava, top ofMt Ararat'695

14.2
15.0 3.85 4.7 0.98 1.46 4.46 0.85 2.60

Lava. Trachytic 67.8 17.62. 4.64 0.82'5.46 2.76 1.42 6.82
2.44 14.15 0.512

2.7

Obsidian, Ararat 77 3 118 2.85 11.31
Carionate of Limo and Magnesia.
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C1zemca Composition of the Rocks.-Tt is only quite recently (1860), that
we have had many reliable analyses of the rocks, and even now the table
which we present is not complete. But the subject has become one of great
interest, especially in its bearings upon metamorphism, which is now a most
important part of the science. The analyses in the following table have been
derived chiefly from Bischoffs Chemical Geology, though some have been taken
from American analysts.
The column of specific gravities has been added chiefly to enable any one

to determine the weight of rocks, a problem which every one has often occa
sion to solve. The specific gravity shows us how much heavier a given
quantity, say a cubic foot, of the rock is than the same quantity of distilled
water. Now since a cubic foot of water weighs 1000 ounces avoirdupois,
multiply the number of cubic feet in the mass, whose weight you seek, and
this product by the specific gravity, and you will obtain the weight in ounces,
which divided by 16 will give it in pounds. Thus, suppose amass of Green
stone measures 20 cubic feet, then 20 x 1000 x 2.85±16=3562.5 pounds.

This table might perhaps more logically have been placed at the end of
Section II.; but there is an advantage in knowing something about the char
acters of the rocks before studying their chemical composition.

SECTION IV.

OPERATION OF ATMOSPHERIC AND AQUEOUS AGENCIES IN

PRODUCING GEOLOGICAL CHANGES.

The basis of nearly all correct reasoning in geology, is the

analogy between the phenomena of nature in all periods of the

'world's history: in other words, similar effects are supposed to be

the result of similar causes at all times.

This principle is founded on a belief in the constancy of nature;

or that natural operations are the result of only one general sys
tem, which is regulated by invariable laws. Every other branch

of physical science, equally with geology, depends upon this prin

ciple; and if it be given up, all reasoning in respect to past
natural phenomena is at an end.

It does not follow from this principle that the causes of geological change
have always operated with equal intensity, nor with entire uniformity. How
great has been the irregularity of their action is a subject of debate among
geologists.

It is important to ascertain the true dynamics of existing causes of geologi
cal change; that is, the amount of change which they are now producing.
For until this is done, we can not determine whether those causes are suffi
cient to account for all the changes which the earth has undergone.

The elements of these atmospheric and aqueous agencies are
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heat., cold, arid water in its manifold states, liquid, vaporous, and
solid. In their action they may be combined, or act separately.The atmospheric agencies are oxygen, nitrogen, carbonic acid,
vapor, and winds. The aqueous agencies are frost, snow, ice,
glaciers, icebergs, springs, rivers, lakes and oceans. We shall not
attempt to designate the separate action of these agents, but
merely point out their most important combined effects.

All these agencies, where they act mechanically, remove mate
rials from higher to lower levels. Mountains diminish in size,

valleys receive accumulations, but only to assist the fragments in
their progress towards the ocean. Thus the general tendency is
to transport the continents into the ocean.

Disintegration of Rocks.-Water acts upon rocks and soils
both chemically arid mechanically; chemically, it dissolves some of
the substances which they contain, arid thus renders the mass loose
and porous; mechanically, it gets between the particles and forces
them asunder; so that they are more easily worn away when a
current passes over them. Congelation still more effectually sepa
rates the fragments and grains, and thus renders it easy for rains
and gravity to remove them to a lower level. In a single year
the influence of these causes may be feeble; but as they are re

peated from year to year, they become, in fact, some of the most

powerful agencies in operation to level the surface of continents.
As rain in falling through the air absorbs carbonic acid, it acts

with greater energy in the decomposition of rocks, especially those
which are calcareous. It also penetrates into their pores arid
crevices, and initiates the process of metamorphism, by changing
the mineral structure of rocks. Easily decomposing crystals, as

pyrites or calcite, may be entirely removed, and their cavities be

filled with some other mineral, which will assume the exact form

of the original crystal, and thus be a pseudornorph.

.an

It is a fact established by the experiments of Professors W. B.

d II. E. Rogers, that pure water will dissolve more or less every

variety of rock except quartz, on which nothing will act but

hydrofluoric acid, unless it be converted into silicates. Much more

decided will be the action of water if it contain, as it commonly
does, carbonic acid. Other energetic chemical agents are produced
which, along with carbonic acid, are carried we know not how

deep into the earth, not only disintegrating the surfaces but effect-
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lug important changes even in rocks that show no signs of altera

tion. This subject will be dwelt upon more in detail in our Sec

tion on Metamorphism.
Detritus, or Debris of Ledges.-It is chiefly by the action of

frost and gravity, that those extensive accumulations of angular

fragments of rocks are made that often form a talus, or slope, at

the foot of naked ledges, and even high up their faces. In some

cases, though not generally, this detritus has reached the top of

the ledge, and no further additions are made to the fragments,
which usually slope at an angle not far from 4Ø0" Examples of

this detritus are usually most striking along the mural faces of

ledges, especially where the upper layers are the hardest.

Fig. 73" , Fig. 13 represents a cliff, at the base of which
there is produced a talus of large angular blocks,

(:. a. These are further acted upon at b, and
until the rains or tides remove the finer portions

'=E in the form of mud.

These slopes of debris show that the
b a earth can not have existed m its present

state an immense period of time; because the process of disintegra
tion is not yet complete. Had these agencies been at work upon
the earth in its present form from eternity, the earth would have

become a vast plain, and the laud have been all swallowed up and

covered by the ocean.
Dunes or Downs.-The sand which is driven upon the shore by

the waves is often carried so far inland as to be beyond the reach
of the returning wave; and thus an accumulation take place,
which is the origin of most of those moving sand hills, known by
the names of dunes or downs. When the sand becomes dry, the
sea breezes drive it further and further inward, the land breezes
not having equal power to force it back; and at length it becomes
a formidable enemy, by overwhelming the fertile fields, filling up
rivers and burying villages. Sometimes these dunes occur in the
interior of a country.
Every one is familiar with the history of these dunes in Egypt. The west

erly winds have brought in the sands from the Lybian desert, and all the west
side of the Nile, with the exception of a few sheltered spots, has been con
verted into an arid waste. In Upper Egypt especially, the remains of ancient
temples, palaces, cities, and villages, are numerous among the drifting sands.
In Europe, around the Bay of Biscay, a similar destructive process is going
on. A great number of villages have been entirely destroyed; and no less
than ten are now imminently threatened by sand hills, which advance at the
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rate of 60 or even '72 feet annually. On the coast of Cornwall, in England,similar effects have taken place. These dunes are common on the coast ofthe United States, especially on Cape Cod, in Massachusetts, where strenuous efforts have been made to arrest their progress, and to prevent the destruction of villages and harbors that are threatened. Upon the south shores
of Lake Superior they are also found.

Aqueous agencies act mechanically and chemically.
Mechani-cally,in the form of glaciers, avalanches, icebergs, frost, snow, ice,

landslips, rivers, tides, waves, and oceanic currents, they are con

tinually abrading the ledges and re-arranging the materials, par
ticularly under water. Chemically, water dissolves portions of
rocks, and deposits them again by evaporation or precipitation.

GLACIERS.

Glaciers are rivers of ice, descending from the regions of

perpetual frost, to levels below the usual snow line. They are
inclosed in valleys; or are suspended upon the flanks of moun

tains. They are properly streams filled with the overflow or waste

of the vast snow fields occupying the higher regions. These may
be aptly compared to a sheet of ice descending from a tin-covered

roof. In the Alps the glaciers terminate sometimes as high as

'7,000 or 8,000 feet above the ocean; but some descend to 8,400

feet, while the usual snow line does not descend below 8,600 feet.

Glaciers are found among the Himalayahs, the Caucasus, and Altai moun-
tains, in Asia; among the Alps, where they have been most studied, in Nor?
way, Iceland, and Spitzbergen, in Europe; in Patagonia in South America,
and within both frigid zones. There are 400 glaciers among the Alps, cover
ing about 1,400 square miles of surface. They are divided into two groups
the glaciers of Mont Blanc, and of the Pinster Aarhorn districts. The most

important glaciers have received distinct names, as Bossons, Aletsch, and
Viesch, among the Alps, and the great Humboldt glacier in Greenland, de
scribed by Dr. Kane, and figured in our Frontispiece.

The elevated crests and plateaux above glaciers are more or less

covered with snow. These vast fields of powdery and crystalline
snow are termed mers de 9lace, or seas of ice. In its descent this

snow becomes more granular, and forms the névé (French), or firn

(German). Additions are made to the névé, or the upper part of

the glacier, every year, so that the mass is stratified.

The névé gradually changes into the blue compact ice, which

forms the true glacier. The latter is permeated by a delicate

structure, similar to the cleavage of slaty rocks, or vertical ribbons

5
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of blue ice parallel to the course of the glacier, alternating with
bands of white ice, from of an inch to several inches wide.4 8
The nevé has a concave even surface, but the glacier proper is convex, and

is generally riddled by fissures or crevasses, often hundreds of yards long, and
hundreds of feet deep, crossing in every direction. These are produced by
the unequal temperature of the mass. The glacier is cut up by the fissures
into masses of various shapes. Sometimes the masses are square or trape
zoidal; or constitute needle shaped pyramids, called Aiguilles. Where the
fissures are wanting, numerous little streamlets flow over the surface in small
channels. These may terminate in circular or elliptical holes, called pulls,
often of great depth. Sometimes the puits are only a few feet deep, and are
filled with water-like pot-holes near waterfalls. When the water freezes in
them, the ice is formed in beautit'ul concentric layers, which are called glacier
stars. The meridian holes are semi-circular hollows, invariably having the
arc turned to the north, and the chord to the south; thus serving as com
passes and sundials to travelers. They are produced by the heat of the sun's
rays upon small accumulations of gravel. The pebbles absorb more heat than
the ice, and hence sink into the ice where the sun's rays act the longest, and
with the greatest intensity.

Glaciers are of two kinds. The first class lie in valleys of

greater or less depth, and have a declivity or slope from 30 to 10°.
The second class are generally small, resting upon the declivities
of mountains, with a slope varying from 15° to 50° and upwards.
Of the first class there are three varieties: the canal shaped, of uniform

width with scarcely any branches; the oval shaped, and the basin shaped, both
of which are contained in deep valleys among mountains, so that the width
of the outlet is a fraction of the diameter of the glacier itself They may be
compared with expansions of rivers into lakes.

Fig. 74 is a view of a canal shaped glacier in its upper part, as it proeedes
from the distant iner de glace, and winds through the long valley. It is one
of the Alpine glaciers.
The greater part of the Alpine glaciers are from 18 to 21 miles long, be

tween a mile-and-a-half and three miles wide, and from 100 to 600 feet thick.
The thickness of the upper is always greater than that of the lower end.
Glaciers have been described among the Himalayahs several thousand feet in
thickness. The great Humboldt glacier, in Greenland, is 300 feet thick, 45
miles wide, as it flows into Peabody Bay, and 1200 miles long; the largest
glacier by far yet described. (See Frontispiece.0)In warm seasons the lower ends of glaciers are gradually melting, and
inequalltie are being produced over their surfaces. This superficial waste 18
called ablation. When large flat blocks of stone lie upon the ice, by ablation
the phenomenon of glacier tables is produced. The rock protects the ice be
neath itself from melting, but the ice of the glacier around it gradually dis
appears, until the block is poised upon a single pedestal, like a table. Prof.
Forbes describes one of these tables in the Alps, 23 feet by 17, and 3
feet thick. Other objects of interest are the gravel cones. These are cones
of ice, usually about a foot in height, covered with gravel. They are
formed by ablation. Like the tables of stone, a mass of gravel is elevated
upon a pedestal, and the gradual waste of the ice beneath allows the outside
We are Indebted to the liberality of ChIlds & Peterson for pcrrnlsIon to copy t1i!

drawingfrom their splendid work, Arctic Ec'ploratjo,j8, by Dr. Kane, Philadelphia. 1856.
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Fig. 74.
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pebbles to fall down and cover the cone. Prof. Agassiz describes some of
these cones in the Alps 13 feet high, and 13 feet broad.

As glaciers advance they break off masses of rocks from the
sides and bottoms of the valleys, and crowd along whatever is
movable, so as to form large accumulations of detritus in front and

along their sides. When the glacier melts away, these ridges
remain, and are called moraines. Agassiz describes three kinds:

1. TI terminal moraine, or that at the extremity of the glacier;
2. Lateral moraines, or those ridges of detritus formed along the

flanks of the glacier ; 3. A! 'dial moraines, or those longitudinal
trains of blocks which sometimes accumulate upon the top of the

glacier, especially where glaciers unite from two valleys, and crowd

the detritus between them upon their tops. The moraines are

sometimes 30 or 40 feet high.
At the lower extremity of the glacier there is a vault from

which issues, especially in the summer, a stream of water, which

ramifies upward beneath the ice like rivers in general. This stream,

continuing from generation to generation, wears out a channel in

the rocks as it descends from the glacier.

Fig. 75 shows the lower extremity of the glacier of Viesch, with a distinct
terminal moraine, which at the sides is connected with lateral moraines. A
stream of water is seen issuing from the glacier, which has worn a channel in
the rocks. On Fig. 74 are shown both lateral and medial moraines; the latter
considerably scattered. Fig. 78 exhibits a tine example of a medial moraine.

Although the inferior surface of the glacier is pure smooth ice,

yet it is usually thickly set with fragments of rock, pebbles, and

coarse sand, firmly frozen into it, which makes it a huge rasp;
and when it moves forward, these projecting masses, pressed down

by the enormous weight of the glacier, wear down and scratch
the solid rocks; or when the materials in the ice are very fine,

they smooth and even polish the surface beneath. The movable
materials beneath the ice are crushed and rounded, and often
worn into sand or mud. The rocks in place, against which the

glacier presses, are also smoothed and striated upon their sides.
These strie, wherever found, are perfectly parallel to one another,
.because the materials producing them are fixed in the bottom of

the ice. But as the glacier advances from year to year, neW sets

of scratches will be produced, which sometimes cross those Pre
viously made, at a small angle.
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Fig. 76 shows a specimen of schistose serpentine smoothed and scratched
beneath a glacier in the Alps.
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Rocks striated by Glaciers.

Fig. 77 is a similar specimen, exhibiting two sets of strive crossing one

another at a considerable angle.
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Rocks 8triated by Glaciers.

When the ledges beneath the glaciers are uneven, and exhibit

many angular projections, the angles are worn off; and the surfaces
assume that peculiar rounded and undulating appearance deuoinl
nated by Saussure roches moutonces, or embossed rocks. They
are shown poorly in Figs. 74 and 75.

Currents of water sometimes conspire with the movements or the glacier,
and form grooves or troughs of considerable depth and width on the top O
precipitous rocks, to which currents of' water could have no access were DIt
the space around them filled with ice. Such furrows are called, in Switzer
land, iapia or lapiz.
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Notion of Glaciers.-Professor J. D. Forbes supposes lie has
proved that the ice comports itself precisely like a stream of water
in the following particulars: 1. The motion of the Mer de Glace,
during summer and autumn, is as great as four feet in a day in
some places, and only eight or nine inches in others. 2. Each
portion of the glacier moves continuously, and not by fits and
starts. 3. The glacier, like a stream, has its pools and its rapids.
4. The motion of the ice is favored by an increase of temper
ature. 5. Yet the motion does not entirely cease in the vintcr.
6. The centre of the glacier moves faster than the sides; and the

top faster than the bottom. 1. The maximum velocity is not al

ways in the middle of the glacier, but may be upon either side.
8. The changes in the velocity of the ice take place gradually by
the yielding of the entire mass, not by the justling of fragments,
or the formation of rents.

The Mer do Glace moved 16,500 feet in 44 years, or upon an average, 375
feet annually. Sometimes glaciers advance lower and lower for several years,
in consequence of low temperature; or they may retreat during a succession
of unusually warm seasons. As they advance and retreat they produce and,
leave successive moraines, especially terminal ones.

In the view of Prof. Forbes, a glacier is an imperfect fiuid,'or.a
viscous body, which is urged down slopes, like a river, by the

mutual pressure of its parts. The ice is not inflexible, but more

or less plastic, in consequence of having its mitut pores and

fissures permeated with water. As much of the water freezes in

cold seasons, the motion of the glacier is retarded in winter and

accelerated in summer. The decrease of the glacier in summer

by ablation, and by the attenuation and collapse of the parts which

move most rapidly, is repaired during the winter, when, the higher

regions of the glacier moving relatively faster than the lower, the

yielding mass of ice is pressed upwards.

Recent experiments show that ice has a property of plasticity called rege
lation. With or without pressure, fragments of ice will cohere at 32°, and

by pressure they may be molded into any form. Hence the glacial valley is
a mold, in which the ice is pressed by its own gravity. Also, when separate
glacier branches unite themselves into a single trunk, regelation cements all
the parts into one whole; and thus the combination of two glaciers is like the
confluence of two rivers. The rjbbonecl structure of the ice is thought by
some to have been produced by pressure, like the slaty cleavage of rocks.

The theory of Agassiz imputed the onward movement of

glaciers to the expansion of the water by freezing, which during.
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the day in mild weather is constantly infiltrated into the cracks

and pores of the lee. This view is ably defended by its learned

author in his fascinating and splendid work, Etudes swi' les Gla

ciers.

In that work he gives a curious example of the progress of a glacier. A
certain explorer ths'ened a pole to a large block itt the moraine of a glacier,
high up towards its source, and mentioned the filet in his book. Sonic tei
years afterwards another explorer started to find the block, and was agreeably
surprised to meet it sonic eight or ten miles nearer the lower end of the
glacier. This block with many others is shown on Fig. '8, which exhibits
also several glacier tables.




Fig. 73.
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We introduce Fig. 9 to give an idea of the stupendous chain of moun
tains in the Alps, called Mont Blanc, as seen from the summit of the Breven,
which is 8.500 feet high; a, is Chaniouny in the valley; b, Mont Mane;
c, Mer de Glace; d, Boissons Glacier; , Augille verte; f Dome du Goute;
g, Montanvert. Any one who has been there will recognize those spots with
great distinctness.

.Avalanches, Icebergs, etc.-.When the slope down which a gla
cier descends is very steep, or it is crowded to the edge of a pre
cipice, huge masses sometimes are broken off by gravity, and

tumbling down the mountain produce great havoc. In the Ales
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Fig. 79.
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these are called avalanches; and so large are they sometimes, that

from one to five villages, with thousands of inhabitants, have been

destroyed in a moment.

Landslips are a somewhat similar occurrence, happening in countries where

perpetual frost does not exist. They frequently occur in the spring, when
the frost leaves the soil, and the great weight of snow and ice drags along
with it trees, soil, and rocks, down the mountain's side. Sometimes these
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slides take place in the summer, after powerful rains; as that in the White
Mountains in 1826, by which a family were destroyed. Marks of ancient
slides are visible on the sides of the Hopper on Saddle Mountain in Massachu
setts, and upon the west side of Mansfield Mountain, in Vermont. Arctic

voyagers say that similar phenomena are common in the Polar regions.

When a glacier discharges itself into the ocean, great masses

of ice, perhaps loaded with detritus, quietly separate from it, and

are floated off by currents. Or if the glacier is crowded off a

steep shore, the masses will be precipitated into the water. Two

systems of fissures, dividing the ice into square blocks, facilitate

the separation. These blocks are icebergs.

The representation of the humboldt Glacier (Frontispiece), shows the origin
of many of the icebergs in the Northern Atlantic. These bergs separate from
this glacier in lines parallel to the shore. A representation of a single berg,
with the ship of Captain Parry in front of it, is given in Fig. SO.

Fig. SO.

--

Fig. 81 exhibits a remarkable berg, figured by Captain McClintock, stand
lug on a narrow pedestal, which, however, seems to be connected with a
broad mass of ice mostly beneath the surface of the sea. It must be large
compared with the berg to prevent the latter from toppling over.

These bergs from the north frequently float as far south as 400

north latitude before they are all incited, and they have been
the occasion of many shipwrecks between the United States and

Europe.
When the ice in high latitudes breaks up in the summer, vast surfaces of it,

called Fieki ke, are borno hither and thither by the winds and currents, often
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imprisoning vessels, nipping them severely, and sometimes raising them en
tirely out of the water.
A portion of an ice-field is a floe. The ice-bell is a continued margin of ice

adhering to the coast above the ordinary level of the sea, in high latitudes.
The icc-foot is a limited ice-belt. Land-ice is field-ice adhering to the coast,
or included between headlands. An ice-raft is a mass of ice 'transporting
foreign matter. Icebergs are frozen from fresh, and floes from salt water.

Icebergs and noes may he of great size and wide surface. Ice

bergs rise sometimes from 250 to 300 feet above the water, and as

every cubic foot above the surface implies eight cubic feet below
it, they must descend over 2,000 feet. The floes are often one,
two, five, and even thirteen miles long; and one northern voyager
relates that a party traveled northerly upon one of them for days,

supposing it either fixed to the shore or covering the land, and

knew not their mistake, till an observation for latitude showed

them that the ice was moving southerly as fast as they moved

northerly.
The bergs are sometimes loaded with detritus of boulders, sand and gravel.

Capt. Seoreshy conjectures that some which he saw contained from 50,000 to
100,000 tons of such materials. On a large berg, observed in 1839, in S. lat.
61°, a boulder was observed frozen in, six feet by twelve 'in diameter, which
had been carried 1,400 miles, that being the distance to the nearest. land.

Dr. Kane has given several fine drawings to illustrate this suI1eet; one of
which we have copied in Fig. 82. This raft is loaded with masses of slate. Dr.
Kaue says, "I have found masses that have been detached in this way
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floating may miles out to sea-long symmetrical tables, 200 feet long, by 80
broad, covered with large angular blocks and bowiders, and seemingly im
pregnated throughout with detrited matter. These rafts in Marshall Bay were
so numerous, that, could they have melted as I saw them, the bottom of the
sea would have presented a more curious study for the geologist than the
bowider-covered lines of our middle latitudes." lie speaks of an ice-belt
(which in summer is detached and floats oft;) as "covered with its millions of
tons of rubbish, greenstones, limestones, chlorite slates, rounded and angular,
massive, and ground to powder."




Fig. 82.

-- --

Icebergs are often stranded, even in deep water. The collect upon the
loose materials at the bottom, and even on the projecting rocks of such a
mass, with stones frozen into its bottom, and moving at the rate of several
miles an hour, when it strikes the surface, must be very great, and such as we
shall find has been the result of some agency in high latitudes when we como
to describe the phenomena of drift.

Ice islands sometimes got stranded upon the top of some rock that rises in
the ocean, and then frozen to it, so that when by winds and waves the icy cap
is loosened, it tears off more or less of the rock beneath, and bearing it away
in the direction of the current, drops the attached fragments upon the bottom.

If this operation be often repeated, it might produce a train of boulders on
the bottom of the sea.
When the sea is rough, an iceberg may be lifted up by the waves, and as

they retire be allowed to fall; so that, if the water be shallow, it will come
down like a mighty maul, and with a force which even solid rock could
scarcely resist.




itIVE1S.
Rivers produce geological changes in four modes: 1. By ex-

cavating some parts of their beds. 2. By filling up other parts.
8. By forming deposits along their banks. 4. By forming deposits,
called deltas, at their mouths.
Most of the larger rivers, especially where they flow through a level coun

try, are fi;hng up their channels; but where smaller streams pass through a
mountainous region, the process of excavation is still going on; and it is ac
complished in a good measure by means of ice freshets.

Valleys of .Denudation.-_In many instances it can be shown
that the present beds of rivers were only in a small part produced
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by their own erosion.,;, and that previous agencies in great part
prepared the valleys through which they run.

r11110 general features of continents, and the larger valleys, are
due to the position of the underlying strata. If these have the
shape of a trough or basin, the depression is a natural valley ; and
as it is produced by the sinking of the strata, it is called a valley
of s,¬bsideice, as in Fig. 83. Such valleys may be enlarged by
erosion.

But often these depressions are actually excavated from strata
inclined at various angles. These are valleys of denudation: There
arc two general varieties of them. First, when the crest of an
anticlinal ridge has been worn away, constituting a valley of
eleva-tion,as in Fig. 84. Secondly, when a valley has been excavated
out of vertical or inclined strata, as in Fig. 85. These are valleys
Of erosion. Ravines, gorges, and cailoris (pronounced canyons),
are narrow valleys chiefly along the present beds of rivers, exca
vated by the streams alone without foreign assistance. In many
instances one is surprised at the magnitude of the excavations.

Fig. 83.

Fig. 64.
- - - -

Fig. 85.

Out of a multitude of examples we select only a few to illustrate the first

mode in which rivers produce geological changes.
1. The gulf; seven miles long and 150 feet deep, between Niagara Falls

and Lake Ontario, has long excited the attention of geologists, and some of

them have imagined other agencies beside the river to make the erosion. But

we see a work now going on there from year to year, which needed only time

enough to have excavated the whole gorge, and time is an element for which

a multitude of geological facts make an almost unlimited demand. At

Niagara Falls 670,000 tons of water are precipitated into the gulf every
minute. The upper shelf of rock is quite hard, but the layers of strata be

neath are worn out by the dripping water, arid then the weight causes the

hard crust to break off from time to time in large masses. The rate of retro

cession has been loosely estimated to average from one foot to one yard per

year. But this .rate, if correct, would not be what it was when the fall

was nearer Lake Ontario, nor what it will be as it approaches Lake Erie, be

cause in both cases the rocks are different.
2. On Genesee river, in New York, we find very striking evidence of ero

sion. Between its mouth and Rochester, seven miles, are three cataracts,
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some miles apart; and some of these falls have receded further than others,
because there are three kinds of rock crossed, which are worn away with
different degrees of rapidity. South of Rochester we find a gorge worn 14
miles long, from Mount Morris to Portage, sometimes 350 feet deep, with
three distinct falls, originating in the same cause as that above mentioned,
and which proves beyond question that the river has done the work.

3. On the Potomac, ten miles west of Washington the Great Falls have
worn out a gorge from 60 to 70 feet deep, and four miles long, in hard mica
schist.

4. C1aiion.-In our southwestern States, New Mexico, Arkansas, etc.,
where for days the traveler finds no trees, the rivers have cut long and deep
gull's into the horizontal strata. Their existence is not suspected till a per
son finds himself arrested on the brink of a precipice, often hundreds of feet
high, a the foot of which, and bounded by an opposite wall, the stream runs.
These gulfs are called Canons, and often they are so long that for days the
traveler can find no place to cross, nor to water his animals. They extend
also up the tributaries; a conclusive proof that the streams themselves, and
not convulsions have produced them. The Grand Cañon on the Canadian
river is 250 feet deep, and 50 miles long. The Cañon of Clielly, in New
Mexico, has walls from 100 to 800 feet high, and 25 miles long. Captain
Marcy describes a Cañon on Red River, in Texas, 70 miles long, and from
500 to 800 feet deep. The annexed sketch of a Uaiion, on Psuc-see-que Creek,
in Oregon, will give a good ijea of this class of phenomena. (Fig. 86.)

Lieut. Ives statements in his Report of 1858, respecting the gorges upon the
Colorado river, in California, are almost incredible, and are certainly without
a parallel. At the head of navigation, the deep and narrow current of the
river flows between massive walls of rock which rise sheer from the water
for over a thousand feet, seeming almost to meet in the dizzy height above.
The sun rarely penetrates the depths of this "Black Cañon," 25 miles in
length. Above this there is a vast table land, 8000 feet above the ocean, and
hundreds of miles in breadth, extending eastward to the mountains of the
Sierra Madre, and stretching far north into Utah. The Colorado and its tribu
taries, flowing to the south-west, have cut their way through this immense
plateau, making caiions which are in some places more than a mile in depth.
The streams form a labyrinth of yawning abysses, generally inaccessible.

So numerous and so closely interlaced are the caflons, that often they leave
only scattered remnants of the original plateau-narrow walls, isolated ridges,
and slender, seemingly tottering spires, shooting up to an enormous height
from the vaults below.

5. Upon the eastern continent we would refer to the Wadys of Syria and
Palestine; to the Via Mala, on the upper part of the Rhine, 1600 feet deep,
4 miles long, and only 20 feet wide; to the Defile of Karznn, on the Danube,
200 yards wide, and 2000 feet deep; a gorge on the Sutlej river, among the
Himalayahs, 1500 feet deep, and a mile long; to a gorge in Australia, ofl
Cox river, 800 feet high, and 2200 yards wide; and to a multitude of other
examples.

Rivers accumulate materials in parts of their channels, or along
their banks. Terraced valleys and levees are the results of this

agency. The terraces are objects of great importance in our rea

sonings; the levees are akin to, and connected with deltas. The

large rivers do not carry all their detritus to the delta, but deposit
some of it along their sides. In times of freshets these deposits
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112 DELTAS OF RIVERS.

are niade upon the banks, above the ordinary level of the water.
Thus great cmbaukments will be formed upon each side. These
levees are augmented b the agency of mall, for the protection of
his property from overflow. The river iPo, in Italy, is restrained

within proper bounds by levees higher than the roofs of the houses
of the cities protected by them. The Mississippi is confined by
levees for a considerable distance above and below New Orleans.
A serious breach or crevasse in the dkes would inundate the city
and vicinity.

Deltas o,t Rii'ers.-The delta of the Mississippi, the father of
waters, has formed most of the lower part of Louisiana, and has
advanced several leagues since New Orleans was built. All large
rivers enter the ocean by several mouths like this. The delta of
the Ganges commences 220 miles from the sea, aiìd has a l)ae 200
miles long, and the waters of the ocean at its inmitli are muddy (30
miles from time shore. Since the year 124:3 the delta of the Nile
has advanced a mile at I)aniietta ; and the same at Foali since the
15th century. In 2,000 years the gain of the hind at the month
of the lo has been 18 miles, for 100 miles along the coast. The
delta of the Niger extends into the interior 170 miles, and along
the coast 300 miles, so as to form an area of 25,000 square miles.

The Delta of tho Ganges with its numerous mouths is represented in
Fig. 87.




Fig. ST.
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An immense alluvial deposit is forming at the mouth of the Amazon andOrinoco rivers, most of 'which is swept northerly by the Gulf Stream. Thewaters of the Amazon are not entirely mixed with those of the ocean at the
distance of 300 miles from the coast. The quantity of sediment annuallybrought down by the Ganges amounts to 6,368,077,440 tons, or sixty times
more than the weight of the great pyramid in Egypt. The Mississippi annu
ally discharges 14,883,360,000,000 cubit feet, or 101.1 cubic miles of water,
into the Gulf of Mexico; and deposits at the same time 28,188,000,000 cubic
feet, or two billion tons, of solid matter. It is estimated that the whole
delta contains 2,700 cubic miles of solid matter, and that 14,000 years would
be required for its formation, at its present rate of growth. In Massachu
setts, the matter carried down by the Merrimac has been estimated to be
840,000 tons per annum.
The extensive deposits thus forming daily by rivers need only consolidation

to become rocks of the same character as the shales, sandstones, and con
glomerates of the secondary series.
The delta of the Rhone, on the shores of the Mediterranean, is said to be

mostly solid calcareous and even crystalline rock.
Bursting ofLakes.-A few examples have occurred in which a lake, or a large

body of water long confined, has broken through its barrier and iuuiidated
the adjacent country. An interesting example of this kind occurred in 1810,
in the town of Glover, in Vermont, in which two lakes, one of them a mile
and a half bug and three-fourths of a mile wide, and in some places 150 feet
deep; and the other, three-fourths of a mile long, and a half a mile wide,
were let out by human labor, and being drained in a few minutes, the waters
urged their way down the channel of Barton river, at least 20 miles to Lake
Memphremagog, mostly through a forest, cutting a ravine from 20 to 40 rods
wide, and from 50 to 60 feet deep; inundating the low lands, and depositing
thereon vast quantities of timber.
In 1818, the waters of the Dranse, in Switzerland, having been long ob

structed by ice, burst their barrier and produced still greater desolation, be
cause the country was more thickly settled than the borders of the lake above
named. The enterprise of an engineer averted part of the desolation by tun
neling the barrier; but not sufficient to prevent the destruction of 400 houses
and many pleasure grounds.

It has been supposed, that should the falls of Niagara ever recede to Lake
Erie, a terrible inundation of the region eastward would be the result; but
Do la Beebe has proved satisfactorily that the only effect would be a gradual
draining of Lake Erie, with only a slight increase of Niagara river.

Pond and Lake .Ramparts.-These have not yet been described
in any works on geology. Around the borders of some not very

deep lakes and ponds in high latitudes, ridges or embankments
of bowiders have been formed, the outer being the steepest side.

So perfect are the walls thus produced, that many have supposed
them to have been the work of aborigines. In Wright county,
Iowa, there is a rampart ten feet high, composed of boulders fiomn

fifty pounds to three tons in weight, surrounding a lake 1,900

acres in extent, and from two to twenty-five feet deep. But there

are no scattered bowiders in the water or in the vicinity of time

lake upon the shore. Several lakes and ponds in Vermont, also,
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have these ramparts about parts of their shores; as at the north

part of Willoughby Lake, at Averill and Franklin ponds.

As this phenomenon has no connection with glaciers or drift,

we venture to propose a theory for it here. We think that the

bowiders composing the ramparts have been brought from the

bottoms of the lakes, and pushed upon the shore by the outward

expansion of the water in freezing. Instances are on record where

large stones of tons weight have been moved several feet in a

single season. And if a few inches progress only be made in a

single winter, a hundred winters might witness the removal of all

the blocks in shallow water to the shore, and the crowding of them

into a ridge having the form of a rampart. A similar phenomenon
on the shores of Lake Onega, in Russia, is described by Sir

Roderick Murchison, and explained in an analogous manner.

AGENCY OF THE OCEAN.

The ocean produces geological changes in three modes : 1. By

its waves; 2. By its tides; 3. By its currents. Their effect is

twofold: 1. To wear away the land; 2. To accumulate detritus

so as to form new land.

The action of waves or breakers upon abrupt coasts, composed
of rather soft materials, is very powerful in wearing them down,

and preparing the detritus to be carried into the ocean by tides

and currents. During storms, masses of rocks, weighing from ten

to thirty tons, are torn from the ledges, and driven several rods

inland, even up a surface sloping with a considerable dip towards

the ocean.

In the 13th century, a strait half as wide as the channel between England
and France, was excavated in 100 years in the north part of Holland; but
its width afterwards did not increase. The English channel also is sup
posed to have been formed in a similar manner. In England, several
villages have entirely disappeared by the encroachments of the sea. At Cape
may, on the north side of Delaware Bay, the sea has advanced upon the
land at the rate of about 9 feet in a year; and at Sullivan's Island, near
Charleston, South Carolina, it advanced a quarter of a mile in three years.
But perhaps the coast of Nova Scotia and New England exhibits the most
striking examples of the powerful wasting agency of the waves, whose force
there is often tremendous, especially during violent northeast storms. Where
the coast is rocky, insulated masses of rocks, called .Drongs, are left on the
shore, giving a wild and picturesque effect to the scenery, as in the following
sketch, Fig. 8?, which was taken upon Jewel's Island, in Casco Bay, Maine.
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Fig. 88.
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Fig. 89 shows Drongs, or Needles, on the coast of England. Fig. 90 ex
hibits the famous Cheesewring, near the Lizard, in Cornwall, England. Re
markable as such columns are, we might fill pages with sketches of similar
ones, and many of them in our own country.

Fig. 89.
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Furgaories.-When the rocks exposed to the waves are divided by fissures,
running perpendicular to the coast, the mass between two fissures is some
times removed by the water, thus leaving a chasm, often of great size, into
which the waves rush during a storm with great noise and violence. Such
fissures have been called purqatories, in New England, when they are quite
narrow. They are only examples, on a small scale, of the Fjords of Norway,
Greenland, and the northeastern coasts of North America, Well known ex
amples of these Purgatories occur in the vicinity of Newport, Rhode Island.
Similar fissures exist in the interior, as in Sutton and Great Barrington,
Massachusetts.

Beaches of Shingle and Sand.-Tho shingle, or perfectly water-worn peb
bles of a coast, and sand, are sometimes driven upon the shore by the waves,
so as to form beaches; and sometimes even large bowiders are thus urged
inland by powerful storms, so as to lie in a row or the shore. In some cases
of this sOrt, after the benches have been formed, the waves rather protect
the coast than encroach upon it.

Dronc/s on, Jewcli's Island, Casco Bay.
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Fig. 90.
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WAVES AND TIDES.

The effects of waves upon shores is very great. Those of the

ordinary size will form wave ridges, or ripple marks, at the depth
of 70 feet, upon a sandy bottom; and in violent gales the bottom

may be disturbed at the depth of 400 feet.

A bowider containing more than 200 cubic feet was hurried up an acclivity,
to the distance of 150 feet, upon one of the British islands. Near
Edin-burghit was ascertained, by careful experiment, that the average force ex
erted by waves in summer was 611 pounds every square foot ; and in the
winter 2,086 pounds for every square foot. At the Bell Rock Lighthouse, ill
the German Ocean, during a violent storm, the pressure exerted was nearly
three tons to every square foot. When we reflect that the weight of bodies
in water is but little more than half their weight in air, we shall see that
great effects may be caused oven by ordinary waves.

In large inland bodies of water, such as the Mediterranean, Black and
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Caspian Seas, and Lake Superior, tides are scarcely perceptible; never ex
ceeding a fbw inches; and in the open ocean they are very small; not ex
ceeding two or three feet; but in narrow bays, estuaries, and friths, !ävorablysituated lbr accumulating the waters, the tides rise from 10 to 40 feet; and
in one instance even 60 or 70 feet on the European coasts; and in the Bayof Futid, in Nova Scotia, 70 feet. In such cases, especially where wind and
tide conspire, the effect is considerable upon limited portions of coast, both
in wearing away and filling up.
W lien tides enter rivers, the water is forced to rise suddenly, in consequenceof the contraction of the channel. This produces a wave as high as the tide,

called "the Bore," which rushes up the channel with great rapidity, and acts
powerfully as a denuding agent. Upon Calcutta river, it is called the "Eagre,"
and its approach is much dreaded by ship owners.

Earthquake Waves, or Waves of Translation, are powerful agents oferosion.
They constitute one of the phenomena of earthquakes. Their effects are
unusually disastrous, because the water itself is moved along bodily. They
have been known to attain the height of sixty feet, and to move at the rate
of twenty miles in a minute. One of these huge waves rose and fell eighteen
times upon the coast of Africa in 1755.

OCEANIC CURRENTS.

Oceanic currents are produced chiefly by winds. Modern re
searches have revealed the existence of a great number of these

ocean rivers. The most extensive of them is the Gulf Stream.

An equatorial current from the Southern Atlantic empties into

the Caribbean sea, receiving the waters of the Amazon and

Orinoco on its way, and is thus a feeder of the Gulf Stream.

It properly commences in the Gulf of Mexico, whence it issues by
the Strait of Florida, and one part of it stretches northeasterly,

passing along the coast of the Atlantic States, and extending be

yond Norway and Spitzbergen; it is common to find tropical
fruits and pieces of wood transported by this current from the

West Inches to the Hebrides. The other branch passes from

Florida across the Atlantic towards Madeira, uniting with a cur

rent down the west coast of Africa.. This is a warm current, but

is divided into alternate warm and cold portions. Its velocity is

variable; but may be stated as from one to three and even four

miles per hour; its mean rate being 1.5 mile. Its velocity de

creases towards the north eastern extremity. Return currents

originate about the North Pole, or come through Behring's Straits,

and pass south, partly through Baffin's Bay, and partly cast of

Greenland, uniting on the Labrador coast and passing along the

coast of British America and the United States to Florida. The

latter is a cold current. In the Indian and Pacific Oceans there
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are great currents, particularly a cold current setting out from

Cape Horn, which continues along the coast to Central America,

then crosses the Pacific towards Borneo, and loses itself south

westerly in the Antarctic regions.

A. constant current sets into the Mediterranean through the Straits of Gib
raltar, at less than half a mile per hour. It has been conjectured, but not
proved, that an under current sets outwards through the same strait, at the
bottom of the ocean. Lyell also suggests that the constant evaporation going
on in that sea may so concentrate the waters holding chloride of sodium in
solution, that a deposit may now be forming at the bottom. But the deepest
soundings yet made there, (5,880 feet), brought up only mud, sand, and hell.
Numerous other currents of less extent exist in the ocean, which it is unne
cessary to describe. They form, in fact, vast rivers in the ocean, whose
velocity is usually greater than that of the larger streams upon the lands.

The ordinary velocity of the great oceanic currents is from one

to three miles per hour; but when they are driven through nar

row straits, especially with converging shores, and the tides con

spire with the current, the velocity becomes much greater, rising
to eight, ten, and even in one instance, to fourteen miles per hour.
The depth to which currents extend has not been accurately de

termined. Experiments indicate that they may sometimes reach
to the depth of more than 500 feet. It ought to be remembered,

however, that the friction of water against the bottom greatly
retards the lower portion of the current; so that the actual denud

ing and transporting power in these currents is far less than
the velocity at the surface would indicate.

Alike uncertain are the data yet obtained for determining what velocities
of water at the bottom are requisite for removing mud, sand, gravel, and
bowiclers. It has been stated, however, (and these are the best results yet
obtained,) that 6 inches per second will raise fine sand on a horizontal sur
face; 8 inches, sand as coarse as linseed; 12 inches, fine gravel; 24 inches
per second, will roll along rounded gravel an inch in diameter; and 36 inches
will move angular fragments of' tho size of an egg. The velocity necessary
for the removal of large bowiders has not been measured. A velocity of 6
feet per second would be 4 miles per hour; or 8 feet per second, 6.4 miles per
hoir; of 12 feet per second, 8.2 miles per hour; of 24 inches per second,
16.4 miles per hour; of 36 feet per second, 24.6 miles per hour. Fine mud
will remain suspended in water that has a very slight velocity, and often will
not sink more than a foot in an hour; so that before it reached the depth of
500 feet it might be transported, by a current of 3 miles per hour, to the dis
tance of 1,500 miles.

It hence appears that most rivers, in some part of their course,

especially when swollen by rains, possess velocity of current suill
cient to remove sand and pebbles; as do also some tidal currents
around particular coasts; but large rivers, and most oceanic cur-
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rents, can remove only the finest ingredients; and as to large
bowiders, it would seem that only the most violent waves and
mountain streams can tear them up, and roll them along.

Oceanic currents have the power greatly to modify the situation
of the materials brought to the sea by rivers and tides, and to

spread them over surfaces of great extent.

Thus the waters of the Amazon, still retaining fine sediment, are found on
the surface of the ocean 300 miles from the coast, where they are met by
the equatorial current, which runs there at the rate of four miles per hour.
Thus are these waters carried northerly along the coast of Guiana, where an
extensive deposit of mud has been formed, which extends an unknown dis
tance into the ocean. In like manner the muddy waters of the Orinoco and
other rivers are swept northerly. coresby counted 500 icebergs starting
from the frozen regions, at one time, for the south. Doubtless a great part of
the Banks of Newfoundland is produced by the deposition of the materials
from these bergs.

Of the above agents of erosion the ocean has, without doubt,
been by far the most potent. It must be borne in mind, that our

present continents, certainly North America, have been several
times submerged beneath the ocean, and again elevated above it

by slow vertical movements; so that every part of these countries

has been again and again subjected to the long-continued action of

the waves and currents; in other words, every portion of the sur

face has been repeatedly the shore of the ocean, against which its

waves, tides, and currents, have impinged as fiercely as they now

do. During the Silurian and Devonian periods the surface, com

posed of rocks of that age, must have been beneath the ocean.

But during the Carboniferous period, large portions at least must

have been above the waters, to furnish the gigantic vegetation
which was converted into coal. Subsequently that same surface,

in some countries certainly, must have gone down to receive the

thick marine beds of the Oohit,e and Chalk. During the Tertiary

period, there appears to have been sometimes an alternation of salt

and fresh water deposits. But subsequently it seems the whole

of our western continent was submerged, and then again raised

essentially to its present height.

AMOUNT OF DENUDATION

The great amount of denudation that has been the result of

these several agencies may be learned by the following facts:
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1. The great abundance of loose materials, often hundreds of

feet thick, that are spread over the surface almost everywhere.
2. The evidence of the action of existing agencies. Upon sea

coasts, cliffs are rapidly worn away; along rivers, deep gorges and

valleys are excavated. In districts where the strata are but slightly
inclined, outlying precipices and isolated hills were once continuous

with each other. So vast has been the denudation, that we must

call in the aid of the ocean in addition to rivers for its accoin

plishment. Such a process has gone on, for example, in the

Paheozoic rocks in the Appallachian coal basin, to form valleys for

the Ohio river and its tributaries; also in the Mesozoic rocks of

the Connecticut river valley; where probably 1,000 square miles

of surface have been denuded of sandstone to the depth of at

least 1,000 feet.

3. All the fossiliferous consolidated rocks, six or seven miles

thick in some places, are formed of materials eroded from older

strata, stratified or unstratified; and probably, also, all the strati

fied unfossiliferous rocks, whose thickness is of equal amount.

4. The most striking evidence of the enormous extent of erosion

is found in the vast amount of materials that must be supplied to

fill up deficiencies in the strata. We never doubt but that a gorge
in horizontal strata, (as B in Fig. 91), was once filled with sedi

FIg. 91.

.A _______
- S.

ments connecting the two sides. So when we find the same
strata upon both sides of a valley of elevation, cupping in opposite
directions, (as C in the same figure), we conclude that they once
were joined together; and upon geological sections, such former
extension is usually represented by dotted lines above the present
surface. Another case is illustrated at A. A valley has been
excavated in nearly perpendicular strata. As this is not their
normal position, we endeavor to ascertain their former extent.
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The amount of eroded material cannot be ascertained as ac
curately as at C, because the height of the original fold above
the present surface is often a matter of conjecture. Hence we
estimate not merely the amount sufficient to fill the valley, but
the probable extent of the contiguous strata before their re
moval.

Upon these principles English geologists have ascertained that
in South Wales, and the adjacent English counties, a mass of rock
from 3,000 to 10,000 feet thick has disappeared; in other words, the

country was two miles higher than it is now. A few measure
ments of this kind have been made in the United States. The

junior author of this book has found that 5,000 feet of strata
have been removed from in anticlinal valley in Brattleboro, Ver

mont; and that nearly 10,000 feet of vertical thickness have dis

appeared from the surface at Shelburne Falls, Massachusetts,,

See Final Report on. the Geology of Vermont.

From these investigations it may be inferred that the matter

torn from the present surface was far greater than all which still

remains above the level of the ocean.

CHEMICAL DEPOSITS FROM WATER.

Calcareous Tufa, or Travertin.-In certain circumstances water

holds in solution a quantity of carbonate of lime, which is readily

deposited when those circumstances change. The deposit is

called travertin, or calcareous tufa.

At Clermont, in France, a single thermal spring has deposited a mass of
travertin 240 feet long, 16 feet high, and 12 feet wide. At, San Vignone, in

Tuscany, a mass has been formed upon the side of a hill, half a mile long and
of various thickness, even up to 200 feet. At San Filippo, in the same coun

try, a spring has deposited a mass 30 feet thick in 20 years. And a mass is
found there, 1.25 mile in length, one-third of a mile wide, and in some places
250 feet thick. In the vicinity of Rome, some of the travertin can hardly .be

distinguished from statuary marble; and that which is constantly forming
near Tabreez, in Persia, is a most beautiful variety of semi-transparent marble,

or alabaster. At Tivoli, in Italy, the beds are sometimes from 400 to 900

feet thick, and the rock of a spheroidal structure.

Marl.-The only kind of marl now in the course of formation,

is that deposited at the bottom of ponds, lakes, and salt water,

known by the name of shell marl; and which consists of carbonate

of lime, clay, and peaty matter; as has been described in a pre

ceding section. The mans in the tertiary strata are frequently

(3
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indurated, and go by the name of rock marl. Much of the marl
used in Virginia, and other Southern States, is composed mostly
of fossil marine shells; and this is a true shell marl. But that

usually so called contains only a small proportion of shells; the

remainder being pulveruient carbonate of lime, except the clay
and peaty matter, mixed with the carbonate. These beds of marl

often cover hundreds of acres, and are several feet thick. In Ire

land they contain bones of a large extinct species of elk, as well as

shells of Uypris, Lymncea, Valvctta, Uyclas, Flanorbis, Ancyclus,
etc. The mans of this country contain shells of Planorbis, Lyrn.
ncea, C'yclas, and other small fresh-water molluscs.

A part of these mans is probably a chemical deposit. Carbonate of limo
is scarcely soluble in pure water, but is abundantly soluble in water impreg
nated with carbonic acid. Yet the excess of acid is easily expelled, and then
the salt will be deposited in a pulverulent form, unless there be some reason"
why it should be crystalline. As marl beds chiefly occur in the vicinity
of limestone, it is easy to surmise the origin of the carbonate of lime. The

" tributaries convey it in solution from tho ledges into the pond. There the
constant evaporation of the water causes the dissolved portion to fall to the
bottom. Molluscs add their shells to the mass, and at length a thick de

posit will be formed. When the pond is drained or dries up, the marl may be
gathered. This process may suggest the origin of many of the limestones of
the older series, as the mans need only induration to resemble them com
pletely.

" Silicious Sinter.-Thermal waters alone contain silica in solu

tion to any important amount. The most noted of these are the

Geysers in Iceland, where a silicious deposit about a mile in diame

ter, and 12 feet thick, occurs ; and those of the Azores, where ele

vations of silicious matter are found 30 feet high. The stems and

leaves of the frailest plants are converted into sinter, or covered

with it. Thermal springs, also, not in volcanic regions, as on the

Washita river, in this country, and in India, deposit a copious
sediment of silica, iron, and lime.

Bog Ores.-The numerous deposits of the hydrated peroxide
of iron, or bog iron ore, so widely diffused, may originate from

springs, from the fossil shields of animalcula, or from the decom

position of beds of iron ore or pyrites. A popular theory of the

origin of bog ore is this: Waters containing organic matter
from vegetable decay, reduce to the state of protoxide the per
oxide of iron disseminated through sediments, and thus dissolve

it. The oxygen of the air then peroxidizing the iron, it is pro

eipitated from the.watr as the hydrated peroxide. Under various
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circumstances of cliangc, it may become iron ore of various den-
sities and compositions; and thus is explained the origin of iron
ore of every age.

Bog manganese, or Wad, is almost as widely diffused through the rocks as
the peroxide of iron; but its quantity is so small that it exerts but a slightinfluence in producing geological changes, and will therefore be passed over
without description. The same remark will apply to sulphate of lime, car
bonate of magnesia, chloride of calcium, etc., which occur in most natural
waters, and sometimes form deposits of small extent.

Petroleum, Asplialturn, etc.-The great amount of bituminous matter with
which certain springs are impregnated renders them deserving of notice as
existing causes of geological change, capable of explaining certain appear
ances in the older rocks; many of which are highly bituminous. In the
Burman Empire, a group of springs or wells at one locality yielded annually
400,000 hogsheads of petroleum. It is also found i Persia, Palestine, Italy,
and the United States. In this country it has the name of Seneca Oil, from
having been early observed on the surface of springs at Seneca, in New York.
It is thrown up in considerable abundance, also, at the salt borings on the
Kenawha river, in Ohio; where a few years ago a large quantity of it, float
ing on the surface of a small stream, took fire, and the river for half a mile
in extent appeared a sheet of flame. A deposit of coal oil near Titusvile,
Crawford county, Pennsylvania, upon Oil Creek, is now (1860), attracting
much attention.

In Palestine the Dead Sea is called the lake Asphaltites, from the asphal
turn which formerly abounded there. But the most remarkable locality of
bituminous matter is the Pitch Lake, in the island of Trinidad, in the West
Indies. It is three miles in circumference, and of unknown thickness. It is
sufficiently hard to sustain men and quadrupeds; though at some seasons of
the year it is soft.

Mineral pitch was a principal ingredient in the cement used in constructing
the ancient walls of Babylon, and of the temple in Jerusalem. It has lately
been employed in a similar manner, and it is said very successfully, to form a

composition for paving the streets of cities.

The various bitumens are produced from vegetables by the

processes by which these are converted into coal in the earth.

Hence the bitumcns that rise to the surface of springs, or form

inspissated masses on the earth's surface, or between the layers of

rocks, are supposed to be produced from vegetable matters buried

in the earth; and to be driven to the surface by internal heat;

and the fact that such deposits usually occdr in the vicinity of

active or extinct volcanos, gives probability to this theory.

Phenomena of Springs.-Water is very unequally distributed

among the different strata; some of them, as the argillaceous, being

almost impervious to it; and others, as the arenaceous, admitting

it to percolate through them with great facility. Hence, when

the former lie beneath the latter in a nearly horizontal position,

the lower portions of the, latter will become reservoirs of this fluid,
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Hence, if a valley of denudation cuts through these pervious
and impervious strata, we may expect springs along their junction.

In Fig. 92, if B, B, be the pervious, and C, C, the impervious strata, and a

valley of denudation has been excavated in them, we may expect springs at

E, E. If a fault occurs where pervious and impervious strata join each other,
the water will be accumulated in the lowest portion of the pervious strata,
and we may expect to find a spring at L.
And vice versa, the geologist can sometimes discover the line of a fault by

the occurrence of mineral springs, where nothing else indicates its existence
at the surface.




Fig. 92.
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Inmany parts of the world if the strata be penetrated to a con

siderable depth by boring, water will rise sometimes with great
force to the surface, and continue to flow uninterrnptedly. Such

examples are called Artesian Wells, from having been first dis

covered in the province of Artois, in France, the ancient Artesium.

The theory of these wells is simple. In Fig. 93, suppose the stratum M, M,
to be pervious to water, while the rocks above and below, A, L, and B, B,
are impervious. The result is, that all the water which accumulates in the
stratum M, M, will press toward the lower part of the basin. If now an
opening be made at any place lower than the outcrop of the stratum, the
water will be forced above the surface in a jet, by hydrostatic pressure, and
an artesian well will be the consequence.

Fig. 93.
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We infer from this theory: 1. If any water bearing stratum, passing under
a place where boring is attempted, rises higher at any point of its prolongation than the surlhco where the boring is made, the water will rise above that
surface, and it will fill as much below that surface as is the level of the high.est part of the pervious stratum.

2. Hence borings of this sort may fail; first, because no water bearingstratum is reached; and, secondly, because that stratum does not rise high
enough above the place to bring the water to the surface.

3. These explorations have proved that subterranean streams of water
exist; some of which have a communication with the water at the surface.
EXAMPLES.-At St. Ouen, in France, at the depth of 150 feet, the borer

suddenly fell a foot, and a stream of water rushed up. At Tours the water
brought up from the depth of 374 feet fine sand, vegetable matter, and shells
of species living in the vicinity, which must have been carried to that depth
within a few months preceding. In Westphalia the water brought up several
small fish, although no river existed at the surface within several leagues.
The borings in the United States prove that cavities containing water exist
even in granite.

Depth of the Borings.-One of the deepest wells in this country is at Louis
ville, Kentucky. It is 2,086 feet deep. It discharges 330,000 gallons of water
every twenty-four hours, which rises to the height of 170 feet above the sur
face. The aperture is three inches in diameter. The water is much warmer
than the average of the surface water, being 16°, and it is unaffected by the
external temperature. In Columbus, Ohio, one of these wells was 1,858 feet
deep in December, 1858, and is said to have been carried several hundred
feet lower since that time. In Paris there is an artesian well at Grenelle,
1,800 feet deep, and capable of producing 14,000,000 of gallons of water
daily. At Niondorf, in Germany, there is one 2,247 feet deep. In the Duchy
of Luxembourg, an excavation was made several years ago, to reach a
stratum of salt water, which had been carried to the depth of 2,336 feet,
in 1847.

Natural deserts may sometimes be changed into regions of fertility by these
wells. Several wells have been bored in the Liano Estacaclo, in Texas, but
we believe without much success. Upon the great desert of Sahara, in
Africa, five of these wells, called "Wells of Gratitude," have been excava
ted, to the great relief of the nomadic tribes roaming there, as well as of
travelers.

Thermal Springs will be considered elsewhere.

Mineral Springs.-All waters found naturally in the earth con

tain more or less of saline matter; but unless its quantity is so

great as to render them unfit for common domestic purposes, they
are not called mineral waters.
The ingredients found in mineral waters are the sulphates of ammonia,

soda, lime, magnesia, alumina, iron, zinc, and copper; the nitrates of potassa,
lime, and magnesia; the chlorides of potassium, sodium, ammonium, ba
rium, calcium, magnesium, iron, and manganese; the carbonates of potassa,
soda, ammonia, lime, magnesia, alumina, and iron; the silicate of iron; silica,

strontia, lithia, iodine, bromine, and organic matter: the phosphoric, fluorie,
muriatie, sulphurous, sulphuric, boracic, formic, acetic, carbonic, crenic, and

apoereriic acids; also oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, suiphureted hydrogen, and
carbureted hydrogen.

Theory.-Many of the above ingredients are taken up into a
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state of solution from the strata through which the water perco
lates; others are produced by the chemical changes going on

in the earth, by the aid of water and internal heat; and others

are evolved by the direct agency of volcanic heat.

Salt Springs.-The most important mineral springs in an econ.

omical point of view are those which produce common salt.

These are called salines, or rather such is the name of the region

through which the springs issue. They occur in various parts of

the world; and the water is extensively evaporated to obtain table

salt. They contain also other salts; nearly the same, in fact, as

the ocean.
"
Some of these springs contain less, but usually they contain more salt, than

the waters of the ocean. Some of the Cheshire springs in England yield
25 per cent.; whereas sea water rarely contains more than 4 per cent. In.
the United States they contain from 10 to 25 per cent. They are found in
New York, Ohio, Virginia, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Arkan
sas, and Upper Canada. 450 gallons of the water at Boon's Lick, in Missouri,
yield a bushel of salt; 300 gallons at Conemaugh, Penn.; 280 at Shawnee
town, III.; 120 at St. Catharine's, U. C.; '15 at Kenawha, Va.; 80 at Grand
River, Arkansas; 50 at Muskingum, Ohio; and 41 to 45 at Onondaga, N. Y;
850 gallons of sea water yield a bushel at Nantucket. In Ohio 1,300,000
bushels of salt were manufactured from these springs in 1855. The springs
in New York yield annually about six millions of bushels, and those in Vir
ginia three and a half millions, in all these places deep borings are necessary,
sometimes even as deep as 1,000 feet; and usually the brine becomes stronger
the deeper the excavation.

Origin of Salt Springs.-In many parts of Europe, salt springs
are found rising directly from beds of rock salt, so that their

origin is certain. In this country, beds of rock salt have been
found in Virginia, and they doubtless exist wherever salt springs
occur. The springs in this country issue almost invariably from
the Silurian rocks.

Gas Springs.-Carbonic acid, and carbureted hydrogen, are tim
most abundant gases given off by springs. They sometimes escape
from the soil around the springs, over a considerable extent of
surface, and produce geological changes of some importance.
Carbonic acid, for example, has the power of dissolving calcareous
rocks, and of rendering oxide of iron soluble in water. It con
tributes powerfully also to the decomposition of those rocks that
contain feldspar. Carbureted hydrogen is sometimes produced so

abundantly from springs that it is employed, as at Fredonia, in
New YQrk, in supplying a village with gas lights. At Charles-
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town, in Western Virginia, and in Pomeroy, Ohio, it s so abundant
that it has been employed for boiling down the salt water that is
driven up by it with great force. In. almost all the States west of
New England this gas rises from springs in greater or less abund
ance, generally from salt springs.

Origin of these Cases.-Some of these gases, as carbonic acid, are given o
most abundantly from springs in the vicinity of volcanos; and in such a case
there can be no question but they are produced by decompositions from vol
canic heat. When they proceed from thermal springs, there is a good dead
of reason for believing that internal heat may have produced them. But
where they rise from springs of the common temperature, they must generally
be imputed. to those chemical decompositions and recompositions that often
occur in the earth without an elevated temperature. Although carbureted
hydrogen may sometimes proceed from beds of coal, it may also proceed from
other forms of carbonaceous matter; as from bitumen disseminated through
the rocks.




SURFACE GEOLOGY.

By Surface Geology is meant the history of the superficial de

posits which have accumulated upon the earth since the tertiary
period. It is the geology of the Alluvial Period. We have al

ready described the agencies which have produced the effects, as

existing causes are adequate for the work. The facts are first

stated, and then the theories.

The most general division of the superficial. deposits is into

Drift and Modified Drift. These may be subdivided into four

periods, viz.:

I. Drift. Il. Modified Drift.
I. The Drift Period, 2. The Beach and Sea Bottom Period,

3. The Terrace Period,
4. The Historic Period.

The agencies which produced all the different forms of Alluvium were at
work in each of these periods, and are still in operation. The second period,
for example, embraces the time when most of the deposits formed were
beaches and sea bottoms. But these accumulations have also been made in
the third and fourth periods, though not so abundantly as terraces. Hence
each period receives its name from the predominant form of the deposit then
made. *

There is a great diversity of views in relation to Surface Geology among

geologists. We present the subject in the light which, after much study and

observation, appears to us most probable-/

I. DRIFT.

Unaltered or unmodified drift is a mixture of abraded materials,

such as bowiders,' gravel, and sand, blended confusedly together,
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and piled up by some mechanical force that has pushed it along
over the surface. Yet in some places the materials are somewhat

stratified and laminated, as if by water. In other cases we find

more or less of an alternation of finer materials, such as sand arid

gravel, with the coarser unstratified accumulations mentioned

above.

All the great bowiders scattered over the surface belong to the

unmodified variety. Some of the bowiders are scratched, thus

showing collision with other rocks.

A common variety of drift is the bowider clay. This is a heterogenous mix
ture of a stifl dark-bluish clay, with rounded and striated pebbles and bowl
ders of all sizes. It is very common to find it exposed on the banks of
streams which are so precipitous as to prevent the growth of vegetation upon
them. Marine shells are found in this clay in Scotland and England. Gen
erally the shells are crushed to fragments, which are more or less comminuted.
About thirty species have been found, most of which live in the vicinity at
the present time, but a few of them are more boreal in. their character,
being adapted to the climate of Iceland or Greenland.

The coarse drift lies upon some older formation, though some

times deposits of clay or sand intervene. It is usually succeeded

upward by regular stratified deposits of the same materials, which
have been reduced to a finer state, sorted into finer or coarser

layers, and deposited in more and more delicate layers as we
ascend. These deposits, mainly horizontal, may be called Modi

fied Drift.




Fig 94
Fig. 94 illustrates the position of the

unmodified drift; e. g., lying unconforma
b bly upon Silurian rocks, and overlaid by

modified drift.
Drill, is easily distinguished from the sub

via, Silurian strata, highly inclined; jacent tertiary strata, by superposition, by
bb, Drift; the marks of a much more powerful mecc, Modified Drift. chanical agency in its production, and by
the absence of organic remains; for probably in most cases where organic re
mains have been reported in drift they have been. derived from modified drift.

We can see from the preceding remarks that it is not easy to

say precisely where is the line between drift and modified drift;
but it is easy to distinguish between the coarse irregular beds of
bowiders, gravel, and sand, lying immediately upon the older rock,
and the fine stratified deposits of clay, sand, and loam, that lie
much higher, and frequently form the banks of rivers. We can
see that the latter have been produced from the former by the

comminuting, sorting, and re-depositing power of water, as the
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chief agent; whereas we can hardly account for the formation of
the coarse drift without the aid of ice in some form.

Dispersion of Drift.-It is a characteristic of drift., by which it
is distinguished from disintegrated rock, that it. has been removed
from its original position, it may be only a few rods, but more
often a great many miles. And by the bowiders and trains of

gravel and sand which it has left along the way we can trace it
back to its origin.

In the dispersion of drift we find the evidence of two distinct

phases of action, which may, however, have been the result of the
same general cause, operating in different circumstances. In the
first case, the drift has been carried out from the summits and
axes of particular mountains along the valleys, and spread over
the neighboring plains.
An example of this mode of dispersion exists in the Alps. Tho bowiders

there have usually been carried down the valleys, and they exist in the
greatest abundance opposite the lower opening of those valleys.

Northern Scandinavia is another example of a centre of dispersion for
drift. Norwegian bowiders are found in a southwest direction, in England
and Denmark; in a southerly direction they are found in Prussia; east and
northeast, in Russia, and northerly in Russian Lapland.

In the second phase of this action the force seems to have

operated on a wider scale, having driven the materials in a south

erly direction, over most of.the northern part of the American

continent, and over a part of Europe. It is probable, however,

that if we could learn more of the drift in high latitudes, where

the ground is covered with snow most of the summer, we should

find a point beyond which the bowiders took a north direction.

Indeed, in McClintock's explorations in search of Sir John Franklin,

from 1857 to 1859, he found several examples in North Lat. 740

where bowiders had been transported from 100 to 200 miles north

and northwest of the parent rock. If we could be sure that

there is no mistake as to these facts, it would settle the question

as to the northern direction of the drift on this continent. At

any rate, we have reason to suppose that some of our high moun

tain chains may have been centres or axes from which glaciers, as

in the Alps, have proceeded outwardly. We attempt elsewhere

to prove that the range of the Green and iloosic Mountains in

New England, once formed such an axis. The White Mountains,

in New Hampshire, and the mountains of Essex county, in New

York, also, may be found in future to have been such centres of.

dispersion. 6*
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There are three general directions in which bowiders have been

transported, in this' country : to the southwest, to the south, and
to the southeast. Those from the northeast to the southwest are
the least common; hence it is supposed that these were trans

ported the earliest. Those from the northwest to the southeast
are the most common. This course carried the bowiders very

obliquely across the precipitous ridges of the Green and iloosic

mountains, in New England, for example, without deviating from

a right line. The largest blocks usually lie nearest to the bed

from which they were derived, and they continue to decrease in

size and quantity for several miles; sometimes as many as o or

60, and not unfrequently even 100 miles, though usually the sea

coast is reached short of that distance. The islands off the coast

are covered with detritus derived from the mainland.

In the Western States large bowiders of Azoic rocks are found scattered'
over Silurian and Devonian strata; and are significantly called lost rocks.
About Lake Superior, the bowiders have been driven in a southwesterly di
rection. Around the Lake of the Woods the course is nearly from north to
south.

The distance to which bowiders have been driven from their

native beds in this country is very great. In New England they
have been traced rarely more than from 100 to 200 miles. In

Ohio and Michigan, Azoic bowlders are very common, which have

been transported from the region of the great lakes. This would
make their longest transit from 400 to.600 miles.

Hence the dispersion of bowiders may be of great service to the geologist.
For if fragments of a peculiar kind of rock are found in any district, and it is
wished to know their source, by following the direction of the drift current,
as indicated by striated rocks in the vicinity, the parent ledge will be found.

In passing to the eastern continent, we find, as already stated,
that on the eastern coast of England the drift came from Scandi
navia and from Scotland. On the west side of England, the
bowiders were carried from the northwest to the southeast. The

dispersion of blocks from several local centres, as Wales, Ben
Cruachen, and Ben Nime, seems to be independent of that more

general force, apparently marine, that swept southeasterly over
the whole island, and also over Ireland.
The drift of Scandinavia reaches as far east as the Uralian

mountains. Siberia is said to be mostly free from it. In northern

Syria drift phenomena have been observed. Bowiders of green-
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stone have been traced southerly sixty miles from their source, as
far as Beirut, about 33° North Lat. In. South America, beyond
41° South Lat., transported bowiders show themselves in Chile
and Patagonia, where they seem to have traveled in an easterly
and westerly direction. Enormous transported blocks have also
been found in British Guiana.

Size and Amount of Erratic Bowlclers.-Frcquently the surface
is almost entirely covered for many square miles with large trans

ported blocks of stone, which are but little rounded.
The hilly parts of New England illustrate this statement. Also in eastern

Massachusetts, near the coast, unmodified drift is unusually common. Fig. 95
will give some idea of a desolate landscape near Squam, in Gloucester.

Fii. 95.
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The size of single bowiders is sometimes enormous. The Needle mountain
in Dauphiny, said to be a bowlcler, is 3,000 foot in circumference at the bot
tom, and 6,000 at the top. Fig. 96, represents the block called Pierre a .Bot,

Fig. 96.

.Pier,'e a Bot, 8wi146,'tafld.
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containing 40,000 cubic feet, near Neufchatel, on the Jura. It has been trans
ported from near Maitigny, more than 60 miles, across the great valley of
Switzerland. Prof Forbes describes a bowlder in the Alps 62 feet in diameter,
containing 244,000 cubic feet.
In this country bowiders occur of equal dimensions. In Danvers, Mass.,

there is one called the Ship Rock, shown in Fig. 97, and which is the property
of the Essex Society of Natural History.

Fig. 9T.
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Ship Rock.
On the top of IToosic Mountain, in North Adams, Massachusetts, is a bowl

der of granite, called the Vermonter, which weighs 510 tons. It has been
transported from Oak Hill, across a valley 1,00 feet deep. The Green Moun
tain Giant is represented in Fig. Os. It is 40 feet long, 36 feet wide, and 7
feet high, and it weighs 3,400 tons. This has also been brought across a
valley 1,000 feet deep, from the crest of the Green Mountains. It is now
located upon a mountain in Whitingham, Vermont.
At Fall River, Masnehusetts, there wa a bowlrler of conglomerate, which

originally weighed 5,400 tons, or 10,800,000 pounds; but it is all used up for
building purposes.

Effects of the Drift agency upon Ledges.-One of the most re-

markable effects of drift action is the smoothing, rounding,

scratching, and furrowing of the surface of rocks in place. Ledges
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Fig. OS.
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that are susceptible of polish are sometimes as smooth as polished
marble. Universally the ledges over which the drift materials
have passed are more or less smoothed and rounded.

A careful examination of the mountains of New England shows that
their north, northeastern and northwestern sides are worn and rounded
throughout. An interesting example is Mount Monadnoc, in Now Hamp
shire; which is the more striking, because it is mostly naked rock. The
surface of the mountain is very uneven; but the protuberances are nearly
all rounded, and few are left angular, except on the southeastern side.
The axes of the intervening hollows usually correspond nearly to the direc
tion of the stri;e; so that the surface appears like the swell of the ocean after
a storm. Seen in a certain direction these swells appear like domes. Fig. 99
will give some idea of a spot on the southwest part of this mountain about
five rods square. This appearance corresponds precisely with that in the
Alps, denominated by Saussure roches moutonnees, produced by glaciers.

When rocks or mountains have been thus acted upon, we can

easily see which side has been struck by the denuding force, be

cause that side is rounded or embossed. In Sweden this is called

the stoss or struck side. The other is called the lee side.

Unless these smoothed and rounded ledges have been decom-
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posed upon their surfaces, they are covered with strie, usually
parallel to one another, and indicating the exact course of the
drift agency. They are rarely met with on pure limestone, unless
the rock has been protected by soil; on account of its great lia
bility to disintegration. Most of the coarse granites and con

glomerates, as well as gneiss, are so much decomposed at the
surface as to have lost all traces of these markings. Greenstone,

syenite, and porphyry are frequently rounded and smoothed; but
the markings are usually faint on account of the great hardness
of the rocks. Ledges of talcose, micaceous, and argillaceous rocks
retain the strive most distinctly. Were the rocks of the Northern
States to be laid bare, nearly half of the surface would show
marks of this scarification. In New England the proportion
would be much greater.

If we find embossed rocks, with no strive upon them, we can determine the
direction of the force by which they have been rounded, by ascertaining
which is the stoss, and which the lee side. The bosses can hardly lose their
form by the ordinary natural agents, because they act upon the whole surface
equally. Drift action is chiefly distinguished from aqueous action upon rocks
by the great evenness and uniformity of its erosion. Water will smooth
rocks, but not uniformly over so great surfaces.

Care must be taken by the observer not to confound drift furrows and
strive with those grooves on the surface of rocks produced in the direction of
the cleavage planes, or the planes of stratification, by the unequal disintegra
tion of the harder and softer parts; nor with the furrows between the veins of
segregation, produced in the same manner.

The drift strin vary in direction from northeast to southwest
and northwest to southeast. Multitudes of examples may be
found all over the country directed to every conceivable point be
tween these two courses. Of these the first are probably the
oldest, and the second the most recent. In New England the
first set are found principally upon elevated peaks. Those from
north to south are found at all altitudes.

In genera], these strive do not alter their course for any topographical fea
ture of the country. They cross valleys at every conceivable angle, and
even if the strive run in a valley for some distance, when the valley curves
the strive will leave it, and ascend hills and mountains, even thousands
of feet high. But these strive are never found upon the south sides of
mountains, unless for a part of the way where the slope is small. Mt. Mo
nadnoc, of New Hampshire, is an illustration of these statements. It is a
naked mass of mica schist, 3,250 feet high,-rising like a cone out of an undula
tiug country. And from top to bottom it has been scarified on its northern
and western sides, indicated by strive running U the mountain, at first south
easterly, and at the top at S. 100 E. There are deep furrows and other pliezi-
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omena upon the summit, and the strim continue a short distance upon the
southern slope of the mountain.

Rarely do the stri appear to have been influenced in their
course by the general katures of the country. In general, in

great north and south valleys, they correspond to the axis of the

valley; as, for example, the valley of the Connecticut, where most
of the strim run north and south. Upon the valleys of the La
moille, Winooski, and Missisco rivers, in Vermont, the deflection
from the usual course is quite marked. These rivers cross the
Green mountains nearly at right angh s, running, therefore, about
east and west. Upon the elevated land, averaging about 2,000
feet above the valleys, the strim have a general southerly direction,
but at the bottoms of the valleys they have an easterly direction,

running up the stream. It is as if, when the highest peaks of the
Green mountains were islands in the glacial ocean, a great iceberg
was accidentally caught in one of these valleys, and was forced
onward in an unusual direction.

Sometimes there are several sets of stri crossing one another at
a small angle, the lines of each set preserving their parallelism.
Cases where two and three sets cross each other are quite com

mon. The angle of intersection is sometimes as great as 450

Upon Isle La Motte, in Lake Champlain, there are eight distinct
directions of the stri; the two most widely separated running S.
8° W., and S. 65° E.




a Fig. 100.
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Pig. 100 represents drift stria upon a slab of Trenton limestone from Shore
ham, Vermont. This shows two facts of much interest: first, we have here
a broad furrow, a, a, flaked up every inch or two, as could have been done
only by a very heavy body moving with some friction; secondly, we have
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broad scratches, deviating from the common course, and at length terminating,just as would be done by a loose pebble waddling to one side and finally completely crushed beneath the heavy graver.
The summit of Mount Iiolyoke, in Massachusetts, which has been verymuch abraded by the agency under consideration, sometimes presents insulated hummocks of greenstone, resembling the "sacks of wool," described bySefstroom, as shown in Fig. 101.




Fig. 101.
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Sometimes, instead of strife, we find the summit of a mountain

ploughed into deep furrows, which enlarge so as to form de.ep
parallel valleys.

A most remarkable example of this kind is the summit of Mount Holyoke,
mentioned above. This is a narrow, very precipitous ridge of greenstone,
rising 700 or 800 feet above the valley of the Connecticut, and lying in the
curvilinear direction shown in Fig. 102, where the line N S represents the
meridian, and corresponds to the direction taken there by the drift, which
struck the mountain from the north. On that side the mountain is a nearly
perpendicular wall of rock. Yet the summit is intersected with numerous
grooves and valleys in the direction of the lines A,A,A,A,N S, from a few
inches to several hundred feet deep. And not only do we see the marks of
abrasion in the bottoms and on the shies of these valleys, but the fact that
they preserve their parallelism so perfectly, although the mountain curves so
much, shows that they were produced by some abrading agency rather than

by the original structure or elevation of the mountain. For had they resulted
from the latter causes, we might expect them to change their course to the
hues B? 13,13, as the mountain continued to curve more and more.

These furrows and valleys must be imputed to the joint action of ice and
water. If water alone were concerned, the valleys could not have so nearly
preserved their parallelism. Indeed, unless the large valley around the
mountain had been filled with ice, it is difficult to see how streams of water
could have flowed over its summit so as to produce these valleys. Ice alone,

moving over the top, might have begun the work, (and this would explain

Hummock on Halyoke.
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Fig. 102.

the parallelism of the valleys), but could not have made so deep erosions
without wearing down the intervening ridges.

It appears that in all cases the stria3, furrows and valleys, that

have been described upon the surface of rocks, correspond in

direction to the course taken by the drift, and thus the two classes

of phenomena are proved to have resulted from the same general
cause.

Transport of Drift from Lower to Higher Levels.-The em-

bossed and striated rocks show that in some instances the drift

has been transported from lower to higher levels. On the northern'

slopes of mountains the stria run from the bottom to the top, the

course being shown by the stoss side, without essentially chang

ing their parallelism. The slope up which the force has carried

materials may be as great as 600, as illustrated upon Mt. Monad

floe. The bowiders which have been carried up to the tops of

these mountains will remain to attest this truth. We need only
refer to the Green Mountain Giant and the Vermonter to confirm

this statement.

Ledges Fractured by Glacial Action.-Sometimes the end or

side of a ledge of a rock bears evidence of having been subjected
to a crushing force, which has broken the strata into numberless

fragments. Many quarries of building stones and roofing slate

show this action, which, of course, has greatly injured their value.

Fig. 103 represents one of these fractured ledges, where the

crushing force must have conic from the cast, in Guilford, Ver

mont. The thickness of the crushed fragments is twenty feet.
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Similar cases are found elsewhere in Vermont; near Niagara Falls,
in New York; at Middleficid, and Lowell, in Massachusetts; at
Newark, New Jersey; in Wales and Scotlaiid, etc.

Fig. 103.
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Fractured iedge8 of Slate.

These fractured ledges are difficult to explain. Where the strike of the
cleavage is at right angles to the direction of the valley, it may be supposed
that a glacier formerly descended the valley, breaking the strata and pushing
them downwards. In other cases it might be explained by the joint action
of frost and gravity. If we suppose that water percolates into crevices, and
freezes, it might separate the layers; and if a heavy weight of snow and ice
had accumulated upon it, gravity might produce a slide. But this will not
explain all the phenomena. A more probable theory is that huge icebergs or
glaciers of great weight crowded along the surface might crush and displace
the strata to a considerable depth.

Trains ofBowlders.-Rarely the bowiders derived from a single

locality are arranged in a line or in several lines streaming off in

the direction in which the drift agency operated. Such bowhlers

are not much rounded, and they lie UDOfl the surface of the coin-

Thon drift, not being mixed with it.

Fig. 104 represents one of these trains in Berkshire Oonnty, Massachusetts.
The mountains from which the angular blocks of hard talcose slate have

been torn oil; lies in Canaan, New York; and from thence they lie in trains,

running for a few miles S. 56° E., and then changing to S. 34° E., and ex

tending yet further, making in the whole distance not less than fifteen or

twenty miles; at least one of them extends that distance, passing obliquely
over mountain ridges some 600 or 800 fet high. Its width is not more than

thirty or forty rods. The blocks are of all sizes, from two or three feet in

diameter to. those containing 16,000 cubic feet, and weighing nearly 1,400
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Fig. 104.
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tons; and in some places they almost cover the surface. The trains lie upon
the surface of the common drift, and are not mixed with it. An analogous
case, one mile long, is in Huntington, Vermont.

We incline, upon the whole, to regard these trains as Osars, to

be described under Modified Drift.

Vertical and Horizontal Limits of the Drift Agency.-The
drift agency was mainly confined to the colder regions of the

globe. In America it extended to the fortieth degree of latitude

from both poles. Upon the eastern continent the southern limit

is variable, reaching, in one case, to the thirty-second degree of

north latitude. In the southern parts of both Asia and Africa

there is no drift except where glaciers exist or have existed, as. in

the Himalayahs.
The upper limit of the drift is a little over ,OOO feet in. this
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country. All the mountain peaks cast of the Rocky
Mountains are covered by its relics, except several
hundred feet of the conical summit of Mount Wash

ington, in New Hampshire. This summit is cov
ered with angular fragments of rock which have
never been removed, except by frost.
In some parts of Europe the drift agency did not

extend to the tops of high mountains, nor was that

upper limit horizontal. In the Alps this upper
limit varies from 3,000 to 8,000 feet, and its incli
nation is never quite three degrees.

But the lowest level of drift agency is unknown.
The stria left by it are seen descending beneath the
ocean, where it is impossible to trace them any
further. The detritus from icebergs may cover the
bottom of the present northern ocean, several
thousand feet below the surface.

FORMER EXTENT OF GLACIERS.

The researches of Venetz, Charpentier, Agassiz,
Guyot, Forbes and others, have brought to light
marks of ancient glaciers in the Alps at a much
lower level than those now existing, and in advance
of them. The evidence consists of moraines, in
sulated blocks, and especially of smoothed, striated,
and rounded rocks in place, produced by a force

crowding down the valleys that descend from the
summits of the Alps.
The theory of Charpentier, Agassiz and others, is,

that the great valley of Switzerland wag once filled

with ice, and the blocks were carried by its motion

from the Alps to the Jura. Fig. 105 will show

how small must have been the declivity, much less
than is now sufficient to cause a glacier to move,

none of them making much progress where the

slope is not over 30" Hence, Sir Charles LyeIl and
Mr. Darwin suppose that when the great valley of

Switzerland was beneath the ocean, and the Alps
were raised above it, and the Jura formed an island,




Fig. 105.
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the glaciers, descending from the former into the ocean, sent off

icebergs, loaded \viih blocks, which stranded on the Jura. But
both theories admit the former wide extension of the Alpine
glaciers.

Mt. Snowden, the highest peak in Wales or England, was a center from
which glaciers formerly radiated. Prof Ramsey proves that these glaciers
existed previous to the drift period, which has left its deposits to the height
of 2,300 feet above the ocean, and that others have existed since that time.
The high mountains of " Scotland, Ben Cruachen, Ben Nime, Schieliaflien, the
Grampians and Ben Nevis, were evidently once the seat of glaciers. There
is also evidence to prove the former extension of the glaciers of the Hima
layahs, in India, far beyond their present limits.
The traces of former glaciers in the United States have been found upon

the Green Mountain range in Massachusetts and Vermont. The eastern slope
of this range is twenty miles wide, while its western slope is much more pre
cipitous. Across this eastern slope several rivers have cut deep valleys, open
ing into the valley of Connecticut river. These streams run nearly east, while
the high hills through which they pass show on their summits the stri and
other phenomena of the drift agency. The direction of these strhe is nearly
north and south, deflected often toward the east from the south, and to the
west from the north, a few degrees. But on the steep sides of the east and
west valleys, is another set of strh, running nearly east and west, formed by
a force directed down the valleys, as is proved by the stoss side of the ledges.
These could in no possible way have been produced by the drift agency, but
they are precisely the effect that would be produced by glaciers sliding down
the valleys towards Connecticut river from the crests of the range. The ex
amples in Massachusetts are these: on Westfield river, in Russell; near
Huntington; also in Russell, on Westfield Little river; at Sodom Mountain,
in Granville; and on Deerfield river and some of its branches. In Vermont
these ancient glaciers existed on the headwaters of Deerfield river, in Sears
burg; at Windham and Grafton, on Saxton's river; on a branch of West
river, in Jamaica; on the Otta Queechee, in Plymouth and Bridgewater; on
White river and its branches; at Hancock, on the west side of the range,
and elsewhere. It is probable that this range formed a crest from which
glaciers descended on both sides, principally before the drift period.

Traces of glaciers in earlier periods have been supposed to exist. In Eng
land, striated blocks which can not be distinguished from those marked
by modern glaciers have been found in deposits of the Permian period; and
geologists have traced out the course of this ancient glacier, and find that its
outline agrees with that of modern glaciers, and that its greatest length was
fourteen miles.
In this country stri have been found upon Trenton limestone, in the val

ley of Lake Champlain, and at Copenhagen, Lewis county, New York, which
appear to have been made during the deposition of the rock itself. We should
suspect also, from the great size of the fragments, that some of our Mesozoic
conglomerates were produced by something like drift agency.

Distinctions between the marks of Drift and of Glaciers.-There may be no
perceptible difference between the marks of drift and of ancient glaciers in
many cases. But generally they, may be distinguished from each other; and
the following are the most important distinctions:

1. Glacier stria3 differ often widely in direction from drift strhe. The drift
striae may be referred to three. general directions-to the south, to the south.
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east, and to the southwest-while the glacier directions are exceedingly various, sometimes coinciding with, and often crossing those left by the drift.
2. Glacier strhe occur only in valleys, while the drift stri overtop moun

talus; or, when fouud in valleys, may cross them obliquely.
3. Glacier stri descend from higher to lower levels, except in limited

spots, where they may be horizontal. Drift strhe as frequently ascend
mountains hundreds of feet, and rarely descend to lower levels.

4. Drift is spread promiscuously over the surface, and the blocks are a
good deal rounded. The detritus of glaciers more or less blocks up the val
leys, and the fragments are frequently quite angular. These, however, are in
part covered with other materials, which have descended from the mountains.

II. MODIFIED DRIFT.

1Vhenever there is evidence that the coarse drift has been acted

upon by waves, or currents, subsequent to its production, whereby
the fragments have been rounded, comminuted, their strife re
moved, and those of different sizes sorted and arranged in differ
ent layers, we call the mass Modified Drift. This term embraces

what some authors call Pleistocene.

It should be understood, that not unfrequently, especially near the outer
limits of drift action, we find beds of modified and rearranged stratified ma
terials, beneath, and in the midst of coarse drift; nor is it possible in going
upward, to draw a definite line between modified and unmodified drift. We
can only say, that usually the coarse drift lies lowest., and shows less effect
from water than the materials lying higher in. the series. When we compare
layers of the deposit at a considerable vertical distance, the difference is very
distinct, but not so with those in immediate proximity. Hence it seems cer
tain that drift and modified drift are the result of the same general causes,
acting under modified conditions of the surface.
Some statements as to the means of distinguishing genuine drift from mod

ified drift, oceanic from fiuviatilo action, and that Qf ice from that of water,
will be important, preliminary to a description of the several forms of modi
fied drift.

1. DrijI¬ proper is the lowest part of the alluvial formation. 2. The frg
ments are coarser and less rounded than in modified drift. 3. The fragments
are frequently striated in one direction, as if held firmly, say by being
frozen into ice, and pushed over a rocky surface. 4. The materials are not
generally sorted, though there is evidence often that water, as well as ice,
was acting upon drift, during its production; so that in the same mass we
find one portion mixed confusedly together, and another portion more or less
stratified and laminated.

1. In modfied drift the fragments are rounded, smoothed, and more or less
destitute of strice. 2. They are sorted and arranged in layers; the coarser
and finer alternating. 3. In the most recent of these layers, which are super
imposed upon the others, though usually lying at a lower level, the finer do
the materials become, until the almost impalpable powder of alluvial mea
dows is met. 4. The most recent portions are deposited in a more nearly
horizontal position; the surface becomes more and more level topped, and
the terraces more regular, as we descend the side of the valley.

1. The deposits formed by the oceau a.re geuerahly more irregular on their
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surface than those from lakes and rivers, and less perfectly stratified.
2. These deposits occur sometimes in positions (as when they fringe the side
of a mountain, where there is no corresponding elevation opposite), where no
rivers can ever have existed.

1. Deposits by lakes and rivers are found on the sides of valleys, or wide
basins, or at the debouchure of smaller into larger valleys. 2. These deposits
usually slope downward in the direction in which the river runs, and at the
same or a more rapid rate than the river. 3. Fluviatile deposits are gener
ally made up of more perfectly cornminuted and finer materials than oceanic
deposits; as if the former were made in more quiet waters.

Fig. 106. If masses of ice are moved along
-,- over the surfaces of stratified sand and

- gravel, it is obvious they will plough'Zi"P'




f-rows or pile up a ridge in front andui
-------- in various ways disarrange the layers.

- - - Or masses of ice might be mixed among
- - alluvial deposits, and produce irregu-

larities in the strata by its melting-




The curvature in Fig. 106 may have
- - been produced in this way.

Fig. 107, which is the section of a terrace in Newthne, Vt., shows how very
coarse modified drift may succeed unconformably to fine clay.

Fig. 108 shows an interesting case in Palmer, Mass. The cliff is mostly
gravel, sand, and coarse bowiders, yet in the midst of it are deposits of fine
blue clay.




Fig. 107.
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Deposits of loose materials from water alone are distinguished by two cir
cumstances. 1. The materials are, as a general fact, arranged in horizontal
layers; although in some places of limited extent they may be urged down
a slope, and present a lamination considerably inclined. 2. The materials are
sorted into finer and coarser, and arranged into layers one above another;
often passing into each other by the most delicate gradation. Hence, wher
ever we find a deposit possessing both these characters, we may be sure that
it is the result of the action of water.

Forms of Modified Drf't.-Modified drift occurs in the form of

moraine terraces, osars, escars, ancient subaqueous ridges, ancient

sea beaches and sea bottoms, and terraces. Stratigraphically they
all lie above the unmodified drift.

Moraine Terraces.-These are generally accumulations of modi

fied drift, and are often arranged in heaps and hollows, or conical
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and irregular elevations, with corresponding depressions. Some of
them greatly resemble the moraines of glaciers. But they differ
from moraines by their structure, being often more or less strati

fied, and by their position. Generally they are not in localities

favorable to the existence of glaciers, though they commonly occur

along the foot of hills and mountains. As they are often asso

ciated with or change into terraces, we call them Moraine Ter

races, thus indicating their affinities.

In New England those accumulations are very common, and sometimes
they are so crowded together as to exhibit a picturesque appearance, being
made up of tortuous and conical elevations with deep intervening cavities, as
if scooped out by the hands of a Titan. There are remarkable examples in
the vicinity of Plymouth, in Massachusetts, and near the extremity of Cape
Cod, in Truro, where they are sometimes 200 or 300 feet high. In Truro they
are composed wholly of sand, and they, give a singular aspect to the landscape.
Fig. 109 represents a small portion of the surface near what is called the
Harbor in Truro.




Fig. 109.
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Fig. 110 shows a tow of tumuli, some of them 100 feet high, a little south
of the village of North Adams, in Massachusetts, at the foot of Hoosic moun
tain. The large ridges in the background are made of the same materials as
the tumuli.

Moraine terraces are found in other parts of North America, more or less
abundant, wherever the drift is found.

In northern Europe, also, and probably in all countries where the drift
agency has operated, similar accumulations occur.

It is an interesting fact that these picturesque mounds and depressions
have been chosen as the sites of cemeteries. This is the case at Mount Au
burn, in Cambridge; Mount Hope, in Rochester; at Plymouth, Massachu
setts, the oldest burying ground in New England-at Newburyport, North
Adams, etc.
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OSARS.
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Aforaine Terraces i, Horth. Adam8.

Osars or Esars.- Os in Swedish, signifies a pile of gravel,
osar is its plural, though in English it is customary to use it as
the singular. They are ridges of sand, gravel, and bowiders, some
times only a few rods, and rarely a mile long, lying in the same
direction as the strin on the rocks in a given region, having a

somewhat rounded back, and not unfrequcntly proceeding in a

train from the lee side of a rock or bill. They seem to have been
formed by a powerful current, which accumulated the detritus be
hind the obstruction in a tapering train, resembling in form an

inverted canoe. In Sweden and Russia they embrace coarse
bowiders, and become, in fact, mere trains of blocks. Sometimes

they appear to have accumulated behind stranded icebergs, which

subsequently disappeared, as is shown in Fig. 111, which repre
sents the manner in which a remarkable Osar, near Tfpsale, in

Sweden, was probably formed. In this case the lower part is

Iri /




Fig. 111.

(Mar forming behind a stranded Iceberg.
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sand and gravel, and the upper part a train of blocks, which pro
bably were derived from the melted floe.
Not many Osars have been pointed out in this country. Mona. Desor,

however, who is familiar with such phenomena in Europe, speaks of Osars on
the shores of Lake Superior. We incline, as stated on a previous page, to
bring under the same designation those trains of angular blocks which we
have described in Berkshire Co. and Vermont. (See Fig. 104).

Escars or Scurs.-Those in Ireland consist chiefly of pebbles of carbon
iferous limestone heaped into narrow ridges forty to eighty feet high, and
from one mile to twenty miles long, probably formed in the eddies along the
margins of opposing and conflicting currents which piled up the materials from
each side. There are ridges of this character in this country, though the
pebbles are of all sorts of rock, yet we incline to regard them as Escars.
They occur in many parts of the country.

Fig. 112 shows several of these ridges as they occur near the Shawsheen
river, in Andover, Massachusetts. One is called the Indian Ridge, and is a
mile and a half long. The west ridge is still longer. They are narrow,
usually not more than four or five rods wide, and from fifteen to thirty feet
high. Some of them are composed of sand and fine gravel, others of coarse
gravel with large bowlders intermixed.

Fig. 1112.

,Sub,,uzrine Rid(/e, Andover.

These escars are finely developed in Aroostook county, in Maine.

They are called "Horsebacks ;" and one of them, between Wes

ton and ioulton, is thirty miles long, and nearly straight, running
north and south.

Subaqueous Ridges.-These ridges are composed of sand and

gravel, which differ from beaches and terraces, by having a double

slope, which is usually gentle. They are found around lakes more

especially, as lakes Erie and Ontario, and are there called "Ridge

Roads." In a longitudinal direction they vary considerable in

height, although their general elevation is the same. They form

fringes around the lakes.

There are four of them on the south shore of Lake Erie, the. lowest 100
and the highest 200 feet high. There are eight upon the north shore of Lake

Ontario, from 108 to '762 feet in height. These ridges, however, were not

necessarily submarine, as a large body of fresh water would produce ridges
not at all different from the submarine ridges described, by European Geolo-
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gists. There is one of these ridges on the coast of Massachusetts, between
Newburyport and Ipswich, the highest part of the city of Newburyport
being situated upon its summit.

Sea Beaches.-Along our coasts these are now in process of

formation. They consist of sand and gravel, which are acted

upon, rounded and comminuted by the waves, and thrown up into

the form of low ridges with more or less the appearance of strati

fication. With them shells and fragments of shells are usually
associated, but not invariably. In passing into the interior from

the coast, we occasionally see analogous ridges. A few of them

are within 100 feet of the present ocean level, and no one will

doubt their marine origin. But as we rise into the higher parts
of the country deposits occur which can not be distinguished from

these recent beaches, except that they are sometimes much mutil

ated by erosion. Fossil shells have been observed in these beaches

about 540 feet above the ocean level in this country, in the de

posits having the provincial name of Champlain clays. No fossils

have yet been discovered in the highest beaches.

The most distinct beaches occur below 1,200 feet above the ocean level.
.4. very flue beach, however, is found on the west side of the Green Mount
ains, in West Hancock, 'Vt., 2,196 feet high. Others still higher are in Peru,
Mass., 2,022 feet; at the Franconia Notch of the White Mountains, 2,665
feet; and at the Notch of the White Mountains, (Gibb's Hotel,) 2,020 feet.
Upon comparing together the heights of beaches in different parts of New
England, we find a number of them having essentially the same elevation;
thus showing that they were formed contemporaneously. For example, there
are beaches in Aslifleld and Shutesbury, Mass.; in Norwich, Corinth, Elmore,
Eardwick, and Brownington, Vt., each 1,200 feet above the ocean, and the
most remote are nearly 200 miles apart. Other sets might be named at differ
ent elevations than this. On Mt. Snowden, in Wales, the highest beaches are
elevated 2,547 feet; in Switzerland, on the west shore of Lake Zurich, 2,105
feet; at Scupsheim, 2,274 feet; and near Borne, 2,640 feet. There is an in
teresting. coast line in Scotland, parallel to its present shore, and continuous
around the whole island. It is from thirty to fifty feet above the present
ocean level.

Stratigraphically, the beaches lie directly, upon the unmodified drift and
are formed from its ruins. The striated and angular fragments-of rock lose
their markings and angles; they, are reduced in size, and stratified in suc
cessive layers of coarse and fine materials.

Sea Bottoms.-Extensive deposits are accumulating upon the

bottoms of present seas and lakes, both of chemical and mechan

ical origin. These are forming at the same time with the present
beaches upon the coast. If, then, we have found ancient sea

beaches more than 2,000 feet above the present ocean level, may
there not be ancient sea bottoms to correspond with them? There
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are deposits of great extent in our country, apparently more or less
connected with the beaches, which are referable to this class of
accumulations. This will not confuse the practical geologist, for
be reflects that as the country gradually arose from the ocean, the

original sea bottoms would be brought to the surface, and have
beaches deposited upon them manufactured from their own ruins.

They occupy much more of the surface than all the other forms
of modified drift combined. Many of the deposits called Plei8to

cene by geologists are ancient sea bottoms or beaches.

Under this head we embrace all those deposits which contain remains of
pelagic animals; as, for example, the lower parts of the Champlain clays
in Canada and Vermont. The same kind of deposits at higher elevations
may, not contain fossils. On the shore of Lake Erie, by rising about
240 feet, the well-marked terraces disappear; and from that level to 650
feet the surface of northern Ohio presents the characters of these ancient
sea bottoms. A rise of water 250 feet above Erie, or 850 feet above the
ocean, would submerge northern Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, much of New
York and Canada West, with much of Wisconsin and Iowa, all which ex
hibit more or less of these sea bottoms. The same is true of the country near
the coast in New England, especially in Rhode Island and Massachusetts.
The Pampas of South America and the Steppes of Siberia are also of this class.
The superficial character of sea bottoms is a broad expanse of level or un

dulating surface, composed entirely of water-worn materials. Many of the
Western prairies, especially those confined between ranges of mountains,
may be taken for the type. Fine clay and sand, or loam, may compose mast
of the materials; but bowiders and coarse gravel may have been dropped' by
melting icebergs, and thus be intermingled with the finer materials.
We introduce here the description of a series of deposits combining both

the sea beaches and sea bottoms.
Champlain Clays.-From the mouth of the River St. Lawrence to Lake

Ontario, and in the Champlain valley from Montreal to Whitehall, N. Y., and
thence to New York City, there are numerous deposits of clay, silt, sand and
fine gravel, more or less abounding in marine fossils-molluscs and mamma
ha. Along the sea-coast from Maine to the Gulf of Mexico, similar deposits
occur. These are called Champlain clays or Lawrentian dEposii., from the
localities where they are best developed. They extend as' high as 540 feet
above the ocean, at Montreal, and to 400 feet in the valley of Lake Cham

plain. The lowest member is a tough, blue clay, containing fossil shells, which
must have inhabited very deep water. Those inhabiting the deepest waters
were Foraminfera; such remains as have been brought up by sounding from
the bottom of the Atlantic ocean. These are in the very lowest strata, im

mediately overlying the bowider clay. Some of the species Qf shells, ob
served are extinct; as the .Wucula Portlandica and .N Jacksoni, 'etc. Thus
the character of this lower member is clearly an ancient sea bottom.

Overlying the clay is a mixture of clays, sand, silt and gravel, containing
numerous species of littoral shells, such as are now found upon the sea-shore.
The most common are Sanguinolaria fusca, and Mya arenaria, the long clam.
Remains of cetacea have been found in Vermont, and of other mamlna]lft in
the Southern States. Most clearly, then, all the banks containing these fos
sils are ancient sea beaches, and the ocean level during this period has been

sinking, and the land rising.
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Terraces.-The term terrace applies to any level-topped surface
with a steep escarpment, whether it be solid rock or loose mate
rials. We limit it now to those banks of loose materials, gener
ally unconsolidated, which skirt the sides of the valleys about
rivers, ponds and lakes, and rise above each other like the seats
of an amphitheatre.
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Fig. 113 represents an ideal section of a terraced valley. As we rise from
the river, its immediate bank, or meadow, forms the lowest and latest ter
race, A, which may be increasing from year to year by alluvial deposits. On
the margin of the meadow we come to a steep slope, or talus, whose top, B,
forms a second terrace. Very frequently the lower part of this second ter
race is composed of clay and the upper part of sand, or small gravel. An
other steep slope carries us to a third terrace, C, which is more usually of
coarser materials, but thoroughly rounded and mostly sorted. A fourth ter
race, D, is still coarser, and the top less level. Indeed it is here, usually, that
we find those irregular mounds and ridges already described as moraine ter
races; that is, they occur upon the highest terraces, and sometimes where no
terraces exist; but it is always along the base of mountains or hills. Rising
above this we frequently find deposits, E, it may be of sand, gravel, or coarser
but water-worn materials, not having a level top, but more or less rounded
and reaching a certain level along the side of the hill. These are generally
at a great distance from any existing streams, and could not have been pro
duced by them, though they were at a higher level than at present. In fine,
these accumulations resemble beaches, such as now are forming on the coast.
Still higher, as at F, we find the unmodified drift, which lies immediately upon
the solid rocks, as at G.

Two facts respecting the occurrence of terraces are illus

trated in the last figure : 1. The drift underlies all the beaches
and terraces, although it appears upon the surface at a higher
level. All the strife made by the drift underlie deposits of modi

fled drift, and are therefore older than the water-worn accumula-
tions. The beaches underlie the terraces, and each higher terrace

underlies each lower terrace. 2. On the opposite side of the
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valley we may or may not find terraces and beaches. If we do,
it is not often that they correspond entirely in number and height
on the two sides.

The number of terraces on a river varies with its size, the largest rivers
having the smallest number. Thus, on the Connecticut river, the number
rarely exceeds three or four; but on some of its tributaries, and those not
the largest, as the Ashuelot, at Hinsdale, New Hampshire, and Whetstone
Brook, in Brattleboro, Vermont, they rise as high as ten.

The height above the streams which the river terraces attain generally
varies directly with the size of the river. The following are some of the
highest terraces that have been measured: on Connecticut river, at Vernon,
Vt., 23' feet above the river, and 450 feet above the ocean; at White River
Junction, Vt., 209 feet above the river, and 529 feet above the ocean; on
Black River, at Proctorsville, Vt., 150 feet above the river, and 1,028 feet
above the ocean; on Lamoille River, t Hardwick, Vt., 380 feet above the
river, and 1,100 feet above the ocean; on Genessee River, at Mount Morris,
N. V., 348 feet above the river. In Peru, Mass., there is a terrace 1,851 feet
above the ocean. The highest of the famous Parallel Roads in Glen Roy,
in Scotland, is 1,495 feet above the ocean. Robert Chambers has measured
the heights of twenty-five successive terraces in this district. A terrace at
Rhinefelden, on the Rhine, is 306 feet above the river. In Switzerland the
highest terraces are from 1,300 to 4,350 feet above the ocean, but their great
elevation may be due to the existence of former barriers of ice, producing
basins, in which the terraces were formed without the aid of the ocean.

Terraces occur in basins. There is a series of them from the mouth to the
source of a river. For example, there are twenty basins upon the Connecticut
river between its mouth and source; and five basins upon Winooski river,
in Vermont. Upon lakes and ponds there is but one basin. These basins
may be connected with each other directly, or be separated by rocky barriers.
About such gorge' and obstructions, terraces are usually either higher, or of
greater breadth ti an in other parts of the basin.

River terraces usually slope toward the mouth of the stream, at the same
angle with the descent of the river, or even more.

There are four kinds of river terraces: 1. The Lateral Terrace,

which is the ordinary terrace, parallel with the course of the

valley, and continuing for miles along the banks; 2. The Delta

Terrace, which includes not only the deltas of large streams

emptying into the ocean, as the Mississippi, but the former deltas

of tributary streams, now cut through by the lowering of the bed

of the stream; 3. The Gorge Terrace, which includes the deposits
about the ends of gorges, intermediate in character between the

first and second kinds; 4. The Glacis Terrace, which is a ridge

sloping rapidly upon the side facing the stream, but gradually upon
the opposite side. They are most common in alluvial meadows.

It will be seen that lake terraces and maritime terraces are lateral

terraces.
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Terraces of modified drift occur along rivers in all parts of the world. InSouth America, Mr. Darwin has described several along the coast; in one
part there were seven of them in the distance of 150 miles, rising at lengthto 1,200 feet. The great chain of lakes in North America have them. Prof.
.Agassiz speaks of "six, ten, and even fifteen in one spot, forming as it were
the steps of a gigantic amphitheatre," on the north shore of Lake Superior.Around the great Salt Lake in Utah, there are not less than thirteen terraces,
the highest 200 feet above the plain. In the valley of the Mississippi the
Bottom Prairie and the Bluff are deposits of the terrace period. The latter
is somewhat consolidated, and contains fresh water fossils in abundance. It
has been worn down by the river in. many places, leaving perpendicular
banks called bluffs, whence the name. It is probably contemporaneous with
the Loess of the Rhine, which is a silt or fine calcareous clay, without lam
ination, containing fresh water fossils, and interstratified with beds of volcanic
ashes thrown out at intervals by the Eifel volcanos, now extinct;

Changes in the Beds qf .Rivers.-There are two kinds of deserted
ancient river beds. The first an1 most obvious are depressions in
alluvial meadows, connecting at the extremities with curves in the
stream. Many of them were occupied by the river since the

memory of man. The second kind show a deserted rocky gorge,
where once the stream flowed at a higher level than at present.
The proof of such a change is found in the existence of pot holes
in the rock, situated in a valley connecting with different parts o
the principal stream.

In Orange, New Hampshire, on the summit level between the Connecticut
and Merrimack rivers, there are pot holes 682 feet above the Connecticut, in
the lowest place between the two rivers. They are so situated as to indicate
that the current flowed from the Connccti6ut to the Merrimack. A barrier
probably existed at Bellows Falls, so high as to force the Connecticut, or a
part of it, into the valley of the Merrimack.

There is proof of the existence of rivers in different channels
from the present upon a former continent. On the west bank of
the gorge, three miles below Niagara Falls, for instance, at the

Whirlpool, the continuity of the bank is interrupted by a deep
ravine, filled with gravel and sand. This ravine can be traced to
Lake Ontario, four miles west of the present mouth of the gorge,
and must have been the bed of the river formerly; for the water
must have flowed in the lowest channel. When the continent
was under water, this ravine became filled with drift materials so
much that the river was forced to seek a new route, and since
then has worn away the gorge between Queenstown and the Falls.

In Stratton, Vermont, there is a large pot hole upon the summit level be-
tween the waters of the Deerfield and Connecticut rivers, say 1,600 feet
above the latter. It is so situated as to make it necessary to suppose the ex
istence of a current to the north, and there is no stream in the neighborhood
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sufficiently large to have excavated it. As there is a valley extending fromStratton to Canada, with a general northerly descent, it is not improbablethat rtbere may have been, in Mesozoic or Pahozoic periods, a river from
southern Vermont east of the Green Mountains to the St. Lawrence althoughseveral streams now cross this valley transversely.

Frozen Deposits of Afodfied Drift, (Frozen Wells,) and Ice averns.-In
Brandon, Vermont, in November, 1858, a well was dug through layers of
gravel and many clay, to the depth of thirty-five feet. After reaching a
depth of about fourteen feet, a frozen mass of the same materials was passed
through, from twelve to fifteen feet thick; then a few feet of unfrozen gravel,
when. water was reached. During the winter the water was frozen over quitehard, and for most of the summer ice lined the stones of the well several inches
thick, and the temperature of the water never rose more than 20 or 30 above
the freezing point. In the winter of 1859-60, the ice which in Septemberhad disappeared, returned.

In Owego, New York, a similar well was dug many years ago, in loose
soil, seventy-seven feet deep, which for four or five months in the year was so
frozen as to be useless. Another was dug in Ware, Massachusetts, in 1858,
in gravel, thirty-five feet deep, which froze over the following winter. An
other is described in Lyman, Now Hampshire.
On the eastern continent, in the Alps, the Jura, and the Ural Mountains,

are numerous caverns in the rocks, whore ice forms in the summer, especially,
often in such quantity as to be an article of commerce. In all these cases,
the caverns have two openings, one at the top the other at the bottom, later
ally. This causes a current of air downward in the summer, and upward in
the winter. This current evaporates the water upon the sides and floor of
the cavern, and thus produces the cold; since evaporation takes up into a
latent state nearly 10000 of heat. In the winter the evaporation is less, and
the congelation less. Ou. this principle, at Monte Testaceo, in Rome, (which
is a hill 300 feet high, made up of broken pottery), excavations are made
laterally, connected with chimneys, and thus fine ice houses are formed.
Now, in the case of frozen wells, it seems as if there must be some such

circulation of air as in these ice caverns; and why must there not be through
the beds of quite clean gravel that occur in the wells, and which sometimes,
as at Brandon, we can see cropping out at the surface? The interstices must
be filled with air, and at different temperatures this must have motion, even
though slow. This would carry off the heat that rises from the earth's inte
rior, while the beds of clay near the surface would prevent the external heat
from penetrating far. Thus masses of gravel, frozen during the drift period,
may have been preserved to our day, and form a nucleus to which more frost
might be added at certain seasons of the years. Such an hypothesis s not
without difficulties; but the case of the ice caverns gives it some plausibility.

THEORIES OF SURFACE GEOLOGY.

The origin of drift has long been discussed by geologists. It

was formerly thought to have been the result of the deluge of Noah.
But this view is now wholly abandoned by geologists, because the

remains of man and associated animals living before the flood are

not found in it, and because the agency of water, and the brevity
of the time involved, are inadequate to explain it. There are

7*
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three theories proposed to explain these phenomena, which we will
state briefly, and endeavor to combine them into a fourth.

The Iceberg Theory.-This theory imputes most of the phe
nomena of drift to icebergs carried southerly by the currents of the
ocean, while the continents where drift occurs were yet beneath
the ocean. As they were gradually raised from the deep, the
mountains, which would form islands, would send down glaciers
to their shores, and thus masses of ice would be broken off to be
floated away, loaded with detritus. As the icebergs melted, the
detritus would fall to the bottom, and under various circumstances
would form all the deposits of unmodified drift. By the strand

ing of icebergs, the moraine terraces, ridges, escars and osars would
be formed. After the ocean had retired, large bodies of water
would remain in many places, and by gradual drainage produce
the beaches, terraces, sea bottoms, etc.

Theory of Elevations and Earthquake Waves-This theory
supposes the phenomena of drift to have resulted from the rise
of large areas beneath the Arctic and Antarctic oceans, where

by their waters have been driven southward over a consider

able part of Europe and America, bearing along masses of ice
loaded with detritus. And further, that there may have been

a succession of vertical movements, which produced succes

sive waves; so that the waters may have repeatedly fallen and
risen again, and while at their ebb they may have been frozen to
the surface, so that as they subsequently rose, vast masses of ie

may have been driven along, loaded with detritus, which may have
been forced up declivities considerably steep, and thus the surface
have been powerfully and rapidly abraded, and the rocks scoured
and furrowed. This theory, somewhat modified, has been sus

tained with great ability by Professors H. D. and W. B. Rogers.
The Glacier Theory.-This theory supposes that at the close

of the tertiary period there was a sudden reduction of the tem

perature of the surface of the earth, whereby all organic life was

destroyed; and in high latitudes, at least, glaciers were formed on
mountains of moderate altitude; indeed, that vast sheets of ice

were spread over almost the entire surface, extending south as

far as the phenomena of drift have been observed. The northern

regions, especially around the poles, are supposed to have formed
one vist Mer do Glace, which sent out its enormous glaciers in a
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southerly direction by the force of expansion; and the advance
and retreat of these glaciers accumulated the moraines and pro
duced the strio and embossed appearance (roches moutonnees)
upon the rock-s. In Europe the centre of origin was in Scandin
avia, whence the glaciers proceeded outward in all directions. In
North America this sheet must have been 5,000 feet thick; and

by vicissitudes of climate, irregular retreats and advances of the

glacial sheet would produce the markings not coinciding with the
first set. When the temperature was raised, the melting of the
immense sheet of ice produced vast currents of water, which would
lift up and bear along huge icebergs loaded with detritus, and thus
scatter bowiders over wide surfaces.

Some advocates of this theory suppose that the continents were
elevated several thousand feet higher than at present, thus reduc

ing the temperature, and that all the phenomena of drift may be

explained by glaciers radiating from the summits, like those now

existing in the Alps.
Modified drift, by this theory, is produced by the blocking up

of gorges by moraines, thus forming lakes and ponds, in which

clay and sand might have been deposited, and afterwards the

barriers of these lakes, consisting of loose matter, may have been

cut through, and the waters gradually drained off, forming beaches
and terraces.

And it is also held that, subsequently to the glacial period, the

ocean rose upon the land 500 feet, when the Champlain clays
were deposited. Thus this theory supposes an elevation of the

continent, then a depression below its present level, and subsequent
return to its present height. The elevations are supposed to have
been paroxysmal.

This theory was first suggested by Venetz, a Swiss engineer; then advo
cated by (Jharpenticr; and more recently brought out in its full proportions
by Agassiz, in his Etudes sur les Glaciers.

General objection.-Against all the preceding theories of drift

there lies one general objection. While each one explains some

of the phenomena satisfactorily, it leaves others unexplained. They
are true causes, but they are not singly sufficient. By combining
all these theories, as far as possible, we may find a satisfactory

theory, both for drift and modified drift, from the close of the ter

tiary period to the present moment.
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FOURTH THEORY OF SURFACE GEOLOGY.

General Statement.-Since the tertiary period, those countries
where drift and terraces exist have been depressed in a great
measure beneath the ocean; the United States from 2,000 to
3,000 feet, England 2,300 feet, Scotland from 1,000 to 1,200 feet,
and Switzerland from 2,500 to 3,000 feet. Subsequently they have
been slowly elevated to their present levels, and drainage has gone
on from their entire surfaces.

Drift is mainly the result of these four agencies-glaciers, ice

bergs, waves of translation, and landslips-acting upon the surface
while it was sinking beneath, and rising above the ocean. The
forms of modified drift were produced by the same agencies with

the addition of rivers. From the close of the tertiary period to

the present time, these operations have formed an uninterrupted
series. We will now present a particular statement of the con

dition of this continent at the several divisions of this period.
The Drift Period.-Near the close of the tertiary period there

commenced, we suppose, a reduction, of the general temperature
from the sinking of the land. When sufficiently depressed it

would bring oceanic currents from the polar towards the tropical

regions. If North America was now submerged, east of the

Rocky Mountains, a current from the northwest would flow over

it; and if South America was submerged, east of the Cordilleras,

a current would flow over it from the southwest.

In connection with this gradual submergence, taking North

America and the west part of Europe as an example, two causes

would operate to reduce the temperature : 1. The Gulf Stream

(the present cause of the higher temperature of Europe than the

United States, and of the Atlantic coast above the interior) would

be diverted from its present course, and pass along the eastern
base of the Rocky Mountains into the northern ocean, and thence

perhaps along the coast of Asia. 2. The current from the Arctic

regions would be loaded with icebergs, which would be stranded

along the shores, and so reduce the temperature that probably the
summer could not melt away the ice; and the sea, like that around
the poles, might be choked with ice as far south as we now find drift.

As a consequence ofthis access of cold, while the land was sinking glaciers
would form on mountains comparatively low, and where they do not now
exist. These would reach to the sea, as they now do, in Arctic regions.
The enormous icebergs that would be moved southerly in such cireum-
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stances would grate powerfully upon the bottom of the sea, smoothing and
striating the rocks, and especially projecting ledges, upon their northern sides
producing effects which could be distinguished afterwards only with difficult
from those of glaciers, except in the vast extent of country acted upon.

The most reasonable theory of the transport of materials, from
lower to higher levels is, that as the land sunk, the stranded ice
would be lifted higher and higher along the shores, and finally be

urged upon and over hills and mountains, carrying detritus along
with it. Much of the work of smoothing and scouring down the

ledges and accumulating the coarse drift was performed while the
continents were sinking.
When the land had sunk 5,000 feet, all the mountains east of

the Rocky mountains were submerged, except Mt. Washington,
and a few peaks in North Carolina. The glaciers now would
be covered up, and the icebergs be the only agency at work.

Scarcely any form of life could exist among these icebergs, and

only the hardier species when a greater extent of land had risen
above the waters.

The land at length began slowly to emerge, and it seems to
have been raised as a whole; that is, the whole mass was lifted

together, so as not to disturb the, relative levels of the surface,

just as we know the continent of South America has been raised

some 1,400 feet, without disturbing the strata horizontally, or

producing the smallest fault or curvature.

As the land rose the water would, to some extent, and in par-
ticular places, sort and deposit the detritus worn off. And hence

we can account for that mixture of mere mechanical accumula

tions and aqueous deposits, of which the drift is composed. Es

pecially dotes it explain why, as we approach the outer (mostly
southern) limits of the drift, we find the deposit more and more

stratified, and the evidence of glacial action gradually disappearing.

By this submergence and emergence, every foot of surface must

have been exposed to the long-continued action of waves, tides,

and currents laden with ice; and, consequently, a great amount

of detritus must have been broken off.

When the continent was partially submerged, at both the periods of its rise
and fall, it is conceivable that large valleys deviating from the usual direction
of the currents might incidentally become filled up with ice; and though
only a part of the whole force could have acted upon those bergs, according
to the laws of the resolution of forces, yet it would be sufficient to produce
all the effects of ordinary drift in an unusual direction. In this case the drift
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may be said, to have been deflected from its usual course by valleys. But
this will not explain the three general directions of drift, to the southwest,
to the south, and to the southeast, in New England. These, with all the
minor intermediate variations, must have been produced by variations in the
direction of the principal current at different altitudes of the continent.

The Beach and Sea Bottom Period.-When the land had risen
to the level of the highest ancient sea-beach-about 2,600 feet in
North America-the higher mountains would appear as islands.
Oceanic agencies would act upon these, especially in working over
and rearranging in sheltered spots the angular and crushed
frag-mentsofthe unmodified drift. These would be sea-beaches: at
first very limited, because the surface acted upon was small, and
no streams of much size could exist to aid in the work. Every
hundred feet of additional elevation would add to the number and

perfection of the beaches.

The irregular accumulations described as Moraine Terraces were

formed at this period. If masses of ice were stranded against the

sides of hills, and deposits of sand and gravel were mixed with or

piled upon them, when the ice melted elevations and depressions
of this character would result.

The ancient subaqueous ridges might be formed along the shores

of the ancient ocean, just as they are now produced in lakes and

seas. Osars might also be formed by the currents sweeping de

tritus into the rear of obstructions, either of rock or ice, and es

cars along the eddies. Sea bottoms were deposited at the same

time with the beaches.

Some writers have objected to the theory, that the drift, beaches, and ter
races, were produced in connection with oceanic agencies, because no or
ganic remains are found in them. We reply: 1. In unmodified drift in this
country, the climate may have been so severe as to prevent the existence
of such animals a"s would have left behind traces of their being. Undoubtedly
they existed at that time in other parts of the world, beyond the limits of the
cold. 2. In the unmodified drift of England and Scotland, broken and corn
minuted marine shells have been found as high as 2,300 feet above the ocean, the

upper limit of the deposit. No one doubts the former presence of the ocean.
there; but this fact has been only recently discovered. In this country
broken marine shells have been found 100 feet above the ocean in unmodified
drift and uninjured specimens more than 500 feet above the ocean in modified
drift. It may be that these remains will yet be found in the whole of the
unmodified drift, when more thorough explorations shall have been made.
3. Pelagic shells, or such as live in very deep water, have been found at the

height of 400 feet in Canada. Hence the ocean must have been nearly a

thousand feet deep in the latter part of the drift period. 4. This deposit of

pelagic shells lies immediately upon the bowider clay. Now, had this clay
been produced by a glacier, and not by the ocean, the country must have
sunk at least 3,000 feet between the deposition of the bowlder clay and the
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bank of shells. We should then expect to find stratified layers between
them, because in so great a period of time materials must have accumulated
there. Besides, how much simpler it is to suppose one system of rise and.
fall of the continent, than to suppose two such systems of oscillation, as the
objectors must maintain.

5. The beaches and terraces lie upon the unmodified drift, even in many
gorges where one would suppose a barrier might have existed. Hence all
the lower forms of modified drift must have been formed in estuaries of the
ocean, for no ridge existed to dam up the waters. No one doubts that a
beach or terrace a few feet above the level of the ocean was originally
formed by its waters. Now, from the lowest to the highest beach there is a
continuous series, like a succession of steps. If the first is formed by the
ocean, the second must be; likewise the third, and so on to the highest.
Let us look at this point in another light. As beaches are stratified, the

materials must have been deposited from water. Now, when we find upon
the side of a high mountain a stratified bank of sand and gravel, we know
that some body of water must have existed there. But the land slopes from
this bank to the ocean, therefore the water in which these materials accumu
lated must have been oceanic. There is no barrier which could have existed,
high enough to have separated this body of water from the ocean. With
such proof before us, we can not hesitate to believe that all those deposits
called ancient sea beaches must once have formed the margin of the ocean,
although there are no marine remains in them.

Fig. 114 represents beaches thus situated upon mountains, a, represents
a beach on the east side of Mount Washington, (A), b one at Franconia
Notch, the highest yet discovered in Now England, c represents another
beach in Hancock, Vermont, on the west side of the Green Mountains, (B),

Fig. 114.
A

Ideal Section. o! New England.
C shows the level of Lake Champlain. The line 1, 1, shows the level of the
ocean when only the top of Mount Washington peered above the waters;
2, 2, represents the ocean level at the beginning of the Beach Period; and
3, 3, represents the same level at the beginning of the Terrace Period; 4. 4,

represents its present level, in the Historic Period, and the base of the figure
shows the level ofthe ocean in the Drift Period, according to the Glacial theory.

THE TERRACE PERIOD.

The country has now risen so much that the great valleys are

seen in outline. Rivers of considerable size and length begin to

carry into the estuaries a large amount of water worn materials,

derived from the washing of the drift and the beaches, and form-
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ing small deltas beneath the surface at their mouths. Tides and
currents would sweep this along the coast, arid after a time the

tops of the deposits would be brought above the surface, and no
more materials could be deposited upon them by rivers; hence these
must push their detritus further into the ocean, and thus a new
submarine bank would form outside of the first, and at a lower
level. When the second had reached the surface of the water, it
would be lower than the first, because the land had been rising dur

ing the process of its production. In the same way a third and a
fourth bank will form in succession, and thus there is a series of
terraces presented to view. These are delta terraces, and it is not
essential that they should have been formed under the ocean, but
wherever one stream flows into another.
The streams emptying into these estuaries would produce a

current toward the ocean, which would spread the detritus along
the shores in the same direction, and produce the lateral terraces,

having a slope at least as great as that of the current. In order
to form successive lateral terraces, it is only necessary to suppose
the drainage and erosion to go on till the rivers have sunk to their

present beds, which could not take place till the continent had

risen above the ocean to its present height, or the water had sunk.

There is another mode in which lateral terraces might have been formed,
and are now forming, where a stream must cut its way through alluvial ma
terials. The mere erosion would form terraces of equal height along the
stream; or all the detritus on one side might be swept away by the stream,
so as to leave a terrace only on the other side. But after a channel has thus
been made to some depth, if a freshet occurs, the current will act power
fully upon one or the other of the banks, and sweeping them away will form
a meadow when the flood has subsided. In subsequent floods, this meadow
will receive fresh accessions of alluvial matter, and of course be somewhat
raised up. Meanwhile the river is cutting a deeper and deeper channel, so that
at length it can no longer rise high enough in floods to spread over the' meadow,
which has now become a second terrace, because the sinking of the stream
by erosion would prevent the meadow from ever rising as high as the original
bank. Being no longer able to overflow the meadow, it begins again, in time
of freshet, to wear away the bank, and to form a second and lower meadow,
which ultimately becomes, as above described, a third terrace, and thus may
the work go on and the number of terraces be increased, as long as the river
can deepen its channel.
Gorge terraces connect different basins together, being situated about gorges.

The current transporting materials toward a gorge would have its compass
diminished by the narrowing of the basin, so much as to cause a deposition
of the materials near the gorge. However small these accumulations may be,
at first, in process of time, they might become even greater than an ordinary,
terrace. But the same current which transported the detritus to the upper
part of the gorge may have its velocity greatly increased in passing through
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the narrow channel. This would remove much sediment, which would be
redeposited at the lower end of the gorge, where the velocity of the current
is diminished by contact with the placid waters of the lower basin. This
process in many cases would go on only in times offreshets.
The Glacis terraces may have been formed by the unequal deposition of

detritus over the surface. Sometimes they are mere modifications of lateral
terraces, or undulations in large meadows.

We see then that by the simple drainage of a country, including
its rivers, terraces might be formed along the shores of the ocean,

lakes and the banks of rivers, supposing only a general slow and

perfectly uniform rise of the land or depression of the ocean.

Almost all writers, however, suppose these vertical movements to

have been by starts, with intervening pauses. At an earlier date,

the prevailing theory was, that the terraces were produced by the

bursting away of the barriers of lakes, and the sudden sinking of

the waters. These are quite natural suppositions to explain the

stair-like aspect of terraces. But in respect to river terraces, we

have the following decided proof that no such paroxysmal rising
or sinking has produced them. 1. By such theories the terraces

ought to correspond in number and height on opposite sides of the

river, which is very rarely the case, although to the eye it may

frequently seem so. Neither do they correspond in number or

height in different parts of large lakes. 2. Where tributary

streams have cut through the lateral terraces of the principal

river, as they have often done near their mouths, the number and

height of the terraces on both streams ought to agree. But the

reverse is true. Thus, on Connecticut river the number of terraces

is usually three or four; but on some of its tributaries, as on the

Ashuelot river, at 1-Iinsdale, and Whetstone Brook, in Brattle

boro, the number rises as high as ten, and yet the uppermost is

no higher than the highest on the main river.

We can, then, explain the formation of terraces without sup

posing the continent to have risen by a series of paroxysmal

movements. They might have been produced by mere drainage,

with a slow and equable movement. Yet we would not deny the

phenomena of the bursting of barriers, or of sudden elevation at

particular localities. For example, the sudden rushing of the

waters of Runaway Pond to Lake Memphremagog, by the bursting

of the barrier, left behind two lateral terraces. And some have

explained the Parallel Roads of Lochaber, in Scotland, by pauses

in the rise of the country. Doubtless, also, there are other cases
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where terraces have been formed by sudden elevation. But if

river terraces have generally been formed without paroxysmal
movements, as they must have been, and if terraces on lakes and
the ocean may have been produced in some cases by the drainage
of the country (as was the case upon Lake Lungern, in Switzer

land, by artificial drainage), it is reasonable to suppose that such

may have been their usual origin.

THE HISTORIC PERIOD.

We are now brought to the period when the country had at

tained essentially its present altitude. All the agencies that pro
duced drift, viz., icebergs, glaciers, land-slips and waves of trans

lation, are still in operation in some parts of the world, and

therefore drift is still being produced. Ever since the tertiary,

period these causes have been acting, but their intensity has varied

in different ages.
The same is true of the agencies that have produced beaches,

osars, escars, subaqueous ridges and terraces, viz., the action of

rivers and the ocean, combined with the secular elevation of con

tinent. In other words, the agencies producing drift and modi

fied drift have run parallel to each other from the very first.

Hence they both are varieties of the same formation, extending
from the close of the tertiary period to the present.

The sections describing aqueous, igneous and organic agencies
contain the history of this period in detail. The Flora and Fauna

are those now existing.
Man has existed on the earth a comparatively short part of the

alluvial period. We have a few records of the commencement

of this period. There are many examples of river beds on a for

mer continent, which became so filled by drift and modified drift,
while the continent was beneath the ocean, that when it emerged,
the rivers were compelled to abandon the old beds and seek new
channels. And the amount of erosion effected by them since that

time is before our eyes. The gorge through which the present

Niagara river runs, between the Falls and Lake Ontario, seven

miles long, is one of these cases. Another case of similar erosion
is the Genessee river between Portage and Mount Morris; where

it has cut a channel deeper, in most places, than that of the

Niagara, some fourteen miles long. There are other examples in
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New England, where the erosions are not as long and deep, but
the rock is much harder, and may have required a longer time for
their excavation. And what shall we say of the caflons on Red
River and the Colorado, a mile deep! Such facts indicate great
antiquity to the latter part of the alluvial period only. What
then must have been the duration of the unmodified drift period,
and all the great systems of earlier date!

During the historic period numerous organic agencies have been producing
geological changes, which we will now consider.

AGENCY OF MAN IN PRODUCING GEOLOGICAL CHANGES.

The human race produce geological changes in several modes:
1. By the destruction of vast numbers of animals and plants to
make room for themselves. 2. By aiding in the wide distribution
of many animals and plants that accompany man in his migra
tions. 3. By destroying the equilibrium between conflicting
species of animals and plants; and thus enabling some species to

predominate at the expense of others. 4. By altering the climate

of large countries by means of cultivation. 5. By resisting the

encroachments of rivers and the ocean. 6. By helping to de

grade the higher parts of the earth's surface. By contributing

peculiar fossil relics to the alluvial depositions now going on, on

the land and in the sea; such as the skeletons of his own frame,

the various productions of his art, numerous gold and silver coins,

jewelry, cannon balls, etc., that sink to the bottom of the ocean

in shipwrecks, or become otherwise entombed.

The best known examples of the entire extinction of the larger animals
eoëval with man, and probably through his agency, are the following: 1. The
dodo, a bird larger than the turkey, which existed in Mauritius and the adja
cent islands when they were colonized by the Dutch, 200 years ago; but it
is no longer to be found; and even all the stuffed specimens that were brought
to Europe are lost; so that a head and a foot of one individual in the Ash
molean mueum, at Oxford, and the leg of another in the British museum,
are all that remains of it, except some fossil bones lately found in the Tale of
France. 2. The Notornig and Apteryx australis, of New Zealand, appear to
be on the point of extinction, if not actually extinct. 3. The eleven species
of Dinornis formerly inhabiting New Zealand. 4. The Epiornis rnaximus, a
still larger bird, whose bones are found in Madagascar. 5. The Great Au/c,

(Alea impenni.s), of northern regions, "existed in the last century; no spec!
men has been obtained within the present." (Owen.) 6. The large Sirenian
animal, like the Manatee, called Stelleria, which formerly inhabited the shores
of Siberia is now believed to be extinct.
In particular countries it is a more common occurrence for species to be

come extinct, as the beaver, wolf; and bear in England. In this country the
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animals of the forest are disappearing or moving westward as the forests are
clearing up. Since the discovery ofthe island ofSouth Georgia, 1771, one million
two hundred thousand seal skins have been annually taken from thence; and
nearly as many- more from the Island of Desolation. The animal is becoming
extinct at these islands. Some have maintained that the climate of Europe
is very much warmer than in the times of the Roman Emperors, and have
supposed that the extinction of animals is caused by this change.

FORMATION OF CORAL REEFS OR ISLANDS.

Coral reefs are ridges of calcareous rock, whose basis is coral,

(chiefly of the genera Porites, Astra, Madrepora, Meaiidrina, and

Caryophyflia), and whose interstices and surface are covered by
broken fragments of the same, with broken shells and echini, and
sand, all cemented together by calcareous matter. They are
built up by the polypi, apparently on the tops of submarine

ridges, and sometimes perhaps, though not generally, on the mar

gins of ancient volcanic craters, beneath the ocean, not generally
from a depth greater than twenty-five or thirty feet, yet sometimes

120 or 130 feet. The polypi continue to build until the ridge

gets to the surface of the sea at low water; after which the sea

washes upon it fragments of coral, drift wood, etc., and a soil

gradually accumulates, which is at length occupied by animals
with man at their head. The reefs are sometimes arranged in a

circular manner, with a lagoon in the centre, where, in water, a

few fathoms deep, grow an abundance of delicate species of corals,

and other marine animals, whose beautiful forms and colors rival

the richest flower garden. Volcanic agency often lifts the reef

Fig. 115.

Whit8unclay; a coral I8land.
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far above the waters and sometimes covers one reef with lava,
which in its turn is covered with another formation of coral. The

growth of coral structures is so extremely slow that centuries are

required to produce any important progress. The rate of increase
is about half an inch per annum.

The diameter of the circular reefs has been found to vary from less
than one to thirty miles. On the outside, the reef is usually very
precipitous, and the water often of unfathomable depth. Fig. 115
is a view of one of these circular islands in the South Seas, called

Whitsunday Isle; so far reclaimed from the waters as to be cov
ered with cocoanut trees and with some human dwellings. Fig.
116 represents another of the coral islands in the Pacific Ocean.

Fig. 116.
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View of the Island ofBolabola.

These islets occur abundantly in the Pacific Ocean, between the thirtieth
parallels of latitude. They abound also in the Indian Ocean, in the Arabian
and Persian Gulfs, in the West Indies, etc Usually they are scattered in
a linear manner over a great extent. Thus, on the eastern coast of New
Holland, is a reef 350 miles long. Disappointment Islands and Duff's Group
are connected by 500 miles of coral reefs, over which the natives can travel
from one island to another. Between New iTolland and New Guinea is a line of
reefs 700 miles long, interrupted in no place by channels more than thirty miles
wide. A chain of coral islets, 480 geographical miles long, has long been
known by the name of the Maldivas. Some groups in the Pacific, as the

Dangerous Archipelago, are from 1,100 to 1,200 miles long, and from 300 to
400 miles broad.

Deposits of the Skeletons ofInfusoria, and Microscopic Plants.-

It is surprising that skeletons of animals and plants, made of

silica and iron, requiring thousands of millions to form a single
cubic inch, should yet form deposits of considerable extent. At

Egea, in Bohemia, there is a stratum two miles long and twenty

eight feet in thickness, mostly composed of shells of infusoria.
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At Bum, in Bohemia, is a similar stratum, fourteen feet thick,

every cubic inch of which contains 41,000,000,000 skeletons of

Gailleonella distans, now generally regarded as a microscopic

plant. The city of Richmond, Virginia, stands upon a stratum

of infusorial earth twenty feet thick, as described by Professor W.

B. Rogers. There is scarcely a town in New England which does

not contain extensive deposits of analogous character.

Formation of Soils.-Animal and vegetable substances, when

buried in the earth, or the waters, sometimes undergo an almost

entire decomposition; at other times, this is very partial; and

sometimes the change is so slow that for years scarcely no appa
rent progress is made. Different substances will be the result of

these different degrees of decomposition.
Berzelius embraces all the organic matter of soils in the generic

term humus. In some places, as on the western prairies, these

organic matters of soils increase so as to form a layer several feet

-thick; but in general they are so much used in the nourishment

of plants, that they rarely become more than a few inches thick.

PEAT.

Peat usually consists of soluble and insoluble humus, with a

mixture of undecomposed vegetable matter and some earths. Most

of it results from the decomposition of certain mosses, especially
of the genus Sphagnum, which decay at their lower extremity,
'while the top continues to flourish with vigor. Trees and what

ever other organic matter happen to get into these peat bogs, soon

become enveloped and assist to swell the amount. In some in

stances the beds have acquired a thickness of more than forty
feet.

In tropical climates, except on high lands, the decomposition of vegetable
matter is so rapid that it is resolved into its ultimate elements before peat
can be produced. Hence peat is limited chiefly to the colder parts of the

globe. In Ireland, the peat bogs are said to occupy one-tenth of the surface,
and one of them, on the Shannon, is fifty miles long, and two or three broad.
In Massachusetts, exclusive of the four western counties, the amount of peat
has been estimated at not less than 120 millions of cords; and probably this
falls far short of the actual amount.

By the long-continued action of water and other agents, the

humus of peat is changed into bitumen and carbon, which consti

tute lignite and bituminous coal. In a few instances the process
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of bituminization has been found considerably advanced in the
beds of peat.
Peat bogs are remarkable for their antiseptic power, or the power of pre

serving animal substances from putrefaction; some remarkable cases of which
are on record.

Peat bogs sometimes burst their barriers in consequence of heavy rains,
and produce extensive inundations of black mud.
The increase of peat varies so much under different circumstances, that it

is of no use to attempt to ascertain its rate of growth. On the continent of
Europe, it is stated to have gained seven feet in thirty years.
Where peat is formed in, or transported into estuaries, it is sometimes cov

ered with a deposit of mud; over this another layer of peat forms, and in
this way several alternations may occur.

In some peat bogs large trees have been found standing where they origin
ally, grew, yet immersed to the depth of twenty feet, as in the Isle of Man.

DRIFT WOOD.

Large rivers, which pass through vast forests, carry down im

mense quantities of timber. When these rivers overflow their
banks, this timber is in part deposited upon the low grounds. But

much of it also collects in the eddies along the shores, or is car

ried into the ocean. After a time it becomes water-logged, that

is, saturated with water, and sinks to the bottom. Thus a deposit
of entangled wood is often formed over large areas. This is sub

sequently covered by mud; and then another layer of wood is

brought over the mud; so that, in the course ofages, several al

ternations of wood and soil are accumulated. The wood becomes

slowly changed into what Dr. Macculloch terms forest peat; that

is, peat which retains its woody fiber.

" The Mississippi furnishes the most remarkable example known of these ac
cumulations. In consequence of some obstruction in the arm of the river
called the Atchafalaya, supposed to have been formerly the bed of the Red
river, a raft had accumulated in thirty-five years, which in 1816 was ten miles
long, 220 yards wide, and eight feet thick. Although floating, it is covered
with living plants, and of course with soil. Similar rafts occur on the Red
river; and one on the Washita concealed the surface for seventeen leagues.
At the mouth of the Mississippi, also, numerous alternations of drift wood and
mud exist extending over hundreds of square leagues.

Similar deposits of wood and mud are found in the river Mackenzie, which
empties into the North Sea, and in the lakes through which it passes. At the
mouth of the river, which is almost beyond the region of vegetation, are ex
tensive deposits brought from the more southern region through which the
river passes.
A part of the drift wood which is brought down the Mississippi and other

rivers, along the coast of America, is carried northward by the Gulf Stream
and thro'n upon the coasts of Greenland. The same thing happens in the

bays of Spitzbergen and on the coasts of Siberia.
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In the history of common peat and drift wood, we see the origin
of the beds of coal which exist in the older strata; for it needs

only that the layers of peat (in which term we include submerged
drift wood) should be bituininized, and the intervening layers of
sand and mud be consolidated, in order to produce a genuine coal
formation. Common marsh peat alone can have originated but
a small part of the beds of coal.

CONSOLIDATION OF LOOSE MATERIALS.

Having described a variety of natural processes by which just
such materials as form the fossiliferous rocks are produced, it
remains to inquire whether any agents are now in operation to
effect their consolidation.
A considerable degree of solidity is sometimes produced by

mere desiccation.

When clay is exposed for a long time to the sun, it becomes as hard as
some rocks :---ex. gr., the many clay dug from the bottom of Lake Superior.
Some rocks, when dug from a considerable depth in the earth, in so soft a
state as to be readily cut with a knif, become very hard on exposure to the
atmosphere.

Carbonate of lime, conveyed in a state of solution among the
loose particles of gravel, sand, clay, or mud, and there precipitated,
becomes a very efficient agent of cçnsolidation.

ExAIPLEs.-1. On the shores of the Bermuda and West India Islands, ex
tensive accumulations of broken shells, corals, and sand, are formed upon
the shores by the waves; and these are subsequently consolidated, frequently
into very hard rock, by the infiltration of the water which contains carbonate
of lime in solution. The famous Guadaloupe rock, in which human skele
tons, along with pottery, stone arrow heads, and wooden ornaments, are
found, is of the same kind. 2. The Mediterranean delta of the Rhone is
ascertained to be, in a good measure, solid rock, produced by the numerous
springs that empty into it, that contain carbonate of lime in solution. The
same is true of other rivers on the Mediterranean, especially on the east coast,
where the ancient Sidon, formerly on the coast, is now two miles inland. 3. In
Pownal, Vt., coarse gravel is cemented by carbonate of lime. 4. The frag
ments of marble accumulating at the quarries, are sometimes, in the lapse of
a few years, cemented together as firmly as marble, by streams of water pass
ing over them, saturated with carbonate of lime. An example is in West
Stockbnidge, Mass.

Another agent of consolidation is the red or peroxide of iron,

or rather the carbonate of iron, since the peroxide is not soluble

in water without carbonic acid.

EXAMPLES.-1. On the northern coast of Cornwall, England, large masses
of drifted sand have been cemented by iron into rocks, solid enough some
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times to be employed for building stones. 2. A similar case occurs on the
coast of Karamania, and other parts of Asia Minor. 3. In the United States
it is common to find the sand and gravel of the drift and tertiary strata more
or less consolidated by the hydrated peroxide of iron.

Silica dissolved in water appears to have been, in former times,

an important agent in consolidating rocks; but at the present day
it seems to be limited chiefly to deposits from thermal waters,

since it is only water in this condition that will dissolve silica in

much quantity.
Heat is an important agent in the consolidation of rocks, the

most so when it produces complete fusion; yet this is not neces

sary to the production of agood degree of solidification.
In many of the cases that have been described, great pressure

assists in the work of consolidation. Indeed, it is sometimes suf

ficient of itself to bring the particles within the sphere of cohesive

attraction.
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From the facts detailed in this section, it appears that all the

stratified fossiliferous rocks of any importance may have resulted
from causes now in operation.
PROOF AND EXAMPLES.-1. Beds of clay need only to be consolidated to

become clay slate, or shale. 2. The same is true of fine mud. 3. Sand,
consolidated by carbonate of lime, will produce calcareous sandstone; by
iron, ferruginous sandstone. 4. Drift, in like manner, will form conglomerates
of every age, according to variations in the agents of consolidation. 5. Marls
need only to be consolidated to form argillaceous limestones; and if sand be
mixed with marl, the limestone will be silicious. 6. Coral reefs and deposits
of travertin, subjected to strong heat under pressure, will produce those sec
ondary limestones that are more or less crystalline-but more of this under
the sixth section. 7. We have already seen how beds of lignite and coal may
he produced from peat and drift wood. 8. The formation of such extensive
beds of rock salt and gypsum as occur in the secondary and tertiary rocks is
more difficult to explain by any cause now in operation. And yet, in respectto the former, it is said that the lake of Indersk, twenty leagues in circum
ference, on the steppes of Siberia, has a crust of salt on its bottom more than
six inches thick, hard as stone, and perfectly white. The lake of Penon
Blanco, in Mexico, yearly dries up, and leaves a deposit of salt sufficient to
supply the country. We have also described a somewhat similar case at the
lake of Ooroomiab, in Persia. According to Dr. Daubeny, thick beds of rock
salt exist at the bottom of Lake Elton, and of several other lakes adjoiningthe Caspian Sea.
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SECTION V.

OPERATION OF IGNEOUS AGENCIES IN PRODUCING GEOLOGICAL
CHANGES.

VOLCANIC action, in its widest sense, is the influence exerted by
the heated interior of the earth upon its crust. Igneous agency
has a still more extensive signification; embracing all the action
exerted by heat upon the globe, whether the source be internal or
external. The history of the former will prepare us better to ap
preciate the influence of the latter.

Volcanic agency has been at work from the earliest periods of
the world's history; producing all the forms and phenomena of
the unstratified rocks, from granite to the most recent lava.
Modern volcanoes will first come under consideration.
These are of two kinds, extinct and active. The former have

not been in operation within the historic period; the latter are

constantly or interniittingly in action.
A volcano is an opening in the earth from whence matter has

been ejected by heat, in the form of lava, scoria, or ashes. Usually
the opening called the crater is an inverted cone; and around it
there rises a mountain in the form of a cone, with its apex trun
cated, produced by the elevation of the earth's crust and the

ejection of lava. The volcanic cones vary in height from 90 feet,
as in. the volcano of the Island of Reguain, near Sumatra, to
23,900 feet in Aconcagua, in Chile. The lower volcanoes are

usually the most active.

When nothing but aqueous and corrosive vapors have been
emitted from a volcanic elevation for centuries, such elevation is
called a solfatara, or fumerole.
When volcanos exist beneath the sea, they are called sub

marine; when upon the land, subaerial.

As a general fact, volcanic vents are arranged in extensive lines
or zones; often. reaching half around the globe.

Ewipr.ss.-1. Perhaps the most remarkable line of vents is the long chain
of islands commencing with Alaska on the coast of Russian America, which
passes over the Aleutian Isles, Kamtschatka the Kurilian, Japanese, Philip
pine and Moluccan Isles, and then turning, includes Sumbawa, Java and
Sumatra, and terminates at Barren Island in the Bay of Bengal. 2. Another
almost equally extensive line commences at the southern extremity of south
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America, and following the chain of the Andes, passes along the Cordilleras
of Mexico, thence into ijalifbrnia, and thence northward as far at least as
Columbia river; which it crosses between the Pacific Ocean and the Rocky
Mountains. 3. A volcanic region, ten degrees of latitude in breadth and 1,000
miles long, extending from the Azore Islands to the Caspian Sea, abounds in
volcanoes, though very much scattered. The region around the Mediterranean
is perhaps better known for volcanic agency than any other on the globe;
because no eruption occurs there unnoticed.

Volcanoes not arranged in lines or zones are called central volcanoes, and
are more or loss insulated. Examples will be found in Iceland, the Sandwich
Islands, Society Islands, Island of Bourbon, and a region in Central Asia of
2,500 square geographical miles, from 800 to 1,200 miles from the ocean.

The number of active volcanoes and solfataras on the globe, is

estimated at 407, and the number of eruptions about twenty in a

year, or 2,000 in a century; though on both these points there

is room for considerable uncertainty.

The following table will show how the active volcanoes and solfataras are
distributed on the globe.




CENTRAL VOLCANOES.
On Continents. On Islands. Total.

In the Mediterranean Sea . . . 1 3 4
In the Atlantic Ocean . . . 24 24
In the Indian Ocean . . . . 3 3
In the Pacific Ocean . . . 8 8
Asiatic Continent . . . . 3 3

VOLCANOES .ARRANGED IN LINEAR SERIES.

Parts of Europe and Asia . . . 3 4 '1
Australia . . . . . 13 13
Oceanica . . . . . . 188 18
North America . . . . . 11 35 62
Central America . . . . . 38 10 48
South America . . . . . 54 54
Antarctic Continent . . . . 3 3

129 218 407

278 of these volcanoes, or more than two-thirds, are situated

upon the islands of the sea; and of the remainder, the greater

part are situated upon the borders of the sea, or a little distance

from the coast. Hence it is inferred that water acts an impor

tant part in volcanic phenomena; indeed, it seems generally ad

mitted that the immediate cause of an eruption is the expansive
force of steam and gases. It ought not to be forgotten, however,

that some volcanoes are far inland, as Jorullo, in Mexico, and the

volcanoes in central Asia.

Intermittent Volcanoes.-Only a few volcanoes are constantly
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Active ; in most cases their action is paroxysmal, and is succeeded
by longer or shorter intervals of repose. This interval varies from
a few months to seventeen centuries. In the island of Ischia the
latter period has been known to intervene between two eruptions.
Hence some of the volcanoes of America, generally regarded

as extinct, (as Chimborazo, and Carguairazo in Quito, Tacoza, in
Peru, and Nevado do Toluca, in Mexico), may yet break forth and
show themselves to belong to the class of active volcanoes.

PHENOMENA OF-AN ERUPTION.

A volcanic eruption is commonly preceeded by rumbling sounds
in the earth, or earthquakes, in the vicinity; stillness of the air,
with a sense of oppression; noises in the mountain; and the

drying up of fountains. The eruption commences with a sudden

explosion, followed by vast clouds of smoke and vapor, with flashes
of lightning, jets of acids and mud, and showers of stones; and
at length by streams of red hot lava, which break out in irregular
intermittiug springs of molten earthy matter, and spread over the

surrounding country. The eruption is terminated by showers of
ashes.

Volcanoes whose summits are far above the snow line, present
many peculiar appearances; a sudden melting of the snow indi
cates the approach of an eruption, even before smoke appears;
and this rapid thawing of the accumulated snows occasions de
structive floods and violent torrents, in which heaps of smoking
ashes are floated away on thick blocks of, ice.

Probably the most remarkable eruption of modern times took place in 1816,
in the island of Sumbawa, one of the Molucca group. It commenced on the
5th of April, and did not entirely cease till July. The explosions were heard
in Sumatra, 970 geographical miles distant, in one direction, and at Ternate
in the opposite direction, 720 miles distant. So heavy was the thu of ashes
at the distance of forty miles, that houses were crushed and destroyed be
neath them. Toward Celebes, they were carried to the distance of 217
miles; and toward Juva, 300 miles, so as to occasion a darkness greater than
that of the darkest night. On the 12th of April, the floating cinders to the
westward of Sumatra were two feet thick; and ships were forced through
them with difficulty. Large tracts of country were covered by the lava;
and out of 12,000 inhabitants on the island only twenty-six survived.

During the great eruption of the volcano of Cosiguiria, in Gua
temala, on the shores of the Pacific, in 1825, ashes fell upon the
island of Jamaica, 800 miles eastward; and upon the deck of a
vessel 1,200 miles westward.
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The situation of Vesuvius and Etna has made their history bet
ter known than that of most volcanoes. More than eighty eruptions of the latter are on record, since the days of Thucydides;
and more than forty of the former, since the first century of the
Christian era. That which occurred in Vesuvius, A.D. 79, is best
known, from the fact that it buried three cities, Herculancum?
Pompeii, and Stabi, which were flourishing at its base. Not
much lava appears to have been thrown out at the eruption, but
other volcanic products, such as sand, ashes, cinders, and stones.
Not only were the cities buried in this loose material, but the

buildings, cellars, and vaults, were filled by currents of mud pro
duced by copious showers, resulting from the condensation of
aqueous vapors ejected from the volcanoes, mixed with ashes and
fine sand. In Herculaneum these deposits are from 70 to 112
feet thick.

Hence it is, that when these cities were first excavated, more
than a hundred years ago, every thing enveloped was in a most

perfect state of preservation-the pavements of lava, with deep
ruts worn by the carriage wheels; the names of their owners over
the doors of the houses; the frescoed paintings as bright as

though put on but yesterday; fabrics in the shops still showing
their texture; vessels of fruit so well preserved as to be easily re

cognized; bread retaining the stamp of the baker, and medicine

yet remaining on the apothecary's counter. The whole constitute

perfect examples of fossil cities!

In 1759, in the elevated plain of Malpais, in Mexico, which is
from 2,000 to 3,000 feet above the ocean, and at the distance of
125 miles from the sea, a volcanic eruption took place, producing
six volcanic cones; now varying in height from 200 to 1,600 feet.
Around these cones, and covering several square miles, are a mul
titude of small cones, from two to six feet high, called hornitos,
which continually give off hot aqueous vapor and sulphuric acid.

Sometimes during a violent eruption the whole mountain, or

cone, is either blown to pieces or falls into the gulf beneath, and

its place is afterwards occupied as a lake.

EXAMPLES. 4. In 1772, the Papandayarig, a large volcano in the island
of Java, after a short and severe eruption, fell in and disappeared over an ex
tent of fifteen miles long and six broad; burying forty villages, and 2,957
inhabitants. 2. In 1638, the Pie, a volcano in the island of Timor, so high
as to be visible 300 miles, disappeared, and its place is now occupied by a
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lake. 3. Many lakes in the south cC Italy are supposed to have been thus
formed. 4. A volcano occupying the same spot as the present Vesuvius, is
supposed thus to have been destroyed in 1779, and its remains to constitute
the circular ridge, called Somma, which is several miles in diameter.

VOLCANOES IN HAWAII.

In Hawaii, one of the Sandwich Islands, are the most remark
able volcanoes, perhaps, in the whole 'world. There are three of
them; the first, Mauna Kea, in the northern part of Hawaii,
13,950 feet high, now extinct; the second, Mauna Loa, in the
southern part of the island, 13,760 feet high ; the third Kilauea,

upon a table land at the base of Mauna Loa, 3,970 feet high.
Xilauea is the most interesting, as it is constantly active. In ap
proaching the crater it is necessary to descend two steep terraces,
each from 100 to 200 feet high, and extending entirely around
the volcano. The outer one is 20, and the inner one 15 miles in
circumference; and they obviously form the margin of vast craters,

formerly exiting. Arrived at the margin of the present crater,
the observer has before him a crescent shaped gulf 1,500 feet

deep, at whose bottom, which is from five to seven miles in cir
cumference, the top being from eight to ten miles, is a vast lake
of lava, in some places molten, in others covered with a crust;
while in numerous places (some have noticed as many as fifty at
once), are small cones with smoke and lava issuing out of them
from time to time. Sometimes, and especially at night, such
masses of lava are forced up, that a lake of liquid fire, not less
than two miles in circumference, is seen dashing up its angry bil
lows, and forming one of the grandest and most thrilling objects
that the imagination can conceive. Fig. 117 is a view of this
volcano taken by Rev. Mr. Ellis, an English missionary.

Eruptions from Kilauea are repeated every few years. There was a power
ful eruption in May and June 1840. For several years the great gulf had been
gradually filling up, until it was not more than 900 feet deep, and this molten
mass was raging like the ocean when lashed into fury by a tempest. At
length the lava found a subterranean passage, and flowed eight miles under
ground, when it reached the surface, and sweeping forest, hamlet, plantation,
and everything before it, rolled down with resistless energy to the sea, a dis
tance of thirty-two miles, where leaping a precipice of forty or fifty feet, lot
three weeks, the stream of half a mile in width and twenty feet in thickness,
poured in one vast cataract of fire into the deep below, with fearful hissings
and loud detonations. The atmosphere in all directions was filled with ashes,
spray, and gases; while the burning lava, as it fell into the water, was shiv
ered into millions of minute particles, and being thrown back into the air,
fell in showers of sand on all the surrounding country.
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Volcano of Eulanea, Sandwich Ithznd8.

Generally Kilauea is quiescent while Manna Loa is active; but
in 1849, during a partial eruption of the latter, Kilauca was

usually active.. If there is any connection between the two vol
canoes it must be very deeply seated, otherwise the products of
Mauna Loa would empty themselves through Xilauc; the lower

opening of a great syphon.
In 1843 Mauna Loa sent forth two great streams of lava, one of

them being twenty-five miles long and a mile and a half wide.

During the eruption a rent twenty-five miles long was produced
in the mountain. In 1.852 there was another eruption of great
power. Persons who visited the crater say that in the midst of
the roaring, upheaving ocean of fire, there was afountain of lava
of dazzling brilliancy, now shooting up to the height of 700 feet,
and now dwindling down to 200 feet, but varied on the top and
sides by points and jets, like the ornaments of Gothic arcliitec
ture; thus producing a fountain constantly varying in form, di
mensions, color and intensity, and far surpassing all the possible
beauties of any artificial water fountain. In 1855 another erup
tion commenced, which caused great anxiety to the inhabitants of

ililo. A rushing torrent of lava, from three to five miles wide,

flowed from the crater in a direct course for the city, for seven or
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eight months. But after flowing for a distance of twenty miles
the supply was exhausted, and the stream was stayed.

These eruptions, although so vast, commenced with no earth

quake, no internal thunderings, or any premonitions discernible at
the base of the mountains. The eruptions themselves were com

paratively quiet and noiseless; the mountains opened, the lavas

flowed out. This stands out in distinct contrast with the bellow

ing explosive eruptions of Vesuvius and Etna. Hence there are

two types of volcanic action -the one exemplified by Mauna Loa

and the other by Vesuvius.
Barren Islancl.-Fig. 118 is a view of Barren Island, in the

Bay of Bengal, which is volcanic.

Fig. 118.

-

=

Fig. 119 shows the summit of Cotopaxi, in South America, emit.

ting smoke. It is nearly 19,000 feet high.

DYNAMICS OF VOLCANIC AGENCY.

We can form an estimate of the power exerted by volcanic

agency from three circumstances: first, the amount of lava pro
truded; secondly, from the distance to which masses of rock have

been projected; and thirdly, by calculating the force requisite to

raise lava to the tops of existing craters from their base.

Vesuvius, more than 3,000 feet high, has launched scoria 4,000

feet above the summit. Cotopaxi, nearly 19,000 feet high, has

projected matter 6,000 feet above its summit; and once it threw

a stone of 109 cubic yards in volume, to the distance of nine

miles.

Barren I.tcind, Bay ofBengal.
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Fig. 119.
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Taking the specific gravity of lava at 2.8, the following table will show the
force requisite to cause it to flow over the tops of the several volcanoes whose
names are given, with their height above the sea. The initial velocity which
such a force would produce, is also given in the last column.

Name Height Force exerted Initial velocityin feet. upon the Lava, per second.
Stromboli, (Chicciola) . 2947 231 Atmospheres. 371 feet.
Vesuvius - . . . . 3948 320 496
Etna 10874 884 832
Tenerifib 12182 990 896
Mauna Kea., Sandwich Islands 13645 1109 966
Cotopaxi, Quito 18875 1493 1104
Aconcagua, Chile . . 23910 1943

There can be but little doubt but the chimney of a volcano extends gener-
ally as much below the level of the sea as it does above; and often probably
fifty times as deep; so that the actual force pressing upon the lava in its
reservoir, may be far greater than the second column of the preceding table
represents; and the initial velocity much greater than in the third column.

The amount of melted matter ejected from Vesuvius in the

eruption of 1737, w estimated at 11,839,168 cubic yards; and
in that in 1794, at 22,435,520 cubic yards. But these quantities
are small compared with those which Etna has sometimes dis

gorged. In 1660, the amount of lava was twenty times greater
8
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than the whole mass of the mountain; and in 1669, when 77,000

persons were destroyed, the lava covered eighty-four square miles.

According to Professor Dana, 15,400,000,000 cubic feet. of mat
ter flowed from Kilanea in the eruption of 1840-a mass equal to
a triangular ridge 800 feet high, two miles long, and a mile wide
at the base.
New Islands formed by Volcanic Agency.-History abounds

with examples of new islands rising out of the sea by volcanic
action. Such were Delos, Rhodes, and the Cyclades, situated in
the Grecian Archipelago, and described by Pliny, the naturalist,
and other ancient writers. In more modern times, small islands
have risen in the Azore group; such as Sabrina, in 1811, which

was 300 feet high, and a mile in circumference; but after some time
it disappeared; another in 1720, was six miles in circumference.
In 1707, the island called Isola Nuova, was thrown up near San.
torini, and continues to this day. Just before the great eruption
of-Skaptar Jokul in Iceland, in 1783, a new island appeared off
the coast; which, however, subsequently disappeared. In 1796,
a new island rose to the height of 350 feet, having two miles of
circumference, in the Aleutian group, east of Kamtschatka, which
is permanent. In 1806 another permanent island rose in the
same vicinity, four geographical miles in circumference. In the
same archipelago, in 1814, another peak arose, which was 3,000

feet high; and which remained standing a year afterwards. In
those where the cone does not sink back beneath the sea, it is pro
bably composed of the more solid lavas, such. as trachyte, or

basalt.

On Fig. 120 is exhibited the eruption by which Sabrina, mentioned above,
was produced..

The rise of these islands is sometimes connected with submarine
volcanoes. In July, 1831, a volcanic island rose up through the
sea off the coast of Sicily, and was called Graham's Island. In

August it was 180 feet high, and one and a third miles in circum
ference; but the part above water being composed of loose mate

rials, disappeared in two or three years, leaving a rocky shoal.

These islands are not always raised to their full height by a single par.
oxysrn of the volcanic force; but by a succession of efforts for months and
even years.

Very many large islands appear to be wholly, or almost en-
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valcanicaction;andtobecomposedchiefly

of
lavaandrocksuphe.vedbythisagency,suchassandstoneandlimestone.ExamplesmaybefoundintheSandwichislands,ofwhichHa w

aii,thelargest,contains4,000squaremilesofsurface,and

rises 18,000 feet abovetheocean;inTeneriffe,13,000feethigh;inIceland,Sicily,Bourbii,St.Helena,theMadeira,andFaroe

Islands; andagreatpartofJava,Sumatra,Celebes,Japan,etc.

Character of Molten Lava. -Lava in generalisnotverythoroughlymelt

e
d;sothat-whenitmovesinacurrentoverthecountr y

,itssidesformwallsofconsiderableheight,andacrustsoon

forms
overitssurface,whichservesstillmoretopreventitsspreadingoutlaterally.Itiskeptinasemi-fluidstatebythewater

whichitincloses,andwhichispreventedfromescapingbythehardcrust.




Hencealavacurrentmaybedeflectedfromitscourse
by breaking

awayitscrustononeside;andinthiswayithassometimesbeenturnedawayfromtownsthatwerethreatenedbyit.Inoneinstance,theinhabitan
t

sofCatamaattackedalavacurrentandturnedittowardsPaterno,whosei n
habitantstookuparmsandarrestedtheoperation.
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The crust forming upon lava soon becomes a good non-conduc
tor of heat; and hence the mass requires a long time to cool;
ex. yr., the case of Jorullo, in Mexico, 1,600 feet high, which was

ejected a hundred years ago, but is not yet cool.

This explains a curious fact, in 1828, a mass of ice was found on Etna,
lying beneath a current of lava.. Probably before this flowed over it, the ice
might have been covered by a shower of volcanic ashes, which are a. good non
conductor of heat, and might have prevented the immediate melting of it,
while the superimposed lava has preserved it from the period of its eruption
to the present.

When lava is thrown out upon the dry land, with only the

pressure of the atmosphere upon it, it is apt to become vesicular

and scoriaceous; but when cooled slowly and under great pres
sure, it becomes compact and may be even crystalline. The

porous varieties result from the cooling of the lava while ex

panded with the contained gases. Scoria and pumice may often

be regarded as the froth or foam of the volcano.
Volcanoes constantly Active.-A few volcanic vents have been

constantly active since they were first discovered. They always
contain lava in a state of ebullition; and vapors and gases are con

stantly escaping.
ExrPLEs.-1. Stromboli, one of the Lipari Islands, has been observed

longer probably than any volcano of this class; and for at least 2,000 years
it has been unremittingly active. The lava here never flows over the top of
the crater; though it is sometimes discharged through a fissure into the sea,
killing the fish, which are thrown upon the shore ready cooked. It is said to
be more active in stormy than in fair weather; likewise more so in winter
than in summer: a fact explained by the different degrees of pressure ex
erted by the air upon the lava at different times. When the air is light, the
internal force predominates; but when heavy, it restrains the energy of the
volcano.

2. In Lake Nicaragua is a volcano which is contantly burning. ViUarica
in Chile, so high as to be seen 150 miles, is never quiet. The same is said to
be the case with Popocatepeti, in Mexico. Ever since the Spanish conquest
of Mexico it has been pouring forth smoke. Kilauea is the most remarkable
active volcano on the globe, and has already been described.

Seat of Volcanic Power.-Volcanic 'power must be deeply
seated beneath the earth's crust.

Proof.-I. The melted lava is forced out from beneath the

oldest rocks, as gneiss and granite; for masses of these rocks are

frequently broken off and thrown out. 2. Lines or trains of vol

canoes indicate some connection between the vents; and the great

length of these lines, several thousand miles in some instances,

can be explained only by supposing that the fissure or cavity by
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which the connection is made must extend to a great depth.
3. When, in 1783, a submarine volcano on the coast of Iceland,
ceased to eject matter, immediately another broke out 200 miles
distant, in the interior of the island. 4. Were not the power
deep-seated, volcanoes would become exhausted; as they some
times throw out more matter at a single eruption, than the whole
mountain melted down could supply.

EXTINCT VOLCANOES.

Many writers maintain that there is a marked difference between
the matters ejected from active and extinct volcanoes. It is said

that the more modern lavas have a harsher feel, are more cellular,

and more vitreous in their appearance, and also less feldspathic
than the ancient. But it is doubtful whether any character will

satisfactorily distinguish theni, except the period of their eruption.
The extinct volcanoes are of very different ages. Some of them

were active during the tertiary period, some during the drift

period; and some since that time. In some instances, as a moun.

tam called the Puy do Chopine, in Auvergne, which stands in an

ancient crater, and rises 2,000 feet above an elevated granitic

plain, itself about 2,800 feet above the sea, there is a mixture of

trachyte and unaltered granite.

The extinct volcanoes of Auvergne, and the south of France, have long ex
cited deep interest; and have been fully illustrated by Scrope. Bakewefl, and
others. Near Clermont, the landscape has as decidedly a volcanic aspect as
in any part of the world; of which Fig. 121 will convey some idea.

Fig. 121.

Extinct T'olcanoe8,'

Auvergne-Extinctvolcanoes exist also in Spain, in Portugal, in Germany, along the

Rhine, in Hungary, Styria, Transylvania, Asia Minor, Syria and Palestine.

To the east of Smyrna in. Asia Minor, is a region called the Burnt District

(Katakekaumona of the Greeks), because it shows such striking marks ofex

tinct volcanoes. In the valley of the Jordan, especially around Lake Tiberias,

extending as far northwest as Safed, volcanic rocks abound, with warm

springs and occasional earthquakes.
The region about the Dead Sea is decidedly volcanic; but appears more

like a region of extinct than active volcanoes. Yet the destruction of the cities
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of the plain, Sodom and Gomorrah, as represented in the Bible, scorns to have
been caused by volcanic agency. Some suggest that Sodom and Gomorrah
were built upon a mine of bitumen, that lightning kindled the combustible
mass, and. that the cities sunk in-the subterranean conflagration. The prin
cipal difficulties in the way o this hypothesis are, first, to see how the bitu
men, buried beneath a considerable thickness of soil, could have burnt rap
idly enough suddenly to destroy the cities and their inhabitants; and secondly,
to conceive of a bed of bitumen so thick, as by its combustion to' sink the
surface from the present high-water mark to the bottom of the sea. Dr.
Robinson describes the high-water mark as seen by him "a great distance,"
south of the margin of the sea at that time. The surface, therefore, must
have suffered a great depression. Would it not somewhat relieve these diffi
culties to suppose volcanic action combined with the combustion of the bitu
men? No geologist will doubt the correctness of Von Buch's opinion, that
a fault extends from the Red Sea. through the valley of Arabah and the Jor
dan to Mount Lebanon; and along that fissure we might expect 'volcanic
agency to be active. But it might have produced very striking effects with
out the ejection of lava. Earthquakes sometimes cause the surface to sink
down many feet, and flames have been seen to issue through the fissures
which they produce. Thus might the slime pits (literally wells of asplialttim)
have been set on fire, immense volumes of steam, smoke and suffocating va
pors have been set at liberty, perhajs, too, the remarkable ridge of rock salt
called Us dam have been protruded, and finally, by the subsidence of the sur
face after the destruction of the cities, might tho waters of the lake have
flowed over the spot. In a similar manner was the city of Euplicniia, in
Calabria destroyed in 1638. "After some time," says Kircher, who was
near the spot, "the violent paroxysms (of the earthquake) ceasing, I stood
up, and turning my eyes to look for Euphemia., saw only a frightful black
cloud. We waited till it had passed away, when nothing but a dismal and

putrid lake was to be seen, where once the city stood."
Mt. Ararat in Asia, is an extinct volcano. A large proportion of the lofty

peaks of the Andes and the mountains of Mexico belong to the class of ex
tinct volcanoes, as well as large districts of the region between the Rocky
Mountains and the Pacific Ocean.
The size of ancient volcanic cones and craters was often very large.,
In the middle and southern parts of France, extinct volcanoes cover several

thousand square miles. Between Naples and Cumea, in the space of 200
square miles, according to Brieslak, are sixty craters; sonic of them larger
than Vesuvius. The city of Cumea has stood three thousand years in a crater
of one of these volcanoes. Vesuvius stands in the midst of a vast crater,
whose remains are still visible, called Somma. The volcanic peak of Ten
eriffe stands in the centre of a plain, covering 108 square miles, which is sur
rounded by perpendicular precipices and mountains, which were probably the
border of the ancient crater. According to Humboldt, all the mountainous
parts of Quito, embracing an area of 6,300 square miles, may be considered
as an immense volcano, which now gets vent sometimes through one, and
sometimes through another of its elevated peaks; but which must have been
more active in former times to have produced the results now witnessed. Of
the two ancient craters of Kila.uea, one is fifteen and the other twenty miles
in circumference. Two other ancient craters exist in Maui, one of the Sand
wich Islands, the one twenty-four and the other twenty-seven miles in cir
cuit.

From such facts many geologists have inferred that volcanic

agency in early times was more powerful than at present, and
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that it is gradually diminishing. Lyell and others, however, are
of a different opinion, and quote as equalling any of the ancient
eruptions, the outbursts from Skapter Jokul, in 1783, and from
Mauna Loa and Kilauca in the nineteenth century.

EARTHQUAKES.

Earthquakes almost always precede a volcanic eruption; and
cease when the lava gets vent.

Hence, the proximate cause of earthquakes is obvious; viz.,
the expansive efforts of volcanic matter, confined beneath the
earth's surface.

Hence, too, the ultimate cause of volcanoes and earthquakes is
the same, whatever that cause may be.

During the paroxysm of the earthquake, heavy rumbling noises are heard:
the ground trembles and rocks; fissures open on the surface, and again close,
swallowing up whatever may have fallen into them; fountains are dried up;
rivers are turned out of their couraes; portions of the surface are elevated,
and portions depressed; and the sea is agitated and thrown into vast billows.

The concussions of earthquakes, or the violent commotions of

the surface, are of three kinds,: the first being distinguished by a

series of perpendicular, the second by horizontal or undulatory,
and the third by rotatory motions, following each other in rapid
succession. The perpendicular motions act from below upwards;
as during the destruction of Riobamba, in 1797, when dead

bodies were thrown upon a hill several hundred feet high. The

horizontal motions act in an undulating manner, causing an alter

nate rising and sinking of the earth. The rotatory or circular mo

tions are the most rare, but are the most destructive. They
consist of whirling movements of the earth, whereby buildings
without being overturned are twisted, parallel rows of trees de

flected, and fields when covered with grain made to change their

relative positions.
The progression of earthquakes is generally in a linear direc

tion, undulating with a velocity of from twenty to thirty geo

graphical miles in a minute. Sometimes the progression is in

concussion circles or great ellipses, in which, as from a center, the

vibrations extend with decreasing force to the circumference.

Several thousand cases of earthquakes have been recorded. During many
of them tracts of land have been elevated or depressed. The following are
a few of. them. In 1692, a part of Port Poyal, in the West Indies was sunk;
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in 1'55, a part of Lisbon; in 1812, a part of Caraccas. About the same
time numerous earthquakes agitated the valley of the Mississippi, for an ex
tent of 300 miles, from the mouth of the Ohio, to that of the St. Francis,
whereby numerous tracts were depressed, and others elevated, lakes and is
lands were formed, and the bed of the Mississippi was exceedingly altered.
There is a remarkable subsidence, twenty miles in length, and a mile in
width just above the Falls, in Columbia river, in Oregon. Through the whole
distance the trees are standing in the bottom of the stream, at an average
depth of twenty feet. The region appears to be one of extinct volcanoes.
The most extensive elevation of land on record by means of earthquakes,

took place on the western coast of South America, in 1822. The shock was
felt 1,200 miles along the coast; and for more than 100 miles the coast was
elevated from three to four bet; and it is conjectured that an area of 100,000
square miles was thus raised up.
In 1783, a large part of Calabria was terribly convulsed by earthquakes,

over an area of 5U0 square miles. The shocks lasted for four years; in 1183,
there were 919, and in 17847 151. A vast number of fissures of every form
were made in the earth, and of course a. great many local elevations and sub
sidences; which, however, do not appear to have exceeded a few feet. In
some sandy plains, singular circular hollows a few feet in diameter, and in
the form of an. inverted cone were produced by the water which was forced
up through the soil. Some of these are exhibited on Fig. 122.

Fig. 122
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The ocean is almost always agitated during earthquakes, thus

producing waves of translation, often of great size and power.

Their effects have been alluded too in the previous section.

Holes former! by an. Earthquake.
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The number of earthquakes is about twenty annually, corres

ponding to the number of volcanic eruptions.
The effects of earthquakes in changing levels may not be per

manent, because a depression of a tract may be counterbalanced

by a subsequent elevation.

THERMAL SPRINGS.

Hot springs are very common in the vicinity of volcanoes;
such as the well-known geysers in Iceland. Some of these are
intermittent, probably in consequence of the agency of steam

within subterranean cavities. The great geyser consists of a basin

fifty-six by forty-six feet in diameter; at the bottom of which is a

well ten feet in diameter and seventy-eight feet deep. Usually
the basin is filled with water in a state of ebullition; but occa

sionally an eruption takes place, by which the water is thrown up
from 100 to 200 feet, until it is all expelled from the well, and

there follows a column of steam with amazing force and a deafen.

ing explosion, by which the eruption is terminated. These waters

hold silica in solution; as do those of the Azore Islands; and ex

tensive deposits are the result. The coating over of vegetables

by this silicious matter, has given rise to the common opinion
that certain rivers and lakes possess the power of rapid petrifac.

tion.

Pig. 123 represents the great geyser of Iceland in action.
Thermal springs are not confined to the vicinity of volcanoes. They occur

in every part of the globe; and rise out of almost every kind of rock. They
frequently contain enough of mineral substances to constitute them mineral
waters. But one of their most striking properties is the evolution of gas;
such as carbonic acid, nitrogen, oxygen, suiphuretted hydrogen, etc., in a
free state.

Theory of Thermal Springs.-When these springs occur in

volcanic districts, their origin is very obvious. The water which

percolates into the crevices of the strata becomes heated by the

volcanic furnace below, and impregnated with salts and gases by

the sublimation of matter from the same focus. The thermal

springs not in volcanic districts, in a large majority of cases rise

either from the vicinity of some uplifted chain of mountains, or

from clefts and fissures caused by the disruption of the strata; and

therefore, in all such cases are probably the result of deep-seated

volcanic agency, which may have been long in a quiescent state.
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Great Geyser of Iceland.

TEMPERATURE OF THE GLOBE.

The principal circumstances that determine the temperature of

the globe and its atmosphere are the following: 1. Influence of

the sun. 2. Nature of the surface. 3. Height above the ocean

4. Oceanic currents. 5. Temperature of the celestial spaces
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around the earth. 6. Temperature of the interior of the earth,

independent of external agencies.
1. Solar Heat.-The solar rays exert no influence, as a general

fact, at a greater depth than about 100 feet. (Baron Fourier
mentions 130 feet as the maximum depth; Poisson fixes it at sev

enty-six feet.) A thermometer placed at that depth remains sta

tionary all the year. The diurnal effect does not extend more than
three or four feet. In receding from the tropics, the amount of
solar heat diminishes. During six months it continues to increase,
and to diminish the remaining six months. The decrease of the
mean temperature from the equator towards the poles is nearly in

proportion to the cosines of latitude. Prof. Forbes has made some
observations near Edinburgh, from which it appears that the os
cillations of annual temperature would cease at the depth of forty
nine feet in trap tufa, sixty-two feet in incoherent sand, and ninety
one feet in compact sandstone.

Solar heat is the fundamental element on which depends the surface
temperature of the globe and the character of the climate.

2. Nature of the Surface.-The radiating and absorbing power
of land is quite different from that of water. Ice and snow are
still different; and the nature of the soil affects sensibly its power
to imbibe or give off heat. Hence low islands have a higher tem

perature than large continents in the same latitude; and, the
ocean possesses greater uniformity of climate than the land.

On these facts Sir Charles Lycli has founded an hypothesis for explaining
the high temperature of the surface of the globe in northern latitudes in early
times. He supposes that but little land then existed in the northern parts of
the globe, and that this produced so great an elevation of temperature above
what it s at present, that tropical animals and plants might then have inhab
ited regions now subjected to almost perpetual winter. That the quantity of
dry land in the northern hemisphere, during the deposition of tho older fbs
stilferous rocks, was much less than at present is very probable; and this
might affect the climate somewhat. But if the action of currents from tropi
cal regions extending to the frigid zone, at the present day, is not sufficient
to render the climate temperate, we can not think a greater depression in an
cient times would be adequate to the production of a climate in which tropi
cal plants and animals might flourish.

3. Height above the Ocean.-The temperature of the air dimin
ishes one degree Fahrenheit for 300 feet of altitude; two degrees
for 595 feet; three degrees for 872 feet; four degrees for 1,124
feet; five degrees for 1,347 feet; arid six degrees for 1,539 feet.
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Hence, at the equator perpetual frost exists at the height of 15,000
feet, diminishing to 13,000 feet at either tropic. Between lati
tudes 400 and o it varies from 9,000 to 4,000 feet. In almost

every part of the frigid zone this line. descends to the surface.
These results, however, are greatly modified by several circum
stances; so that, in fact, the line of perpetual congelation is not a

regular curve, but rather an irregular line descending and ascend

ing.
4. Oceanic Currents.-The surface of all oceans is occupied by

currents. Some flow from the poles toward the tropics, carrying
with them cold water, thus lowering materially the temperature
of the warmer regions. Others flow from the tropics to the colder

regions, carrying warm water and the products of warm climates,
with effects to correspond. Most of the irregularities in the iso
thermal curves, where they cross oceans, are produced in this way.
A familiar illustration may be seen along our coast. A cold cur

rent from Baffin's Bay passes near the eastern shore of North

America, and makes the isotherm bend to the south along the

whole distance ; while the Gulf Stream, passing in the opposite
direction, outside of the cold current, renders the climate of north

ern Europe much warmer than our shores at the same degree of

latitude.
5. Temperature of the Celestial Spaces around the Earth.-This

can not be much less than the temperature around the poles of

the earth, where the solar heat has scarcely any influence. Now

the lowest temperature hitherto observed near the poles (as re

corded by Dr. Kane in North Greenland) is 70° below zero; and

this has been assumed as the temperature of the planetary spaces.
Hence it follows that there must be a constant radiation of heat

from the earth into space.

6. TEMPERATURE OF THE INTERIOR OF THE EARTH.

In descending into the earth, beneath the point where it is

affected by solar heat, we find that the temperature regularly and

rapidly increases. If this rate is continuous, all the interior of

the earth, below a crust of 100 miles thick, is at present in a state

of fusion. Fig. 124 represents the proportion of melted and un

melted matter in the earth, on the supposition that the crust,

which is represented by the black line, is 100 miles thick.
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The evidences of an increase in the temperature of the interior

are these: the higher temperature of the earth in all artificial

excavations of considerable depth; the existence of thermal

springs; and the existence and distribution of volcanoes.

Proof 1.-There are three sources of information from artifi

cial excavations. 1. The temperature of springs which issue from

the rocks in mines. 2. The temperature of the rock itself in

mines. 3. The temperature of the water from Artesian wells.

The following table gives many of the particulars:

TEMPERATURE OF SPRINGS IN MINES.

COUNTRIES. Mrsxs. 4

I-'

I- "C)
4.

.1'C) C)C) C)

-Or

-.'.

-. 0
a&.

Saxony Lead and Silver Mine of Junghohe
Birk 256 4S.9' 46.9' 102.4
do of Beschertgluck 712 54.5 46.4 8T.

Brittany do of POUIInUOLI 128 53.4 52.7 182.
do of liuelgoet 191 54. 51.8 89.5

Cornwall Dolcoath Mine 1440 82. 50. 45.
Mexico Guanaxato% Silver Mine 1718 98.2 68.8 45.8

TJPERATUE15 OF THE ROCK IN MINES.
1. In loose matter near the/ace of the rock.

Cornwall United Copper Mines 1
11421142
12011201

8TA8TA
88.88.

5050 80.580.5
81.181.1

Carmeau.x, Fr Coal Pit of Ravin 591 62.8 52 55.8
do of Castollan 630 67.1 52 40.8

2. in me rock near its 8u.rface.
Saxony Mine of Beschertgluck 591 52.2 101.

do do 818 59. 46.4 61.
do do 1246 65.1 64.4

8. Three/set three inches within the rock.
Cornwall Dolcoath Mine. Register kept 18

months 18.31 75.6 50. 54.
Saxony Lead and Silver Mine of Knrplnz 413 59.6 81.8

do do (10 686 62.5 42.6
do do do 1063 67.7 49.9

E. Virginia Coal Mines 780 68.7 56.7 60.

TEMPERATURE OF ARTESIAN WELLS.
Paris, near the Barrier do Grenelle 1800 8.3. 51.1 50.
Paris, Fountain de St. "Tenant 828 57.2 49.
Tours 459 63.5 52.1 42.5
La Rochelle 869 64.6 53.4 83.
Near Berlin, in Piussfa 615 61.6 49.1 86.3
Louisville, Ky 2086 76.5
Charleston, S. C . . . .... . . ........ . . ........ . . ...... . . .. .. . . 910 69. 82.8 64.
New Brunswick. N. J ............ . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . ....894 54 72.

Artesian wells have lately been applied with success in Wurtemburg, to
prevent frost from stopping machinery which was moved by running water,
and also for warming a paper manufactory. Who knows but this application
may prove of immense benefit to some regions of the globe?
The increase of temperature from the surface of the earth downwards does
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Fig. 14.

not appear to be at the same rate in all countries. The mean of all the ob
servations which have been made in England, gives 44 feet for a change of
one degree. In some mines in France the increase is much slower, and in
a few it is faster. The mean is reckoned at about 45 feet for each degree.
In Mexico according to the only observation given above, it is 45.8 feet. In
Saxony it is considerably greater, not far from 65 feet to a degree. The few
observations in this country, given in the preceding table, indicate an increase
of 57 feet to a degree.
The average increase for all the countries where observations have been

made is stated by the British Association to be at the rate of 45 feet to each
degree, and this may be used for the present.

At this rate, assuming the temperature of the surface to be 50°,

a heat sufficient to boil water would -be reached at the depth of

7,290 feet, or more than a mile; a heat of 6,400°, sufficient to

melt all known rocks, would be reached at 59.23 miles; and if

the temperature continued to increase uniformly, at the center of

the earth it would amount to 475,000°. But it is probable that

the degree of heat is uniform after reaching a certain point.

Another method of calculating the thickness of the crust has been pro
posed from the Precession of the Equinoxes. This change of the earth's po
sition is caused by the attraction of the sun and moon upon the protuberant
ring of matter around the equator. It is claimed that the amount of this at
traction will vary in proportion to the amount of fluid matter in the earth.
If the earth were entirely fluid or entirely solid, the amount of precession
would vary to the one or other side of its present rate. Thus the present
rate is a sort of medium between two extremes; and hence it is calculated
that the solid crust of the earth must he at least 800 miles thick to be con
sistent with the present amount of precession. This view would relieve

many ofthe difficulties urged against the doctrine of internal heat; but the
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solution of the problem depends upon so many niceties, that it would be well
to suspend our judgment upon the results of the calculation until all the
preliminaries are satisfactorily established.

This argument for the internal heat of the earth receives strong
corroboration from the fact that not one exception to this increase

of internal temperature has ever occurred, where the experiment has
been made in deep excavations.

It appears from the experiments and profound mathematical

reasoning of Baron Fourier, that even admitting all the internal

parts of the earth to be in a fused state, except a crust of thirty
or forty miles in thickness, the effect of that internal heat might
be insensible at the surface, on account of the extreme slowness
with which heat passes through the oxidized crust. lie has
shown that the excess of temperature at the surface of the earth,
in consequence of this internal beat., is not more than 1-17th of a

degree (Fahr.), nor can it ever be reduced more than that amount

by this cause. This amount of heat would not melt a coat of ice
10 feet thick in less than 100 years; or about one inch per annum.
The temperature of the surface has not diminished on this ac
count, during the last 2,000 years, more than the 167th part of a

degree; and it would take 200,000 years for the present rate of
increase in the temperature, as we descend into the earth, to in
crease the temperature at the surface one degree; that is, sup
posing the internal heat to be 500 times greater than that of boil

ing water. From all which it follows, that if internal heat exist,
it has long since ceased to have any effect practically upon the
climate of the globe.

Proof 2.-Until some fact can be adduced showing that the
heat of the earth ceases to increase beyond a certain depth, noth

ing but hypothesis can be adduced to prove that it does not go on

increasing, until at least the rocks are all melted; for when they
are brought into a fluid state, it is not difficult to see how the

temperature may become more equalized through the mass, in

consequence of the motion of the fluid matter; so that the tem

perature of the whole may not be greatly above that of fused
rock. Now, if the hypothesis of internal fluidity have other

arguments (which follow below) in its favor, while no facts of im

portance sustain its opposite, the former should be adopted.
Proof 3.-This is derived from the existence of thermal springs.
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Vast numbers of these occur in regions far removed from any
modern volcanic action; generally upon lofty mountain ranges;
as upon the Alps, the Pyrenees, the Caucasus, the Ozark moun
tains in this country, where are nearly seventy, in California, etc.
Their temperature varies from about summer heat to that of

boiling water. Nor can their origin be explained without suppos

ing a deep-seated source of heat in the earth.

Proof 4.-The existence of 400 active volcanoes, and many
extinct ones, whose origin is deep seated, and which are connected

over extensive areas. If these were confined to one part of the

globe, or if after one eruption the volcano were to remain forever

quiet, we might regard the cause as local and the effect of partic
ular chemical changes at those places, aided perhaps by electro

magnetic agencies. But if the internal parts of the earth are in

a melted state, that is, in the state of lava; *and if this mass be

slowly cooling, occasional eruptions of the matter ought to be ex

pected to take place by existing volcanoes. Assuming the thick

ness of the earth's crust to be sixty miles, the contraction of this

envelope one 13,000th of an inch, would force out matter enough
to form one of the greatest volcanic eruptions on record. More

probably, however, the percolations of water to the heated nucleus,

or other causes of disturbance, more frequently produce an erup
tion than simple contraction.

Some geologists have proposed chemical theories to account for the phe
nomena of volcanoes. We will consider the two most important ones.

Hypothesis of the .jl(etalloids.-This hypothesis, originally proposed, though
subsequently abandoned, by Sir Humphrey Davy, supposes the internal parts
of the earth, whether hot or cold, fluid or solid, to be composed in part of the
metallic bases of the alkalies and earths, which combine energetically with
oxygen whenever they are brought into contact with water, with the evolu
tion of light and heat. To these metalloids water occasionally percolates in
large quantities through fissures in the strata, and its sudden decomposition
produces an eruption. Dr. Daubeny, the most strenuous advocate of this
theory, has brought forward a great number of considerations which render it
quite probable that this cause may often be concerned in producing volcanic
phenomena, even if we do not admit that it is the sole cause.
Many of the phenomena of volcanoes may be explained upon this view, as

the formation of vapor, the extrication of gases, and the sublimation of sul
phur, salts, etc., and the connection of volcanoes with water. But it does
not satisfactorily account for the constantly active vents. Moreover, silica,
the most common chemical combination in lava, can not be produced by the
union of siicium and oxygen under any heat known to chemists. Silicium is
unaltered before the blowpipe, and is incombustible in oxygen gas. Aluminum
also unites with oxygen very slowly, even under powerful heat.

.afod/ied Chemical Theory.-Some geologists, as LyeU, have called in the
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aid of electricity to assist in the decompositions and recompositiong that
result from volcanic agency. By this means the temperature of the uncon-_
bined metals is raised, so as to cause them to become oxidized more readily.'

Against the universality, at least, of both these theories, may be brought
to bear the type of volcanic action in Mauna Loa and Kilauca. It is a quiet,
gradual overflow, not a sudden decomposition and recomposition of elements,
evolving great heat with explosive accompaniments. The chemical theories
suppose violent action.

OBJECTIONS TO THE, DOCTRINE OF INTERNAL UEAT.

Objection 1. It has been maintained that the high temperature of deep
excava-tionsmay be explained by chemical changes going on in the rocks; such as the
decomposition of iron pyrites by mineral waters, the lights employed by the
workmen, the heat of their bodies, and especially by the condensation of air
at great depths.

Answer. In the experiments that have been made upon the temperature
of mines, care has been taken to avoid all these sources of error except the
last (which are indeed sometimes very considerable), and yet the general re
sult is as has been stated; nor is there a single example on the other side to
invalidate that result. As to the condensation of air in mines, Mr. Fox has
shown that the air which ascends from their bottom is much warmer than
when there; so that it carries away instead of producing heat.

Objection 2. The temperature of the ocean. The temperature of the ocean
diminishes as the depth increases; at first rapidly, then very slowly. The
deepest measurements do not indicate any increase of heat, but only a
uniform coldness. From observations made by Lieut. Maury and others, it is
found that the change of temperature in the ocean is as follows: for the first
2,500 feet the temperature diminishes 40°; from 2,500 to 14,000 feet the re
duction is about 3°. The temperature at any lower depth is unknown.

Answer. There are many local exceptions to this decrease of temperature,
especially in northern latitudes; yet, on the whole, we should expect that
the temperature of the sea would decrease downwards, until it had reached a
temperature below which it would rarely descend; after which we should
expect a uniform temperature to the greatest depths. Moreover, it is a fact
that the warmest particles of a liquid body always rise to the top, as is the
case in a vessel of water that is heated over a fire; that is, the strata ofwater
arrange themselves according to their specific gravities. Hence we should
expect to find the warmer portions upon the surface. The temperature of
sea-water, at great depths, can never be less than 25.4°, because that is the

point of its greatest density. If it was colder than this, it would rise, in

consequence of being specifically lighter by expansion.
Objection 3. Circulation of the internal heat. If the central heat were as

intense as is represented, there must be a circulation of currents, tending to

equalize the temperature of the resulting fluid, and the solid crust itself would
be melted. For example, if the whole planet were composed of water, the
exterior crust of fifty miles thickness being condensed to ice, and the interior
ocean having a central heat about 200 times that of the melting point of ice,
then the ice, instead of being strengthened annually by new internal layers,
would be melted, and the whole spheroid assume an equable temperature
throughout. This is the objection of Sir Charles Lyell.
Answer 1. It is not essential to the doctrine of central heat that a tem

perature very much exceeding that requisite to melt rocks (6,400° F.) should
exist in any part of the molten nucleus. It may even be admitted that the

-whole globe was cooled down very nearly to that point befQre a crust began

9
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to form over it. For still, according to the conclusions of Fourier, it-would
require an immense period to cool the internal parts, so that they should lose
their fluid incandescent state after a crust of some twenty miles thick had
been formed over them.

2. There is the case of currents of lava, which cool at their surface, so as
to permit men to walk over them, while for years, and even decades of years,
the lava beneath is in a molten state, and sometimes even in motion. And if
a crust can thus readily be formed over lava, why might not one be formed
over the whole globe, while its interior was in a melted state; and if a crust
only a few feet in thickness can so long preserve the internal mass of lava at
an incandescent heat, why may not a crust upon the earth, many miles in
thickness, preserve for thousands of years the nucleus of the earth in the
same state? True, if we immerse a solid piece of metal in a melted mass of
the same, the fragment will be melted; because it can not radiate the heat
which passes into it. but keep one side of the fragment exposed to a cold
medium, as the crust of the earth is, and it will require very much stronger
heat to melt the other side. If the crust of the globe were to be broken into
fragments, and these plunged into fluid matter beneath, probably the whole
would soon be melted, if the internal heat be strong enough. But so long as
its outer surface is surrounded by a medium, whose temperature is at least
_1O0, nothing but a heat inconceivably powerful, can make much impression
on its interior surface.

3. A globe of water intensely heated at it center, and covered by a crust
of ice, is not a just illustration of a globe of earth in a similar condition, cov
ered by a crust of rocks and soils. For between the ice and water there is
no intermediate or semi-fluid condition. As soon as the ice melts, there ex
ists a perfect mobility among the particles; so that the hottest, because the
lightest, would always be kept in contact with the surrounding crust of ice,
and melt it continually more and more; especially as ice, being a perfect non
conductor of heat, would not permit any of it to pass through, and by ra
diation prevent the melting. On the other hand, between solid rock and
perfectly fluid lava, there is every conceivable degree of spissitudo; and of
course every degree of mobility among the particles. Hence, they could not in
that semi-fluid stratum, arrange themselves in the order of their specific grav
ities; and therefore, the layer of greatest heat would not be in contact with
the unmelted solid rock. True, the heat would be diffused outwards, but so
long as the hardened crust could radiate the excess of temperature, the melt
ing would not advance in that direction. This would take place only when
the heat was so excessive, that the envelope could not throw it off into
space.
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We have already shown that probably the interior of the earth

is in a state of igneous fluidity. We now advance a step farther,

and say, that previous to the formation of the lowest solid rocks,

the whole globe was in a state of igneous fusion, and that its

present crust has been formed by the cooling of the surface by
radiation. Many of the proofs of this position are also the

strongest arguments for the present internal heat of the earth.

Proof (1). The Spheroidal Figure of the Earth.-This is the

strongest of all the proofs. The form of the earth is precisely
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that which it would assume, if while in a fluid state, it began to
revolve on its axis with its present velocity; and hence the proba
bility is strong that this was the origin of its oblateness. But if

originally fluid, it must have been igneous fluidity; for since the
solid matter of the globe is at present 50,000 times heavier than
the water, the idea of aqueous fluidity is entirely out of the ques
tion. If the rate of revolution bad been greater than it is now,
the poles would have been flattened more, and if the rotation had
been less rapid, the poles would have been flattened less than at

present. To have formed a perfect sphere, there must have been
no rotation at all.

Proof (2). All the crust of the globe has been in a melted state.-
As to the older unstratified rocks nearly all admit that they are

of igneous or aqueo-igneous origin. As to the aqueous and

metamorphic rocks, also, it will be admitted that they were orig

inally made up of fragments derived from the unstratified rocks;

and consequently that they have been melted. Hence if the en

tire crust of the globe has been melted, it is a fair presumption
that it was the result of the fusion of the whole globe.

Proof (3). The universality of a tropical or ultra-tropical
climate, in the earlier geological ages, and in high latitudes.-If the

earth has passed through the process of refrigeration, there must

have been a time, when the 'whole surface had such a high tem

perature, as is denoted by its organic remains. A climate, also,

chiefly dependent on subterranean agency, would be more uni

form over the whole globe, than one dependent on solar influence:

and the first appears to have been the agency in those remote ages.

Other Suppositions.-1. Lyell has proposed an hypothesis, dependent upon
the relative height of land in high latitudes at different periods, to explain
the tropical character of organic remains, without the aid of a seàular refriger
ation. But this has already been treated of. 2. Another hypothesis has
been advanced with much confidence by certain writers, not, however, prac
tical geologists, to the same effect. It supposes these organic remains to
have been drifted after death from the torrid zone. But their great distance
in general from the torrid zone, the perfect preservation, in many cases, of
their most delicate parts, with other evidences of quiet inhumation near the
spot where they lived, such as the preservation in several cases of the softer
parts of the animals, render such a supposition wholly untenable.

Proof (4).-This theory furnishes us with the only known ade-

quate cause for the elevation mountain chains and continents.
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OTHER SUPPOSED CAUSES OF ELEVATION.

1. Earthquakes.-Examples have been given in another place of small and
limited elevations of land, produced by earthquakes. And it has been main
tained that an indefinite repetition of such events might elevate the highest
mountains, if they took place on no larger scale than at present. But it seems
to be satisfactorily proved, that some elevations at least, such as those pro
ducing the enormous dislocations in the north of England, have occurred to
an extent of several thousand feet, by a single paroxysmal effort; whereas
the mightiest effects of a modern earthquake have produced elevations only a
few feet, and in most cases the uplifted surface has again subsided. Again,
there is little probability that a succession of earthquakes should take place
along the same extended line through so many ages, as would be necessary to
raise some existing mountain chains. Earthquakes may explain some slight
vertical movements of limited districts; but the cause seems altogether inade
quate to the effect, when applied to the elevation of continents.

2. Expansion of Rocks by Heat,-A block of granite, five feet long, if its
temperature be raised 96°, will expand 0.027792 inch; a block of crystalline
marble, 0.03264 inch; sandstone 0.054914 inch. By these data it appears,
that were the temperature of a portion of the earth's crust ten miles thick to
be raised 600°, it would cause the surface to rise 200 feet. A greater heat
would produce greater results, such as have taken place in the earth's
history.

This cause, therefore, though it may perhaps explain such vertical move
ments of particular regions as are taking place in Scandinavia, Greenland,
Italy, England, etc., seems inadequate to account for the permanent elevation
of large continents. If they had been raised in this manner, and the same
remark applies to some extent to earthquakes, we should hardly expect to
find several distinct systems of elevation on the same continent, nor so many
examples of vertical strata.

3. Unequal contraction and expansion of land and water by cold and heat.-
Assuming the mean depth of the ocean to be ten miles, and that it had cooled
from boiling heat to 40° F., its volume would contract about 0.042; while
the contraction of the land would be only 0.00417. This would produce a
sinking of the ocean of 697 feet. An increase of temperature would produce
an opposite effect; viz., the partial submersion of the land; though it would
be less than the desiccation, because of the greater area over which the
water would flow. Admitting these changes of temperature to have taken
place, and the theory of central heat supposes the former, that is, the re
frigeration, they could not account for the desiccation of the globe, because
the tilted condition of the strata shows that the land has been raised up;
whereas this theory implies a mere draining of the waters.

4. A change in the position of the poles of the globe.-This hypothesis-not
long since so much in vogue-would explain how continents once beneath
the ocean are now above it, if we admit the form of the earth before the
change, to have been the same as at present: viz., an oblate spheroid. But
it would not explain the tilted condition of the strata, nor is it sustained by
any analogous phenomena which astronomy describes.

EFFECTS OF THE EARTH'S REFRIGERATION.

The consequences of the earth's cooling are these: 1. Solidi

fication of the surface, so as to form a crust. 2. Contraction, in

volving both subsidence and elevation of parts of the crust. .
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Fissures of the crust, or faults, producing displacements in the
strata. 4. Escape of heat and eruptions of melted matter from
the igneous nucleus through these fissures. 5. Earthquakes. a.

Configuration of the earth's surface, or the courses of mountains
and coast lines, and the general forms of the continents.

1. Solidification of the Surface.-This process must have been

extremely gradual at the first, and still slower after the forma
tion of a crust. These conditions would be favorable to crys
tallization; and there may have been a general uniformity in the

crystalline structure, so that there should be two directions of
easiest fracture in the crust, a north-east and a north-west course.

It is probable that large circular or elliptical areas continued open
as centers of volcanic action, which have been giowing smaller to

the present time, or may have become extinct.

2. Contraction.-As the globe continued to cool, its size would

diminish. After a crust had been formed, the interior portion
would gradually lose its heat and contract, perhaps leaving a va

cant space between itself and the crust. 1Vhere the tension was

too great to be sustained, the consolidated crust would collapse

upon the contracted interior nucleus, and thus gradually produce
the present ridged and furrowed condition of the surface.

Fig. 15

Fig. 125 will illustrate this point. The outer circle represents the crust of
the earth, after it had become consolidated above the liquid mass within.
This heated nucleus would go on contracting as it cooled, while the crust
would remain nearly of the same size. At length, when it became necessary
for the crust to accommodate itself to the nucleus, contracted, say to the inner
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circle, it could do this only by falling down in some places and rising in
others; as is represented by the irregular line between the two circles. Thus
would the surface of the earth become plicated by the sinking down of some
parts by their gravity, and the elevation of correspondent ridges by the lat
eral pressure.

It has been objected that such a shortening of the earth's diameter as this
hypothesis supposes would increase the rapidity of its rotary motion, and
shorten the length of the day; whereas astronomy shows that for 2,000 years
no such change has taken place.
But that period is too short fairly to test the point; since it requires a long

time for the tension upon the crust of the globe to become so great as to pro
duce a fracture; and this may not have occurred since that time. If there
be any flexibility, however, in the earth's crust, gravity must produce some
depression of it in some places, and elevation in others, before the tension is
great enough to produce a fracture. And possibly this may be the origin
of some cases of slight subsidence or elevation on record.

Thus a contraction of the nucleus beneath the crust causes a

subsidence of the surface in one place and an eleyation in another,

by lateral pressure. This leads us to speak more particularly of

the depression of the beds of the oceans, and the vertical movements

of continents.

DEPRESSION OF THE BEDS OF OCEANS.

The subsidence of the surface would be greatest where the crust

was thinnest, and least where the crust was thickest. When the

crust was sufficiently cool to allow the presence of water, large
lakes would collect in the lowest places, where the subsidence had

been the greatest. The parts elevated would continue to increase
in thickness more than the depressed portions, because the heat

would radiate less rapidly through the former. We must suppose
that this process of the subsidence of the basins and the elevation

of the shores to have continued until oceans and continents were

formed. Some maintain, as Professor Dana, whose excellent views
we mostly adopt upon the whole subject of refrigeration, that our

present oceans and continents have never changed places from the
earliest times, but that the oceans have been constantly growing
deeper, and the continents higher, though subject to frequent
minor variations.

These principles may be more clearly understood by an explanation of Fig.
126. The dotted line a a represents the outline of the globe before contraction;
the line c c, its present surface, having a large ocean, d d, in a depression of
the surface. At first there may have been numerous small depressions in the dis
trict now occupied by the ocean, too shallow to contain all the water. As
the depth increased the water would leave, the higher lands and occupy the
oceanic depression, while the continental shores E are enlarging and rising.
The depression may not be uniform, but may be studded with islands, f1 often
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volcanic, as the internal fires show themselves whore the crust is weakest.
From this figure we see that the amount of lateral action claimed is very
great, as the heights B E on the scale adopted correspond to eleva-
tions more than twelve miles above the sea level. r- 1g. 126.

Fig. 1, of our first section, illustrates these principles in the ?
Atlantic Ocean. The West Indies Islands at the west end of
the section may be regarded as a part of the western continent,
as their position shows them to belong to the continental area.

Fig. 126 corresponds more nearly with the arrangement of land
and. water in and about the Pacific Ocean.

VERTICAL MOVEMENTS OF CONTINENTS.

It is a well establishea fact, that large tracts of land,

and even continents, are now undergoing vertical

movements, both of elevation, depression, and as the

resqit, sometimes a see-saw movement. These changes
of level can not have been produced by earthquakes.

Examples of Elevation.-The most certain example of eleva
tion of an extensive tract of country, in comparatively recent
times, is that of the northern shores of the Baltic, investigated
with great ability by Von Buck and LyelI. Some parts of the
coast appear to have experienced no vertical movement. But
from G-othenburgh to Torneo, and from thence to North Cape, a
distance of more than 1,000 geographical miles, the country
appears to have been raised up from 100 to '700 feet above the
sea. The breadth of the region thus elevated is not known,
and the rate at which the hind rises (in some places towards
four feet in a century) is different in different places. The evi
dence that such a movement is taking place, is principally de
rived from the shells of the mollusca now living in the Baltic

being found at the elevations above named; and some of the
barnacles attached to the rocks. They have been discovered Jf
inland in one instance '70 miles. (;
In other countries similar proofs are relied upon to show 1

elevation. In Scotland, England and Wales beaches contain- /7
ing existing sea-shells are found in many places at various
altitudes, from a few feet to 2,300. In North America, as
already mentioned, similar relics are abundant in the Northern States and
along the southern coast as high as 540 feet. But it has been shown in
Section IV. that our country has been elevated at least 2,500 feet during
the alluvial period.

Mr. Darwin has shown, beyond all question, that the eastern part of South
America has been raised in the most quiet manner, without disturbing the

horizontality of the strata,, from 100 to 1,400 feet, over an extent of 1,180
miles, since the drift period.. It is difficult to explain such a movement by
common earthquake ,action.
Example of Depression.-In the southernmost part of Sweden, in the prov

ince of Scania, there has been a loss instead of a gain in the land, amounting
to several feet.

Examples ofthe See-saw ATovement.-In Finmark, in Scandinavia, the terraces
show that at one end of a district, forty geographical miles in extent, the land
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has sunk fifty-eight feet;; while at the other extremity there has been a rise
of ninety-six feet. It has been supposed that the whole of Greenland was
gradually sinking. But the observations of Dr. Kane show that only about
300 miles of the southern part is sinking, while the northern parts are rising.
The aids of oscillation is at the latitude of77°. The evidences ofelevation are in
the successive terraces or beaches, often containing marine shells, which line
the sides of the liords. Upon Mary Miuturn river there are forty one of these
shelves, the highest of which is 480 feet above the ocean. They were corn
pared to the Parallel Roads of Glen Roy in their general aspect. This eleva
tion is of a comparatively recent date, because deserted stone huts were seen,
which had been abandoned by the natives in consequence of their elevation.
Darwin and Dana have shown that over a wide area of the Pacific Ocean

a part of the islands are rising and a part sinking by this same oscillatory
movement.

Submarine Forests-On the shores of Great Britain, France

and the United States, usually a few feet beneath low-water mark,

there occur trees, stumps arid peat, seeming to be ancient swamps
which have subsided beneath the waters, sometimes to the depth
of ten feet. In many cases the stumps appear. to stand in the

spats where they originally grew; yet it requires great care to

ascertain this fact.

Th6 Origin of these Forests.-It is probable that this phenomenon results
from several causes. I. When the barrier between a peat swamp and the
sea is broken through, so that the water may be drained oft a subsidence of
several feet may take place in the soft spongy matter of the swamp, sufficient
to bring it under water. 2. In a case on Hogg Island, in Casco Bay, it is
inferred that some submarine forests may have been produced by the gradual
removal of the contents of a peat swamp, by the retiring tide, after the bar
rier between it and the ocean has been removed so as to form a slight slope
into the water. At the spot referred to, the process may be seen partly com
pleted. 3. But probably most submarine forests were produced by earth
quakes, or other causes of subsidence, which we find to have operated on the
earth's surface.

Temple of Jupiter &rapis. There has been an interesting subsidence and
elevation of land at Pozzuoli, near Naples, as exhibited by the ruins of an
ancient Roman temple. The temple was originally built at the level of the
sea, for the convenience of sea-bathers. Subsequently the ground subsided,
and a lake was formed in the interior of the temple, in which incrustations
were deposited from a hot spring as high as 4.6 feet. Then the sea brought
in ashes and sand to the height of seven feet. Next the area was subjected
to a violent incursion of the sea, other materials were brought in, and the sub
sidence continued to the height ofnineteen feet above the pavement. After this
third subsidence the sea remained quiet, and ]ithophagous molluscs attached
themselves to those parts ofthe columns within seven or eight feet of the sur
face. At length the land gradually rose, until the pavement of the temple is
now on the level of the sea. The shells were left in the cavities excavated
by their inhabitants, and thus indicate to us the former subsidence.

Fig. 127 shows the present aspect of the columns. Those parts of them
which are covered by the markings of the Modiolie are indicated by trans
verse lines in the figure.
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Fig. 127.
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FOLDING OF STRATA.

The energy exerted in raising vast tracts of land has produced
the foldings in the strata described in Section I. These flexures

are of three kinds. When both sides of the curve, or anticlinal

axis, are inclined at the same angle, the flexure is said to be sym
metrical. Fig. 128 represents the normal and most common of

the curves. It is the direct result of a lateral force crowding the

strata. If the lateral force continues to act after the formation

of the normal flexure, it will make both sides steeper, until the

side most remote from the lateral force is bent under the other,

as in Fig. 129. This is the folded flexure.

Fig. 128. Fig. 1

It is a curious fact that in the continental elevations adjoining
the oceans, there is a succession of these three kinds of flexures.

9*
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Nearest the oceans the inverted anticlinals alone are found; but

gradually becoming less inclined, till the normal, and finally the

symmetrical flexures are reached. Fig. 19 shows a natural sec
tion of the rocks across the Alleghany range in the eastern part
of the United States, exhibiting this succession of flexures. In

Pennsylvania the folded and normal curves appear; west of which
are the symmetrical flexures of the Upper Paleozoic rocks of

Ohio. For the discovery of this beautiful series of curves the
world is indebted to Professors H. D. and W. B. Rogers.
As the strata are elevated to form these curves, igneous mat

ters would fill the vacancies beneath the arches, and thus assist in
the process both by sustaining the strata and by increasing their

pliability through the transmission of heat. The Professors

Rogers, in accounting for these flexures, admit a degree of lateral
action, but argue that this action proceeded from the propelling
force or thrust of moving waves of igneous matter, or the natural
undulations of the liquid interior.

8. FISSURES AND DISPLACEMENTS OF THE CRUST.

Fissures in the crust of the earth are produced by the unequal
contraction of its different parts-the weight of one portion being
too great to be sustained by other portions of the crust; hence
there will be a forcible rupture of the strata, and the layers, once
continuous, may be displaced, sometimes hundreds of feet. The
direction of the fissures may coincide with the tendency of the
rocks to cleave in a general northeasterly or northwesterly direc
tion, or be modified by the size and relative positions of large
areas contracting unequally.
Many of the fissures thus produced may be arranged in systems

of uninterrupted or parallel lines instead of single lines of great
length. Sometimes these lines, or systems of lines, are curved.
Fissures often occur along anticlinal or synclinal lines, as in Fig.
40, because the rocks are weakest along these axes.

4. SOAPE OF HEAT AND MELTED MATTER THROUGH FISSURES.

Dykes are eruptions of melted matter filling tip fissures; their

injection is an eject, not a cause of displacement.
Like the fissures, dykes are arranged in systems, either linear

or curved. It is an interesting fact that these systems correspond
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in their mode of distribution with volcanoes. For a fine illustra
tion we refer to Percival's remarkably accurate map of the dykes
of Connecticut. (See Geol. Report of Connecticut.)

The continental thermal springs, dykes of igneous rocks and
volcanoes are found chiefly along the mountain ranges near
oceans; that is, along those portions of the crust which have
been elevated and fractured by the lateral forces produced by
contraction. The larger these ranges are, the greater has been
the action of heat. For example, along the ranges of the Pacific
coast of North America, some of them 18,000 feet above the
ocean, there are immense active and extinct volcanoes, besides
vast basaltic overflows; while along the Atlantic coast, where

only a few peaks exceed 8,000 feet, there are no volcanoes, but a
few thermal springs, metamorphic rocks, and fewer dykes.
The subjects of eruptions and earthquakes have 1ready been treated of.

They are the legitimate results of the former igneous fluidity of the earth,
but they are also the proofs of the doctrine, and must, therefore, be described
before stating the theory.

. CONF1A1URATION OF ME EARTH'S SURFACE.

The earth i a flattened spheroid, marked, with elevations and

depressions-the former constituting continents and islands, and

the latter forming the beds of the oceans. The average height of

the laud above the level of the ocean is 1,008 feet; and the

average depth of the ocean beneath the same level, is from two to

three miles. The proportion of the surface covered by land to

that covered by water, is as three to eight; or fifty-three millions

of square miles of land, to 144 millions of square miles of water.

There are evidences of systematic structure in the relative ar

rangements of land and water, but especially in the configuration
of the continents themselves. The northern hemisphere contains

more than three-fourths of all the land on the globe; and if the

north pole be shifted to the south part of England, nine-tenths of

all the land would be in the northern hemisphere, while the

water would be mostly in the southern hemisphere. The land

is in two great areas, the Eastern and Western Hemispheres.

They nearly unite about the north pole, but towards the south

pole divide into three great peninsulas, diverging in different

directions; viz., SoutL America, Africa, and Australia, which last,

with the adjaccn, islands, may be viewed a& a southeast prolonga-
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tion of Asia. There is a tendency to a triangular form in the

subdivisions of the land, as in Africa and the two Americas. En

circling the earth in the tropics, tlere is a nearly continuous,

though irregular belt of water.

An order of arrangement may be seen more clearly in the

trends or directions of islands, coast lines, and mountains. The

islands in the Pacific Ocean, which are properly the peaks of sub

merged mountain ranges, have a prevalent northwesterly trend,

and there are several systems of islands nearly parallel to one

another. The coast lines have mostly a northwesterly or north

easterly direction; and it is the constancy of these two directions

which has given to so many of the continental subdivisions a

triangular form. All the shores of the Americas and Africa, the

western of Europe, and the southeastern of Asia, have one of

these courses. And as in all these continents there are great

ranges of mountains parallel to these shores, it will be observed

that these two general directions belong to them also.

A careful examination of all the trends of island groups, moun

tains and coast-lines, results in the following laws:

(a.) The ranges are made up of shorter consecutive and some

times parallel lines, instead of being uninterrupted for long dis

tances. All the parts of Fig. 130 illustrate this law.

Fig 110. (b.) The ranges are more corn-
_____ - - -

monly curved, than straight or cor-

responding to a great circle of the
earth, as in b, c, d, and f.

(c.) The straight ranges mayhave
either straight or curved constituent
lines, as a and c.

a (d.) Curved ranges may arise
from a general curvature in the
whole, as is represented by the

0 dotted lines in b and d, or from the

positions of the constituent parts.
1 1 H _-! (e.) The same range may vary

greatly in its course in different

portions of the whole.

(f.) When two courses intersect each other, they meet nearly
at right angles, but they may directly unite by a curve.
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Fig. 130 illustrates these different; laws. Thestraight or curved lines representthe parts of the ranges; that is, successive peaks of mountains, or islands in theocean; and the general direction of the smaller lines shows the course of the
ranges. If one examines the latest and most accurate maps, he will find all
these ranges illustrated in the great mountain ranges of the globe, and espe
cially in the islands and coasts of the Pacific Ocean. For example, the system of curves in e may be seen by observing the curves along the Asiatic
coast from Alaska, in Russian America, to Siam. f may be illustrated bythe Azores or Western Islands.

We may conclude from these laws that there is a system in the

grand outlines of the earth, although we may not as yet be fami
liar with all its details; that all over the globe, northwest and
northeast lines pre'"ail, corresponding to the general cleavage
structure of the crust; and that these lines or ranges do not con
form to the great circles of the earth, but are often quite irregular,
and even intersect one another.

Typical Form. of Continents.-The simplest continental fea
ture is that of a great basin, bordered by mountain ranges, and

having a general triangular shape. Sections across all the conti
nents illustrate this feature. Fig. 131 shows a section across
North America, having the Appallachian ranges upon the eastern
border, the Rocky Mountain ranges upon the western border, and
the great plains of the western and southern United States for
the interior and depressed portion of the basin. Figs. 132, 133,
134, 135, show the same features in South America, Africa, (as
ascertained by Dr. Livingstone), Europe, and Asia.

We will state a few particulars respecting the continental features, of North
America, which will apply in general to all continents.

The general outline of North America is triangular, and in this

respect it is a type of all continents. All the shore lines corres

pond with the northeast or northwest trend. They may be ob

served upon both shores of Greenland, the northeast coast of

Labrador, and the Atlantic coast, from Labrador to Panama. The

western coast has the northwesterly trend throughout.
The prominent mountain ranges are situated upon the borders

of the continent, parallel to the coast lines. The Laurentian

mountains in Labrador and Canada have the same trend with the

Green Mountains in New England, and the Appalachian ranges of

the Middle and Southern States. The great ranges of the Pacific

coast are continuous from Russian America through the Rocky
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Mountain ranges to Central America, there uniting with the pro.
longations of the Andes ranges of South America.

It will be observed that the smallest of these ranges face the
smallest oceans; and that the greatest elevations are opposite to

the largest oceans-the low Appallachians facing the small At
lantic, and the lofty Rocky Mountains, a double line of heights,
facing the broad Pacific. By referring to Figs. 131 to 135, it
will be seen that everywhere the highest mountains stand fronting
the largest and deepest oceans.

Fig. 131.

Rocks, Mt8.




Fig. 132.




Appaiachau8.

Corclillera8. JraaiUan. Mt,.
Fig. 133.




N (ALOMO.
GREAT CENTBRL PLATEAU

Fig. 134.

Soa*dinavia. Harts. 'Aips.
Fig. 135.

Siberia. Aitai. 1FniaayaA&
The coasts of North America in general are so turned as to

face the widest range of ocean. The Appalachian coast does not
face Europe, but southeast, towards the great opening of the
Atlantic ocean, between America and Africa. So the western
coast does not face Asia,. but the broadest range of the Pacific

ocean. This is a principle of universal application.
In North America the larger ranges show greater action of

heat. The volcanoes are found only upon the Pacific slope: and
the effects of heat are mostly confined to the borders. There are
no volcanoes and scarcely any metamorphic rocks in the great
interior basin, while th effects of heat are everywhere sees iiea
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the Oceans. These facts are in accordance with the general prin..
ciple, that the nearer the water the hotter the fire.

So, too, the strata along the borders are contorted and often
overturned, while in the interior they have scarcely been disturbed
from their original position. Hence the general principle, that
the nearer the water, the vaster the plications of the rocks.

Professor Dana holds that this continent has always had the
same shape it now has; that from the earliest times it has gradu
ally been growing, just as a tree continues to increase in size,

retaining the same proportions; and that all the continents have

always been the more elevated portions of the crust, and the

oceanic basins have always been the more depressed portions of
the crust.

ELEVATION OF MOUNTAINS AND SYSTEMS OF MOUNTAINS.

The present configuration of the earth's surface has been acquired

gradually. The different parts of each continent appear to have

been elevated at different epochs. Mountain ranges are not the

result of denudation, but of elevation.

A Fig. 186.

B

Let A B, Fig. 136, represent a mountain riage, with an axis, a, of unstrat-
ified rock. Let the three systems of strata, b b, c c and d d, rest upon the axis
a, and upon one another, unconformably, and dip at different angles, except
d d, which suppose horizontal. Now it is obvious that the formations c c and
b b must have been elevated previous to the deposition of d d; otherwise the
latter would have partaken of the upward movement. And if there be no

regular member of the series of rocks wanting between d and c, it is obvious
that we thus ascertain the geological though not the chronological epoch,
when c c was elevated. c c, however, is unconformable to b b; and therefore
b b was partially elevated before the deposition of cc; in other words, b b has

experienced at least tw vertical movements. Now .this is a just representa
tion of the actual state of things in the earth's crust; and hence, by asCer

taming the dip of the formations that are in juxtaposition, we ascertain the

different epochs of elevation.
By the application of these principles, it is found that the mountains O'

Europe have been elevated at no less than twenty-four different epochs: the
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oldest of which dates as far back as the time when the slates of Westmoreland
were tilted* up; and the most recent (Etna and Vesuvius) is said to be subse
quent to the deposition of the tertiary strata.
The distinguished French geologist, M. Elie de Beaumont, has proposed an.

elaborate theory for the elevation of mountains and systems of mountains.
In his work he endeavors to show that mountain chains have been ridged up
by the plication of the earth's crust as it contracted, in the direction of great
circles on the surface. He considers those chains parallel which he upon
different great circles, although those circles cut one another in two opposite
points. Hence, if we prolong the course of a system of mountains, or of
strata, so as to form a great circle on the globe, we shall discover what other
mountains were of nearly contemporaneous elevation. How far on different
sides of such a circle we may regard the parallel chains as contemporaneous,
is not definitely settled. But it is clear that some latitude is allowable in this
respect.

Another fact comes in. to modify inferences from the preceding statements.
It is found that along, or near, the same line of dislocation and elevation,
mountains have been raised up at different epochs.

Hence coincidence or parallelism of direction does not prove systems of
strata to be contemporaneous. But we must rely on the age of the formations
disturbed to prove the epoch of elevation.
Beaumont thinks he can identify, in North America, at least four of the sys

tems of mountains which he has described in Europe, by a prolongation hither
of the great circles with which they coincide in Europe. One is the System
of Aforbihan, which is very ancient, and which shows itself in Labrador and
Canada, and passes northwest of Lake Superior to the Lake of the Woods.
The second is the ystem of Balions, which embraces a large part of the coal
fields of New England, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Tennessee. The third is
the System of the Thuringerwald, which he finds in the copper region of Lake
Superior, etc. The fourth system is that of the Pyrennees, which was plicated.
between the cretaceous and the tertiary, periods.

It is supposed by Beaumont that mountain chains have been, to a great ex
tent, suddenly elevated by paroxysmal movements, not by slow upheaval, and
that such sudden emergence of large areas has produced those destructions
of life on the globe, which seem for the most part to have been sudden and
general,

Most geologists adopt the fundamental principle of Beaumont's theory, but
are unwilling to accept his ultimate conclusions. There is too much room for
the play of fancy in tracing out contemporaneous mountain chains on distant
continents. Most of the ranges may be theoretically accounted for, by the
reciprocal influence of oceans and continents upon each other.

THE EARLIEST STATE OF THE EARTH.

The theory of internal heat extends no further back in the

world's history than to the time when the globe was in a state of

fusion from heat. But the mind naturally inuires 'what the con

dition of the world was at its commencement, or at the earliest

period of which we can obtain any glimpse. The earliest records

are so vague that different answers may appear equally satisfac

tory to the same question. Hence it is that so many theories of
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the earth have been failures, as well as a cause of ridicule to geolo-
gists. It belongs to other sciences than geology to investigate the
most remote condition and the causes of the earth.
An hypothesis is advanced by the advocates of original igneous

fluidity, which supposes that previous to that time, the matter of
the globe had been in a state so intensely heated, as to be entirely
dissipated, or converted into vapor and gas. As the heat was

gradually radiated into space, condensation would take place; and
this process would evolve a vast amount of heat, by which the
materials would be kept in a molten state, until at length a solid
crust would be formed as already explained.

-

Analogies i71 favor of this hypothesis.-I. The nature of comets shows that
worlds may be in a gaseous state. They have less solidity of coherence than
a cloud of dust or a wreath of smoke, as stars are visible through them, with
no perceptible diminution of their brightness. Some of them have more
density toward their nucleus, and others appear to become denser throughout,
at each successive return. They are self luminous. In these facts there is a
striking resemblance between comets and the early condition of our planet,
according to this hypothesis.

2. The nebuh appear to be similar in composition to comets, though not
yet actually converted into comets. They prove that a vast amount of the
matter of the universe actually exists in the state of vapor.

3- The sun, and probably the fixed stars, appear to be examples of immense
globes so far condensed as to be in a fluid state of intense heat.

GEOLOGY OF OTHER WORLDS.

If we assume the history of the earth to be according to this hypothesis,
we have a standard by which to judge of the advance of other worlds in
the process of refrigeration. The comets and some of the nebul appear
to be in the earliest stage of the process. They are gaseous, probably from
excess of heat, yet are gradually condensing. The sun is apparently in a
state of igneous fusion; such a condition as the earth was in during the
second stage of refrigeration. In the third stage of the process, worlds be
come opaque, like the planets; but we may suppose them to be in different
degrees of advancement. The planets beyond Mars, (excluding the aste
roids), appear to be in a liquid condition, but not from heat, and therefore
may be composed of water, or some fluid lighter than water; or at least be
covered by such fluid.

Mars, Venus, and Mercury, most nearly resemble our world.

Astronomers have fancied that upon Venus the outlines of conti

nents can be traced, and that her poles are annually covered

with snow, which in its season is melted and disappears. And it

seems to be enveloped by an atmosphere like our earth.

But the state of the moon, as the nearest heavenly body, has

been most accurately ascertained; and it exhibits the most aston

ishing examples of volcanic action, though it is not certain that
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any volcanoes upon it are now active. But craters, cones, and
circular walls, or mountains, exist of extraordinary dimensions.
Some çf the cones are nearly 25,000 feet high; and some of the
craters, 25,000 feet deep, below the general surface; and the latter
are of various diameters, even up to 150 miles. The inside of
some of these craters presents all the wild and jagged appearance
of similar rocks on our earth. Of the mountains and cavities of
the moon, about 1,100 have been measured with great accuracy,
and we have a more accurate map of the surface of the moon

turned towards us, than of our own planet. There appears to be

no water or air uon its surface.

Fig. 137 is a sketch of one of the most remarkable volcanic regions in. the
moon, seen a little obliquely, called Heinsius.

Fig. 137.

The question of the habitability of other worlds geology does not answer,
further than to suggest that beings of such an organization as man could not
exist in the intensely heated celestial bodies, or upon planets whose specific
gravity or want of water and air present insuperable obstacles to his abode.
Whether such worlds are inhabited by other orders of beings is a matter of
conjecture. If the moon was inhabited by beings like men, it must be that
their works would be noticed by our powerful telescopes, for objects can be
discerned through them having a diameter of 300 feet.

Volcanoes In 11143 Moon.
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SECTION VI.

METAMORPHISM OF ROCKS.

THE metamorphism of a rock is its transformation from one

kind into another. Consequently it takes place after the original
formation of the rock.

The term "metamorphic rocks" has been used by Sir Charles Lyell and
others in a much more limited sense, to designate a class of rocks (mica schist,
taicose schist, gneiss, etc.) that have been so transformed as to have become
crystalline, and to have lost, for the most part., their original structure. But
this is only, one case of metamorphism. Professor John Phillips, also, limits
metamorphism to rocks that have been altered by heat; whereas it appears
that water and other agents have played quite as important a part in the
change as heat.

Agents ofMetamorphism.-Heat is a most important agency,
and a certain degree of it is probably indispensable; and yet other

agencies effect important transformation of rocks at a temperature
not above that of the atmosphere generally. Yet the most strik

ing examples of metamorphism were first observed in the vicinity
of trap dykes, where chalk was changed into crystalline limestone,

clay into clay slate and mica schist, and fossils were obliterated.

Hence it was natural to suppose that whenever such effects were

seen, dry heat had been the cause, since the trap dykes were re-
. 1
garded ashaving been once in a melted state. But it has been

fout1d that other agencies might be concerned even in the case

of dykes.
Water is one of these agents. It acts in two ways: first in

connection with beat, secondly by its power of dissolving all rocks,

and as the carrier of chemical reagents to aid in the work. There

is a third mode in which it sometimes prepares the way for chem

ical metamorphic action, viz., by freezing in the minute fissures of

rocks, and thus opening them to the influence of decomposing

agencies.

'Professors W. B. and It. E. Rogers subjected forty-eight species of silicious
minerals, rocks, glass, porcelain, etc., to the action of pure water and of water

charged with carbonic acid. The minerals and rocks were such as feldspar,
hornblende, augite, shorl, mica, talc, chlorite, serpentine, epidote, dolomite,

chalcedony, obsidian, gneiss, greenstone, lava, etc., and the result was, that
all of them were acted upon by the carbonated water, and in a slight degree
by pure water. Quartz was not among them. This, in a pure state, is ab

solutely insoluble by water or by any acid save the uoric. There is a form
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of silica which is soluble, and if it be converted into silicates, as in most of
the minerals used by Professors Rogers, it is soluble, and is found in most
mineral waters. The decomposition of these silicates is accomplished in a
variety of ways, and usually leaves an excess of silica in a free state, which
forms quartz.

How deep water penetrates into the crust of the earth we know
not. But we know that it possesses an astonishing power of

working its way into fissures and pores. Especially when con
verted into steam, and kept in by strong pressure, we can hardly
set bounds to its interpenetration. We know that rocks deposited
in water are several miles thick, and in some of them water is

chemically combined.
We might suppose that the increasing heat as we descend into

the earth would expel all the water, or at least drive it near the

surface. But the phenomena of volcanoes leads to a different
conclusion. The immense quantities of steam that are poured
forth from the craters demonstrate the presence of water at a

great depth, as do the eruptions of mud, called Moya, in South
America and in the Caucacus, and which in one volcano in Java
became a river of mud and diluted sulphuric acid. But the most

remarkable fact of all is, that ejected molten lava probably owes
its liquidity to water. When a stream of it is poured forth, steam

escapes from the surface, and a crust is formed in consequence,
which prevents the escape of the condensed steam within, except
when cracks are formed; and hence the fluid state is preserved
within for a long time; nor till that has escaped will it be con

solidated ; so that in the opinion of some of the ablest writers on
volcanoes, such as Scrope, liquid lava is an aqueo-ineous fusion.
The heat is found to be not high enough to produce liquidity
without water.

Suppose, now, the water in the stratified rocks to be highly
heated, and yet essentially imprisoned by impervious strata at the
surface; it is easy to conceive that they might reduce the rocks

to a fluid or semi-fluid condition without destroying the planes of

stratification or producing a complete fusion like that of lava. In

that state such chemical changes might occur as would give a

crystalline structure, form new simple minerals and produce planes
of cleavage, foliation and joints.
But though hot water and steam would produce powerful meta

morphic effects, they would be very much increased if we suppose
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that water to contain in solution chemical agents of great power;
for instance, carbonic, sulphuric and muriatic acids, sulphuretted

hydrogen and alkaline carbonates. There is no rock, except; per

haps, pure quartz, that could withstand their combined action.

They would all be softened and made so plastic, that in the course

of centuries all the changes exhibited by metamorphic rocks

might be brought about.

We have a very striking example of such agencies in the account given us
by Forest Shepherd, Esq., of the "Pluton Geysers, of California." These are
hot springs, which throw out intermittingly and spasmodically, powerful jets
of steam and scalding water; their temperature varying from 93° to 169°
Fahr. Sulphuric acid and suiphuretted hydrogen, at least, according to Mr.
Shepherd's account, are present, and probably other energetic ingredients.
Says Mr. Shepherd, "you find yourself standing not in a sollhtara, nor in one
of the salses described by the illustrious Humboldt.. The rocks around you
are rapidly dissolving under the powerful metamorphic action going on. Por
phyry arid jasper are transformed into a kind of potter's clay. Pseudo-trap
pean and magnesian rocks are consumed, much like wood in a slow fire, and
go to form sulphate of magnesia and other products. Granite is rendered so
soft that you may crush it between your fingers, and crush it as easily as
bread unbaked. The feldspar appears to be converted partly into alum. In
the meantime the bowiders and angular fragments brought down the ravine
and river by floods, are being cemented into a firm conglomerate, so that it is
dilfi&ilt to dislodge even a small pebble, the pebble itself sometimes breaking
befbre the cementation yields." Air. Shepherd acids: "the metamorphic ac
tion going on is at this moment effecting important changes in the structure
and conformatiohs of. the rocky strata. It is not stationary, but apparently
moving slowly eastward in the Pluton Valley." (Am. Joui'n. SeL, vol. x.ii.,
No. 3, pp. 151, 158).

This spot seems to be an opening into the great laboratory of

nature, where we get a glimpse of the mighty work she has been

carrying on in almost every part of the earth's crust during the

past geological ages. We have reason, however, to believe that

the action was more powerful in past times than at present, be

cause the earth's crust was thinner, and volcanic agency more

common and energetic. Yet at the Pluton Geysers it is energetic

enough, and that too at a very moderate temperature, to melt

and transform all known rocks, unless it be pure quartz.
But though a very high degree of heat does not seem to be

necessary to most cases of metamorphism, yet it is essential that

there should be an increase of it in newly formed strata, that they

may be changed; and how may we suppose this to have been ac

complished.
An eminent mathematician, Professor Babbage, in 1834, pro-
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posed a theory to show how the surfaces of equal temperature
within the earth's crust might experience changes in a vertical
direction. Thus, suppose A B, Fig. 139, to be the ocean's sur
face, and A D its bottom, rising into a continent above A. Let
G F be a line of equal temperature, say two miles below the
ocean's bed, which line would be essentially parallel to the sur
face. Let now the accumulations of sand, clay, and gravel, which
are constantly going on in the ocean, raise its bottom to A C.
This coating of non-conducting materials would prevent the escape
of the heat, which rises from the heated interior, and cause it to

accumulate at a higher level, so that the isothermal GF, (line of

equal temperature), 'would rise to G E; that is, as high as the
bottom of the ocean had been filled. The increase of heat might
be sufficient to produce the metamorphisms which we find many
of the stratified rocks to have undergone.

Fig. 139.
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Another consideration deserves to be taken into the account.
Different beds ok rock require for their fusion, or semi-fusion, very
very different degrees of heat. Hence, heat permeating upward
through the successive beds A, B, C, 0, E, Fig. 139, might almost

entirely melt some, (0) partially fuse others, (B) obliterate the

Fig. 139.

At
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fossils in one, (E) and leave them more or less distinct in others

(C and A). This is exactly what we find in the earth, and what
we might expect in theory.
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Another fact may be explained on the same principles. If we
examine a rock formation over its whole horizontal surface, we
shall find sometimes that it has undergone very different degrees
of metamorphism in different parts. In one portion of the
field we find that the original rock has been transformed into

gneiss, and in another into mica schist, (as. in the Hoosic Moun
tain range in Massachusetts), in another part (as in Canada), but
little altered, and containing organic remains. The statements
above made show us how these different degrees of metamor

phism might have occurred, either by the different degrees of

fusibility in the materials, their different composition, or the

greater or less amount of heat introduced into them.
The above facts and reasonings authorize a more sweeping con

cliision, viz., that almost every rock 'is capable by metamorphism of

being converted into almost any other. It is usual to suppose that
we are to find in the metamorphic rock only the ingredients that
exist in that from which it was derived. But if the latter be
made plastic by aqueo-igneous agency, why may not the water

present contain other ingredients not in the original rock? And
who can set limits to the varieties of rocks that might thus be

produced.
In view of such facts, also, we can readily assent to Bisehoff's

conclusion, when he says, "the mineral kingdom, therefore, con

tains nothing that is unchangeable, unless, perhaps, it be the noble

metals, gold and platinum."
A third important agency in metamorphism is the atmosphere.

Its four constituents, nitrogen, oxygen, carbonic acid, and aqueous

vapor, all act upon the rocks, not merely at the surface, but by
means of water they are carried deep into the earth, to furnish

probably a large part of the chemical agents that are active in

metamorphism. Thus nitrogen and oxygen uniting form nitric

acid, and nitrogen combining with the hydrogen resulting from

organic changes, forms ammonia; and both these agents, nitric

acid and ammonia, carried by water into the crust of the earth,

form very energetic agents of change, we know not how deep.
Carbonic acid, also, is soluble in water, and is thus introduced

among the rocks, which it dissolves by direct action and by unit

ing with other ingredients to form other reagents. There is

enough in the atmosphere to contain 2,800 billion pounds of car-
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bon, and this carbon acts as a carrier of the atmospheric oxygen,
first introducing it among the plants and rocks as carbonic acid,

and leaving it by other combinations to escape again. These at

mospheric agents operate quietly, but the amount of disintegration
exhibited almost everywhere by the rocks show that the work is

mighty one. The atmosphere, which, as we breathe it, seems so

bland and inefficient, is, in fact, silently crumbling down the solid

rocks, we know not how deep, with a power compared with which

the effects of the quarryman and the miner are mere infinites

imal blows.

A fourth metamorphic agency at work in the earth is galvanism.
All chemical changes do, iudeed, imply the presence of this force;

but we know of no other agency which, in rocks but partially

plastic, could transfer ingredients from one part of the mass to an

other, as seems to have been done and to be now doing. Thus, a

vein of copper ore has been divided by a transverse crack, so that

the two ends were separated some inches. But the fissure was

subsequently filled with sand, and after some years it was found

that the vein was continued across the opening by the introduc

tion of copper ore. Again, how but by galvanism can we ex

plain the production of cleavage, foliation, and joints? These

have required a polarizing force, and galvanism is such a force.

Having pointed out the most important agents of metamorphism,
we proceed to enumerate their effects as they have been traced

out in nature.

1. Plasticity of the older rocks subsequent to their consolidation.

This has not hitherto been laid down as an admitted principle: but satis
factory proofs of its truth have fallen under our notice, which its importance
leads us briefly to state:

1. It is admitted generally by geologists that the stratified rocks were de
posited from water, and consequently with the exception of a very few, per
haps, that crystalized at once from solution, they must have been in a soft
state. In fact, they must have been were accumulations of materials more or
less ground down and brought together by mechanical agency.

2. These materials must subsequently have hardened into rock, in order to
form shales, sandstones, conglomerates, and fossiliferous, earthy and compact
limestones. Though the cementing material of such rocks must have been
under the influence of chemical agency, yet the grains and fragments of the
body of the rock remain nearly unchanged, bearing decided marks of the
mechanical forces by which they were crushed, rounded, and comminuted.

3. But subsequently these rocks must have been brought into a state more
or less plastic. This was indispensable in order to produce the following
effects, whici we find these rocks to have experienced.

1. Their texture has been more or loss changed from mechanical into crys-
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talline. We find the process indeed in all its stages, and this enables us to
prove that it has actually taken pl:te.

2. The organic remains in these rocks have been sometimes elongated, or
otherwise distorted, so as it could have been done only while in a pIatic state.
More often these remains have disappeared entirely, and a crystalline texture
has supervened. This could have been done only by chemical agency, while
the materials were in a yielding state. For a change of crystallization can
take place only where the particles are free to obey the laws of molecular
action tbr bringing them into new positions.

3. The strata and folia of rocks now highly crystalline, have been subject
to remarkable foldings and contortions, such as only a plastic state of the ma
terial will explain. Fig. 18, in Section 1., represents a block of gneiss, and
interstratilled liorublende schist, si ftet long, obtained from the bed of Deer
field river, at Shelburne Falls, in Massachusetts, and now a part of the geologi
cal collection at Amherst College. No geologist will doubt that mechanical

pressure must have produced the beautiful curvatures of the layers. It may,
indeed, be supposed that the folding took place when the materials were in
the form of clay. But it is doubtful whether such great perfection in the
curvatures could have been produced in clay, and retained through all the
subsequent changes which have resulted in a highly crystalline condition.
Moreover, some of the foldings in this rock have an angular sharpness which
we have never seen in clay, as in the subjoined sketch in Fig. 140, taken at

FIG. 140.

10
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the same locality; and, indeed, the specimen exhibited on Fig. 18 shows to
the eye a multitude of such curvatures too minute to be exhibited on the
drawing. They seem to be the result of strong pressure on fine folia of rock,
and having somewhat of stitihess, so that a lateral Ibrco would crumple it up,
rather than produce regular curves.

4. Granitic veins and trap dykes in the crystalline rocks have been subject to
dislocations and foldings. such as indicate a scnii-ilastic condition of the rock
into which they have been injected. We give only two examples to illus
trate this argument. The figure below (Fig. 141) shows a vein of granite
(nearly, all feldspar) in micaceous limestone, which has neither foliation nor
stratification. But that the vein fills a crack in the limestone is obvious from

F. 141. ._ its tapering to a point at one end. Yet- it is impossible that a rock could have
L -been split open in such a serpentine

course, with pieces of the rock pro- - ' jLcting one or two inches on the side,
- et often not a quarter of an inch-

/ thick Our theory, therefore, is, that
-

-
J when the crack was made and filled

- - - /
(not, probably, by injection, but by

- i--- deposition from aqueo igneous fusion),- ' '- it was not so crooked as it now is, but
- . : was subsequently crumpled up and the

foha obliterated by the semi-fusion
- I - The vein is certainly not one of segre-

gation, as that term is usually under-
-;- ." stood; for how improbable that gran-

- - -' ito should be segregated from lime-- - -- - stone? Neither can melted matter
- - have been injected into it mechanic-

ally, without tearing off the projecting
- lamiu of rock

- - The next case is that of a trap or
- - -' ) I greenstone, possibly doleritic dyke in
-- - / - I gneiss, in a bow Ider four feet in diam-

- f ( etei, found in Pelham, Massachusetts
- This dyke, nowhere more than two

inches wiclo, encircles the whole bowl-
- - -i

\ dci', but on one side the two tapering
- extremities are separated about five

inches b) intervening gneiss On the
- / ( r other side the dyko appears to have

been fractured and the ends separated,
- --

,
'_-

say half an inch, as shown in Fig 142-- -- -
-= - Yet the whole rock shows very dis-

tinctly the foliated structure of firmly
-- / compacted gneiss, whose layers are

-.) = entirely parallel, save that for a few
-: - inches between the extremities of

the dyke they are turned aside a few
. ." degrees, as shown below.

-! No one can look at this rock without
being satisfied that the gneiss must

have been in a plastic state when the dyko was formed, and especially when,
by a lateral movement, it was broken off. In this case there is no appearance
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Fig. 142.

of a cross fracture along which the broken. dylco might have slid. Whatever
lateral movement there was-and there must have been one-the materials
were in such a state as to fill up the fissures entirely with crystalline rock.
But this must have been subsequent to the consolidation of the rock, for it
must have been more or less solid in order that a fissure should be formed in
it for the introduction of the trap.

54 Some conglomerates, with a paste of talcose schist as a cc

mont, and therefore highly metamorphic, have had their pebbles

elongated and flattened since their original consolidation. This is
the most decisive of all the proofs of the proposition under con

sideration, and as it has never 'been adduced, to our knowledge,
we must dwell a little upon it.

We have found two very decided localities, and widely sepa
rated, to which we can appeal for examples. One is near New,

port in Rhode Island, only a little over-two miles east of the town,

but within the limits of Middletown. Perhaps the phenomena
are most strikingly exhibited at the place called Purgatory. But

the range of remarkable conglomerate commencing there extends

four or five miles northerly, retaining essentially the same charac

ter. In looking at the rock one is struck with three peculiarities.
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One is, that it seems to consist almost entirely of pebbles and
bowiders, with very little cement. Another is, that the pebbles,
evidently rounded by attrition, are elongated, and the longer axes
are all parallel. The extension is often very great. "W have
seen some of the pebbles or bowiders four and even six feet long,
and not more than a Ibot in diameter in the middle. They often
resemble a mass of candy or wax that has been drawn out when
warm-as in the pebble ten inches long shown below, on Fig. 143.

Fig. 143.

-- -- --------------

A third circumstance is, that the masses of this rock are crossed
at short distances by very distinct joints, which generally cut the

pebbles in two with the cleanness and often the smoothness of a
knife. They run east and west, or at right angles to the strike of
the rock, and are perpendicular, so that when masses of the rock
have been removed vertical walls remain, often ten to twenty feet

high, showing the cut-off pebbles most distinctly. Acres of these
walls may be seen in an hour's walk.

If the pebbles be carefully examined, many of them will be found
flattened by a force acting at right angles to ther longer axis, so
that a cross section will approach a square or parallelogram, as in
the sketches below, on Fig. 144, taken from two pebbles from two
to fourteen inches across.




Fig. 144.

The pebbles are nearly all a gray, rather compact quartz, some
times white, and approaching the byaline variety. On breaking
the pebbles, however, many of them seem to have undergone
some change, verging towards talcose schist, and their surface;
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-as well as the talcose cement, are thickly set with small octahedral

crystals of magnetic iron ore.
These facts lead inevitably to the conclusion that the rock has

been in a somewhat plastic condition since its original consolida
tion. The case is even stronger than that of the elongation and
distortion of organic remains, and these by common consent are
thus explained. Whether we can tell exactly how the elongating
and compressing force operated, we are sure that these pebbles
must have been acted, upon by it in a direction perpendicular -to

the strike: and if they had not been softened, though they night
have been crushed, they would neither have been elongated nor

flattened.

At the other locality, which is in North Wallingford, Vermont,
where the pebbles are cemented by talcose schist, they are not as

much elongated as a Newport, perhaps; but some features are

shown more distinctly. Though the pebbles are mostly quartz,

they are occasionally granite and probably some other rocks. The'

quartz s white, almost hyaline, and much purer than that at New

port. Yet have its pebbles been so compressed and bent as to prove
them to have been in a plastic condition. Fig. 14 shows them

as they appear on the surface of a joint crossing the layers at

right angles. Fig. 146 shows a single pebble, ten inches long,
not only elongated but bent.




Fig. 1'15.

Fig. 146.




-------------

The same bending is manifest on the cross sections at Newport,
but we did not notice any examples quite so striking as at Wal-
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lingford. The conglomerate at the latter place, which frequently

passes into the green talcose schist that forms its cement, has a high

westerly dip. The pebbles were derived for the most part from

quartz rock such as is abundant along the west side of the Green

Mountains, which may be of Devonian age. To prove this semi.

plastic subsequent to consolidation, is to make it probable that all

rocks exhibiting a similar metamorphism were so also; for quartz
is the most difficult of all to bring into that condition, and did not

facts compel us to admit it, we should perhaps say it is im

possible.

6. The superinduced structures in the crystalline slates and sehists, show
that they must have been in a semi-fluid state when these were made. We
refer to cleavage, foliation and joints. Whatever theory we adopt as to their
mode of formation, a yielding state of the ingredients was essential, whether
we suppose with Sir John Hersehell, that cleavage is a sort of crystallization
in plastic materials, or that, as Sharp and Sorby maintain, it has resulted from
compression and extension; or, as to foliation, i1 as David Forbes supposes, it
has resulted from chemical action; or, as to joints, if we regard them as duo
solely to shrinkage and fracture. In all these cases, liowever, of cleavage,
foliation, and joints, (we add the latter because they seem to us to belong to
the same general class of phenomena, and not to be explicable by simple
mechanical agency,) we must, with Professor Sedgwick, suppose polarizing
forces (ex. gr., heat or galvanism), to have been concerned, and these require
the molecular movement among the particles which only plasticity can give.
We know that joints are sometimes found in rocks that have not been much
softened, and of course chiefly by mechanical agencies; but we do not believe
that such as occur in the quartzose conglomerates of Rhode Island and Ver
mont could have been formed, such as they are, if the whole mass had not
been plastic. But hero is not the place to go into details on such a point.

'1. The insensible passage of schistose into unstratified rocks, (gneiss, for
instance, into granite,) affords a presumption that the former have been in a
semi-plastic state. For all admit the fluidity of granite, either simply igneous
or aqueo-igneous. But if we can hardly tell, often, where the one ends and.
the other begins, it is fair to conclude that the unstratified have reulted from
the more thorough and complete operation of the same agency that produced
the stratified crystalline group. This argument, however, would only show
that the schistose rocks have been plastic, but gives us no information as to
their previous consolidation.
We should not have spent so much time on this subject had it been dis

cussed in other elementary works, and did it not seem to have a most impor
tant hearing on the whole subject of metamorphism. Admit ttie schists to
have been in a plastic state subsequent to their consolidation, by tbo agency
of hot water, steam and other agents, and the whole subject of metatnor
phism is easily explained. But deny this, and the phenomena seem inex
plicable.
We resume now a detail of the effects of metamorphism. Several of these,

however, have been touched upon in the preceding argument, and will need
but little further notice.

2. A second eject of metamorphism is the abstraction of one or
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more of the ingredients of rocks and simple minerals. If a calca

reous sandstone, for instance, should be permeated by water con

taining some ingredients that would abstract the carbonic acid, a

porous quartz rock would remain, with perhaps some silicate of

lime. Most of the magnesia of the talcosc schists of the Green

and Hoosic Mountains has been removed, as the chemists prove

by analysis. If one or more proportions ofoxygen were abstracted

from peroxide of iron or manganese, quite different ores would

result. In this way have many of the simple minerals and many

of the rocks been essentially changed.
3. Similar results, only more complicated, would result from

the introduction of new ingredients, held in solution by the water

diffused through the plastic materials. Hence mineralogists reckon

a large number of what they call pseudomorphs; that is, minerals

which have the crystalline form of other minerals whose cavities

they occupy. In this way, too, the characters of rocks may be

essentially changed.
4. Though the problem be often quite difficult, yet chemical

geologists have been able to point out a great number of these

metamorphoses in the rocks with much probability, by comparing

the composition of the unchanged with the changed. We give

some examples.

Clay slate has been converted into mica schist, talcose schist, gneiss, and

granite.
The origin of clay slate from clay is obvious to the most common inspec

tion.
Almost any of the silicious sedimentary rocks can be converted into mica

schist. Indeed, hand specimens of micaceous sandstones can hardly be dis

tinguished from mica schist. This rock has also been derived from chlorite
schist and from greenstono.
Mica may be produced from feldspar. That in sandstone was not improb

ably formed by the agency of meteoric water, subsequent to the deposition of
the sandstone.

Talc, steatite, and chlorite have been found to result from the decomposition
of fe1dspar, hornblende, augite, garnet, mica, etc. The excess of silica in
these minerals may have produced the quartz in talcose and chioritic schists.

Pulverulent carbonate of lime, such as chalk and marl, readily becomes

crystalline or saccharine by being brought into a liquid condition, as is some
times seen in the vicinity of trap dikes.

Bisehoff contends that dolomite, which is a double carbonate of lime and

magnesia, is produced wherever there is "a formation of carbonate of time by
water containing bicarbonate of magnesia, which is one of the most common
Coustituents of spring water." Hunt, of the Canada Survey, maintains that
"dolomite; magnesites, and magnesian mans, have had their origin in aedi
meats of magnesian carbonate, formed by the evaporation of solutions of bi-
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carbonate of magnesia:" which solutions have resulted from the decomposi'
tion of sulphate or chloride of magnesium by bicarbonate of soda.-Am. Jour.
Sci., vol. mxviii., p. 383.

Serpentine and other varieties of rock that come under the general denom
ination of Ophiolites, are essentially hydrous silicates of magnesia. Talc,
chlorite, and steatite, have so nearly the same chemical constitution, that
they may easily pass, and doubtless have often passed, into one another
more often probably from the schist into serpentine than the reverse; and
that, too, most likely, in the wet way, although serpentine 4s usually as un
stratified as granite, and sometimes has in it distinct veins of chlorite; as
at New Fame, in Vermont. Grcenstouo and diorite, also, pass into serpen
tine, which is probably formed out of thorn. Hornblende, feldspar, and mica,
have likewise been converted into serpentine. In the very probable opinion
of Sir William E. Logan, the abundant serpentines of the Green Mountain
range have resulted from changes in silicious dolomites and magnesites. Other
minerals and rocks might be named as capable of producing serpentine by
metamorphism; such as garnet, olivine, chondrodite, gabbro, etc. As it is
one of the final products of mineral alteration, it is one of the most permanent
of rocks.

Quartz rock, being insoluble by water or acid, "appears," in the opinion of
Bischoff, "in all cases to be a product of the decomposition of silicates in the
wet way." This opinion certainly seems plausible. But when we examine
mountains of almost pure compact quartz, certainly 1,000 or 2,000 feet high,
it seems difficult to conceive how all the other ingredients could have been,
separated so entirely, and leave the quartz in such enormous solid masses;
and we must think that geologists have yet something to learn as to its
origin, and that they will find that in some way or other it has been in a
plastic state.
The changes that are found to have taken place in the ores of iron, are a

good example of metamorphism. Starting with the carbonate, it is first
changed into hematite, both hydrous and anhydrous, next Into specular ore,
and then into the magnetic protoxide.

Carbonaceous matter affords another good example. Peat, which is par
tially decomposed vegetable matter, is the first stage of the metamorphosis.
This, permeated for ages by water, and covered by aqueous deposits, will be
come lignite, or brown coal. The next step develops bitumen, even with
out much increase of heat above the ordinary surface temperature. By still
more powerful metamorphic action, probably heat expels the bitumen and
leaves anthracite. A further step in the process produces graphite, or black
lead, and perhaps the ultimate produce is diamonds.
Change of slate schistose rocks, conglomerates, and breccias into granitic

rock is metamorphism. Theory makes such changes quite possible and prob
able, and observation shows that they have been made. For example, along the
west side of Connecticut River, in Vermont and Massachusetts, are numerous
bills and mountains of syenite and granite. In several places, as in Grauby,
Mt. Barnet, Ascutney, and Whately, the granitie rocks are a syeiiitic con
glomerate, that is, the syenito contain rounded pebbles of quartz and sehist,
and on the margin of the deposit, as on Little Ascutney, we find the original
conglomerate from which the syenito is fbrmed. There is reason to suppose
that a large part of the granitic rocks of New England are merely trans
formed slates, sehists, and conglomerates. Granite seems to be the most
complete form of metamorphosis.
The following statements may be regarded as inferences from the doctrines" of metamorphism as above developed.
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1. We see how it is that azoic scijists may be interstrafifled with.
fossiliferous strata.-A few examples of this sort have been
pointed out, especially in the Alps, where wedged-shaped masses
of fossiliferous limestone, of liassic age, have been intercalated
among the strata of gneiss. Indeed, strata of eocene tertiary
have been converted into crystalline gneiss, mica schist, and even
into granitic beds. In our country not many analogous cases have
been pointed out. We present one, which fell under our notice
in the town of Derby, on the east shore of lake Memphremagog,
in Vermont. The section below, in Fig. 147, will give an idea of
this case, as we understand it. Here, as we ascend a hill of mod
erate elevation, the strata succeed one another in the following
order; mica schist, granite, fossiliferous limestone, (Devonian),
granite, mica schist, granite, mica schist, limestone, schist, etc.
Some of these masses, especially the granite, may be somewhat

wedge-shaped, especially as we follow on in the direction of the
section. The mica schist is highly crystalline, containing that

peculiar species of mica denominated Adamsite, by Professor

Shepard.




Fig. 147.

Here we have highly crystalline granite and mica schist lying
above limestone of Devonian age, in which we found encrinal

stems, and scarcely at all crystalline. But we have shown how

this might take place, viz., by the greater fusibility of the super

imposed and intercalated beds, or possibly by a lateral permeation
of heat and water.

2. The process of metamorphism is still going on.-We see it

more strikingly at the surface, especially in regions that have not

experienced the erosions of the drift agency. There the rocks

10*

Section in DørbV, fl.
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are manifestly changed, often to the depth of several feet. But
when we open the most solid rocks, or descend into the deepest
mines, we shall find minerals undergoing alteration-new ones

taking the place of old ones. Wherever water penetrates, even

though the temperature be not raised, we may expect metamor

phism. Indeed Bischoff, whose great work on Chemical Geology
forms almost a new era in geology, regards these changes as
universal. "All rocks," says lie, "are continually subject to
alteration, and their sound appearance is not any indication that
alteration has not taken place." (Vol. 3, p. 426). If it be so, it

shows us how wide and difficult is the field which lies open for

geological research.

3. Metamorphism shows its that the earliest formed rocks on the

globe may have all disappeared.-If we suppose, what geologists
now generally admit, that the globe has cooled from a molten

state, the earliest formed crust may have been a granitic rock.
Now this crust, as a general fact, has been thickening. But the

process in many places, and, perhaps, alternately all over the globe,
has been reversed. Suppose, by the slow process of erosion, ma

terials have accumulated in the bottom of the ocean to a great
thickness, the effect would be to cause the line of fusion to ascend,

it may be so far as to melt off all the rock originally deposited.
In other places erosion might have worn off the upper part of this
crust, and though this would cause the line of fusion to descend,
and thus add new rock, yet between those agencies above and
beneath, continued through countless ages, none of the first formed
crust may remain. Or if any of it is left, it would be impossible
to distinguish it from subsequent formations. So that the idea of
a primary granite, or any other rock, in the strict sense of the
term, has no foundation in nature.

4. Metamorphism furnishes the most plausible theory of the

origin of the azoic stratified rocks.
The hypothesis that these rocks were deposited in a crystalline

state, in an ocean so hot that the materials would crystallize, is
not consistent with what we now know of chemical geology.
For water can not hold in solution silicates enough for the pur
pose, nor does the order in which the materials are arranged cor

respond with that in which they would crystallize if they were in
solution. No possible reason can be given, for instance, for the
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alternate layers of quartz and mica, or feldspar, or hornblende, or

talc, which occur in the foliated rocks.

The theory of metamorphism has fewer difficulties. It supposes
these rocks, originally deposited as sand, clay, pebbles, marl, etc.,
after consolidation, to have been converted again into a plastic
state by the permeation of hot water and steam charged with

powerful chemical reagents. We know that this agency is suf

ficient to bring the silicates into a sort of aquco-igneous plasticity.
and that is all that is necessary to produce the imperfect kind of

crystallization which the azoic stratified rocks exhibit. It is not

that complete crystallization which would result fom thorough
solution, either aqueous or igneous, but the original mechanical

texture sometimes exhibits itself, and many degrees of ciystalliza
tion are often manifest.

Some may be inclined to impute the hypozoic, and perhaps, in

general, more highly crystalline foliated rocks, to some other agency
than metamorphism. But we often find rocks of the same kind,

and often as highly crystalline, so connected with fossiliferous

rocks that we are compelled to regard them as metamorphic, and

it seems difficult to conceive that the others have not had the

same origin. All the difference between the two classes is the

more complete metamorphism of the hypozoic. We seem com

pelled, therefore, to admit the metamorphic origin of all the azoic

foliated rocks, or to deny it to them all; and we can not take the

latter ground but in defiance of the plainest facts.

5. Metamorphism may have obliterated successive systems of lift.
We know it to have done this in some of the foliated rocks-in

the schists, for instance-that overlie or are interstratified with

fossiliferous rocks. It may have clone the same with all the hypo
zoic, in all of which no certain examples of fossils have yet been

found, though some bodies of doubtful nature have been described

in them.
If this conclusion be admitted, it follows that we can not tell

when life first appeared on the globe, because we know not but

an indefinite number of organic systems may have been obliter

ated. This inference, which some eminent geologists have adopted,
would be fair, were it not for certain other facts, which we will

state in the words of Sir Roderick I. Murchison. "In Bohemia,"

says he, 11 as in Great Britain and North America, the lowest zone
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containing organic remains is underlaid by very thick buttresses
of earlier sedimentary accumulations, whether sandstone, schist, or
slate, which, though occasionally not more crystalline than the
fossiliferous beds above them, have yet afforded no sign of former

beings." "The hypothesis that all the earliest sediments have
been so altered as to have obliterated the traces of any relics of
former life which may have been entombed in them, is therefore

opposed by examples of enormously thick and varied deposits be
neath the lowest fossiliferous rocks, and in which, if animal re
mains had ever existed, some traces of them would certainly be
detected." (Siluria, pp. 20, 21.) These facts ought, at least, to
make us cautious how we assert the destruction of other life econ
omies earlier than the Silurian.

6. Afetamorp1usn throws light upon the origin of the granitic
rocks, such as granite, syenite, and perhaps some varieties of por
phyry. The prevailing opinion has been that they consist of
melted volcanic matter, thrust into every crack in the overlying
strata, and cooled and crystallized under great pressure and with
extreme slowness. It is found also, that other rocks adjacent to
the granitic have suffered mechanical displacement, and such
chemical changes as heat only could produce.
Now all these statements are to some extent true, and they show

the presence of a considerable amount of heat, and some mechan
ical action by the granitic rocks. But more careful examination
shows that granite does not generally form the axis of mountains,
nor do the stratified rocks dip away from them on opposite sides,
but often the granite lies between the strata, and instead of hay

ing been the agent by which they have been lifted up, it has only
partaken of the general movement which has resulted from some
other and more general cause. Moreover, the heat requisite to

keep granite in a melted state must be higher than it seems to
have possessed; for Bischoff says he could not melt it perfectly in
the most powerful blast furnace. Again, if it crystallized from
such fusion, the quartz would be first consolidated, because least
fusible; whereas it is found to have been the last. Granite, also,
contains not a few hydrated minerals, or such as must have been

produced in the wet way, and its own ingredients can hardly havo
had any other origin. If now we admit the foliated rocks to have
been brought into a plastic state by the joint action of heat and
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water, why not admit the same as to the granitic rocks? for often
we can not draw the line between them-between gneiss and gran
ite, for instance. Their composition is the same, and they differ

only in the schistose or foliated structure, which often is so nearly,
obliterated in gneiss that we are in doubt whether it be present.
What can granite be, then, but an example of metamorphism car

ried to it utmost limit; carried far enough to obliterate all traces

of stratification, lamination and foliation? If water be admitted

as a principal agent, heated by caloric from the earth's interior,

and prevented from escaping by thousands of feet of superincum
bent rock, complete plasticity would result at a temperature far

below that required to melt granite in a dry state.

By this view a large proportion of granitic rocks may be only

metamorphosed schists. If so, it explains why they have disturbed

or changed the adjacent strata so little-the chemical influence

rarely being traceable more than a quarter or half of a mile. In

some instances, they may have been thrown up from the melted

interior of the earth, and possibly in a state of fusion, without

water. If only five or ten per cent, of water be present, it is cal

culated that the heat need not be as high as redness to produce
the requisite plasticity.

If it be doubted whether water penetrates so deep into the

earth's crust as we know granite to extend, it should be recollected

that the stratified rocks, all of which were originally deposited
from water, and so far as we can judge, retain more or less of it

still, are from ten to twenty miles thick. But if even lava owes

its fluidity in a measure to water, it may be supposed to be pro.
sent in liquid granite with equal reason. In short, whoever

admits the aqueo-igneous origin of the crystalline foliated rocks,

will feel compelled to admit the granitic rocks to have resulted

from essentially the same causes. Nor is the theory very different,

after all, from that which usually prevailed. It admits fluidity
from heat in the materials, and only introduccs water as an im

portant auxiliary in the work. It is by no means the old Wer

nerian theory revived, for that made granite a deposit from an

ocean.
7. Metamorphism throws light upon the formation of dykes

and veins, whether the!, belong to the granitic, ¬rappet'n, or volcanic

groujn of rock.-It does this by introducing water along with
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heat as an essential agent; for this agency will explain some facts

in the history of veins and dikes, which, on the common theory
of fusion from dry heat, were inexplicable. Thus, when we find

veins not thicker than writing paper (and those of granite, epidote,

etc., are sometimes as thin, and some of trap are less than half an

inch), it is difficult to see how they could have been filled by in

jection of melted rock, especially if the walls were not very hot;

but by means of water the materials could be introduced wherever

that substance would penetrate. Again, in the Silurian rocks of

Vermont, on the shores of Lake Champlain, we find numerous

dikes, both of greenstone and feldspathic rock, either trachytic
or feldstone porphyry. These dikes are in some cases partially
filled with a conglomerate, or brcccia, composed of limestoncs,

sandstones, gneiss, quartz, and granite; of the rocks, in fact, that

occur in the region. Now the limestone fragments have lost none

of their carbonic acid. But this would have been driven off, as

in a lime kiln, if the dike had ever been heated to redness, or to

10000 of Fahrenheit; for carbonates are decomposed below that

temperature. This is all consistent if the partial plasticity of the

dike was aqueo-igneous; but inexplicable if dry heat alone were

concerned. Moreover, such dikes must have been filled mechan

ically from above, and this might have been done by the currents

of an ocean, sweeping into the crevices on its bottom the rounded

pebbles accumulated there.

8. The facts of metarnorphisn teach us that most rocks have

-undergone several entire changes since their original production.-
Take the unstratified rocks. These have all been cooled and
most of them crystallized from a state of fusion, either entirely
igneous, or aqueo-igneous. Here is one change; but from the
vertical movement of the isothermal line in the earth's crust, and.
the erosions at the surface, probably all the original igneous rock
has been remelted and recooled, much of it perhaps several times.
If any mass has escaped this second fusion, we know not where it
is to be found.
Take the stratified rocks. These being derived by abrasion

from the unBtratlfied, have, of course, passed through the same

changes. But abrasion has brought them under another, a
mechanical change, and water has collected the fragments together
at the bottoms of lakes and oceans. Subsequently, by consolida-
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tion and some chemical agent transfused by water through the

mass, it has become converted into detrital fossiliferous rock.

Buried afterwards beneath vast accumulations of other rocks, the

heat has increased and hot water has permeated the strata, reduc

ing them to a state more or less plastic, causing a crystalline to

take the place of a mechanical structure, obliterating the fossils,

and substituting cleavage or foliation for lamination. In some

cases the heat might be so great that all traces of stratification are

blotted out, and granitic or trappean rocks are the result. It may
be, after all this, that erosion has again converted these rocks into

detritus, and the process of deposition and of metamorphism

begins again; nor can we tell how many times these changes may
have been repeated. When they have passed through one cycle
of change, they are as fresh as ever to commence another.

9. The final conclusion is, that the entire crust of the globe has

undergone metamorphism, and is not now in the condition in which

it was created.-We are sure that every part of it has been in a

molten state; and we have every reason to suppose that every

part of it has gone through other changes; nor is there any evi

dence that a portion of the first consolidated crust remains.

Men are accustomed to look upon the solid rocks as emblems

of permanency. But in fact science teaches us that they are in a

constant state of flux. They may be permanent when measured

by the life of an individual, but when we compare their condition

in the different and vast geological periods, change is the most

impressive lesson they teach; and all those changes most wisely
and beneficently ordered.

To give an idea of the extent to which rocks have been meta

morphized, we subjoin the following section of the stratified rocks,

with the names on the right of the azoic rocks into which we

know from reliable observation the fossiliferous have been trans

formed. It must not be understood that the two kinds are gen

erally interstratified, though they are sometimes so; but usually,
the azoic are proved to be identical with the fossiliferous by fol

lowing the line of their strike and finding a gradual change from

one into another. Or when a part of a formation is found to be

azoic, it is the lower part; and even though it be as high in the

series as the tertiary, none but azoic rocks will be found beneath

it. This shows that the metamorphic action is deep seated, and
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it may be that the granitic and trappean veins and dykes are con'
nected with the molten interior of the earth. It is possible, indeed,
to conceive that a bed of stratified rock may be converted into one
unstratified by heat and water permeating upward through a sub

jacent bed which is not so changed; in which case we should
have granite and trap independent of the molten interior. But
the records of geology give us few examples of this kind, and the

presumption, therefore, is, that the unstratified rocks require for
their production a more powerful metamorphic action than could
be communicated through any other rock, without producing a

correspondent change in that also.

Alluvium.

Tertiary.

Chalk.

OolIte.

Trias.

Permian.

Carboniferous.

Devonian.

Upper Silurian.

Lower Silurian.

Cambrian.

Hypozolo.

Gran1tI.




Eocene Flysch changed into Mica Schist, Gneiss and
Protogine.

Into crystalline Limestone.

Lias Into Mica and Talcose Sciiists, and Gneiss.

Into Talcose Schist and Gnei3s

Into Clay Slate, Taleose Schist, Calciferous Mica
Schist, Gnelss and Granite.

Into Mica Schist, Taleoso Schist, Gneiss and Azolo
Limestone.

Into Mica and Chlorite Schist, and Gneiss



PART II.

PALONTOLOGY.

SECTION Is

PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND PRINCIPLES.

-IN all the stratified rocks above the Azoic, we find more or less
of the remains of animals and plants. These are called Organic
Remains. When changed into stone they are sometimes called

Petrifactions.

Palceontology is the science which describes these organic re

mains; the word means a history of ancient beings. Some limit

it to animals; but we prefer to use it in its more extended sense.

By some able writers the history of fossil animals is called Palcozoology,
and that of plants Palaophytology.

A Fossil is the body, or any known part or trace of an animal

or plant, buried by natural' causes in the earth. Hence a mould

or mere footmark is a fossil.

This is a difficult term to define, and the above definition may include some

organic substances which come not within the province of geology to describe.
It might perhaps embrace the frogs that are found alive deep in gravel or en
closed in rock. But may not these properly be regarded as fossils?
Some able writers have thought it necessary to introduce into their defini

tion of a fo3sil the time and circumstances of its burial. But we prefer the

phrase with no other limitation than that given above.
Among the ancients there were some (Stribo, the geographer, for instance,)

who noticed and had correct notions about fossil shells. In modern times

geological facts first began to excite attention in Italy, in the early part of the
sixteenth century. Two questions were argued respecting fbssils; first whe
t]ter they over belonged to living animals and plants; and secondly, if they
did, whether their petrifaction and situation can be explained by the deluge
of Noah.
These questions occupied the learned world nearly 300 years. At thecom

mencement of the controversy in Italy, in 1517, Fracastoro maintained, in the
true spirit of the geology of the present day, that fossil shells all once belonged
to living animall, and that the Noachian deluge was too transient an event to

explain the phenomena of their fossilization. But Mattioli regarded them as
the result of the operation of a certain maeria pingui; or "fatty matter'
fermented by heat. Falloplo, Professor of Anatomy, supposes that they
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acquire their forms in some cases, by "the tumultuous movements of terres
trial exhalations ;" and that the tusks of elephants were mere earthy concre
tions. Mercati conceived that their peculiar configuration was derived from
the influence of the heavenly bodies; while Olivi regarded them as mero
"sports of nature." Felix Plater, Professor of Anatomy at Basil, in 1517,
referred the bones of an elephant, found at Lucerne, to a giant at least
nineteen feet high; and in England similar bones were regarded as thoso of
the fallen angels l
At the beginning of the 18th century, numerous theologians in England,

France, Germany, and Italy, engaged eagerly in the controversy respecting
organic remains. The point which they discussed with the greatest zeal, was
the connection of fossils with the deluge of Noah. That these were all de
posited by that event, was for more than a century the prevailing doctrine,
which was maintained with great assurance; and a denial of it regarded as
nearly equivalent to a denial of the whole Bible.
The questions also, whether fossils ever had an animated existence, was

discussed in England till near the close of the 17th century. In 1617, Dr. Plot
attributed their origin to "a plastic virtue latent in the earth." Scheuchzer
in Italy, however, in ridicule of this opinion, published a work entitled,
Queruka Piscium or the Complaints of the Fishes; in which those animals
are made to remonstrate with great earnestness that they are denied an
animated existence.

Such discussions led to the accumulation of facts; and these at length led
to just views on the subject, and the great works on Comparative Anatomy
and Palinontology now extant, by such men as Cuvier, Owen, Agassiz,
D'Orbigriy, Pictet, Bronn, Bronguiart, Lindley, Hutton, and a multitude of,
others, are the result.

Character of Fossils.-In a few instances animals have been

preserved entire in the more recent rocks.

About the beginning of the present century, the entire carcass of an
elephant was found encased in frozen mud and sand in Siberia. It was cov
ered with hair and fur, as some elephants now are in the Himalayali moun
tains. The drift along the shores of the Northern Ocean, abounds with bones
of the same kind of animals; but the flesh is rarely preserved. In 1771, the
entire carcass of a rhinoceros was dug out of the frozen gravel of the same
country.
Many well-authenticated instances are on record, in which toads, snake;

and lizards, have been found alive in the solid parts of living trees, and in
solid rocks, as well as in gravel, deep beneath the surface. But in these in
stances the animals undoubtedly crept into such places while young, and
after being grown could not get out. Being very tenacious of life, and prob
ably obtaining some nourishment occasionally by seizing upon insects that
might crawl into their nidus, they might sometimes continue alive even many
years.

Frequently the harder parts of the animal are preserved in the
soil or solid rock, scarcely altered.

Sometimes the harder parts of the animal are partially impreg
nated with mineral matter; yet the animal matter i still obvious
to inspection.
More frequently, especially in the older secondary rocks, the
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animal or vegetable matter appears to be. almost entirely replaced
by mineral matter, so as to form a genuine petrifaction.

Sometimes after the rock had become hardened, the animal or

plant decayed and escaped through the pores of the stone, so as
to leave nothing but a perfect mould.

After this mould had been formed, foreign matter has some

times been infiltrated through the pores of the rock, so as to form

a cast of the animal or plant when the rock is broken open. Or

the cast might have been formed before the decay of the animal

or plant.

Frequently the animal or plant, especially the latter, is so flat

tened down that a mere film of mineral matter alone remains to

mark out its form.

All that remains of an animal sometimes is its track impressed

upon the rock.

The mineralizer is most frequently carbonate of lime; frequently
silica, or clay, or oxide or suiphuret of iron, and sometimes the

ores of copper, lead, etc.

2. Nature and Process of Petrifaction.

Petrifaction consists in the substitution, more or less complete,

by chemical means, of mineral for animal or vegetable matter.

The process of petrifaction goes on at the present day to some

extent, whenever an animal or vegetable substance is buried for

a long time in a deposit containing a soluble mineral substance

that may become a mineralizer.

EXAMPLE 1. Clay containing sulphate of iron, will in a few years, or oven
months, produce a very perceptible change toward petrifaction in a bone
buried in it. Some springs also hold iron in solution; and vegetable matters
are in the process of time thoroughly changed into oxide of iron. This is
seen often where bog iron ore is yearly depositing.
EXAMPLE 2. M. Goppert placed fern leaves carefully in clay, and exposed

the clay for some time to a red heat, when the leaves were made to resemble

petrified plants found in the rocks.

Theory of Petrifaction.-In all cases of petrifaction, chemistry

acts a part. In many instances galvanism and clectro-magnetism.
are concerned; especially where the organic substance is converted

into crystalline matter. The juxtaposition of mineral matters

forms galvanic combinations, that produce the requisite currents.

3. Means of determining the Nature of Organic Remains.

The first requisite for determining the character of organic
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remains, is an accurate and extensive knowledge of zoology and

botany. This will enable the observer to ascertain whether the

species found in the rocks are identical with those now living on

the globe.
The second important requisite is a knowledge of comparative

anatomy; a science which compares the anatomy of different

animals and the parts of the same animals.

This recent science reveals to us the astonishing fact, that so mathematically
exact is the proportion between the diflèrent parts of an animal, "that from
the character of a single limb, and even of a single tooth, or bone, the form
and proportion of the other bones, and the condition of the entire animal,

may be inferred."-" Hence, not only the framework of the fossil skeleton of
an extinct animals but also the character of the muscles, by which each bone
was moved, the external form and figure of the body, the food, and habits,
and haunts, and mode of life of creatures that ceased to exist before the
creation of the human race, can *ith a high degree of probability be ascer
tained."




CLASSIFICATION OF LIVING PLANTS AND ANIMALS.

" It is essential that the learner should have some idea of the great Classes
and Families of living Plants and Animals, in order to form an idea of those
in a fossil state. For both groups are brought into the same great system of
life. And since the living species are more numerous and perfect than any
that have preceded them, the former are taken as the standard by which to
arrange the latter.

A Flora consists of a species of plants that occupy any given
district.
A Fauna consists of the species of animals in a district.

The following are the classes and leading families of living

plants commencing with the most perfect., and terminating with

the least perfect. We follow the arrangement adopted by Prof.

Asa Gray.




VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

Series 1.-FLOWERING PLANTS, OR PHANEROGAMIA.

Plants which produce real flowers with stamens, pistils and seeds.

Class 1.-Ex0GSNS OR DICOTYLEDONS.

Plants increase by rings on the outside, the seed opening into two or more
parts, or seed leaves, called cotyledons. Most common trees and herbs.

Class 11.-ENDOGENS OR MONOCOTYLEDONS.

Eot increasing by external i ings, but by threads or bundles of fibres from
within. The leaves have parallel, not branching veins. Embraces most
grasses, rushes, and bulbous plants; also palms, the mast remarkable of
plants. The seed has only QflO cotyledon.
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Series IL-FLOWERLESS PLANTS, OR CRYPTOGAMI&.

Without flowers and propagaLiug by spores instead of seeds.

Class 1.-ACROQENS.

1. Filices or Ferns. 3. Equietacec, or Horsetail and Cattail family.
3. Lycopodiacece or Club Mosses. 4. Marsileacece.

Class 2.-ANOPIIYTES.

Mosses and Liverworts.




Class 3.--TnALLoPrryrES.

I. AIg or Sea Weeds. 2. Lichenes or Lichens. 3. Fungi or Mushrooms;
Puff Balls, Toad. Stools, Mould, Rusts, Mddew, etc.

There is a great diversity among the most eminent zoologists in

the classification of animals, often perhaps more in the name than

in the grouping, We shall make no attempt to decide when

such men disagree. Most of them, however, still follow Cuvier in

dividing the whole Animal Kingdom into four great sub-kingdoms
or provinces; though some have added others. We give below

the systems of two of the most eminent living writers on this

subject. In the course of the work some other systems, or parts
cf them, will came into view, because numbers which we wish to

use are so connected with them that we can not separate them.

ANIMAL KINGDOM.

SUB-KINGDOM VERTEBRATA.

Class 1.-MAMMALIA or animals that nurse their young. The

most usual orders of these are the following:
-

1. Bimana, or man. 2. Quadrumana, or monkeys. 3. Chei-

rOptera, or Bats. 4. Insectivora, or insect eaters, as the mole.

5. Carnivora, or flesh eaters. 6. Cetacea, the whale tribe.

7. Pachydermata, or thick skinned, as the horse, elephant, etc.

8. Ruminantia, the cud chewers, as the camel, deer, sheep, etc.

9. Edentata, as the sloth and armadillo. 10. Rodentia, the

gpawers, as the mouse, squirrel, woodchuck, etc. 11. Marsupialia,
as the opossum and kangaroo. 12. Monotremata, as the platypus,
of New Holland.

Agassiz divides Mammaija into three orders. 1. Marsupial ia.

2. Herbivôra. 3. Carnivora. Owen makes fiftecn orders.

1, Bimana. 2. .Quadrumana. 3. Carnivora. 4, Artiodactyla.
5. Perissodactyla. 6. Proboscidca. Toxodontia. 8. Sirenia.
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9. Cetacea. 10. Bruta. 11. Cheiroptera. 12. Insectivora. 13.
Rodentia. 14. Marsupialia. 15. Monotremata.

Class 2.-AyEs, or Birds.

Agassiz gives four orders: 1. Natatores. 2. Gralke. 3. Rasores.
4. Insessores.

Griffith and ienfrey give six. 1. Accipitres, the eagle, owl,
etc. 2. Passerina, the swallow, etc. 3. Scansores, the cuckoo,

parrot, etc. 4. Gallina, the fowl, pigeon, etc. 5. Grall, the
ostrich and crane. 6. Palmipedes, the web-footed, as the duck
and goose.




Class 3.-REPTILIA, or Reptiles.

Agassiz divides them into two classes. 1. Amphibians, with
three orders, 1, Ceci1ic; 2, Ichthyodi; 3, Anura. 2. Reptiles,
with four orders, 1, Serpentes; 2, Saurii; 3, Rhizodontes; 4,
Testuclinata.
Owen divides the Reptiles into two classes. 1. Ampliibia, with

two orders, 1, Ganocephala; 2, Labyrinthodontia. 2. Saurian

Reptiles, into cloven orders, 1, Thecodontia; 2, Cryptodontia; 3,

Dicynodontia; 4, Enaliosanria; 5, Dinosauria; 6, Pterosauria;
7, Crocodilia; 8, Lacertilia; 9, Ophidia; 10, Chelonia; 11,
Batrachia.




Class 4.-PIscEs, or Fishes.

Agassiz divides them into three classes. 1. Fishes proper, with
two orders, 1, Otenoids; 2, Cycloids. 2. Ganoids, with three
orders, 1, Coelacanths; 2, Acipenscroids; 3, Sauroids. 3. Sela_
chians, with three orders, 1, Chimara; 2, Galeodes ; 3, Batides.
Owen makes eleven orders.

SUB-KINGDOM ARTICULATA.

Agassiz divides into three classes and ten orders. 1. Worms,
with three orders. 2. Crustacea, with four orders. 3. Insects,
with three orders, 1, Myriapods; 2, Arachnids; 3, Insects proper.
Owen divides the Articulates into six classes. 1. Arachnida,

with four orders. 2. Insecta, with eleven orders. 8. Crustacea,
with eleven orders. 4. Epizoa, with three orders. 15, Anellata
w,itb, four orders. 6. Uirripedic, with three orders.
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SUB-KINGDOM MOLLUSCA.

Agassiz makes three classes and nine orders. 1. Acepliala, with

four orders. 2. Gasteropoda, with three orders. 3. ceplialopoda,
with two orders.

Owen divides into six classes and many orders. 1. Ueplzalopoda,
with two orders. 2. Gasteropoda, with ten orders. 3. Pteropoda,
with two orders. 4. Lamellibranchiata, with two orders. 5.

Brachiopoda, subdivided into families only. 6. Titnicata, with

two orders.




SUB-KINGDOM RADIATA.

Owen divides the Radiates into three sub-provinces (what are

called sub-kingdoms above, he calls provinces), with numerous or

ders and families. 1. Radiaria, with five classes, 1, Echionder

mata; 2, Bryozoa; 3, Anthozoa; 4, Acalepha3; 5, Hydrozoa.
2. Entozoct, with two classes, 1, Coelelmintha; 2, Sterelmintha.

3. Infusoria, with two classes, 1, Rotifera; 2, Polygastria.

Agassiz makes three classes of Radiates. Polypi, with two or

ders. 2. Acalepha, with three orders. 3. Echinoderms, with

four orders.

As to the irifusoria, Agassiz says : The infusoria as a class do

not exist. It has been proved that a part of these are plants or

their spores; others are the young of different animals, and the

rest are pei'ect animals."

In his article on Pahontology in the eighth edition of the En

cyclopedia Britannica, which has appeared since his classification

above described, we find Professor Owen adopting a different view

of some organisms which he had classed among the lower animals,

as the following extract will show:

"The two divisions of organisms called plants and animals are

specialized members of the great natural group of living things;
and there are numerous organisms, mostly of minute size and re

taining the form of nucleated cells, which manifest the common

organic characters, but without the distinctive superadditions of

true plants or animals. Such organisms are called Protozoa, and,
include the sponges, or Amorphozoa, the Forarninfera, or Rliizo

pods, the Polycistincl3, the Diatomacece, Desmidice, and most of the

so-called Polygastria of Ehrenberg, or infusorial animalcules of
older authors,"-Richard Owen, Ency. .Brit., Art. Palceonto1oy1
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In conformity with the above views, Professor Owen thus di

vides the Protozoa:

Class 1. Amorphozoa, Sponges.
Class 2. Foraminifera, Rhizopods.
Class 3. Infusoria, Animalcules.

GROUPING OF LIVING AND FOSSIL PLANTS AND ANIMALS INTO
PROVINCES.

Existing animals and plants are arranged into distinct groups,
each group occupying a certain district of land or water; and

few of the species ever wander into other districts. These dis

tricts are called zoological and botanical provinces; and very few

of the species of animals and plants which they contain can long
se




urvive a removal out of the province where they were originally

placed; because their natures can not long endure the difference

of climate and food, and other changes to which they must be

subject.'

Although naturalists are agreed in maintaining the existence of such
provinces, they have not settled their exact number; because yet igno
rant of the plants and animals in many parts of the earth. Besides, the
provinces interfere with one another; and a single large province may em
brace several minor ones. This is particularly the case with animals. So.
that zoologists divide them first into kingdoms, and these into provinces, as
follows: 1. The first kingdom embraces Europe, which is subdivided into
three provinces. 2. The second kingdom comprises Asia, divided into five
provinces. 3. Australia, one kingdom and one province. 4. Aiica, with the
islands of Madagascar, Bourbon and Mauritius; one kingdom and one prov
ince. 5. America, one kingdom and four provinces. In all, five kingdoms
and fourteen provinces.

Professor Schouw makes twenty-five regions of plants. The arrangement
depends on the natural classification. Thus the region of Mosses and Saxi
frages embraces the north polar regions as far south as the trees, and the
upper part of the mountains of Europe. The region of Cactuses and Pepper
embraces Mexico and South America to the river Amazon. The region of
Palms and Melastomas embraces that part of South America east of the Andes
between the equator and the tropic of Capricorn.

A few species seem capable of adapting themselves to all cli
mates. This is eminently true of man, whose cosmopolite char
acter is so marked, and his ability to adapt himself to different
climates and circumstances so dependent upon his superior mental
endowments, that the distribution of the different races of the
human species can not be accurately judged of by that of any
other peeies.
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Sometimes mountains and sometimes oceans separate these districts on the
land. In the ocean they are sometimes divided by currents or shoals. But
both on land and in the water, difference of climate forms the most effectual
barrier to the migration of species; since it is but a few species that have the
power of enduring any great change in this respect.

In some instances, organic remains are broken and ground by
attrition into small fragments, like those which are now accumu

lating upon some beaches by the action of the waves. But often

the most delicate of the harder parts of the animal or plant are

preserved; and they are found to be grouped together in the

strata very much as living species now are on the earth.

From these facts it is inferred that, for the most part, the im

bedded animals and plants lived and died on or near the spot
where they are found; while it was only now and then that there

was current enough to drift them any considerable distance, or

break them into fragments. As they died, they sunk to the bot

tom of the waters and became enveloped in mud, and then the

processes of consolidation and petrifaction went slowly on, until

completed.

So very quietly did the deposition of the fossiliferous rocks proceed in some
instances, that the skeletons and indusia3 of microscopic animals, as we have
seen, which the very slightest disturbance must have crushed, are preserved
uninjured; and frequently all the shells found in a layer of rock, lie in the
same position which similar shells now assume upon the bottom of ponds,
lakes and the ocean; that is, with a particular part of the shell uppermost.

In the existing waters we find that different animals select for

their habitat different kinds of bottom; thus, oysters prefer a

muddy bank; cockles a sandy shore; and lobsters prefer rocks.

So it is among the fossil remains; an additional evidence of the

manner in which they have been brought into a petrified state.

From the researches of Prof. E. Forbes in the Egean Sea, it ap

pears, first, that increase of depth has the same kind of effect upon
the marine animals, as increase of height has upon those on dry

land, that is, the animals become more and more like those of a

colder climate. Secondly, that most marine animals and vege
tables inhabit particular localities, which at length become unfit

for their abode, and they emigrate or die out. Thirdly, that spe
cies ranging widest in depth range furthest horizontally. Fourthly,
below 300 fathoms, deposits of fine mud are going on without

organic remains, because animals do not live there. These con.

11
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clusions correspond to the manner in which organic remains oc
cur in the rocks.

4. Organic Remains arranged according to their Origin.

Organic remains may be divided, according to their origin, into
three classes: 1. Marine. 2. Fresh water. 3. Terrestrial.

The last class appear in most instances where they, occur, to have been
swept down by streams from their original situation into estuaries; where
they were mixed with marine relics. Sometimes, perhaps, they were quietly
submerged by the subsidence of the land.
The following table will show the origin of the remains in the different

groups of fossiliferous rocks.
Cambrian and Silurian Systems. Marine.
Old Red Sandstone. Marine, Fresh Water and Terrestrial?
Carboniferous Limestone. Do. Do. Do.
Coal Measures. Terrestrial Estuary Deposits

and submerged land. Barely perhaps fresh water deposits.
New Red Sandstone Group. Marine.
Oolitic Group. Mostly Marine.
but in few instances, Terrestrial.

Wealden Rocks. Estuary Deposit.
Cretaceous Group. Marine.
Tertiary Strata. Marine and Fresh Water.
Alluvium. Every variety of origin.

It appears from the preceding statements, that by far the

greatest part of organic remains are of marine origin. Nearly
all the terrestrial relics indeed, and many of fresh water origin,
have been deposited beneath the waters of the ocean.

5. Amount of Organic Remains in the Earth's Crust.

The thickness in feet of the fossiliferous strata, as given in the
tabular view of the stratified rocks, is as follows:

Alluvium, 500 feet,
Tertiary, 2,000 feet,
Chalk, 1,500 feet,
Wealden, 2,210 feet,
Oolite, 2,270 feet,
Lias, 1,160 feet,
Upper New Red, 3,100 feet,
Permian, 1,040 feet,

( 3,000 feet, in Nova Scotia,
Carboniferous 8,000 feet, in United States,

13,500 feet in Europe,
Devonian, 8,950 feet, in United States,

I

10,000 feet, in Europe,
Upper Silurian, 5,100 feet, in United State;

8,400 feet, in Europe,
Lower Silurian, 20,000 feet.
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The Cambrian or iluronian, which is from 10,000 to 26,000

feet thick, is not included in the above, because scarcely any fossils

have yet been detected in it. The average thickness of the other

fossiliferous strata is 37,035 feet, equal to about eleven miles.

Organic remains occur more or less in all the fossiliferous strata

whose thickness has been given. As a matter of fact, they have

been dug out several thousands of feet below the present surface.

In the Alps, rocks- abound in organic remains from 6,000 to

8,000 feet above the level of the sea; in the Pyrenees, nearly as

high; and in the Andes and the Himalayas, at the height of

16,000 feet.

Prodigious accumulations of the relics of microscopic animals

and plants are frequently found in the rocks.

EXAMPLE 1.-From less than 1.5 ounce of stone, in Tuscany, Soldani ob
tained 10,454 chambered shells;-400 or 500 of these weighed only a single.
grain; and of one species it took 1,000 to make that weight. These were
marine shells. Bw,kland's Bridgewater Treatise, vol. 1, 117.
ExALPLE 2.-In freshwater accumulations a microscopic cistaceous ani

mal, called the cypris, often occurs in immense quantities; as in the Hastings
sand and Purbeck limestone in England, where strata 1,00 feet thick are
filled with them; and in Auvergne, where a deposit '100 feet thick, over an
area twenty miles wide and eighty in length, is divided into layers as thin as
paper by the OXUVkC of the cypris. Same Work, p. 118.
EXAMPLE 3.-But perhaps the most remarkable example is that derived

from microscopic animals and plants which have been regarded by Ehrenberg
and others as exclusively animal, under the name of infusoria or animalcu],
but a part of them are doubtless plants. In. one place in Germany is a bed
fourteen feet thick, made up of skeletons so small, that it requires 41,000,
000,000 of them to form a cubic inch; and in another place,. a similar bed is
twenty-eight feet thick. In Massachusetts are numerous beds composed of
these siliceous shields many feet in thickness; and similar beds occur all over
New England and New York. Deposits of these carapaces or shields, have
been discovered by Prof William B. Rogers in the tertiary strata of Virginia,
extending over large areas, and from twelve to twenty-five feet thick I

It is a moderate estimate to say, that two-thirds of the surface

of our existing continents are composed of fossiliferous rocks;

and these, as already stated, often several thousand feet thick.

This estimate might, without exaggeration, be confined to strata that con
tam marine exuvi ;-that is, such as were deposited beneath the ocean.
At the end of the next section we hope to be able to present a table of

most of the fossil animals and plants known.

ICHNOLOGY.

This branch of Palteontology means literally, the science of
tracks. It is tracks in stone, however, that fall within the province.
of geology, and hence we might call the scieiice Iehnolitho1oy. -.
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But since this is less euphonic than Ichnology, and since fossil

footmarks require for their elucidation the study of recent tracks,
we prefer the latter term, proposed by Dr. Buckland.

This branch of Paleontology is of quite recent origin. The first scientific
account of fossil footmarks, was that by Rev. Dr. Henry Duncan in the trans
actions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, in 1828. They were probably the
impressions of the feet of tortoises on what was then supposed to be the New
Red Sandstone, but is now thought to be Permian Sandstone, of Corucockle
Muir Quarry, in Scotland. In 1831, G-. P. Scrope found numerous footmarks
of small crustaceans on forest marble of the Oolite in England. In 1834,
Professors Hohubaurn, Kaup, and Sickler published an account of tracks of the
Cheirotherium, on New Red Sandstone, in Saxony. In 1836, the first de
scription was given of the tracks in that most prolific of all localities, the
valley of Connecticut river. Since that time numerous other descriptions of
the same locality have appeared, by Dr. Deane, Sir Charles Lyell, Isaac Lea,
Dr. J. Warren, and the authors of this work, and so many other localities
have been discovered in Europe and America, that scarcely any fossiliferous
formation is now without its footmarks. These will be described under the
several rocks.

At first names were given to the different kinds of tracks, but

now for the-most part the animals that made them are named.
Such animals are called Lithichnozoa, from the Greek words

QtOoç, iyvoç ana wov) signifying, stony track animals, or track
discovered animals. The following table gives a general view of
their distribution up to the present time.

Formation.
Cambrian,
Lower Silurian,

Potsdam Sandstone,
Hudson River Shale;

Upper Silurian,
Clinton Group

Devonian,
Hamilton Group,

Carboniferous,
Permian,
Trias,
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Annelids.

Crustaceans.
Crustaceans and Annelids.

(Fishes?
- Annelids.
(Gasteropods?
Batrachians, Saurians? and Cholonhrng.
Crustaceans?
Batrachians, Saurians, Molluscs?
Chelonians, Saurians.
Batrachians, Sauians, Chelonians, Crusta-

Class.

" ceans.
Jurassic, Marsupialoids, Birds, Lizards, Batracbians,

Chelonians, Fishes, Crustaceans, Myria
pods, Insects, Annelids.

Wealden, Saurian. (Iguanodon?)
Alluvium, Man, Carnivora, Ruminants, Birds, Batra

" chians, Annelids, Molluscs.
Under Alluvium we have mentioned only those animals whose tracks have

been described by geologists, and of which specimens have been preservedi14 thç cabinets.
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FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF ICHNOLOGY.

The question naturally arises, whether Ichnology has any
principles at its foundation on which we can rely, or are its re
suits conjectural ; or, to give the inquiry a more scientific form,
is there any such relation between the feet of animals and their

general structure and character, that knowing the one, we can with

strong probability infer the other, as we can determine the un

known quantity in an algebraic equation? We maintain the af

firinative, for the following reasons:

1. Comparative anatomy and zoology teach us that an intimate relation
exists between all the parts or organs of animals.

2. They teach us that the feet of animals are unusually characteristic, and
their relations to other parts unusually clear, so as to furnish, in some in
stances, a basis of classification to the zoologist. Now a perfect track, es
pecially one in relief; gives a complete model of the foot, and thus furnishes
us with a better means of determining the nature of the animal than is some
times used by the paheontologist, who frequently can obtain only a fragment
of some other organ of he animal by which to judge of its nature.

3. We are able, very often, to determine the nature of living animals from
their tracks. Who would confound the human track with that of any other
animal? or the tracks of quadrupeds with those of birds? or of ruminants
with those of the carnivora or marsupials? or among birds, those of the grallm
or waders with those of the web-footed or the pigeons? or those of the os
trich with those of the eagle or albatross?

4. We have the highest authorities for naming animals from their tracks.
Such men as Professors Kaup and Richard O wen, Sir William Jardine and
Isaac Le; have done it. Cuvier, too, has said, that "any one who observes

merely the print of a cloven hoof, may conclude that it has been left by a
ruminant animal, and regard the conclusion as equally certain with any other
in physics and morals. Consequently, the single footmark clearly indicates
to the observer the forms of the teeth, of all the leg bones, thigh, shoulders,.
and of the trunk of the body of the animal which left the mark."

PERMANENT CHARACTERS IN THE FEET AND TRACKS OF ANIMALS

BY WHICH DIFFERENT KINDS CAN BE DISTINGUISHED.

We have not space to draw out these characters in detail, nor

even to enumerate but the most important. A full enumeration

and description may be found in the Report on the Ichnology of

New England made to the government of Massachusetts in 1858,

page 24.

1. Tracks are of three kinds, 1, a simple trail such as serpents,

annelids, molluscs, and perhaps some fishes might make; 2, trails

accompanied by the impressions of feet, such as would be made

by most kinds of reptiles, some fishes, crustaceans, and some in.
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sects; 3, impressions of feet only, such as might be left by most

vertebral animals and all the invertebrate tribes that have feet. -

2. Width of the trackway.
3. Angle made by the axis of the foot with the line of direction

called the median line.
4. Distance of the tracks from the median line.
5. Number of feet.

6. Relative size and character of the feet before and behind.

'. Mode of progression; by, one row of tracks or two; direct

or oblique; by steps or leaps, etc.

8. Length of step.
9. Size of foot.
10. Number of toes.

11. Whether thick-toed or narrow-toed.

12. Number and size of the phalangeal impressions.
13. Divarication or spread of the toes.

14. Character of the heel.

15. Claws and pellets..
16. Anomalous characters, such as indicate that the animal

may have partaken of characters now found only in different

classes or orders: like the icthyosaurus, pterodactyle and sau

roid fishes.
A careful application of these and other less important charac

ters will enable us, in most cases, but not in all, to decide from
tracks whether the animal was vertebral or invertebral; to which
of the classes in these two great groups it belonged; often to what

family, genus and species. In this way have the examples of
Lithichnozoa been determined, which will be given under the dif
ferent formations in our next Section.

SECTION II.

PAL4EONTOLOGICAL CHARACTERS OF THE ROCKS.

ORGANIC remains are not thrown together confusedly in the
rocks, but each of the great rock formations has its peculiar fos
sils, which are not found in the formations above or below. Usu

ally the species are limited to a particular formation, although the
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genera have a wide range. It is desirable to give some idea, es

pecially by drawings, of the leading and characteristic plants and
animals that have successively peopled the globe since it became
habitable. We begin with the lowest formation and pass upward.

1. CAMBRIAN OR HURONIAN SYSTEM.

Lower Cambrian Sedgwiclc.

Notwithstanding the great thickness of this rock

(12,000 feet in this country and 26,000 in Wales),

not more than half a dozen'fossils have been found

in it. The most interesting is a zoophyte, found in

Ireland, and called Oldhamia antiqua, Fig. 148,

named after its discoverer, Professor Oldham.. In

this country and in Bohemia no fossils have been

found in this rock.

"The reader," says Sir Roderick I. Murchison,

"may look with reverence on this zoophyte; for,




Fig. 148.

notwithstanding the most assiduous researches, it is the only ani

mal relic yet known in this very low stage of unequivocal sedi

mentary matter."

Lithidnozoa, or animals made known by their tracks. The

Fig. 148.

Paia3ochorda major.
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trackway of a species of Annelid, called the Arenicolites didyma,
occurs in what is called the Longmynd rocks, in Wales. The
same formation contains also impressions of rain drops.

Fig. 149 is thought to be a plant; the Fa1ochordA major, from the Skid-!
daw slate, of England.

2. LOWER SILURIAN SYSTEM, Murc1ison.

Upper Cambrian, Sedgwiclc.

The plants of this vast system (20,000 feet thick,) are only a
few, and mostly obscure sea weeds, which often go by the name
of Fucoids, from their resemblance to the living genus, Fucus.

Fig. 150 shows the Scolithus linearis which occurs in the Potsdam
sandstone, as well as in quartz rock. But it is uncertain whether
it is an animal or a plant.

Phytopsis tubWosum from the Black river limestone, of New York, is con.
sidered a plant and is shown on Fig. 151.




Fig. 151.

Polypi.-The radiated animals are well represented in this

system. Among these are the coral builders. These are
minute radiated animals, called .Anthozoa, that have the power
of secreting carbonate of lime, and thus of building up large
stony structures, called Polyparias, from the bottom to the
surface of the ocean. They swarm in immense numbers in the
seas of tropical climates, and form coral reefs which sometimes
extend hundreds of miles. They seem to have existed in all

ages, and to have formed similar deposits, which are now ranked

among the limestones. Figs. 152, 153, 154 show several living
species of these animals as they are attached to their stony habi
tations.




Fig. 150.




Phytopsis lubulosurn.
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FIg. 152. Fig. 153.

Polyparia.

The tentacles of these animals are provided with cilia or minute
hairs on their margins, which are capable of being rapidly moved,
so as to keep currents of water in motion, that food may be con

veyed to their mouths. Immense numbers of the polypi unite
in building up a single habitation, and they do this as if influenced

by one instinct; so that the structure rises with the most sym
metrical proportions. In the Flustra carbasea each polype has

usually twenty-two tentacles; and on these, 2,200 cilia. An or

dinary specimen of this species will contain 18,000 'polypi; and

of consequence, 396,000 tentacles, and 39,600,000 cilia. On the

Flustra foliacca, Dr. Grant estimates 400,000,000.

These polypi mostly multiply by buds, called gemmules, which grow
like the buds of plants from the parent, and after a time fall off and become
distinct animals. A single polypi in this mode may produce a million of
young in a month. They may alto be multiplied by division, when each
separate part becomes in a short time a whole animal. Different parts may
also be made to grow together, and monsters of every form be produced.
The Hydra is one of the genera of polypi; and by taking the heads of several
individuals, and grafting them to one body, a Hydra with seven, or any other
number of heads may be produced.

Fig. 155 shows the Columnaria alveolata from the Black river limestone.
Pig. 156 represents the Favistella stellata, and Fig. 157, Chetetes lycoperdon;
Fig. 158, shows the Cyathophyllum turbinatum which is found in the next
three higher formations.

Graptolites.-.--.These are another remarkable family of radiated

animals that appeared in the Lover Silurian, and continued as

high as the carboniferous system. Until the late researches of

11*
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Fig. 155.

5.




Fig. 156.
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Fig. 158.

Professor Hall, little else had been described but the serrated
arms of this peculiar animal. But be has traced it from its earliest

development till it shows itself as a fixed (possibly free) animal,

having a bilateral arrangement in its arms, as shown in Fig. 159,
which is the Graptolithus Logani. The arms here are broken off;
but in Fig. 160 they are extended far enough to bring the serra
tures into view. Generally these serrated arms are all that have
been figured.
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Fig 157.
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Fig. 159.

Brachiopods.-These are a class of bi

valve shells with the valves unequal, and.

t'he arms of the animal long, that flour

ished abundantly in the lower Silurian Seas.

Several of the genera also, (not the same

species), have lived through all the changes
of the earth's crust, and still inhabit the

ocean.




g. 160.
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The Lingula is one of these, on Fig. 161, frou
the Potsdam sandstone, and can hardly be distin
guished from those now found alive. The Terebratula, Fig. 162 is one of the
six genera of shells that have lived through all changes, and 30 species are
still found in the ocean. Bronn gives a list of 410 species, 10 of which

Fig. 161.

l9
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Fig. 102..

TerraZU1a.

Lingz.pima atd aitt'a.
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occur in the Lower Silurian, 30 in the Upper Silurian, '12 in the Devonian,
38 in the Carboniferous, 11 in the Permian, 30 in the Trias, 83 in the Oolite,
127 in Chalk, and 34 in the Tertiary.

Another Brachiopod of the Silurian rocks is the Orthis (Fig. 163), of which
Bronu gives 54 species in the Lower Silurian, 31 in the Upper Silurian,
43 in the Devonian, 12 in the Carboniferous Limestone, 3 in the Permian, and
2 in the Trias, where it died out.
Of the Spirifer, Fig. 163, characterized by a peculiar spire within its valves,

shown in our figure, 16 species occur in the Lower Silurian, is in the Upper
Silurian, 56 in the Devonian, 59 in Carboniferous Limestone, 7 in the Permian,
8 in the Trios, and 4 in the Oolite, where they terminate.

Fig. 163. Fig. 164.

Orthi' ret.rou4rut. Sp'ifer.
The number and variety of the preceding Brachiopods that have been de

scribed are now so great, that the above genera are regarded as families, such
as Terebratulides, Spririferides, etc., each embracing several genera. But de
tails on this sq,bject can not be here given. They will be found in the large
works on Pala3ontology, such as those of Pictet, D'Orbigny, Hall, McCoy, etc.

Other interesting Brachiopods occur in the Lower Silurian; as for instance,
.Atrypa, Fig. 165.

Conchfera. Numerous representatives of this class of shells appeared early.
For examples we give Ambonychia (Pterina), undata, Fig. 66, from the
Trenton Limestone; Avicula demisa, Fig. 167; from the Hudson River Group,
and Modiolopsis modiolaris, Fig. 168, from the same.

Fig. 165.




Fig. 168.




Fig. 166.
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Gasteropock. These shells are numerous in the Lower Silurian. Maclurea
matutina occurs in the calciferous sandstone, Fig. 169. The M. magna is
sometimes seven or eight inches in diametei. Murchisonia bellicincta is a.
delicate shell, Fig. 170. Fig. 171 shows Scalites angulatus of the Chazy
limestone. Fig. 172 shows the Bellerophon bilobatus.

Fig. 16t.
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Fig. 173
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Cp11alopockt. These were chambered shells, some of which were curved
and some straight. We give an.example of each. Fig. 173 shows the Lit
nites cornu-arietis.

Fig. 174 represents an Orthocera which was straights yet divided into
chambers. This has been found six feet long and six inches in diameter;
which must have had an animal around it larger than any living cephalopod.
As many as seventy chambers have been counted in it. Bronn mentions
153 species; ten in the Lower Silurian, thirty-two in the Upper Silurian,
forty-three in the Devonian, thirty-one in the Carboniferous limestone, eight
in the coal measures and seven in the Trias, where it disappeared.

Fig. 174.

Ort1ocercz..

Ecliinodermata.-The living animals of this class, are the star
fishes, which are found as low as the Lower Silurian, and extend

through all the rocks. But the most remarkable animals of this
class are the Crinoids, or Encrinites, so named from the resem
blance of some of them to a lily (#cptvov) of which the common
stone lily, (Fig. 263) is an example. The head was supported by
a flexible column, that was made up of a vast number of bony
rings, and at its lower end was fastened to the ocean's bottom, or
to a piece of wood. The head was composed of five articulated
arms, which were divided into fingers, and were used for obtaining
food. The-stem of this species was circular, but that-of the Pen
tacrinite was five-sided, and its arms or tentacuics vastly numer
ous. The number of little bones or joints composing the head of
the lily Encrinite, was 26,000; but in the Briarean Pentacrinite,

they amount to 100,000, and those of the side arms to 50,000
more. If each of these, as in the higher animals, required two
muscles to move it, they would amount to 300,000; while the
muscles in man amount to only 540.

Fig. 175 is a representation of the Pear encrinife or Apicrinites as it ap-
peared when attached and in full life at the bottom of the ocean.

PrQf. Pictet, in his great work on Palantology, has grouped the Crinoids
into nine families, as follows: 1. The Comathliclem, or those free and without
stalk; 2. The Pontremitidea; 3. The Cystidee; 4. The Cupressocrinidetn;
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Fig. 175.

5. The Polycrinithe; 6. The Haplocrinide; 7. The Anthocrinithe; 8. The
Cyathocrinid; 9. The Pycnocrinithc. Those families he divides into 105
genera Of these, thirty-seven are peculiar to the Lower and Upper Silu
rian, sixteen to the Devonian, nineteen to the Carboniferous, one in the Per
mian; in the Triassic six, in the Jurassic fourteen, in the Cretaceous seven,
in the Tertiary two, and two exist in our present seas, to which should be
added a third, the Holopus, which is found only among existing animals.
The genus Pentrcrinus began its existence in the Triassic period, and has
continued to the present time, though there have been several changes of the
species.
Among the Crinoids the CysUdeie have attracted special attention, and

those of Canada have been finely illustrated by Mr. E. Billings, paleontologist
of the Canada Survey. According to him, there have been found in the lower
half of the Lower Silurian (in Bohemia and nowhere else) four species, in the

upper half sixty-three; in-the Upper Silurian eighteen species, and perhaps
some doubtful ones in the Devonian; above which 'none occur. Fig. 176
shows one of these little mailed animals from the Trenton limestone, the

J?leurocystites filitextus.

crustacea.-Crustaceans form the highest order of articulated

animals. By far the most remarkable group of them in the ear

lier or palaozoic rocks are the Trilobites, so called because their

shell or buckler is divided into three parts. So different are they

from living crustaceans, that for a long time it was contended that

they, were molluscs or insects.

The shield or buckler of this animal covered its anterior part,

while the abdomen had numerous segments that folded over each

other like those on a lobster's tail. By this arrangement some of

the species had the power to roll themselves up like the wood-

Fear Encrln lie.
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Fig. 176.

Pleurocys(ite3 fiIlleaht.Q.
louse and armadillo, and thus of defending themselves against
enemies. They are from half an inch to six inches long, and

longitudinal furrows divide them into three lobes.
It is well known that the eyes of many articulated animals are

made up of a large number of facets, or lenses, placed at the end
of tubes, which being arranged in a parallel position, form a com

pound eye, like a multiplying glass; which projecting from the

head, enables the an'imal to see on all skies without turning the

eye. The number of these little facets or lenses in the house-fly
is 14,000; in the dragon fly, 25,000; in the butterfly, 35,000;
in the Mordella, 50,000. In the Trilobite they vary from 400 to
6,000. Fig. 177 shows one of the eyes of this animal found in
a fossil state.




Fig. 177.
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Pictet divides the Trilobites into twelve families, viz., the Harpid, theParadoxid, the Calyminidi, the Lichasidi, the Trinucleidc, the Asaphid,the glinidi, the fllenida3, the Odontopleuridin, the Amphionic1, theBrontid and the Agnosticko. These he divides into forty-three genera, ofwhich twenty-four are found in the Lower Silurian, half of which pass intothe Upper Silurian, and eleven in this last formation that pass into the Devonian, while only one passes into the Carboniferous; above which none arefound. But only in a very few cases is the same species found in any two of
these formations. According to Prof Owen, the whole mumber of species is
400 and of genera fifty; of which forty-six are Silurian, twenty-two Devonian,
and four Carboniferous. Thirteen genera are peculiarly Lower Silurian, three
Upper Silurian, one Devonian and three Carboniferous.

Fig. 1"l S exhibits one of the well-known forms of Trilobites from the Lower
Silurian, the Paradoxides Tessini of Brongniart.

Fig. 173.

Pig. 179 is a top view and Fig. 180 a side view of the Sao hirsnta from
the Lower Silurian of Bohemia.

LLtluchnozoa.-In Potsdam sandstone, at Beauharnois, and other places in
Canada, Sir William Logan has collected and described at least seven species
of crustacean's tracks. Fig. 181 will give an idea of one species. A fine
collection of them may be seen in the cabinet of the Canada Geological Sur-

vey at Montreal. Fig. 181, A, shows the tracks of a living crustacean, the

Ocypode arenaria, sketched by Prof. Agassiz and kindly put into our hands.
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Fig. 179.
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Ocypoda arena7'ia.

Fig. 181.




Fig. 180.
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More recently analogous Prototichn.ites (the name applied to the Canada
Fig. 182. tracks by Prot Owen) have been found

in Scotland, called P. Scoticus.
- In the Liandeilo flags in Wales soy.- -

oral species of Annelids occur which
-

- - have sometimes left their trail, as rep-la,
L resented on Fig 182, which was made- r

- - - by Orossopotha Scotica
- : On the Hudson River shales of

Georgia m Vermont, we have found
the trail probably of an annelid, as

Cr0880p0di 8cotcit. shown on Fig. 183,

Fig. 183.

Trail ofam Annelid.

8. UPPER SILURIAN PERIOD.

In the Lower Silurian rocks the plants hitherto discovered are

all flowerless and the animals all invertebrate: crustaceans being
the highest class, of which the crab and lobster are living exam

ples. At the close of this period there seems to have been a con

siderable change in the state of things, and sometimes the higher
strata are unconformable to the lower. For the most part the

same classes of animals continue, though with new forms. Near

the top a few vertebral animals appear, as the details below in

dicate.

.Plants.-The plants of the Upper Silurian are very, few and
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CORALS.

mostly marine. In Europe the best writers mention only one or
two species. But Professor Hall has described not less than ten

species of A1gc or sea-weeds. Perhaps the most interesting of

these is the Arthrophycus ilarlani, shown on Fig. 184.

Fig. 134. Fig. 185.
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It is not till we rise to the very top of

baps into the Devonian above, that we

plants.




Fig. 186.
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this formation, and per
find any traces of land

lIaiy&ites labyrinthica.
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ANIMALS. Polypi.---Of the zoophytes one of the most striking
species is the chain coral. We give two specimens in Figs. 185
and 186.

Favosites polyrnorpha., another genus, is shown in Fig. 187.

Fir. 188.

Fig. 189.
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Fig. 1110.
C!ya(lLoplzyllum tuvbi;uaurn.

.Pe,aine1'u .RnihtU.

Fig. 191.

Fig. 192.
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Another genus of these old corals is the Cyathophyllum, often mistaken in
our country for the horns of deer, etc. Fig. 188 shows one species of this
genus, the 0. turbinatum. Fig. 189 represents the (Jyathophyllum cspitosum.
Brachiopoda.-New species of these shells abound in the Upper Silurian,

belonging to the same genera, s in the Lower Silurian most frequently, but

Fig. 194.

Fig. 193.

Fig. 195.




Fig. 196.

Terebratuia Wilson i.

Fig. 197. not always. We give only a few
examples. Fig. 190 represents
Pentamerus Knightii. Fig. 191

/ . Deithytis Niagarensis Pig 192
Atrypa lacunosa Fig 193 Orthis
fiabellulum Fig 194 Leptna de-
p-essa, Fig 195 Spuifer radiatus
Three views of Terebiatula Wilsoni

4-1 in Fig 196" The Conehifera are well repre
sented. Fig. 197 shows a Gas-

teropod, the Euomphalus rugosus. Fig. 198 shows a Cephalopod, the Con
ularia Niagarensis, from the Niagara group of New York.
The Crinoids are abundant; but we have room to present only three. Fig.

199 represents the Caryocrinus ornatus from the Niagara group. Fig. 200
shows the Ichthycrinus kevis, from the same formation. The sculpture on
many of these crinoids is often extremely beautiful. Fig. 201 shows the
llypanthoerinus decorus, allied to the lily.
Of the other Echinoderms, we show in Fig. 202, the star fish Ophiura con

stellata, and in Fig. 203, the Paiwaster Niagarensis, from the Niagara lime
atone.
We regret not having room for more of the beautiful Trilobites found in

this formation. Fig. 204 exhibits the Calymene Bluaienbachui. Fig. 205 the
same rolled up.

Spi{fei ra.diatur.
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Fig. 19.
Fig. 201.

: ..,:
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Oyhiura COn81.8tiaa.




Fig. 203.
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Fig. 200.




ra:.g.te, Hiargaranu8.

Fig. 202.
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Fig. 19S.
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Fig. 205.

Fishes.-Near the top of this formation a few fishes have been
found; of some of them, however, weknow but 'ittle, as only broken

fragments occur. Pictet mentions only three genera, and four spe
cies as certain; but Agassiz adds four other genera from the broken

fragments: these were from the Upper Ludlow rocks; but in 1859
a very perfect fish was found in the Lower Ludlow rocks, which

Fig. 204.
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carries down this class of animals 1,000 or 2,000' feet. These few
fishes seem to be only an anticipation of the great development of
this class of animals in the Devonian group, and as none of those
in the Silurian are of any special interest, we defer a description
of this important class of animals to the next group.

.Lilhichnozoa.-Professor James Hall in the second volume of the Pa1aon-
tology of New York, has described as many a least as six species of tracks
on the Clinton group of the Upper Silurian, in that State. lie suggests that
these were made by Molluces (Gastropods, Annelids and Fishes, as shown
on figures 20G, 207, and 208.

Fig. 206. Fig. 207.

EL 'T --'-
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Annelid Track. AnneZid Track.

Fig. 208.
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Fish Tracks.

4. DEVONIAN PERIOD.

Plants.-These are few and badly preserved, so that great

uncertainty still exists as to their character. Some of them, how

ever, were sea weeds, and some land plants of as high organiza
tion as the coniferous or pine tribe. A few years ago, quite a

number of plants were referred to the Devonian Period. In 1849,

Bronn enumerates nearly fifty species of nionocottyledons, as well

as half a dozen less perfect flowerless plants. But these proba
12'
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bly occur in rocks which are now placed higher in the series.

We give a sketch of only one species from this formation, which

seems well determined by Professor Hall, from the Chemung

group, and which resembles a good deal, plants in the coal mea

sures above the Devonian. It is the Sphenoptcris laxus, Fig. 209.

Fig. 209.

Splnoperi laxu8.

.&NmIAJ4S.-Poiypi.-Of the corals we present three examples: Fig. 21%
Fig. 211.

Fig. 210.
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represents a fragment of Aulopora sorpons.: Fig. 211, Favosites fibrosa, andFig. 212, Astrea rugosa.
Fig. 1..




Fr. 4.




91

Of the Brachiopoda we show in Figs. 213, 214, 215, two interesting spe
cies of Spirifer; one of which, Fig. 213, goes with late authors under the

Fig. 2T3.

name of Trigonotreta, and Fig. 214 is Spirifer hystericus. Fig. 215 gives a
good idea of the two spirals found in this shell.




Fig. 216.

Fig. 915.




----''
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CaZceol 8afldatina.

A quite peculiar genus of Brachiopods is the Calceola sandalina, named
from its resemblance to a shoe, and shown on Fig. 216.
Of the Conehifera or Acephala, we give only one species in Fig. 211, the Posi-

donornya Beecheri. We give two Cephalopocla. Fig. 218 shows thd Goni
atites costulatus, and Fig. 219, the Cyrtoceras undulatus of the Coriferous

lameBtone.




Trigonotreta 8pccio8c1.




Spin/er hystcri us.

Spirals in Spirijer.
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Fig. 21T.

Fig. 219.




Fig. 218.

Fig. 220 shows a Devonian trilobite, the Acidaspis elliptica.

Fig. 220. Fis/ies.-The most characteristic fea
ture of the Devonian rocks is the great
development of fishes which they pre
sent. With the exception of a few

species near the close of the Upper Silu
nan Period, this is their earliest appear

0" ance; and they present many strange
forms and are largely developed in all
the subsequent formations. This is not

true of any other class of vertebral

ani-mals,and hence the history of the fossil

\ fishes is peculiarly instructive. It is said
V that not less than 1700 species are found

fossil, and 10,000 are now living. Pro-
fessor Agassiz estimates the number of species that have lived in
all past periods, at not less than 30,000 species.

Posidononiya Beecheri.




GoniaWe8 costula(ue.

Cyrtoceras undulaCu8.
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"
This eminent writer. in his great work entitled, cheyches sur ks Poi$sofl.g

par L'Aga8siz, divided all fishes into four classes, distinguished by the char
acter of their scale; the important discovery having been made by him, that
there is such a r&ation between the form of the scale atid:th Organization of
the fish, that if those having similar scales be brought together, they will, be
found to correspond closely in their nature. The. following are the forms of
the scales in the four classes:

Fig. 221, No. 1, shows one of the enameled plates that belongs to the
Placoids; No. 2, the plates covered with enamel, identical in structure with
the teeth, covering the Gan.oids; No. 3, the toothed or comb like scales of
the 1Jenoids; and Nc. 4, the circular plates without enamel of the Cycloid

Fig. 221.

, . . J . . " "

ˆ'
.

2 4

From the classification of animals which we have given on a previous page,
it would appear that Agassiz has given up the above arrangement. .He will
doubtless explain fully his new system in his great work on the Natural
History of the United States. J. Muller, according to Pictet, had, proposed
desirable changes in the system founded upon the scales.
He proposes six classes: 1. The Sirenoid fishes, that have both lungs and

gills; 2. the Teleostean3, or fish with proper bones; 3. the Canoids'; 4. the .&7as
mobrancheans, or the Placoids of Agassiz; 5. the iJyclostorneans, or cartila
ginous fishes; 6. the Lepiocardians, or fishes without a heart, being only one
genus. Of these the first, fifth, and sixth classes are not found fossil.

Naturalists have described 504 genera of fossil fishes, distributed as follows

In the Upper Silurian . . . . . '7
In the Devonian . . . " V 56
In the Carboniferous . . . . . . '70
In the Permian . . . . . . 16
In the Trias . . . . . . . 23
In the Jurassic . . . . . . 66
In the Cretaceous . . . . . . '78

V In the Tertiary . . . . . . 188

Of all fossil animals the fishes cast the most light upon the laws

of palontology. In their different formations they, are found to

be separated from one another by the most distinct characters.

Those of a particular formation seem to have been created for that

formation only, and rarely do the genera extend beyond it as they

do in most of the lower animals. Not a single genus below the

chalk has survived to the present day, and above that point the

number of extinct genera is quite large, amounting to .two thirds

of those in the chalk, and one third of those in the. lower teitiary.
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Those of the carboniferous strata disappear with the deposition of
the new red sandstone, and those in the Oolite suddenly vanish
with the appearance of the chalk. Not one species has yet been
found that is common to any of the two great geological forma
tions, or that is now living in the ocean.
We cannot but remark here, how entirely opposed are these

facts to a prevalent hypothesis that the different sorts of animals
in the rocks, as we ascend, have been slowly changed from one
into the other by a natural process. Here, on the contrary, we
find such great and entire changes in the successive groups as can

be explained only by new creations.
"We find in the history of fishes," says Pictet, "many argu

ments against the hypothesis of the transition of species from one

into the other. The Teleosteans could not have had their origin
in the fishes which existed before the cretaceous epoch, and it is

impossible to derive the Placoicis and Ganoicis from the Teleos

teans. The connection of faunas, as Agassiz has said, is not ma...

terial, but resides in the thought of the Creator." It is well to

take heed to the opinions of such masters in science, when so

many, with Darwin at their head, are inclined to adopt the doc

trine of gradual transmutation in species.

The Devonian fishes had great peculiarities. Indeed, to the close of the
Jurassic period no fish had the horny scales such as now cover four-fifths of
them. The Devonian fishes were many of them covered with bony plates
forming a buckler, and were also of peculiar form. Fig. 222 shows the under
side of the Cephalãspia Lyellii.




Fig. 222.




:

C'phataspis Lydilhi.

Fig. 223 is a side view of the same fish.
In Fig. 224 is represented another of these fishes, the Pterichthys cornutus.
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Fig. 2.
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Another fish of peculiar aspect, which is common in the Devonian rocks of
this country, is the J.ioloptychius nobilissimus, of which Fig. 225 will give
some ideL

Reptiles.-From at least two sources of evidence we find that

reptiles began to appear as early as the Devonian period, though
some geologists suspect that the Upper Old Red Sandstone of

Great Britain belongs to the Carboniferous group; and if so, it

would raise the reptiles into that formation. But one skeleton of

a reptile, Fig. 226, called the Telerpeton Elginense, and Lepto

pleuron lacertinum, by Professor Owen, has been found in the

Old Red Sandstone of Morayshire, which Dr. Mantell regards
either as a fresh water Batracliian, or a small terrestrial lizard.

Another, a true Saurian reptile, has been found in the same forma

tion. In another part of the same rock small bodies have been

Fig. 224.




rig. 225.
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discovered, which have been referred with some probability to the
eggs of the frog.




22(L

FIE. 22T.

Fig. 228.

~z Q~~\

Tclcrpeton Elginense. From the Old Red Sandstone.
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Lithichnozoa.-In, the Old Red Sandstone of Scotland, Captain
]3rickenclen has described tracks which agree best with the Chelo

nians or Tortoises, as shown on Fig. 227.

In the red sandstone near Pottsville, in Pennsylvania, Isaac Lea has de
scribed the tracks of an animal which he calls Sauropus primavus. They
are shown on Fig. 228.

Professor H. D. Rogers, in opposition to Mr. Lea's opinion, places these
tracks in the lower part of the carboniferous formation. So he does, also, those
other analogous species which he found 1500 feet lower in the series. He
also found what be thinks may be the trail of a mollusc in his Umbral Series.

5. CARBONIFEROUS PERIOD.

The two very distinct parts into which this formation is divided,

differ widely in their paheontological characters. The lower part,
called the carboniferous or mountain limestone, is rich in marine

relics. But it is the remains of terrestrial plants, which so abound

in the upper part, called the coal mtasures, that gives the. name

and the highest interest to the formation. Marine remains abound

in this part also; but the land plants predominate. In the brief

space which we can devote to the fossils of this formation we shall

dwell chiefly upon the plants and upon the higher tribes of ani

mals.

Plants.-Compared with the formations below there was an

immense development of plants in the carboniferous rocks. Pre

viously it would seem that not much dry land existed, certainly
not in a condition for producing vegetation; for the plants in

these lower rocks are almost entirely marine, and of course flow

erless. But in the carboniferous era land plants were introduced

abundantly, more than 683 species having been described in that

formation, according to Prof. Unger. But they were mostly flow

erless plants, chiefly such as form the class of Acrogens, such as

the Ferns, the Equisetacce and Lycopodiacea. Yet many of them

were large trees. Take the ferns, for example. In tropical regions,
at the present day, these sometimes grow as high as forty or fifty
feet, and the trunks are covered with the scars of the leaves that

have fallen off. Fig. 229 exhibits some of these gigantië ferns.

Most of the fossil ferns probably, belonged to species no larger than tho
ferns now growing in temperate latitudes; but some of them were tree ferns.
Fig. 230 shows Nouropteris ovata from the coal, and, it can hardly be distin
guished from species now common in this country.

12*
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Fir. 29
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More than 250 species of ferns have been already dug from the
coal strata in Europe, and it is an interesting fact that at present
not more than fifty species of this tribe of plants are natives of

Europe. They are far more abundant in tropical regions; and
hence it seems a fair conclusion that the climate in Europe and
the United States, during the coal period, was tropical.

Professor Lindley made some experiments to determine what sorts of plants
would longest resist the action of water. The leaves and bark of most dico
tyledonous plants, that is, our present forest trees and flowering plants gen
erally, were destroyed in two years. The monocotyledons, such as the
palms, were more enduring, but grasses perished. Funguses, mosses and
most of the lowest forms of vegetables, soon disappeared; but ferns were
the most enduring of all. In short, those plants most abundant in a fossil
state endured the best. Hence it is inferred that the frailer sorts may have
been much more abundant in early times than their number found fossil would
indicate.

Siigmaria.-Immediately beneath every bed of coal (and some

times twenty or thirty beds lie above one another in the same

basin) is a layer of arenaccous shale, from six inches to ten feet

thick, called under clay or fire clay. In this, and here only, is

found the peculiar fossil called Stigmaria, Fig. 231. It is ascer-

Fig. 23!.
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taned to be the root of another kind of fossil which is abundant
in the coal, and in the rock immediately above it, called Sigil
lana.

Sigillaria.-These are large flattened trunks, from thirty to

sixty, and even seventy feet long. They are covered by seal's or

Fig. 32.

Siglllaric.
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cicatrices, showing the points to which leaves were attached while
growing. They were probably hollow trunks, or became so be
fore falling, and hence are so much flattened. Doubtless they
formed the source of most of the beds of coal.

More than thirty-five species are known, of which Figs. 232, 233, 234 wifl
gi;o an. idea. Fig. 235 represents a trunk standing.
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LycopodiunzR, or Club Mosses.-The living plants of this family,
about 200 species, are small, rarely in temperate climates exceed

ing a few inches, and in tropical climates never more than three
feet in height. But the Lepidodendron, which is an allied fossil

plant, grew forty to fifty feet high. The trunk is beautifully tes-
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selated or scarred like the Sigillaria, as is shown in the L. acu
hatum, on Fig. 230.

Fig. 237 shows one of these large thinks. Another genus of this familyis the Ulodendron, shown in Fig. 238.

Fig. 237.
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Ulodendron.

Equisetaccw.-The living plants of this family go by the name
of horsetails, cattails, rushes, etc., and are of diminutive size.
But not so the fossil species. The most remarkable and common
is the Calamites. These were large jointed reeds, attaining some
times the size of trees. A sample is given in Fig. 239.

The large trunks that have been described are sometimes found standing
upright in the mine and penctratmg the sandstone layers. Fig. 240 shows a
succession of vertical stems of this sore in tho coal measures at the head of

Lcpidodt'ndro ii.




Fig. 233.
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Asterop1iyll 1ca.-Thesc plants belong to the Acrogens, but

have the aspect of aster flowers, and hence the name of the

family. They were not numerous, but quite peculiar. Fig. 241,

exhibits a species of Aimularia. Fig. 242 shows the Spenophyl
luin emarginaturn, another genus of these plants.
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the Bay of Fundy in Nova Scotia. The mass of sandstone containing the
stems is 2,500 feet thick, and the length of the upright trunks six or eight
feet. Only ninety-two feet of the beds is represented.

Fig. 289.
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P.ORAMINIFBRA.

Flowering plants began to appear in the
coal formation. Several species of palms
and of grasses are reckoned among the

monocotyledons. The dicotyledons are

mostly reckoned as beIongiig to the Con
ifera3 or pine tribe, especially to the Arau
caria, a species of which now grows on Nor
folk Island, on the west coast of America, -

r1 -t and is cultivated frequently in conserva-
ties. Trunks of the fossil trees haveor




.
: ) been found in several quarries in Scotland,

"S.




penetrating the strata obliquely, and being
sixty to seventy feet long, and from four to six feet in diameter at
the base. Coniferous plants have a peculiar microscopic struc
ture, which is retained in true petrifactions, and can be made

manifest by polishing thin plates.
Animals.-This is the first formation in an ascending order in

which any of the Protozoa have been found of much size, although
they occur as deep as the Lower Silurian. Here we have in great
abundance in the Carboniferous Limestone, the Fusulime, which

belong to the class Foraminifera. These are organisms mostly

microscopic, of a simple structure, protected by a shell, and bear

ng a considerable resmblancc to chambered shells. The num

ber found fossil amounts to 73 genera and 657 species, in

creasing in number and variety as we ascend, and attaining their

maximum in the present seas. We give only one example here,

the Fusulina cylindrica, considerably magnified in Fig. 243.

A tertiary limestone, the "Calcaire grossier," is used at Paris as a. building
stone, and so abounds in ]?oraminifera, that we may almost regard the capital
of France as constructed of these minute shells.
Of the Bry.ozoa, we give one example from the Carboniferous group, which

is Coral, the Archimedipora Archimedea (Fig. 244), from Kentucky. Its name
is derived from its resemblance to the .Archimedean screw. The Bryozoa
are now put among the Molluscs.

Fig. 243.




Fig. 244.

Fig. 2.12.
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The fossil Bryozoa already described amount to 1676 species,
213 of which are found in chalk.

Fossil shells, both bivalve and univalve, are abundant in the
carboniferous limestone, but we pass by them all for want of room

except the Chambered shells, which belong to the Cephalopods.
Fig. 245. The two principal families of them, the

Nautilidie and Ammonitid, are divided
into numerous chambers, connected by a

f
tube called a siphuicle, both which facts

p . . are shown in Fig. 245. The strait and par
. tially unrolled cephalopods we have already

described under Orthocera in the Silurian

rocks, and the Animonitida, are not de

veloped till we reach the secondary strata.
NaIt ti tits. But the Nautilida3 are multiplied in the

carboniferous strata which contain not less than forty species.

The extinct species of cephalopod molluscs amount to 1500,

divided into 50 genera. 1400 of these, divided into 30 genera,

belong to shells similar to the pearly Nautili, of which only five

or six species exist in the present seas.

The Cephalopods possessed horny mandibles, or beaks, which are frequently
found fossil, and have been called Rhyncholitos. Figs. 246 and 247 show
two of them.




Fig. 246. Fig. 247.
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Among the Cririoids found in this formation one of the most beautiful is the

Pentremite, of which Figs. 248 and 249 show the Pentrernites conoideus from

Indiana, as described by Professor Hall.

Fig 248. Fig. 249.
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Fossil insects has been found as low as the coal measures. Of
the Arachnida (spiders, scorpions, etc.), 1,31 species are described
in the rocks. Of these, the most interesting is the scorpion, found
in Bohemia, and shown on Fig.. 250, the Cyclophithalmus Buck.
landi.




Fig. 250.

According to Brorin, in 1848, eleven species of insects had been

found in the carboniferous strata, thirty-one in the has; forty-six in

the oolite; fifty-seven in the wealden; two in the cretaceous,

1545 in the tertiary, and one in the alluvium, making 1699 in all.

This epbraces the Myriapods, the Arachnida, and Hexapods.
Not less than 70 genera and over 150 species of fishes have

been described in the carboniferous formation. They begin to

have a much nearer resemblance to living fishes than those of

Devonian age, as the sketch of Pa1aoniscus Duvernoi (Fig. 251),
and of Amblypterns macropterus (Fig. 252), will show.

All the fishes below the Trias, however, have one remarkable

peculiarity. The vertebral column, or backbone, is prolonged far

Cycloptizairnus Bucklandi.
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Fig. 21.




Fig. 25g.

into the upper lobe of the tail, as may be seen in the above figures.
This makes the tail unsymmetrical, or as it is usually slyled, hetero-
cercal. Above the Permian this peculiarity is rarely seen, though
among living fishes it is possessed by the sharks, the dog-fishes,
and sturgeons. But most living species, as well as the fossil, from
the Permian upward, have symmetrical or iwniocercal tails that
is, the vertebral column terminates at the middle of the base of
the tail, as an examination of some of the figures of fishes we
shall present in the higher formations (see Figs. 289, 290) will
show.

ralc'oniscts 1)uvcrnoj.




Amblyptcru8 macropterua.
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This mark often enables the geologist to determine from what

Fig. 253. part of the rock series a fossil specimen was obtained,
and thus helps to fix the age of the rock in which
it occurs.

A few living fishes, such as the Port Jackson shark, have strong
dorsal spines, covered with small teeth, as weapons of defense.
These have been found abundantly with the fossil species,
and have been described by the name of Ichthyodortlites. The
finest examples of these which we have met in European works
is shown on Fig. 253, which we introduce here, although it belongs
to the Weaiden formation. It belongs to the genus thcfodns.
We give in Fig. 254 a most remarkable and beautiful example

of what is most probably an iehthyodorulito from the coal forma
tion of our own country. It was found by Pr. S. B. Bushnell, of
Montezuma, in Indiana, and presented by him, through Rev. John
Hawks, to the senior author of this work, by whom it was de
posited in the cabinet of Amherst College. It has the aspect of a
shark's jaw, but was most probably dorsal. It has been referred
to Prof. Agassiz for description. If it be an ichthyodorulite, it is
the most beautiful that has ever been discovered. It was found a
foot above a bed of coal.

Agassiz denominates some of the old fossil fishes,

Sauroki, or like Saurian reptiles, because their anatomi

cal structure, especially their large striated conical teeth,

resemble those of saurians. They are an example of

what we shall find common, viz., a union of characters

in some fossil animals now found only in different families.

.Reptiles.-We have presented decided evidence that

reptiles began to exist as early as the Devonian period.
As we should expect, we find them, though not very abun

dantly, in the Carboniferous strata.
-
Professor Owen has

paid great attention to this class of animals, and some

Fig. 254.
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details respecting his classification, already briefly stated, may be
desirable.
He divides the Amphibious Reptiles into two orders: 1. Ganocephala, ani-

mals allied to the living Proteus and Lopidosiren, being intermediate between
fi31i-1ike batrachia and lizards and crocodiles. 2. Labyrinthodontia, animals
between b.btrachians and lizards and fishes.

The Saarai RepWes, Owen divides into eleven orders: 1. Thecodontia,
embracing the Protosaurus and other genera, among which is the Bathygna
titus, described by Dr. Leidy, from Prince Edward's Island. 2. (Jryptodontia,
between lizards, tortoises and birds. 3. Dicynodon.tia, combining characters
found in crocodiles, tortoises, lizards and mammalia. 4. Enaliosauria., em
bracing most remarkable fossil Saurians which will be noticed further on
5. Dinosauria, great land Saurians. 6. Plerosauria, or flying Saurians.
7. (irocodilia, crocodilians. 8. Lacertilia, lizards. 9. Ophidia, serpents.
10. Chelonia, tortoises. 11. Batrachia, frogs and salamanders. Quite recently
he has made some change in this plan.

Prof. Jeifries Wyman has described, under the name of Rani-

ceps, a fossil batrachian, reckoned by Owen with his Ganocephala,
in the carboniferous rocks of Ohio, where are, also, two other al
lied species. WTyman also suggested the reptilian character of the

Dendrerpeton Acadianum from Nova Scotia. But the most in

teresting of the carboniferous reptiles is the Archegosaurus, the
head of which is shown in Fig. 255. This, according to Prof.

Fig. 255.

Arelzegoscturu8.

Owen, belongs to the Ganocephala, differing from Batrachians in
some important respects, and allied to the living Proteus and.

Lepidosiven. Owen has also described a Labyrinthodont reptile
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from the coal of Pictou, in Nova Scotia, which he calls Baphetes
planiceps.

Lithichnozoa.-In the western part of Pennsylvania Dr. A. T.

King has described tracks in the carboniferous formation which
are doubtless those of a Batrachian. We give in Fig. 26 a slight
sketch of some ofthem. It is called Batrachopus primevus.

Fig. p56.

Dr. Buckland has given an account of Ichthypodu.lites, or fish

tracks, from the coal formation.

Hugh Miller has described abundant tracks on the coal meas

ures of Scotland which are reptilian; but he does not decide

whether they were those of a. Batrachian or Lizard.

6. PERMIAN PERIOD.

Both the plants and animals of this period are so much like

those of the preceding, though differing specifically that we shall

give but a few examples.

Fooeinarke in Pennsylvania.
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Fig. 25' represents a peculiar plant, the Nôeggerathia expansa, found in
Russia.




Fig. 2T.
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Fig. 258 shows a somewhat peculiar bra-
ebiopod shell, the Productus horridus.

Several new genera and many new

species of fishes, and especially of rep
tiles, appear in this formation, and

clearly distinguish it from the carbon-

:: I iferous. In England, Russia and

Thuringia, several thecodont saurians
Producus /wrriiltis. have been found, such as the Proto-

aurus, Thecodontosaurus and PaIaosaurus. In this country Pro

fessor Ernmons has found in the sandstone of North Carolina the

Paheosaurus, the Clepsiosaurus, and one which he names Rutiodon

Carolinensis, and he considers these fossils as proving that sand

stone to be Permian. Under Lithichnozoa we shall see that other

reptiles are found in this rock, as shown by their tracks.

Lithichnozoa.-The first tracks discovered and described by Dr.

Duncan in Scotland, are now thought to be in Permian rather

than Triassic sandstone. The sketch, Fig. 29, evidently of a

tortoise, was given by Dr. Buckland.

Lately Sir William Jardine has described these tracks in a splendid folio.
He has given nine species: five of them he refers to Chelonians, two to au
rians, one to Batrachians, and one is left doubtful.

Having now reached the top of the Palaeozoic deposits, it may
be well to state certain leading facts as to the organic remains

com-monto the whole.

1. These deposits are characterized by the entire absence, so

Fig. 2.
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Fig. 259.
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far as has yet been discovered, of birds and mammiferous ani

mals, and by the rarity of all other vertebral animals except
fishes.

2. Also among the molluscs, by the existence of numerous

cephalopods with simple divisions between the chambers-such as

Fig. 260. are found no more among the newer

rocks; also by brachiopods, such as are---




found rarely afterwards.

I 3. By the existence of numerous trilo

J
bites, of which there is no trace at a

later period.

7. TRIASSIC PERIOD.

The fossils of the trias are less im

merous than those of several formations
below and above; but some of them are

peculiar, and possess unusual interest.

Plants.-The general aspect of the

scanty Triassic Flora differs much from

that of the Permian and Carboniferous

group, but some plants are very similar,

as the Neuropteris elegans, shown in

Fig. 260.
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A more characteristic plant is the Voltzia lieterophylla figured below
Fig. 261.
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Animals.-Of the Brachiopods we give one fine form, the terebratula
'vulgaris, in Fig. 262.




Among the Crinoids we have in the
Muschelkalk of the trias, the well known
and beautiful Lily Encrinite (Encrinus
liliiforniis) which is shown in Fig. 263,
with a cross section of the stem bneath.

The fishes of the trias are all liorno..

cergucs. The genera known are twenty
three. We give only the sketch of the

upper jaw of one, the Placodus Andryani,

Fig. 264. It will be seen, that the almost
entire roof of the mouth is covered with

large flat teeth. Sometimes it is entirely covered.

This animal s regarded, and probably with good reason, as a reptile, by
Prof. Owen. Prof. Pietet places it among the fishes.

In the palicozoic rocks the reptiles have been few. But in the

trias they begin to show themselves in large numbers and of pecu
liar characters; 41t commencement of their enormous develop
ment in the next higher formaton.

1rI Q

Fig. 'ˆ6.
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Fktcodus Andryan

The Labyrinthodonts are per
haps the most interesting. They
are so named from the labyrin
thine character of their teeth,
when viewed upon a cross sec
tion, as in Fig. 265, which shows
a portion of the" tooth only when
cut

-
across and polished. Pro

Tessor Owen describes them- as

reptiles having the essential bony
characters of the Batracitia, but

combining these with other bony
characters of crocodiles, lizards
and ganoid. ashes, and exhibit

ing all .under a bulk which ri
valed that of the largest croco
diles Qf the present' day. The

Fig. 263.

Tooth of the Lthythzthodon.
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form of the largest Labyrinthodonts, if we may judge by the

great breadth and flatness of the skull, must have more resembled
that of the toad or the laud salamander.

Prof. Owen describes five British species of the Labyrinthodon, one of
which is identical with the Matodonsauus found in Germany. Fig. 2(36
shows the skull of this species, some of which have been found from. thirty to
forty-eight inches 1ou.




Fig. 266.
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Head of the Labyriniltodon.

Prof. E. Emmons has lately found in the sandstone of North Carolina, a
Labyrinthodont named by Leidy, Dictyocephalus elegaizs. He has also found
in the same rock three geuera, and four or five species of Thecodont reptiles.
Dr. Leidy has described likewise a Thecodont Saurian, the BathygnathUs
borealis, from the sandstone of Prince Edward's Island.

Another remarkable family of reptiles, represented by the

Rhynchosaurus articeps, has been described by Professor Owen,

from the trias of England. The tracks found in connection with
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the bones seem to indicate that the animal had feet resembling
those of birds: three toes pointing forward, and sometimes one

pointing backwards. Owen says that the "formation of the skull
has brought to light modifications of the lacertine structure lead

ing towards Chelonia and Birds which before were unknown."
Two well-marked examples of mamiferous animals have at length

been found as low as the upper part of the trias, or certainly not

higher than the lower part of the has. One is the Microlestes, a
small insectivorous quadruped, found both in Germany by Profes

sor Plieninger, and in England by Charles Moore, though deter

mined by Professor Owen. Among living mammals the small

Myrmecobius, an insectivorous marsupial, comes nearest to the

Microlestes. The other genus is the Dromatherium, sylvestve
discovered, and named by Professor E. Einmons in the North

Fig. 261.

Tracka of C1urotherium Barthi.
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Carolina sandstones, with the reptilian remains already described.
This, also, comes nearest to the Myrmecobius among living animals.
Prof. Emmons is inclined to place it in the lower part of the trias,
or even in the Permian, and it is probably the oldest known
mammal.

Lithichnozoa-Early in the history of footmarks some were
found in the new red sandstone of Hildburghausen in Saxony,
having such a resemblance to the human hand that Professor

Kaup gave to the animal that made them the name of C'lteirothe
riu;m or hand animal. The fore and hind feet were quite unequal,
as shown below in Fig. 207, which is Cheirotherium Barthii.

Similar tracks were subsequently found in Cheshire, England; also those
of the three-toed reptile, Rhynchosaurus. Crustacean tracks were likewise
found in Cheshire; also some resembling a horse-shoe by Dr. Cotta in Saxony,
which may have been made by Chalonians. ProC Owen suggests that the
Cheirotherian tracks may have been made by the Labyriuthodon above
described. But such an animal would leave two rows of tracks, whereas
those of the Cheirotherium form only a single row, as in the above figure,
and, it would seem, must have been made by an animal with narrow body
and long legs like some marsupials, and not by such an animal as that in
Fig. 268, which is the Labyrinthodon as restored by Prof. Owen.

FIG. 268.

Labyrnthodonpczc1qjgnathu.

8. flJRASSIO OR OOLITIC PERIOD, ThU3RACIN( THE WEALDEN AND THE LIAS.

This formation is very prolific of fossils. Among so many that are inter
esting we find it difficult to make a selection.

Plants.-The vegetation of this period was not remarkable as to quantity;
but it was characterized by the predominance of Coniferc, or the Pine tribe,
and of Cycadacea, both of which are Gymnosperms, or with naked seeds.
While only two genera and twenty species of the latter are tbnd among liv
ing plants, thirty-four species occur in the Oolite and four in the chalk of
Great Britain, where no living species is found. Fig. 269 will give an idea
of a living species, the Cycas revoluta.
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Fig. 269

Cjjca8 rcvolutc&
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Fig. o. In Fig. 270 is given a repre-
sentation of a fossil Cycad, the

:
_.p..1,
I-go

Cycadoidea megaphylla.

petrified trunks ofai
Comfcre occur in several

r -- formations In the isle of
) Portland, on the coast of

-
England, is a remarkable
subterranean forest of these--
trees, or rather their stumps,

cycai1oidi meyzphylla. standing perpendicular to the
strata and rooted in a blaèk vegetable mould, the whole now con-

verted into stone. It is represented in Fig. 21.

Among the ferns of this period is a remarkable one, of which
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Subterranean Fore-8t, isle of Portland.

Fig. 272.

Ciathropteris n'etiuwuius, Ea8t llanipton.
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there seems to be only one species, and that found both in the
lower part of the has and upper part of the trias. It had quite
large reticulated fronds radiating from a center, like some tropical
ferns of the present day; an example of which may be seen in
Fig. 229. Iii Fig. 272 we present a small portion of a frond of
this Clathroptcris found in East Hampton, Massachusetts, by Ed
ward Hitchcock, Jr.

Fig. 273 shows a fern, the Coniopteris Murrayana, with a part of the frond
magnified, showing fruit-a very unusual occurrence. This is an oolitic
plant.




Fig. 273.

AnimaZ8.-Of corals we present only one. Fig. 2?4 shows the Prionaster

oblonga.

The bivalves and univalve shells are very abundant in this

formation. We pass by all except the Cephalopods, which have

an immense development in the Oolite. These have already been

Coniopteri,s 1furraytna.
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Fig. 274.
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Fig. 275.
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Spirula Peronii.

Pi'ionastvr Oblonga.
described in part, but some of the families need farther elucidation.

Some of the Cephalopods have the shell within the body, as is shown

in Fig. 275, which represents a living species, the Spirula Peronil.

The Orthoceratite, Lituite, Bacuilte, Hamites, Scaphite, Turriite and Belem
nite seem to have belonged to this description of shells. Fig. 276 shows the
liarnites attenuatus from the Gault, which lies a little above the oolite in the
cretaceous system, but is introduced here for the sake of illustration.

Fig. 270.

The ordinary appearance of a Belemnite is that of a conical
arrow head, as shown in Fig. 277. At the blunt end it is usually

F!g. 277. hollow, and if one half be

split off, the section, as seen
- in the figure, will show a

-conicalcavity.
This was the main part of

the. internal shell; but its structure was more complicated. Besides
this cone-shaped shell, there was a conical, thin, horny sheath, ex

tending outwards and enlarging. This part contained an ink

bag like the cuttle fish of the present day, which produces the

Sepia, or India Ink. There was also a thin, conical internal

chambered shell, placed within the hollow cone above described,

having a construction analogous to that of the Nautilus and

Orthocera. Fig. 278 is an imaginary restoration of the Belemno

sepia, a family of belemnites proposed by Buckland and Agassiz.
13*

If(trnitt's aUenuaus.
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The geological cabinets of three
ladies in England (Misses Anning,
Philipots and Baker) are mentioned
by Dr. Buckland as furnishing the
specimens of belemnites containing
petrified ink bags; the ink of which
was pronounced by the best artists
to be 0 superior quality. Thus were
these ancient cephalopods identified
with the modern cuttle-fishes.

Belemnites are mostly corn

fined to the oolite and the

chalk, where at least 100 spe
cies have been obtained. Spe
cies of Sepia occur in the

tertiary, as well as in the pre
sent seas.

Of the Ammonites more

than 500 species have been

described. Bronn enumerates

2 in the Upper Silurian, 22 in

the Trias, 317 in the Oolite

and 211 in the Chalk. Many
of these, as well as the other

chambered shells, are beauti

fully figured and embossed.

Some of them are three feet

in diameter, looking like a

carriage wheel.

A'avrnonitea plait laeus.

Fig. 2T9.
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Fig. 1219 shows the Ammonites planu1atus. Fig. 280, the A.
nus. Fig. 281, A. nodotianus. Fig. 282, A. catena.

Fig. 280. i\1 I

Fig. 2S3.




ilumpliresia-

Of the Echinodermata we
present a single' beautiful exam
pie of Cidarites Blumenbachii,
in Fig. 283.

Fig. 284 shows the Pen.

tacrinus fasciculosus, which

is called the Briarean Pen_

tacrinite on account of the
. ". .1."




geat number of its arms

the fabled Briareus being

supposed to have a hundred
Cidarite3 fllumenbacl,il.




hands. The bones and the

fingers in this pentacrinite were 100,000, and those of its side
arms 50,000 more. If there were two muscles, as in the higher ani
mals, to each bone, it would require 300,000 in this echinoderm.

Fig. 285 shows anotjier elegant species, the Apiocrinus Rossyanus.
In Fig. 286, we present a single example of an Oolito Annelid, the Serpula

flagellum, which is a calcareous tube once occupied by a worm.

Insects and Myriapod.-In 1849, Bronn enumerated seven-

teen species of fossil Myriapods, such as the centipede, two of

Anmonitc. nodtiai.us. Ammonites catena.
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which occur in the Oolite, and the rest mostly

in the tertiary; also 1331 species of Araelinoidea,

or scorpions and spiders, O winch two species ai-c

found as low as the coal measures, one in the Oolitc, and the

rest mostly in the tertiary ; also 1531 species of hexapod insects,

Apiocrinu.9 R:)8SJa7ltt.
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Fig. 2S6.

of which 847 are colcoptera. Nine species of these insects are

found in the carboniferous formation, 120 in the Oolite, two in

the chalk, and the rest mostly in the tertiary. Fig. 287, shows

a sDecies of Libellula from the Oolitc.

Fig. 2S.

T
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Libelluta.

In the sandstone of the Connecticut river, in Massachusetts, a fossil occurs,
Which at first was thought to be a Myriapoci, but it seems rather to be the
larva of an insect. A view of it greatly enlarged is given in Fig. 288.

Serpula flagellum.
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Fishes.-The genera of fishes already described in the Ooitic

series, is 66; larger than in any formation below, except the car

boniferous. They are homocercaL We give a sketch in Fig. 289.

of the Dapeclius punctatus from the has, and in Fig. 290, a re

stored Tetragonokpis from the same formation.

Fig. 2S9.
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Dapcdius punctatU8.

Fig. 290.
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-
Reptiles..-..This was the ago of reptiles, remarkable both for

their peculiar forms and formidable dimensions. We shall try to

give some-idea of a few of the most important.
Icktkyosaurus.-,-This animal, sometimes more than thirty feet

long, and of which thirty species are known, had the snout of a

porpoise, the teeth of a crocodile (sometimes amounting to 180),
the head of a lizard, the vertcbrm of a fish, the sternum of an or

nithorhynchus, and the paddles of a whale: uniting in itself a
combination of mechanical contrivances which are now found

among three distinct classes of the animal kingdom. One of its

paddles was sometimes composed of more than 100 bones; which

gave it great elasticity and power, and enabled the animal to urge
its way through the water with a rapid motion. Its vertebr

were more than 100. Its eye was enormously large; in one spe
cies, the orbital cavity being fourteen inches in its longest direc

tion. This eye also, had a peculiar construction to make it ope.
rate both like a telescope and a microscope: thus enabling the

animal to descry its prey in the night as well as day, and at great

depths in the water. The length of the jaws was sometimes more

than six feet. Its skin was naked, some of it having been found

fossil; its habits were carnivorous, its food, fishes and the young
of its own species; some of which it must have swallowed several

feet in length. This fish-like lizard was an inhabitant of the

ocean. Fig. 291 exhibits a restored ichthyosaurus.
Fig. 291.

lchthyo8aurus communis.

The head of the ichthyosaurus, with its enormous eye, is shown on Fig. 292.

Fig. 292.

Head Ichthyoaaurv&
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Plesiosaurus.-This animal, of which twenty- species have been
found, has the general structure of the ichthyosaurus. Its most

remarkable difference is the great length of the neck, which has

from twenty to forty vertebr; a larger nunber than in any
known animal; those of living reptiles varying from three to six,

and those of birds from nine to twenty-three.
The largest perfect specimen yet found is eleven feet long, with

about ninety vertebra. Its paddles were proportionally larger
than in the ichthyosauri. It was carnivorous; an inhabitant of

the ocean, or rather of bays and estuaries, where it probably used

its long neck for seizing fish beneath, and perhaps flying reptiles
above the waters. Fig. 293 exhibits a restoration of one of the

most remarkable species, the P. dotichodeirus.

Fig, 23.

P1eosa',ru:i doliclwcle?rut?.

In Fig. 294 we give a sketch of one of the most perfect skeletons of
Ple-siosaurusmacrocephalus as it lay in the rock.

The preceding were carnivorous reptiles that lived in the sea.

But during the same period the land was tenanted by others, called

Dinosaurians, of still more gigantic size, whose teeth indicate that

they were mostly vegetable feeders, or possibly sometimes living
on a mixed diet. We give a few examples.

Afegalosaurus.-This name (meaning a great saurian has been given by Dr.
Buckland to a gigantic terrestrial reptile, thirty feet long, allied to the croco
dile arid monitor in structure, and found in the oolite. The animal was car
nivorous; and in the structure of its teeth are combined the knife, the saw,
and the sabre. Its principal food was probably crocodiles and tortoises. It
had a Dinosaurian companion, called the Hyhosaurus, about twenty-five feet
long.
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Fig 204.
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a
Plesiosaurus macrocephalto.

Iguanocion.-This animal approaches nearest in its structure,

especially that of the teeth, to the living iguana; a reptile of the

warmer parts of this continent; and hence its name; signifying an

animal with teeth like the iguana. Its average length was about

thirty feet; circumference of the body, 14.5 feet; length of the hind

foot, 6.5 feet; circumference ofthe thigh, more than seven feet! The

form of the teeth shows it to have been herbivorous, like the living

iguana. It had a horn four inches long upon the snout, like some

species of iguana. Fig. 295 will give some idea of the iguanodon.
The Pterosaurians, or flying reptiles come next. They are di

vided into several genera but a description of Pterodactylus crassi

rostris will give a good idea of the whole, which are probably the

most heteroclitic of all fossil reptiles. Fig. 296 shows a perfect
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Fig. 295.

Iguanodo.

skeleton, with an enormous extension of the fifth or innermost

digit or finger of the pectoral limbs. This could be only for the

attachment of a membrane for flying, as in the bat.

Fig. 296.

Ptcrodactylu8 cra.drol(ri8.
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In. Fig. 297, the membrane as it is snpposed to have existed, is attached to
the elongated finger. Some of them were so large that the distance from tip
to tip of their wings, when spread, was eighteen or twenty feet.

Fig. 29T.

This animal had the head and neck of a bird, the mouth of a

reptile, the wings of a bat, and the body and tail of a mammifer.
Its teeth, as well as other parts of its structure, show that it could
not have been a bird; and its osteological characters separate it
from the tribe of bats. But in many respects it had the char

acters of a reptile. These animals were doubtless able to fly like
the bat., while the fingers with claws projecting from their wings
enabled them to creep or climb. When their wings were folded,

they could, perhaps, walk on two feet; and it is most likely, also,

they could swim. Their eyes were enormously large; so that they
could seek their prey in the night. They probably fed on insects

chiefly; though perhaps, also, they had the power of diving for
fish.

"Thus," says Dr. uckland, "like Milton's fiend, all qualified for all services,
and all elements, the pterodaetyle was a fit companion for the kindred reptiles
that swarmed in the seas, or crawled on the shores of a turbulent planet."

"The Fiend,
O'er bog, or steep, through straight, rough, dense, or rare,
With head, hands, wings, or feet, pursues his way,
And swims, or sinks, or wades, or creeps, or flies."

Paradise Lose, Book 2, line 947.
With flocks of such-like creature flying in the air, and shoals of no less

Pterodactyu crsirostris.
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monstrous iehthyosauri and plesiosauri swarming in the ocean, and gigantic
crocodiles and tortoises crawling on the shores of the primeval lakes and
rivers; air, sea, and land must have been strangely tenanted in these early
periods of our infant world." Brdgewater Treati.se, vol. i. p. 224.

Fossil crocodiles are quite numerous from the has to the chalk

inclusive. The earlier species had great peculiarities. Many of

them had long and slender jaws like the gavial of the Ganges.
Of the twelve living species, three are alligators, eight true croco

diles, and one gavial. Fig. 298, shows the head of the Mystrio
saurus Tiedmanni, from the has; a good example of long and

slender jaws.




Fig. 293.

Excepting their tracks, as already detailed, we have no evidence

of the existence of Chelonians or tortoises, below the has. In.

general these are not larger than those now living; but in some

of the higher deposits they are found from eight to twenty feet

in diameter.

Birds.-The only evidence of the existence of birds as early as

the has, or even perhaps the later periods of the trias, depends

upon their tracks in New England. For no trace of their skele

tons has been found, nor of any thing connected with them, save

a few coprolites. But so clearly do some of the tracks correspond
to the feet of birds in their form, the number of their toes, and

especially in the number of phalanges, that Professor R. Owen,

the most eminent of European comparative anatomists, seems fully
satisfied that they were formed by this class of animals. See his

arguments on the subject in his admirable work on Paleontology

published in 1859. The case is argued also in the Ichnology of
New England, where full details of the facts are given. In what
follows in this work upon the oolitic Lithichnozoa the facts are
also briefly stated.

Mamrnalia.-Thee are warm-blooded, air-breathing, vivipar
ous, vertebrate animals. The lowest group on the scale of organ
ization and character are the marsupials, like the kangaroo and

opossum; and these, as we might expect and as we have seen,

.31istriosa.urw Tiedrnann.
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began to appear towards the close of the triassic period. Not less
than seven genera have been found in the oolitic series, viz., the

Amph ithen urn, .Amphulestes, Phascolotherium, Steognathus,
Spalacotlieriurn, Triconodon and Plagiaulax. They were mostly
small animals, and some of them were insect-eaters. They, have
been found chiefly in England.

Lithichnozoa.-The most remarkable locality on the globe for
fossil footmarks, so far as yet known, is the Connecticut valley
in Massachusetts and Connecticut. Till of late the rock has been

regarded as new red sandstone, and that formation is perhaps
present in the series; but the belt that contains the footmarks
seems more probably to be the equivalent of the lower part of the
oolite, say liassic, or possibly it is the upper part of the trias. In
Hitchcock's Report on the Ichnology of New England, published

by the government of Massachusetts, the tracks of 119 species of

Lithichnozoa are figured and the species described, all of whose

tracks are preserved in the Ichnological Cabinet of Amherst Col

lege. These tracks vary in size from those twenty inches to those

one twentieth of an inch long, and it would require nearly half a
million of the latter to cover as much space as one track of the
former. The animals are divided in that Report into the following
groups, with more or less probability. These we propose, as the sub

ject is one of novelty and interest, to illustrate by several drawings.
Group 1. Marsupialoids.-One of these, the Anomcepus major, is shown

on Fig. 299. Fig. 300 shows the Anisopus gradiis. Fig. 301 shows a row
of the tracks of Anisopus Deweyanus. There are five species of this group.

Fig. 299. Fit,;. 800.

Ani8opus

Anompus major. Fir' 801.

4ni.opus Deweyanua.
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Group 2. Pac1t'dactylous, or Thick-toed Birds.-This 'is the
most distinct and important group. The toes often show the im
pressions of the phalanges or joints most distinctly, and their num
ber corresponds exactly with those of birds. This is shown on

Fig. 302, and also on Fig. 303, which shows a part of a very per
fect specimen in the cabinet, some five feet long. The track of
the largest species, Fig. 302, is eighteen inches long-fourteen
species in the group.




Fig. 302.

Group 3. -Lepioclactylo us or Narrow-toed Birds.-Of the 17 species of these,

Fig. 304 will give an example; and Fig. 305 shows some rows of what

seems to have been a biped, yet it is placed among the Ornithoid Batrachian

for reasons that can not be hero given. It is Apatichnus circumagens.

Group 4.- Ornititoid Lizards or Batrachians.-That is, animals

which, though upon the whole, we must regard as lizards and

batrachians, still have sorn characters that ally them to birds.

Brontozouifl yigaiZ¬eU?fl.
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Pig. 305.
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Apaticlznus dreurnagens.

The most remarkable of the twelve species is shown on Fig. 306,
the Gigantitherium, it being so far as yet discovered, an enormous

two-legged animal, yet dragging a tail. Its foot is seventeen

inches long.

Group 5.-Lizards. Of the 17 species of this group, Fig. 307 shows the
hind foot, fifteen inches long, of the largest species, the Polomarchus gigas.

Fig. 301'.

Polemarchu. gigas.







Fig. 806.

Gijantit1wriui caudaturn.
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Pig. 308 is the track of a small lizard, the Orthodactylus floriferus.

Fig. 808.
-.--=---

Orthodactylus fioriferu8.

Group 6.-Batracliians.--Of the sixteen species of this group,
the Otozouin Moodii is the most remarkable-the track is twenty

Fig. 309.
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Otozoum Jfoodil.
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inches long, and covers more than a square foot of surface. The

drawing Fig. 309, exhibits two hind tracks of this four-footed web
footed animal, with numerous smaller tri-diitate tracks on the
same slab.




Fig. 310.

6

-----------




Fig. 310 shows tracks of Cheirotbe.
roides pilulatus, with pellets on only
a part of the toes, like some living
frogs.

Group I.-Chelonians or Tortoises.
-The fore and hind feet of one small
species out of the eight in this group,
are given on Fig. 311. It is the An
cyropus heteroditus.

Fig. 311.

Ancropus läeterociitua.

Group S.-Fishes.-The tracks of this class are so peculiar that we omit a
figure. And yet it is an undoubted fact that fishes do sometimes come out
of the water, and walk, or rather hobble, over the laud. Four species are
given in the Report.

Group 9.-Crustacean; Myriapocis, and Insects.-Perhaps it is

not possible to distinguish between these classes in many cases by
their tracks, and, therefore, they are grouped together. The fol

lowing sketches are copied from slabs in the cabinet, and are of

the natural size. Those with six legs were most likely insects; the

the others perhaps crustaceans, or myriapods. Fig. 312 shows

Hamipes didactylus. Fig. 313 two trackways of Bifurculapes

laqueatus, and one of Hexapodichnus borrens. Fig. 314 was

made by Copeza triremis (the three oared oar-foot.) Fig. 315 by

Acanthichnus cursorius, and Fig. 316 by Lithographus cruscularis
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Fig. 312.

Fig. 313.
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Fig. 314.
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Copeza triremis.

and Bifurculapes elachisto- 315.

tatus; the latter the smallest

of all tracks yet discovered,

requiring half a million of

them to fill a space equal
-

to the foot of Otozoum . dop
Moodu.
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We give two species of An
nelid tracks. Fig. 317 shows a
single furrow like that made by
the earth-worm in summer -
after a shower, and is called
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Acanthc7rnua curaorius,
Fig. 816.
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Unisulcus intermedius. Fig. 318. represents a worm which moved by fixing
its head upon the mud and drawing up its posteriors, then advancing its head
to find another fulcrum. This is called Halysichnus laqueatus.

Fig. 317.




This, although a very meagre
account, discloses a very re

markable fauna in the Connecti
cut valley, in sandstone days.
Yet with the exception of one

or two skeletons of rather small

reptiles, and a few coprolites, the

tracks are all the evidence we

have of the former existence

of so many huge and strange

beings. Well may we say with

Hugh Miller, "they are fraught
with strange meanings, those

footprints of the Connecticut."

Fig. 818.

There is another curious fact generally connected with these

footmarks. The same surfaces are frequently covered with small

pits, which can not be distinguished from those made on mud and

clay by rain drops; and such they are now regarded. Even the

1fl18UC 718 internzt'dz us.

Haly3iohnus laqueatu8.
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direction of the wind at the time they were made can sometimes
be determined by the parallel elongation of the rain impressions.
Fig. 319 will give an idea of the usual appearance of the fossil
rain drops.




Fig. 319.
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Fossil Rain Drops.

These fossil rain drops are found on all theaqueous deposits as
far back as the Cambrian.

Mode of Formation of the Track,i.-A child hardly needs any
help in forming a theory as to the origin of fossil footmarks. He
will say they must have been made by animals walking over the
surface while the rock was soft, which was subsequently hardened.
The rain drops, which are frequently on the same surface, show
that it was out of water when trodden upon though some cases

prove it to have been sometimes under the water. The whole
surface must have been subsequently covered in order to bring
mud over the tracks to form the rock above them and preserve
them. Thus would the tracks be slowly filled up, and not entirely
disappear till several layers of mud had accumulated above them;
and besides, the weight of the animal would bend downward sev
eral layers of mud beneath the tracks, so that when the rock was

afterwards split open, we should find the same tracks, more or less

perfectly exhibited, on several layers. Putting these layers to

gether by hinges, we get a fossil book of great interest. Fig. 320

represents the most remarkable volume of this sort ever put to

gether. Two tracks are here shown passing through five layers
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of rock. The specimen (in the Amherst Ichnological Cabinet) is
nineteen inches long by eight, and five inches thick when shut.

Fig. 820.
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The Massachusetts Ichnological Report groups the 119 species of Lithich.
nozoa hitherto discovered in the Connecticut valley as follows:

Marsupialoid animals . . . . . . . 5
Thick-toed birds . . . . . . . . 14
Narrow-toed birds . . . . . . . . 17
Ornithoid Lizards or Batrachians . . . . 10
Lizards . . . . . . . . . . 17
Batrachians, the From and Salamander family. . . 11
Cheloni.ans or tortoises 8
Fishes . . . . . . . . 4
Crustaceans, Myriapods and Insects . . . . . 18
Annelids, or naked worms . . . . . . 8
Of uncertain place . . . . . . 6

Litliiclinozoa in the Wealden.-Mr. Beckles has obtained from

the lla1stings sand, a middle member of the Wealden formation

in England, impressions of enormous size, which are three toed,

and the animal apparently a biped, Fig. 321. Yet Prof. Owen is

inclined to regard them as made by the Iguanodon, and supposes
the tracks of the fore feet were always covered by the hind feet.

The largest of these tracks are twenty-eight inches long and

twenty-five broad, and the stride sometimes reaches forty-six
inches.




9. CRETACEOUS PERIOD.

The plants of the cretaceous system, including the green sand,

are not very numerous or important; and we shall pass them by;

The animals, however, are very abundant. The Protozoa are

largely developed, especially the Amorphooa, or organisms allied
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to sponges, and the Forarninifera. Of the first we present two
examples. Fig. 322 shows the Ventriculites radiatus and Fig. 323
the Cceloptychium lobatum, both from the European chalk.

Fig. 82.
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Ventriculitc8 radiatu8.

Fig. 823
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C&optychiurn lobatum.

We have elsewhere spoki of the great difficulty naturalists

have experienced in disposing of the sponges, both living and fos-

sil. They are certainly organic; but whether animals or plants,
or to be regarded as an intermediate group, as Owen supposes,
remains to be decided. Pictet divides them into three families;

1, the Spongides; 2, the Clionides; 3, the Petrospongides: the

last of which is exclusively fossil. They commence with the

Au-ran,where are three genera. One is added in the Devonian,

four in the Permian, five in the Trias, nine in the Oolite, and

nineteen in the chalk.
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The Foraminifera, are mostly microscopic, and they form often a large part
of rocks. Nearly half of the chalk of northern Europe is composed of them.
We give below, in Figs. 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, six species, greatly
magnified, from the chalk formation.

Fig. 324.

Olandulinapygnia.




IrIg. 325.

GlanduUna manifesict.

Fig. 82T.

icodosaria pro boacidea




Criteliaria SpaclzoUzi.

Fig. 828. Fig. 829.

Fig. 826.

!'s'onionina qu(Lternia.




.RU1(L11IUI involuta.
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In the Reticulipora obliqun, Fig. 330, we give a single example of a fossil
Po1yzoa or .Bryozoa; animals regarded by some as a branch of the molluscs,
coming under the division Molluscoidea.

Fig. 880.

Fig. 331. gives an example of the Actinozoa, viz., the Diplocteuium corda..
turn, and Fig. 332 another genus of the same class, the Authophylluni atlan.
ticum of this country.

Fig. 31.
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I)ipiocteninL cordalurn.




Fig. 332.

The Molluscs are abundant, and we give a few examples.

J?i'tacuUora obliqua.




AntlzophyZlum a1lantcum..
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Among the Conchif'era is Spondylus spinosus, shown on Fig. 333. Fig.
334 represents tho Ostrea pectinata; Fig. 35 the Lyriodon scaber; Fig. 336

Fig 333. Fig. 334.

Fig. 335.

Fig. 83G.




(.hjtrea pcctinaa.
Fig. 33'.

Spondylu.s 8p1fl0211&

Lyicwio7 8cabCr.
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tho beautiful Trigonia caudata, and Fig. 337 the Ilippurites toucasian-a
genus quite characteristic of the chalk. Figs. 3,38 and 339 show a side and
i flat view of Inoceramus sulcatus.

InoccrcWLU$ suicatus 1,ioc'raniu su fratw.

Among the univalves, Fig. 340 shows tho Turritella catenatus.
Fig. 340.

Fig. 38S.

Fig. coo 4t. Turritelk catCfltttU8.

Scaphitcs Yr anal.
Fig. 84'2.
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Of the Cephalopods, the Seaphites Yvantii is shown on Fig. 341, and the
Ancylocerus Matheronianus on Fig. 342.

Of the Echinoderms, which are abundant and beautiful in this formation,
we give only the star-ash, Pa1aoeoma Fusteubergii, in Fig. 343.

Fig. 343.

Paoco iia Fu.sten h'ijii.
Not less than seventy-eight genera or fishes have been described in the

chalk, which we muse pass by, because they present no important new phase
not already noticed.




Fig. 31-!.
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Fig. 344 shows a specimen of a Chelonian or tortoise, the Chelonia Ben.
stedi, from the lower chalk of England.

Of reptiles, we give, on Fig. 845, a view of the head of the
Mososaurus Hofinanni, as it appears in the Mastricht limestone.

Up to the time of the deposition of the chalk, the ichthyosaurus
and plesiosaurus appear to have ruled in the ocean; but then they
disappeared, and the mososaurus took their place, to keep the

multiplication of the species of other animals within proper limits.

It was most nearly related in its structure-to thc monitor, a species
of lizard now living. While the head of the largest monitor does

not exceed five inches in length, that of the mososaurus is four

feet long; and the whole animal is twenty-five feet, while the

monitor is only five feet in length. It had paddles instead of legs,
and the number of its vertebra3 was 133.

Fig. 845.

In 1858, Professor Leidy described a remarkable reptile from

the cretaceous marl pits of New Jersey, to which he gave the

name of Badrosaurus Foulkii. It was a huge herbivorous saurian,

closely allied to the Iguanodon, probably twenty-five feet long,

whose thigh bone is nearly a third longer than that of a common

mastodon. Its tail was three feet deep. Though dug out of a

marine deposit, it was probably amphibious.

According to Prof. Owen (Art. Pala!ontolo.qy in the Encyclo-

pedia Britannica) the "trifici metatarsal of a bird, about the size

of a woodcock" has been found in the Cambridge Green sand of

.P&fososaurus Ilo/manni.
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England. This is the earliest example of the bones of birds in
the rocks.

We have now reached the top of the Mesozoic or Secondary
Period. Its peculiar characters are as follows:

1. In it Mammiferous Animals are found but rarely, and of
small size, belonging to the Marsupial sub-class.

2. The Reptiles have an immense development in this period.
Their great size and abundance have led some authors to call this
the Palaosaurian Age, or the Reign of Reptiles. But such phrases
are rather poetical than scientific.

3. The beautiful group of Ammonites and Belemnites with
ramified divisions between the chambers, belongs exclusively to
this period.

4. The Echinoderms are quite different from those of the Pal-To-

zoic Period. The Echinides and Stellerides have a great devel-

opment.
5. The Polypi belong to peculiar groups not found scarcely in

the pakeozoic.




10. TERTIARY PERIOD.

As we pass from the secondary into the tertiary period, we find

a decided change in the character of the organic remains, scarcely
a species being common to the two divisions. Those which come

in with the tertiary strata bear a strong resemblance to existing
animals and plants, and numerous species are regarded by most

zoologists as identical with those living now. But other eminent

naturalists, among whom Agassiz stands at the head, are of the

opinion that the fossil and living species are not in any case,

perhaps, identical; but only closely related. At any rate, we find

the fossil species becoming more and more like those alive, as we

ascend in the tertiary series, so that it becomes more and more

difficult to distinguish between them.

Sir Charles Lyell's well-known division of the tertiary strata into Eocene,

(the lowest group), Miocene and Pliocene, is founded on the per cent. of liv

ing species in the different groups. It does not exceed five percent. in the
Eocene, twenty-five in the Miocene, and is between fifty and seventy in the
Pliocene. In fact the per cent. varies all the way from nothing to seventy
from the bottom to top, and hence it seems a merely arbitrary assumption to

stop at any particular per cent. Moreover, if the opinion of other eminent

zoologists is correct, that the species are all extinct, this classification falls to

the ground. Yet it is generally adopted by English writers, and it would
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seem as if there must be something natural about it. Yet other divisions are
made by continental writers. Pictet and D'Orbigny make six: divisions. 1. The
Inferior or Suesonian. 2. The Galcaire grossier, or Parisien in part. 3. The
Eoseno superior, or Parisien in part. 4. The Superior Sandstones, or Falu
nien in part. 5. The Miocene, properly so-called, or Falunien in part.
6. The Pliocene, or sub-appenine. We shall not in this work be able to go
enough into details to render it necessary to use either of these classifications,
but shall treat of the tertiafy strata as a whole.

.Plants.-The tertiary flora is characterized by the abundance

of Angiospermous Dicotyledons, and Monocotyledons, especially
Palms. These plants constitute more than three-fourtbs of the

present vegetable productions of the globe. They began to ap

pear in the chalk, but were not fully developed till the tertiary

period. In the earlier part of the tertiary, marine and coniferous

plants predominated. In the middle part, there was a mixture o

tropical and temperate forms, and in the upper part, a great re

semblance to the plants of the temperate regions of Europe,
North America, and Japan.
We shall give illustrations only of certain remarkable fruits

which occur in the upper tertiary, along with brown coal, at

Brandon, in Vermont. They have not yet been referred to

known genera.

They do not, however, correspond with any plants now grow

ing in the northern parts of our country, and are doubtless of a

tropical character. The figures below will give an idea of their

size, shape and markings, and may serve as an example of tertiary

fruits.

Figs. 346, 347 and 348 represent the most common species; the first two
show the specimen flatwise; the other edgewise. Figs. 349, 350 and 351

Fig. 346.
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Fig. 348.Fig. 34T.
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Fig. 340. Fig. 350.




Pig. 351.
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show the same as to"a less common species. Figs. 352 and 353 show a some
what different species. Figs. 354 and 355 represent a not unusual species,
almost exactly spherical. Fig. 356 is similar but elongated. Fig. 357 shows
a single carpel. Figs. 358 and 359 exhibit specimens with the apex quite
aside from the geometrical axis.. Figs. 360 and 361 have longitudinal ridges
quite prominent. Figs. 362, 363 and 364 are more or less triquetrous. Figs.
365 and 366 are elongated, slightly striated, small fruits, with a rather thick
epicarp. Figs. 367, 368 and 369 are leguminous seeds. Fig. 370 is an ele,
gant and frail seed, with delicate waving stria3.

Fig. 352.

Fig. 355.




Fig. 850.




Fig. 354.

Fig. 8tT.

Fig. 353.
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Fig. 358.

Fig. 361.




Fig. 359. Fig. 360.

Fig. 362. Fig. 363.

T7

Fig. p6-1. Fig. 365. Fig. 366. Fig. 367 Fig. 36. Fig. 369. Fig. 376.
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Animals.-Of the Protozoa we shall give only an example of

the largest known species of Foraminifera. These occur in all the

formations, 657 species and 73 genera having been already de

scribed. They increase in number and variety as we ascend

through the strata, and reach their maximum development in the

present seas. They are thought to be the oldest of all animals.

Several species now living can not be distinguished from some in

the chalk, and one or two go back as far as the has. But on this

subject, as we have seen, there are two opinions.

Fig. 371 exhibits a horizontal section of a Nu.mmullte of the natural size

(they are sometimes nearly two inches across), showing the division into
chambers. Fig. 372 shows several of the shells in rock. This is the species
which forms a large part of the pyramids of Eygpt and the Sphinx.

Fig. 372.

Fig. 371.

.Yu?nmuU(c.
-

Fig. 373 shows a delicate species of Zoantharian Polyp, the Turbinolia
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Dixonii. A second, the Astrea semispherica, is given on Fig. 374. On Fig.
375 is given a Bryozoa the Fasciculipora Marsilhii.

Fig. 313. Fig. 814.

Fig. 375.

Of the conchiferous molluscs, or
ordinary bivalves, we give only two,
and that mainly to show how nearly
they resemble existing species. Fig.
376 shows the Pholaclomya Mellevilhi,
and gig. 377 the (Jorbula Gallica.




Fasciculipora Mar8UUl.

Fig. 317.

Fig. 376.




The fossil species of ordinary
bivalves are nearly 6,000, while

the recent species are little more
PlLotadomya .3fel1ev2ltc.




than half that number. Yet as

a group it attains its maximum in the present seas. There are

seven times more genera in the newer tertiarytan in the Silurian,

which has yielded less than 100 species, while the chalk contains

500, and the miocenc tertiary 800.

The four following figures will give some idea of the Gasteropod Molluscs
in the tertiary. Fig. 378 shows the Fulgur canaliculatus from Maryland.
Fig. 379 the Murex tricarinoidos. Pig. 380 the Terebra fuscata., and Fig.
381 the Cypraca elegaus.




Corbula callica.

TurbinoUa Dizonil.
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Fig. 378.

Fulgur canalictdatus.




Fig. 37).

.3furez tritarinoide.

Fig. 381.

Fig. 380.

Tcrebra Fizscatc.




Cypraea eegaTh8.
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The fossil univalve shells, which are less than 100 species in the

Silurian, have increased upward to the newer tertiary, which has

yielded twenty times as many species. All the fossil species are

less than 6,000, while the recent species exceed 8,000. The air

breathing molluscs found fossil bear a still smaller proportion to

those now alive. Only 800 species of land snails, and half as

many other air-breathers occur fossil, but the living land snails

exceed 4,000.

Passing by the other groups of the lower animals, we come to

the vertebrates. The number of fish is greatly increased, amount

ing to 188 genera; but they approach existing forms so much

that we give only a few examples, and those rather peculiar; for

one-third of the genera of the lower tertiary have become extinct,

and these are some of them.

Fig. 382 shows the Semiophorus velicans of Agassiz, from the famous
locality at Monte Bolca, in Italy.

Fig. 383 shows a small fish called Lebias cephalotes, from the fresh water
tertiary strata, in France. It gives a good idea of their crowded condition
sometimes.

The Squalide or sharks have prevailed in all periods of the

world's history since fishes first appeared. Many of those in the

present seas are large and justly dreaded. But they are mere

pigmies compared with those that swam in the seas that washed

the shores of North and South Carolina during the eocene and

Inicocene periods, as Fig. 384 will prove. It is copied from a
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Fig. 393.

specimen found in North Carolina, and belonged to the Carcharo

don megalodon. Prof. Owen describes a Carcharodon thirty-seven
feet long, with teeth two inches long and nearly two broad. Yet

this tooth is five inches long and four and a half broad, and Pro

fessor Gibbes, in his Monograph of the fossil Squalida3 of the

United States, says that they are sometimes 6.5 inches high and

five inches broad. 11 If," says Prof. Owen, "the proportions of
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these extinct Carcharodons correspond with those of the existing
species, they must have equaled the great mammiferous whales in
size; and combining with the organization of the shark its bold
and insatiable character, they must have constituted the most ter
rific and irresistible of the predaceous monsters of the deep."

Fig. 3S1.
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Shark-'s natural 8i.-e; North Carolina.
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The reptiles of the tertiary, some of them at least, bear a strong
resemblance to existing races. As an example, we give in Fig.
385 the Pa1obatrachus Goldfussii, dug out of the paper coal, as
it is called, on the Rhine.




Fig. 8SS.

Rana Diluviana.

Not less than 104 species of Reptiles and Amphibia have been
described from the tertiary. Among them we find seven species
of crocodiles, embracing the alligator. Fig. 386 shows a part of
the jaw of one of these latter animals from the tertiary of the Isle
of Wight.




Fig. 396.

Not less than eighteen species of crocodiles in a fossil state have
been found in the tertiary; also nineteen species of land tortoises,
seventeen species f pond tortoises, eighteen species of river tor-

Jaw of Alligator, Jle of Wight.
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toises, and sixteen species of sea tortoises, or turtles, as they are
generally called ; likewise seven species of lizards.

The Ophidia, or serpents, first appear in the tertiary, where at least ten
species have been described.

The first certain remains of birds, with one exception in the
green sand, are found in the tertiary, where twenty-three species,
belonging to six known orders have been found. The most in.
teresting is the Gastornis Parisiensis, described by Prof. Owen
from the cocene tertiary of Paris. It was as large as an ostrich,
and its affinities seem to place it between the Gallinacc, the
Grallatores, land Cui-sores.

The influx of mammalia during the tertiary' period is most re
markable. While only some ten or twelve species, and these of
the most imperfect tribes, have been found in all the rocks below,

already over400 species have been described in the tertiary. 01
these, ten species were monkeys, ninety-four carnivora, 109 Ar,

tiodactyla, or even-toed (two or four) animals (to adopt Owen's
classification), fifty-nine Perissodactyla or odd-toed (one or three),
eleven Proboscidea (elephants), three Toxodontia, ten of the Sire
nia, twenty-seven of the Cetacea or whale tribe, three of the Chir

optera or bat tribe, twenty-six of the Insectivoraor insect-eaters,

thirty-eight of the Rodentia or gnawcrs, and nine of the Marsu

pialia. We can give only a few examples from this great number.

Among the Carnivora, the dog, sometimes resembling the
wolf, sometimes the fox, and sometimes the domestic dog, appeared
in the eocene tertiary, as did also a species of hyena as large as a

leopard. The bear, also, and the seal, came in somewhat later.

Fig. 83T.

A izoptotheriurn corninune.

15
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Among the Artioclactyla may be mentioned the hippopotaus
and the hog; also several extinct allied animals, dug up in the

vicinity of Paris, of which the Anoplotherium commune, shown on

Fig. 387, will give an example. This animal was about the size

of the wild boar, and could swim well.

Another of these animals from the Paris basin was the Pa1otherium, of
which there were several species, ranging in size from that of a sheep to a
horse, and of which Fig. 388 will give an idea.

Fig. 3S9.

Falceothcriun.

Among the ruminants of the Artiodactyla found fossil may be mentioned
the camel, the giraffe, the musk, various kinds of deer and the giant animals
found in the miocene of India, called the Sivatherium and Bramatherium,
which almost equaled the elephant in size.

Among the pachydermatus, or thick-skinned animals, reckoned

by Owen among his Proboscidea, we find the living genera elephas,
rhinoceros and tapir in a fossil statö, as well as the extinct genus

Fig. 889.
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matoclon. This last animal appears to "liave been the elephant
of tertiary days, and is distinguished from the elephant chiefly by
the form of the teeth. Fig. 389 shows the tubercular character
of the mastodon's tooth, and Fig. 390 the flat surface of the ele

phant's tooth.




Fir. 390.

Three species of mastodon have been found in the Miocene

tertiary, eight in the Pliocene, and three in Alluvium. The great
mastodon of this country occurs in the latter, and we shall recur

to it again. The elephant has been found in the tertiary of India,

but only in alluvium or pleistocene in Europe and America.

The order Sirenia furnishes a remarkable and probably the

largest of quadrupeds that have lived on the globe. The mam
moth and mastodon have been supposed to be the most gigantic,
but they must give place to the Dinotherium, described by Cuvier
as a gigantic tapir, but by Professor Kaup as a new genus between

the tapir and the mastodon; and adapted to that lacustrine con

dition of the earth which seems to have been so common during
the deposition of the tertiary strata. Its remains have been found

in tertiary strata, in the south of France, in Austria, Bavaria, In

dia, and especially in ilesse Darmstadt. Its length must have
been as much as eighteen feet. One of its most remarkable pe
culiarities consisted in two enormous tusks, at the anterior extrem

ity of the lower jaw, which curved downwards, like those of the

walrus. Its general structure seems to have been adapted to

digging in the ground; and for this purpose its feet as well as

tusks, projecting a foot or two beyond the jaws, which were four
feet long, were intended. It lived principally in the water, like

the hippopotamus; and it probably used its tusks for tearing up
the roots of aquatic vegetables, which, as is shown by its teeth

constituted its food. They might have been useful also to aid in

dragging the body out of the water and for defense.
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Fig. 391 is a sketch of the Dinotheriwn giganeum as restored by Professor
1aep. One or two other species have been found.

Fig. &)1.
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.Dinothcri!nn. giganteum.

Fig. 392 represents the head of the same animal.

Fig. 392.

DinrjtlLcrium giganteum Head.

The tertiary strata furnish several species of dolphin and whale

among the cetacea; but the most remarkable aniwal is the ex
tinct genus Zeuglodon found in Alabama in the cocene tertiary,
of which three or four species are recognized, but some doubt
whether they are true cetaceans.

The annexed sketch, Fig. 393, may give some idea of the Zeuglodon
macrospondylus, but we have no great confidence in its accuracy.
Many other kinds of mammiferous animals have been found in the tertiary.

but we have not room to describe them. Among those best known are the
bat, the hedgehog, the shrew, the mole, the squirrel, the jerboa, the rat and
mouse, the beaver, the porcupine, the bare, the opossum, etc.
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The pabxontological characteristics
of the tertiary period, at which we have

already hinted, are very marked. They / /
are the following, principally.

1. The appearance and great devel

opment of mammiferous animals is the
most important feature. With the ex

ception of some ten or twelve species
of marsupials in the rocks below, all the

other mammalia, to the number of 400,

open before us in the tertiary, and seem.

to be the precursors of the 2,000 spe
cies now inhabiting the globe.

2. The tertiary reptiles and fishes

come near the living forms, and many

correspond so closely that the best nat

uralists can not distinguish between

them. I/I f

3. The l3elemnites and Ammonites,

which were so abundant to the top of

the cretaceous period, suddenly disap

pear and have no representatives in the

tertiary.

11. ALLUVIAL OP. PLEISTOCENE
PERIOD.

Under these names we include all the iJ

aqueous deposits above the tertiary. In

countries,, however, where drift is not

fully developed, it is not easy to draw

the line between the tertiary and the

alluvial; but there is no deposit in the

tertiary that would easily be confounded

with the coarse, almost unstratified j
mass called drift. But when this drift f

has been comminuted, sorted, and re- /

deposited by water, the layers are easily
confounded with those of the tertiary

period.. Hence it is very probable that
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some of the organic remains which have been referred to pleisto
cene deposits really belong to the tertiary, and vice versa; espe
cially as the fossils do not indicate any such great and decided

change of life between these periods as there was at the close of
the cretaceous period. ThO most we can say is, that more than
three fourths of the fossils in alluvium correspond to existing species.
The most important feature of the alluvial formation was the

introduction of man near the close of the period, and of numerous

species, both of animals and plants, much better adapted to his
wants than the analogous rzces of earlier times.

Another interesting fact is, that during the drift period, called
the glacial period by sornd, when a lower temperature prevailed,
the species both of molluscs and of mammals had a more arctic
character than before, and that afterwards, as a warmer climate
succeeded, the more southern species again moved northward, and
the northern species retreated within their present limits.
The fossil birds and mammals of this period belong almost

exclusively to extinct species, and often to extinct genera. The
number of species of birds is fifty-four, or more than double those
in the tertiary.
By far the most important of these extinct birds are those

found in New Zealand by English missionaries, and fully described

by Prof. Owen. He had at first only the fragment of a femur;
but by applying to it the principles of comparative anatomy, h
was able to construct the whole bird, and subsequent discoveries

proved his conclusions to be true. It belonged to the Struthious
or ostrich tribe, strongly resembling the Apteryx, a small wing
less bird still living in the island. It had no wings, and its skele
ton was extremely massive, its toe bones being almost equal to
those of the elephant, and the leg bones quite as large as those of
an ox. Prof. Owen has been able to describe eleven species of
this bird from New Zealand, under the name of Dinornis; though
to some of the species that had a short hind toe, he gives the
name of Palapteryx. They varied in height from three to ten
feet. The natives called them Moas, and there is evidence, from
their occurrence with the half burnt bones of man on spots where
cannibal feasts had once taken place, that they must have lived
within a few hundred years, and possibly some may still be found
alive. Their bones now occur in the banks of the rivers.
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The species of the Moa described by Professor Owen are as follows: Dinor
nis giganteus, e1ephantoidea ingens, struthioides, rheides, dromioides, caaua
rinus, robustus, crassus, geranoides, and curtus. Of these we give in Fig.
394 a restored sketch of Dinornis elephantoides.

Fig. 391.

In Madagascar similar bones, quite as large as any of those of

the Dinornis, along with some egg shells, are preserved in Palis,

The bird has been called Apiornis maximus Its egg was over

13 inches in diameter, and over 33 inches in circumference, and

equaled 148 lien's eggs, and 50,000 humming bird's eggs in size.

In New Zealand, along with those of the Dinornis, were found

the bones of another extinct bird as large as the swan, called the

Aptorriis, and a large coot, the Notornis. So that at least thirteen

species of remarkable birds have become extinct there at a corn-

.Dinornis ecp1iantozdes.
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paratively recent date, and two species of Apteryx which were

cotemporaneous with the Dinornis are nearly extinct.

In the island of Rodriguez, in the Indian Ocean, once lived another wing
less bird, the Pezohaps solitarius, which has become extinct. In Fig. 395 we
give a sketch of it.




F(, Qi

Other wingless or short winged birds existed about 200 years ago, in the
islands of Mauritius and Bourbon. They belonged to the Columbida or
pigeon tribe. The Dodo, which weighed fifty pounds, and inhabited Mau
ritius, is the most remarkable. It is represented in Fig. 396. One or two
heads and feet of this bird are all that remain in the cabinets of Europe,
although the earlier voyagers saw it alive and figured it.
One or two species of the Sturthio Rhea, or South American Ostrich, have

been found fossil in that country.
We have seen that the earliest mammals that appeared on the

globe were marsupials. Among existing animals, Australia is re.

Pezoliaps SoUtarius. The Sot i(airc.
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markable for the predominance of this tribe of animals. And

there accordingly we find numerous fossil species in the more re

cent formations. We show in 397 the head of the gigantic thick-

Fig. 307.
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skinned kangaroo, called Diprotodon Australis. This head was
three feet long, and its size, as compared with that of man, may
be judged of by the human skull placed by its side.

The number of species of the different orders of mammalia found in the
post-tertiary or alluvial strata, may be seen in the general table of fossils
which we shall give at the close of this Section. Among them we notice
only a few.

These remains occur, not merely in the common aqueous deposits of allu-
vium, but many of the most interesting have been obtained from caverns,
where the bones are preserved by the deposition of stalagmite, which has
dripped down from the cavern's roof to the floor, enveloping the bones. Wo
give, in Fig. 398, a section of the cave of Gailenreuth, in Franconia, where
the situation of the stalagmite, the bones, etc., is obvious to inspection.

Because they are so large, and found in Europe and America in

regions too far north for the living elephant, the Mastodon and the

Mammoth excite great interest. We have already indicated the

difference between these two genera from the character of their

teeth. The Mastodon appeared earliest; three species being
found in the mioceno tertiary, and eight in the pliocenc. In

still newer strata three species are described. They occur in

Europe, North and South America, and in that famous locality of

mammalian bones, the Sewalik Hills of India.

In this country the most remarkable locality of fossil mastodons, elephants,
and other animals, is the Big Bone Lick, in Kentucky, about twenty mites
southwest of Cincinnati. It is estimated that the bones of 100 mastodons,
20 elephants, two oxen, two deer, and one megalonyx, have been carried
from this spot.

In general the bones of the mastodon in our country occur in

superficial deposits; many of them in peat bogs, where the

animal is sometimes found standing. The largest and most per
fect skeleton ever found, we believe, occurred in such a situation,

in cwburgh, Orange County, New York, from whence, many

years before, another specimen had been obtained, and was put up
in. Peale's Museum in Philadelphia. That found in 1845 was from

a peat bog, with marl beneath, and weighed 2,000 pounds. In

the place where the stomach lay was found a quantity of broken

twigs, perhaps of the white cedar. This was his last supper. A

poor sketch of this mastodon is given in Fig. 300. It was

chased and fully described by the 1ae Prof. John C. Warren of

Boston, and by him placed, with many other splendid analogous
fossils, in a fire-proof cabinet in Boston, where they now are, the

property of his heirs.
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Fig. $00.

Newbury J!as(oclon.
The mastodons preceded, for the most part, the Mammoth

(Behemoth, Arabic), which was a fossil elephant. "The transi
tion," says Prof. Owen, "from the mastodontal to the elephantine
type of dentition is very gradual." Two species of elephant pre
ceded in Europe that which is called Mammoth. The most re
markable of this species was found in Siberia, encased in frozen
mud at the mouth of the river Lena. Its flesh was not decayed,
and it was covered with a reddish wool and long black hairs, in

dicating its existence in a colder climate than those countries

where the elephant now lives. It is preserved in the Museum of

Natural History in St. Petersburgh, and has a length of sixteen
'feet and a height of nine feet. We give a sketch of this animal
in Fig. 400. Fig. 400.

ill. on in ofh.

There are two living species of elephant; the Asiatic or Indian,

which extends only to the thirty-first degree of north latitude, and
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the African, which occurs as far south as the Cape of Good Hope.
Ten species of fossil elephants have been described, all in post-ter
tiary strata.

Rhinoceros, Hippopotamus, Hyena, Horse, Ox, Deer, Sivatherium, Monkey,
Camel, etc.-Most of these animals in their fossil state, differ so little from the
existing species, that they need not be particularly described in this work.
They are generally, however, of larger size than the. living species. The
rhinoceros found undecayed in the frozen gravel of Siberia, has already been
noticed; and several other species of this animal occur in Europe and in In
dia, associated with the bones of the elephant, also with several species of
hippopotamus, and one or two of oxen, aurochs, and deer. The horns of the
fossil ox are sometimes very large; in one example thirty-one inches long.
Of deer some thirty or forty species have been found in the tertiary and post
tertiary. We give, in i?ig. 401, a sketch of the Megacerus llibernicis, or

Fig. 401.

Great Irish Elk.
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great Irish Elk, that measured nearly eleven feet between the tips of its
horns.
The most interesting remains of the hyena are those found in caverns.

The svatheriurn is an extinct animal recently found in India, in concretionary
drift, larger than the rhinoceros, furnished with four horns and a proboscis,
and forming an intermediate link between the ruminantia arid pachyderniata.
In tho same deposit were found the remains of a gigantic species of monkey
and of a camel. Ten species of monkey have been discovered in tertiary dc
posits: so that the important fact seems now well established, that the ani
mals approaching nearest to man in their structure, have been found in a
fossil state.

Gl?JpiOdon, ilregatheriurn, and i1ffiodon.-The armadillo, as is well known,
is covered with a bony armor for defense against enemies, dust, etc. The
few living species of this animal are small and confined chiefly to South
America, where they burrow like the woodchuck.
But the ancient armadillo, called the Glyptodon by Prof. Owen, was a

giant. Its carapace, which is preserved in the Museum of the Royal College
of Surgeons in London, resembles a hugo cask. Below is a sketch of the
animal as restored. Fig. 402.

Fig. 402.
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G1;p(odon Clctuipc.s.

The Megatheritim is an enormous extinct animal, which was once abundant
in the vast plains or pampas of the same continent. They have been Ibund
by Mr. Darwin over an extent of 600 miles, accompanied with bones and
teeth of five other quadrupeds, some of them of a similar construction.
Bones of this animal are found also on the island of Skkldawa, on the coast
of Georgia. It was larger than the rhinoceros, and its proportions were p'
ftctly colossal. With a head and neck like those of the sloth, its legs and
feet exhibit the character of an armadillo, and the ant-eater. Its body was
twelve feet long and eight feet high. Its forefoot were a yard in length and
more than twelve inches wide, terminated by gigantic claws. Across its
haunches it measured five feet, and its thigh bone was nearly three times as
thick as that of the elephant. Its spinal marrow must have been a foot in
diameter, and its tail, at the part nearest the bony, twice as large, or six feet
in circumference I Its teeth were admirably adapted for cutting vegetable
substances, and its general structure and strength seem intended to fit it for

digging in the ground for roots, on which it principally fed. Fig. 403 ex
hibits the entire skeleton of this animal, as seen in the Museum at Madrid,
in Spain.
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Fig. 403.

.Tejat1Leri?1n.

In the superficial deposits of South America several other interesting ex
tinct animals have been found, belonging mostly to the Pachydermata, or
thick-skinned, and the Edentata. The Toxodon, which had a skull twenty
eight inches in length, approximates in its structure to several families of
animals, viz., the Rodentis, the Ruminantia., and Cetacea; although, in fact,
a Pachyderm. The Macrauchenia greatly resembled the llama, and had a
neck almost as long as that of the giraffe, with a body nearly as large as that
of the rhinoceros. This, also, was a Pachyderm. The Mylodon, an Eden
tate animal, was of massive and singular proportions. Its body was shorter
than that of the hippopotamus, but was terminated by a pelvis as broad as
that of the elephant and deeper, resting on two massive but short hind legs,
with feet as long as the thigh bones. The tail, as long as the legs, and very
thick and strong, was probably used like that of the kangaroo, to support the

body when the animal raised up its anterior extremities. It is supposed by
Mr. Owen that the peculiar structure of this animal adapted it, first for dig
ging around trees, and then, resting upon the tripod base of its hind legs and
tail, it seized the trunk with its fore legs, and rocked it to and fro until it was

prostrated, and its leaves furnished food for several days, perhaps. The fol

lowing sketch will give a good idea of this animal. (Pig. 404.) The Scelido
therium was an analogous animal not larger than some of the existing ant
eat'rs of South Americ, but with excessively large hind legs. These ani
mals are all called Megatheroids, because they resemble the Megatherium.

Me.qalonyx.-This animal was first described by Thomas Jefferson. It
was found in the nitre caverns of Virginia and Kentucky, and has since been
discovered in other places. It was of the size of the ox, and appears to have
been nearly related to the sloth.
As a contrast to the gigantic animals above described, we ought to mention

those microscopic organisms that have gone by the name of Infusoria. The
opinion seems to be gaining ground that the larger part of them are vege
tables; but the astonishing facts as to their minuteness and rapid increase,
as discovered by Ehrenberg, the great master of the microscope, still remain
true. They occur most abundantly in very recent deposits, forming beds be-

- - -: -
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Fig. 404.

.)filodon robn8tuR.

neath the black mud and peat in swamps. But they form a part also of bog
iron ochre, now forming from water, and also in flint and semi-opal. - They
make up most of the polishing slate of the tertiary strata as at Bum in Bo
hemia, and Richmond in Virginia. Of that from Bum a single cubic inch
contains 41,000 million skeletons, yet the deposit is fourteen feet thick, and
thicker still at Richmond. A cubic inch from a deposit at Maidstone, Ver
mont, contains, according to Prof. Bailey, 15,000 million skeletons. A cubic
inch of ochre sometimes contains a billion of skeletons.

The smallest animalcule is only the 24,000th part of an inch in size, and
a single shield weighs only 187 millionth part of a grain. 500 millions of
them could live in a drop of water. Their increase is prodigious. An indi
vidual of the Hydatina senta in ten days increased to 1,000,000; on the
eleventh day to 4,000,000, and on the twelfth to 16,000,000. Another in four
days increased to 170 billions.
Of eighty fossil species of these skeletons, Ehrenbrg found half to belong

to extinct species. They abound in the chalk and are all marine; but those
in newer deposits are all fresh-watei organisms. Fig. 406 represents a micro
scopic view of some of these organisms of the family Baccillaria, which are
probably vegetables.

Fossil Man.-From the coast of Guadaloupe two specimens of

human skeletons have been obtained in solid rock, one of which

is in the British Museum and the other in the Royal Cabinet in

Paris. The rock is a quite hard limestone, made tip of minute

fragments of shells and corals, ground down by the waves and
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Fig. 405.
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Fossil Infusorfa.

cemented together in those places most frequently left dry by the
waves. Such accumulations are common in the Antilles, and in
them sometimes fragments of vessels and human workmanship
are found at a depth of twenty feet. These bones still retain all
their phosphate of lime and some of their animal matter. Some

suppose them to be the remains of shipwrecked persons, others
that they are the remains of Caribs and Gallibis, who had a bat
tle on this spot in 1710.

Whether these be fossil men will depend upon the meaning
which we give to the term fossil. According to our definition
in the last Section (a body buried by natural causes in the earth)

they are distinctly fossil. But those who suppose the body must
have been buried in the earth "in a state different from the nor
mal and actual conditions of existence," would exclude them.
We give, in Fig. 405, a sketch of the specimen in the British

Museum.

Many other examples of the bones or works of man have been
described of late years, so deeply buried in the earth, or so con
nected with the relics of extinct animals, that some have concluded,
not only that they are fossil, but of the same age as the extinct

mastodons, rhinoceroses and hippopotami. Such examples often
occur in caverns, buried beneath mud and stalagmite, as they are

found in Greece, the south of France, Belgium, the Suabian Alps,
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and in Brazil. In these cases the bones
both. of man and the animals are usually
separated from one another, so that
no whole skeletons exist, and often the
human remains are found only in the

upper part of the deposits.
We should call these relics fossils.

But several difficult questions must be
settled before we can say confidently
that they were not introduced into

7 ( pi, these caverns subsequent to that of
the extinct species. For often such
caverns, in rude times and in days of

\
\,

/, (
i' persecution, were inhabited by men,

Jjiç who buried their dead there Again,
carnivorous animals often dragged in

4/ there for food the bones of other

ani-ma
Streams, also, have sometimes,

I ç\\ especially in time of flood, drifted bones

as well as other things into the caverns,

/' and deposited them promiscuously,,




nd

sometimes earthquakes have changedFossil Man.




the original levels and mixed together
drift and alluvial deposits. It is a reasonable conclusion, then, as

Sir Charles Lyell remarks, that "it is not on the evidence of such

intermixtures that we ought readily to admit, either the high an

tiquity of the human race, or the recent date of certain lost spe
cies of quadrupeds."

Appeal has also been made to cases of human bones, arrow

heads, pottery, etc., in alluvial deposits on the banks and at the

mouths of rivers. These cases occur in the eouth of France, at

the mouth of the Nile, at Natchcz, on the Mississippi, etc. But

here again we have many difficult questions to settle as to the rate

at which river deposits are made, as to the changes in that rate,

as to the power of heavy substances to sink through semi-plastic
materials, etc., before we can be certain that man was a cotempo

rary of very ancient extinct animals.

The point of chief interest affected by these investigations, is

the question whether any of the facts conflict with the common

Fig. 406.
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opinion that Adam was the earliest created human being. At all
times great haste has been manifested by some to make the facts
sustain the negative. But every geologist who fully understands
the difficulties of the subject, and recollects how many analogous
facts, confidently relied upon in years past to prove the great an

tiquity of man, have been given up as unsatisfactory, will be very
'cautions in respect to new facts. The following positions seem to
us capable of satisfactory proof:

1. Man did not appear upon the globe till a very late epoch of

the pleistocene or alluvial period.
2. It does not show his pre-Adamic existence to admit that he

is found in a fossil state; since, according to our views, a fossil

condition does not prove great age.
3. Nor is that implied if we admit that his remains occur in

what some geologists call drift. The true drift occurs only in high
latitudes, and when men say that human bones in Egypt, the south

of France, or at Natchez, are found in drift, they must mean modi

fied drift, or alluvium; since no true drift is found in those places,
and the age of such drift remains to be proved.

4. Nor are human relics necessarily pre-Adamic because they
occur with those of extinct animals. For we have shown that not

a few animals, some sixteen species of birds, and some quadrupeds,
have become extinct within historic times. The great Cetacean

called Stelleria seems lately to have disappeared, and, the arctic

buffalo (Ovibus moschatus) is on the point of extinction. But,

says Owen, "fossil remains of Ovibus and Stelleria show that they
were cotemporaries of Elephas primigenius and Rhinoceros tich

orrhinus." Are we sure that the mastodon has not lived within

historic times? The Newburgh specimen seems certainly quite
recent.

5. If it should turn out that fossil men exist in deposits decidedly
older than Adam, they may belong to extinct species, and there

fore not prove the pre-Adamic existence of the present race.

6. The creation of man, along with a vast number of cotempo

rary species of a higher grade than the earth had before seen,

and forming the culmination of organic existence on the globe, is

the most remarkable fact of geological history, and marks off the

alluvial period from all others.

7. This last creation is distinguished from all that have pre-
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ceded it on the globe in two respects : first, it presents by far the
fullest and most perfect fauna and flora ; secondly, it was not

preceded immediately by any such violent catastrophes as in most
other cases destroyed the existing races ; but in this case many

species lived on, or were recreated. In the more delicate organi
zation and higher powers of the present races we can see why
much i'°"°' preparation was necessary and catastrophes unde

sirable.

Lithichnozoa.-It may seem incongruous to denominate tracks in mud and
clay lithielrnozoa, since this term means stony-track animals; but it is not
more improper than to call mud and marl rock. At any rate the tracks in
mud and clay are a complete counterpart of those in consolidated rock; so
that he who has seen the first, will no longer doubt as to the last. Dr.
'Buckland first described (in 1841) the tracks of deer and oxen upon mud,
beneath a bed of peat in Pembrokeshire, England. Dr. A. A. Gould was the
first to describe a thmous locality on the Bay of 1?undy, where the tracks of
birds are preserved in great perfection. We have found, and one of us long
ago described, a large variety of tracks with rain drops on the clay at had.
ley, in Massachusetts, on the banks of Connecticut river. Fig. 407 shows the
tracks of a snipe with rain drops on that iladicy clay.

Fig. 4(1'

On Fig. 408 we have the track of an annelid, or myriapod, with the hairs

Fig. 4(13.
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or legs on the side less delicate than in the original. It shows also a frog's
track.
On Fig. 409 we have the addition of a man's tracks to those of a bird, prob-

ably of a crow, and rain drops. This shows us that had man lived in sand-
stone days, his tracks would probably be found with those of other animals.

Fir 41)9.

TABULAR VIEW OF FOSSIL ANIMALS.
The following Table is an abstract of the catalogue of fossil animals given

in Juice's able Manual of Geology (London, 1857). Ho derived it almost
entirely from Pictet's Traile de Paleonolog'ie, etc. (Paris, 1853 to 185?).
Pictet does not profess to give a complete list of the species, but notices only
the most important. Hence this Table contains only 20,299, whereas the
Table in the last edition of our work, taken frQm Bronn's Index Palonto
logicus, gave 24,397, in 1849; and doubtless many thousands have been
added since. But Pictet's enumeration gives a more recent and better view
of the present distribution of the fossils, and therefore we use it with this
explanation.
In Juice's catalogue we found quite a number of species referred to the

Silurian formation without distinguishing between the Upper and Lower
Silurian. In such a case we divided the number equally between these groups,
as, for instance, 33 Trilobites, 14 Echinoderms, 66 ConcliWera, 29 Ceplia
lophora, 4 Rugosa, and 14 Zo intharia. So in the tertiary, several species
are given, and the particular division of that formation is not specified. Thus,
67 species of Crustacea were divided equally among the Eocene, Mioceno,
and Pliocene groups; also 96 Cophalophora, 387 Conchifera, 19 Bryozoa,
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5 Zoantharia and 4 Poraminifera. This is very, unsatisfactory; but these
numbers can easily be deducted from those given in the Table, if any one
pleases.
We have made no changes in the number given by Juices, save in a very

few cases, where some interesting species have been quite recently discovered.
We have, however, annexed to the Table a group of animals, not yet thought
to be determined with sufficient certainty to be placed in the divisions to
which they belong, if there is no mistake as to their nature. These are tho
Lithichnozoa, or animals known only by their tracks. We believe that in
many instances a track furnishes quite as good a means of determining the
character of an extinct animal, as the imperfect fragments of their skele
tons from which their nature has been inferred. But paheontologists are rea
sonably slow in admitting any new principles, and therefore let this group
stand by itself, and pass for as much as it is worth. The enumeration which
we give must of course be very imperfect; yet it is interesting to see that
there is scarcely a formation that hLis not already its Ichnology. Professor
Owen. has fully installed this branch of Pa]a3ontology into its proper place
in his admirable work on Pa1ontology, from the Encyclopedia Britannica,
Eighth Edition, and there is the best account of Ichnology as a whole which
we have seen.




FOSSIL PLANTS.

Unger in his work on Pakeophytoiogy has presented us with the following
estimate of the genera and species of fossil plants arranged under the three
divisions of Dicotyledons, Monocotyledons, and Acotylodons.
.Vkotyledons. Genera. Species.

Thalamiflor, . . . . . 24 . . S4
Calyciflone, . . . . . 56 . . 182
Corolliflone, . . . . . 23 . . 60
Monochlamydea3 Angiosperme, . 48 . . 221

Gymnosperm, . . 56 . . 363

Monocotyledons.
Dictyogena, . . . . . 2 . . 5
Petaloidea3, . . . . . 36 . . 125
Glumifer, . . . . . 5 . 12

Acotyledons.
ThaUogena, . . . . . 31 . . 203
Acrogerue, . . . . . 121 . . 969

Doubtful, . . . . . . . 35 . . 197

437 2421.
These are distributed through the rocks as follows:

species.
Cambrian, Silurian and Devonian, . . . . 13
Carboniferous, . . . . . . . . . 683
Permian, . . . " . . . . . 76

Magnesiari Limestone, . . . . . . . 21
Trias or Upper New Red Sandstone, . . . . 38
Trias, Shell Limestone, . . . . . . . 7
Trias, Variegated Mans, . . . . . . 70
Lias, . . . . . . . . " . 126

Upper Middlo and Lower Oolite, . . . . . 168
1262
Forward.
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Species.
Brought forward 1262

Woaldon, . . . . . . . . 61.
Green Sand and Chalk, " . . . . . . 122
Eocene, . . . . " " " 414
Miocene, " " . 496
Pliocene, . . . 35
Pleistocene, " . 31

Fossil Species, 242].

SECTION III.
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LAWS BY WHICH ORGANIC REMAINS HAVE BEEN DISTRIBUTED.

We have seen in the last Section that the animals and plants
have experienced great changes, as we have briefly reviewed them
in their several formations. We now proceed to point out the
laws by which these changes have been regulated. For, however

irregular and capricious the operations of nature may seem to

superficial observation, we find that wise and harmonious laws are

always concerned.

First Law.-Species of animals and plants have had a limited
duration, rarely extending from one formation into another.

We apply the word species in fossils just as we do in living animals and
plants. A number of species closely related constitute a genus; a number
of genera, having certain common characters, form an Order: several orders a
Class, and several classes a Province, or Sub-kingdom, or Kingdom.
Now it is of the species only that we speak under this law. The larger

divisions, genera, orders and classes, do extend through more or less of the
formations; but in nearly all cases the species become extinct at the close of
the great periods pointed out in previous pages of this work. Some distin
guished naturalists, if we understand them, as Agassiz and D'Orbigny, are of
opinion that there are no exceptions. Even the tertiary species they regard
as extinct; but how far they would extend this view into the post-tertiary,
we do not know. "The number of species still considered identical in sev
eral successive periods," says Agassiz, "is growing smaller and smaller, in
proportion as they are more closely compared." Hence he reasonably infers
that probably all will be found unlike. Professor Broun thinks that species
sometimes pass not only into a second but into a third formation, and others
state, as we have mentioned, that some living species of foraminifera begantheir existence as low down as the oolite. According to Bronn, out of 2,055
species of plants, 12 pass into other formations; and of 24,366 animals, 3,322
pass out of the rocks where they are most abundant. So that each specieshad an average duration of 1.12 of a formation. In respect to the rocks
below the tertiary, all would agree that the law has scarcely an exception,
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and still higher, as stated above, they will doubtless diminish upon more
careful examination.

Second Law.- With the exception above named, the fossil spe-
cies have all perished.

This is merely an inference from the first law; but it is so common to sup
pose recent species identical with the fossil, that we make the inference a dis
tinct law.

Third Law.-" The duration of types and species as a general
rule, is usually proportioned to rank and intelligence. The most

highly organized fossils have the smallest range."-( Owen.)

The great lizards of the Jurassic series, the mammals of the tertiary, and
especially, man, are examples of this law.
By a type we mean a set of characters by which a genus, or family, or group

is. distinguished from all others. It is the model or pattern on which such
groups are formed. Thus the horse family, the cat family, the ostrich family,
the pigeon family, have certain characteristics by which we know them,
though sometimes difficult to describe; and it is found that many of these
types have gradually changed. This law declares that these types have the
shortest duration among the higher tribes.

Fourth Law.-Each type of organism has had but one term of

uninterrupted existence, and sometimçs has extended only through

part of a formation.

There are some seeming exceptions to this law; as for instance the appear
ance of the marsupial animals in the trias and oolite, and then their failure
in the chalk and tertiary, and reappearance in the alluvial. But the proba
bility is that they existed during these intermediate periods, since they are
found in the pleistocene, of Australia.
Among the animals extending through a part of a formation, we may

mention such us the Mastodon, Elephant, Dinotherium, Zeugloden, and Man,
which are found only in parts of the tertiary and alluvial.

Fifth Law.-Most of the great Sub-Kingdoms of animals and

plants, two thirds of the classes and nearly half the orders, and

afew of the genera extend through all the formations.

The only exception in respect to the sub-kingdoms, is, that vertebrate ani
mals are not found in the Lower Silurian, and no deeper in the Upper Silurian
than the lower Ludlow Rock; and flowering plants are not found lower than the
Devonian, where Hugh Miller has detected coniferous trees in the lower Old
Red Sandstone of Sot1and. But perhaps in considering this subject we ought
to have reference to a palontologicaI classification, rather than one founded
partly on lithological characters, and this would bring all the sub-kingdoms
into the lowest life period, which reaches as high as the top of the Permian.

It will be seen by referring to the Table of Organic Remains, which we
have presented at the end of the last Section, that while many of the classes
and orders of the less perfect animals and plants extend through all the
formations, those of the higher vertebrate type rarely reach through the whole
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series. The number of orders has more than doubled since the earliest times,
so that more than half do not reach through all the strata.

In the Paleozoic formations there wero . . . . 31
In the Triassic Period . . . . . . " 21.
Intho Jurassic 41
In the Cretaceous . . . . . . " 41
In the Tertiary . . . . . . . . . 'z I.

Much fewer is the number of genera that havo survived all the changes
which the globe has undergone. The following statement by D'Orbigny
shows strikingly how great have been the changes of the organic world. It
is confined to animals:

Number of living genera of animal; . . . . 1324
Number of fossil genera, . . . . * . . 1457
Of these there yet live, . . . . . . . 539
Have become extinct . . . " " " 933
Have survived all changes, only . . . . . 16

All of these surviving venerable genera belong to the different families of
Molluscs, while of all the other animals not a genus has been extended
through all past periods
Sixth Law.-Complexity and perfection of organization as well as

intelligence increase as we ascend in, the rocks.
This is true as a general fact; but in particular tribes we find the reverse,

viz., retrogradation from a lower to higher, condition. "All our most ancient
fossil fishes," says Professor Sedgwick, "belong to a high organic type; and.
the very oldest species that are well determined, fail naturally into an order
of fishes which Owen and Miller place, not at the bottom, but at the top of
the whole class." Says Hugh Miller, "in the imposing programme of crea
tion, it was arranged as a general rule, that in each of the great divisions of
the procession, the magnates should walk first. We recognize yet further the
fact of degradation specially exemplified in the fish and the reptile." "Tue
Cephalopods, the most perfect of the molluscs, which lived in the early period
of the world," says D'Orbigny, "show a progress of degradation in their
generic forms. The molluscs as to their classes have certainly retrograded
from the compound to the simple, or from the more to the less simple."

Such statements are not inconsistent with the law we have stated above;
for there may be upward progress by the introduction of higher and higher
forms of life, while some of the groups may suffer deterioration, as seems to
have been the case. A. simple inspection of the tabular view we have given
of organic remains will show how strong is the evidence of progress. The
only way to escape the inference is to say that higher forms may yet be dis
covered in the lower rocks. But this is a point of so much importance in
its bearings upon certain hypotheses that we shall recur to it again in the
next Section.
More impressively to exhibit these facts and to show to the eye the periods

when the most important races came upon the globe, we copy Fig. 409 from
Professor Owen. We shall have occasion to refer to it again in another con
nection. ,

Seventh Law. Particular classes, orders, and genera, as well as
whole faunas and floras, have had their periods of expansion,
culmination, diminution, and sometimes extinction.

Fig. 410, prepared by Prof. Owen, shows these facts in respect to the or
ders of Reptiles. The shaded lenses and triangles indicate the periods of their
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commencement, expansion, diminution, and extinction. The Chelonia, Lacer
tilia, Ophidia, and some of the Batrachia, are shown as on the increase at the
commencement of the alluvial period; while the Crocodiles and some of the
Batrachia then nearly died out. Several of the orders became extinct at the
close of the cretaceous period.
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Indeed, Prof. Owen says that "the class of reptiles, unlike that of fishes,
is now on the wane; and that the period when Reptiia flourished under the
greatest diversity of forms, with the highest grade of structure, and of the
most colossal size, is the mesozoic."

D'Orbigny finds that of seventy-seven orders of fossil animals fourteen have
decreased in the number of their genera since their first appearance, and
sixty-four have increased. These are distributed as follows:

Decreasing. Increasing.
Radiated animals . . . " " 4 12
Molluscs . . . . . . . . 4 10
Annelids . . . . . . . 1 18
Vertebral kingdom . 5 23

Of these decreasing orders six are found in the pa1ozoic rocks, viz., the
Placoid and Ganoid Fishes, the Trilobites, a part of the Cephalopod and
Brachiopod. Molluscs and the fixed Crinoids. In the Jurassic series occur the
Saurian Reptiles and the free Crinoids. In the Cretaceous series, two families
of Molluscs, one of Foraininifera3 and one of Amorphozoa. In the tertiary
series are the Edentate and Pachydermatous Mammals.

The greatest expansion of particular and peculiar Faunas and Floras has
been employed to characterize certain periods, Thus the Paheozoic Period
has been called by the botanists the Reign of Acrogens, because that tribe of
plants then predominated; the Mesozoic Period, the Reign of Gymnosperms;
and the Tertiary Period, embracing also be living plants, the Reign of Au
glosperms. In respect to anim1s the Paleozoic Period has been called the
Reign of Fishes, the Mesozpic Reign of Reptile; and the Tertiary the
Reign of Mammals.
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Eighth Law. The older the rock the more unlike the existing
fauna and flora are the fossil animals and plants.

If we compare the plants and shells of the tertiary with those now living,
casual observer would see but little difference. But let the successive

groups in the lower rocks be brought into comparison, and the naturalist
would be obliged to form new genera and orders for their reception. Sti1
more rapidly, do the forms of the higher animals and plants deviate from ex
isting types as we descend.

There are some exceptions to this statement; for some forms are wonder
fully persistent. Take, for example, the ammonite and nautilus; how much
like the living nautilus! So the terebratulidm, living and extinct, are closely
related. So in the tertiary, although the Dinotheriurn, the Palaotherium,
the Zeuglodon, etc., are quite unlike living forms, yet in the same formation
certain small mammifers can hardly be distinguished. from those living.

Ninth Law. Thefossil faunas and floras were,for the mostpart,

of a tropical character, whatever be the present climate where

they are found.
Even the tertiary plants and animals agree, for the most part, with those

of intertropical regions better than those of temperate regions; and it was es
sentially the same even in post-tertiary days, when Europe and the United.
States were filled with elephants, rhinoceroses, lions, tigers, hyenas, etc.,
though the hair and wool of the Siberian fossil elephant indicate a colder re
gion than the intertropical; but unless warmer than that at present along
the shores of the Arctic Ocean, so many of these huge animals could not
have subsisted as are found buried there.
As we go deeper into the rocks the evidences of a former tropical, or even

ultra tropical climate, multiply. The coal formation especially, which has
been traced beyond Melville Island in N. latitude '15°, is decidedly and strik
ingly tropical everywhere. The old fossil corals found over equally wide arc
tic regions-at Melville Island, for instance-tell the same story. And so
do the numerous and sometimes gigantic chambered shells so widely diffused.
Some facts seem to indicate an occasional alternation of a. colder with the

tropical climate, at an earlier date than drift, when we know that in northern
regions there was a glacial period. Similar temporary reductions of the tem
perature may have taken placo earlier. But these cases do not invalidate the
general law of the prevalence of a tropical climate.
Even in the Pleistocene Period, "Grand, indeed," says an English natural

ist, "was the fhuna of the British Islands. Tigers as large again as the big
gest Asiatic species, lurked in the ancient thickets; elephants ofnearly twice
the bulk of the largest individuals that now exist in Africa or Ceylon roamed
in herds; at least two species of rhinoceros forced their way through the
primeval forest., and the lakes and rivers were tenanted by hippopotami as

bulky, and with as great tusks as those of Africa." To these he might have
added the great cave bear and cave hyena, two spocies of huge oxen, and an
elk ten feet and four inches high.
Tenth Law. In the distribution of species in the ancient faunas
and flora; they had a much greater range than at present, while

in the newer rocks their limits difered but little from existing

zoological and botanical provinces.
In the pahnozoic strata animals and plants have a striking resemblance

over almost the whQle globe. As we ascend, diversity increases when w
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compare species together from widely separated localities; and of the Inammalia in the tertiary and post-tertiary, Prof. Owen says, "particular formswere assigned to particular provinces, and the same forms were restricted to
the same provinces at a former geological period as they are at the present
day."

If we only admit the high temperature of the globe in palm. ozoic days, and
that it has since gradually decreased, the tcts above stated are just what weshould expect. When a tropical climate existed over the whole earth, the
same animals 'and plants essentially would be placed on every part. But as
the temperature fell and the diversities of climate now existing came on, the
animals and plants would be gathered more and more into provinces, which
would gradually approach to, and finally culminate in those now existing.

Eleventh Law. The fossil animals and plants had the same gen
eral structure as those now on the earth, and their modes of liv-

ing in both classes have been the same.

Comparative anatomy has not found it necessary to frame any new law to
embrace the relations of the extinct to the living races. Physiology, also,
finds that these extinct races, although greatly differing in form from existing
nature, were sustained by the same kinds of food which was digested by an
alogous organs. They had the same senses; they breathed in the same
modes; they were reproduced in the same manner; they were carnivorous
and herbivorous; they suffered and enjoyed, and were subject, like the
liv-ingspecies, to accident, disease, and death.

Twelfth Law.-" The phases of development of all living animals

correspond to the order of succession of their extinct representa-
tives in past geological times." (Agassi.)
This law represents the extinct adult animal as corresponding more nearly

with the embryonic than the adult state of its living representative. In the
ancient world the individual, though an adult, did not pass beyond the pres
ent embryo state; but among living species the analogous animal passes on
to a higher state, or more complete development.

Pictet thinks that this law is not applicable to the whole animal kingdom,
but to certain groups. Agassiz, however, regards it "as a general fact, very
likely to be more fully illustrated as investigations cover a wider ground."
To name a few examples, he regards the Trilobites embryonic types of En
tomostracea (a tribe of living crustaceans); the Oolitic Decapods embryonic
Crabs; the Zeuglodonts embryonic Siren.id; and the Mastodonts embryonic
Elephants.

Thirteenth Law.-Many of the fossil a.nimals.had a combination

of characters which among living animals are found only in
several diferent types or classes.

Agassiz very appropriately calls such types Prophetic Types. For they
form the pattern of animals that were to appear afterward.' It is found that
almost all the existing animals were thus typified by. some characters that
existed in the fossil animals. The facts show how completely, the whole plan
of creation lay in the Divine Mind. We give a few examples:

The Sauroid Fishes were true fishes, yet they had some strongly marked
?eptiliau characters. 11 The PlesiQsuru;". says Bnekland, -t the head 9t a
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lizard united the teeth of a crocodile, a neck of enormous length resembling
the body of a serpent; a trunk and tail having the proportions of an ordinary
quadruped; the ribs of a chameleon, and the paddles of a whale." The Ich
thyosaurus, as its name denotes, had a close affinity to fishes. "Its general
external figure," says Owen, "must have been that of a huge predatory ab
dominal fish, with a longer tail and a smaller tail-flu; scaleless, moreover,
and covered by a smooth, or finely wrinkled skin, analogous to that of the
whale tribe." The Archegosaurus seems to have been "a transitional type
between the fish-like Bratrachia and the lizards and crocodiles." The Laby
riuthodonts were "reptiles having the essential bony characters of the Ba
trachia, but combining these with other bony characters of crocodiles, lizard;
and ganoid fishes." (Owen.) The Rhynchosaurus had a "lacertine struc
ture leading towards Chelonia and birds, which before were unknown."
(Owen.) The Dicynodontia were a race of "reptilian animals once living in
South Africa., presenting in the construction of their skull characters of the
crocodile, the tortoise, and the lizard, coupled with the presence of a pair of
huge sharp-pointed tusks, growing downwards, one from each side of the
upper jaw, like the tusks of the mammalian morse or walrus." (Owen.) The
Pterodactyle, the most anomalous of ancient forms, had the head and neck
of a bird, the mouth of a reptile, the wings of a bat, and the body and tail of
a quadruped.

If more examples were wanted, ichnology would furnish them abundantly
in such remarkable animals as the Otozoum, Anozncepus, Plesiornis, and Gi
gantitherium.

Fourteenth Law.-Thefossilfar exceeded the living species in,

number.

We should expect this if there have been several distinct creations; and
in respect to quite a number of classes it is proved by the facts in a most sat
isfactory manner; though we can not suppose that half the fossil species have
yet been found, and many sorts of animals and plants are too soft and frail
to be preserved. As to plants, so small is the number found fossil compared
to those now living, that we may perhaps doubt whether the single flora now
living is not more numerous than all those which have ever lived.
The following table will show the proportion between the fossil and living

species in Great Britain:

Plants.. .

Zoophytes.
Polyzoa . .
Testácea (Molluscs, etc.)
Echinodermata
Crustacea . .
Fishes........................
Reptiles . .
Birds......
Mammals ,




Living
Species.
1600 flowering
2800 fiowerless
70

" '10
" 513
" '10

225
" 162
" 18
" 332
" '10




Fossil Proportion of
Species. Living to Fossil.

655 6.7 to 1

435 1 to 6.2
258 1 to 3.7

4580 1 to 8.9
492 1 to 7.0
298 1 to 1.3
'141 1 to 4.6
180 1 to 10.0
H 30 to 1.0
110 1 to 1.5

Here we find that six times more zoophytes, nine times more mulluscs,
seven times more echinoderms, five times more fishes, and ten times more

reptiles have lived in Great Britain during geological times than now exist
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there. The argument is irresistible to show that many distinct creations have
occupied the surface successively and passed away; corroborating the same
conclusion drawn from other facts.

Fifteenth Law.- contemporaneous species in any one locality, or
in localities not distant from one another, have appeared and

disappeared together.
Some have maintained that the formations pass insensibly into one another,

so that near the limits, the fossils of the two adjoining formations are mixed
together; and that as individual species have died out, others have taken
their place. And it is sometimes true, that there is no trenchant division
between adjacent formations. Moreover species do sometimes become ex
tinct, as we have shown elsewhere in respect to existing nature, though there
is not the slightest evidence that these species, as they drop out, are replaced
by new ones. But in the rocks the group of species that characterize a
formation in almost all cases, show themselves together at the bottom, and
continue to live together till the close of the period, when all disappear, and
the new formation that follows contains an entirely distinct group. So few
are the exceptions to this distribution of the species, that it must be consid
ered as the general law, and the exceptions the result of local and unusual
causes.

Sixteenth Law.-Numerous and successive systems of life, all df
ferent from one another, have occupied the globe since it became
habitable.

Long ago Desha.yes, a distinguished naturalist, declared that "in surveying
the entire series of fossil animal remains, he had discovered five great groups
so completely independent that no species whatever is found in more than
one of them." Adding the existing group, it makes six entire changes ofin
habitants, which accords with the pakeontological classification, which we
have given, viz., the first reaching to the top of the Permian; the second
embracing the Trias; the third the Oolite; the fourth the Chalk, and the
fifth the Tertiary.
But the ablest palaeontologists of the present day feel as if this were a very

inadequate view of the subject, falling far short of the number of changes in
inhabitants which the earth has experienced. Says the late eminent palaeon
tologist, M. Alcide D'Orbigny, "A first creation took place in the Silurian
stage. After that was annihilated by some geological cause, and after a
considerable time, a second creation took place in the Devonian stage, and
successively twenty-seven times have distinct creations repeopled all the earth
with plants and animals, following each time some geological disturbance,
which had totally destroyed living nature. Such is the certain but incom
prehensible fact, which we are bound to state, without trying to pierce the
superhuman mystery that envelops it."

Seventeenth Law.-All the diversities of organic life that have ap-
peared on the globe were only wise and necessary adaptations to
its changing condition.

There is abundant evidence that changes of climate, fbod, etc., have been
great and numerous, and had there not been a corresponding Change in the

19*
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nature and habits of animals and plants, 'suffering and death must have been
the consequence, as the history of existing races proves.
But there is not the slightest evidence that any such effect followed the

modification of forms. Peculiar as they often were, they seem to have been
wisely prepared to subserve the wants and happiness of the species, nor was
life thereby shortened.

Eighteenth Law.-All the minor systems of life that have ap
peared, were but harmonious parts of one all-comprehending
system of organization, whose culmination we witness in existing
nature.

Diverse as the different floras and faunas are in the clifbrcnt creations, they
are all embraced in the same system of classification, which groups together
existing organisms. They have all had similar organs and similar senses,
have been both carnivorous and herbivorous, have had the same relations to
light and heat as at present. Nowhere do we find different and antagonistic
systems, but all the wide diversities of structure and habit coalesce into one
harmonious whole; showing that the complicated and numberless details,
stretching over almost interminable ages, were but the development of the
vast plan of creation in the Divine Mind.

SECTION IV.

flFERENCES FROM pALA3orroLoGY, IN CONNECTION WIT-1

DYNAMICAL GEOLOGY.

inference 1. The present continents of the globe (except, perhaps,
some high mountains) have been for long periods beneath the

ocean., and have been subsequently elevated.

Proof 1. Two thirds at least of these continents are covered with rock;
often several thousand feet thick, abounding in marine organic remains; which
must have been quietly deposited, along with the sand, mud, and calcareous
or ferruginous matter in which they are enveloped, and which could have
accumulated but slowly. 2. Some very high mountains contain marine fossils
at or near their summits. For example, there are marine shells of cretaceous
age upon the tops of the Pyrenees; cretaceous and tertiary fossils upon the
summits or the Rocky Mountains, and forarninifera of cretaceous age high
up on the flanks of Mt. Lebanon.

The amount of laud. above the ocean has varied in every, period of the
earth's history, and it may be that lure tracts, now submerged, once were
important theatres of terrestrial life.

Inference 2. The periäds of repose between catastrophes have been

long.

Ptoof 1. Catastrophes are indicated by unconformability of the strata,
or a great change in the character of the deposits. 2. Catastrophes have
been comparatively infrequent, while depoSition has always continued slowly
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to build up formations. For example, several thousand feet of strata were
deposited during the Lower Silurian period, between two catastrophes. The
periods of disturbance must have been very short, and the interval of repose
very long. 3. The deposits appear generally not to have been disturbed by
any elevating force while in a state of formation, as this would have changed
the character of the organic remains.

There are instances where there seems to have been a quiet, gradual ele
vation for an immense period, without catastrophes. But often this elevation
has been sudden and very great. Some single local dislocations are of en
ormous size, amounting to 3,000 or 4,000 feet; as in the Penine region of
the north of England; and it is difficult to conceive how such faults could
have resulted from a succession of minor forces acting through long intervals.

Inference 3. Catastrophes have generally corresponded to changes
in fossils.
Elie de Beaumont has long inaintained that the changes in the zoological

and botanical characters of the formations correspond in general to the epochs
of elevation; that is, the period of elevation seems to have been the time for
the destruction of one group of organic races and the introduction of new
species. The progress of Paheontology tends greatly to increase the number
of distinct systems of life, and it may not be possible in all cases to find evi
dence of any great geological disturbance at the close of all the life periods.
Yet D'Orbigny, who contends for the largest number of these, still maintains,
by a course of strong arguments, that the faunas and floras have all been de
stroyed by catastrophes, such as the sudden elevation of mountains, though
they may have taken place at a distance, and the destruction may have re
sulted from the great inundating waves that spread far and wide from the
center of disturbance. Ho believes, also, in the existence generally of a long
interval between the destruction of one group and the creation of a new
one. "We can not then explain," says he, "the annihilation of all the faunas
which have succeeded each other twenty-seven times, but by powerful geo
logical disturbances. We have seen that whenever in past ages a dislocation
of the crust has taken place, capable of effecting a displacement of the seas,
the existing fauna has been annihilated by the movement of the waters at the
points dislocated, and even in other points not dislocated."

These decided views may need some modification when the whole subject
of the disappearance of species has been more fully studied. At present we
know not how to resist the evidence adduced by D'Orbigny in his Cours
Elementaire de Paleôntologie et de Geologie.

Inference 4. The whole period since life began on the globe has
been immensely long.

Proof 1. There must have been time enough for water to make deposi
tions more than ten miles in thickness, by materials worn from previous rocks,
and more or less comminuted. 2. Time enough, also, to allow of hundreds
of changes in the materials deposited: such changes as now require a long
period for the production of one of them. 3. Time enough to allow of the
growth and dissolution of animals and plants, often. of microscopic littleness,
sufficient to constitute almost entire mountains by their remains. 4. Time
enough to produce, by an extremely slow change of climate, the destruction
of several nearly entire groups of organic beings. For although sudden
catastrophes may have sometimes been the the immediate cause of tJier, ex-
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tinction, there is reason to believe that those catastrophes did not usually
happen, till such a change had taken place in the physical condition of the
globe, as to render it no longer a comfortable habitation for beings of their
organization. 5. Time enough for erosions to have taken place in the rocks,
in an extremely slow manner, by aqueous and atmospheric agencies, on so
vast a scale that the deep cut through which Niagara River runs, between
Niagara Falls and Lake Ontario, is but a moderate example of them. We
must judge of the time requisite for these deposits by similar operations now
in progress; and these are in general extremely slow. The lakes of Scotland,
for instance, do not shoal at the rate of more than. six inches in a century.

Obj. 1. The rapid manner in which some deposits are formed at the pres
ent day; e. g., in the lake of Geneva, where, within the last 800 years,
the Rhone has formed a delta two miles long and 600 feet in thickness.

Ans. Such examples are merely exceptions to the general law, that rivers,
lakes, and the ocean are filling up with extreme slowness. Hence, such cases
show only that in ancient times rocks might have been deposited over lim
ited areas in a rapid manner; but they do not show that such was generally
the case.

Obj. 2. Large trunks of trees, from twenty to sixty feet long, have some
times been found in the rocks, penetrating the strata perpendicularly or ob
liquely; and standing apparently where they originally grew. Now we
know that wood can not resist decomposition lbr a great length of time, and
therefore the strata around these trunks must have accumulated very rapidly;
and hence the strata generally may have been rapidly formed.

Ans. Admitting that the strata enclosing these trunks were rapidly de
posited, it might have been only such a case as is described in the first ob
jection. But sometimes these trunks may have been drifted into a lake or
pond, where a deep deposit of mud had been slowly accumulating, which re
mained so soft, that the heaviest part of the trunks, that is, their lower ex
tremity, sunk to the bottom by their gravity, and thus brought the trunks
into an erect position. Or suppose a forest sunk by some convulsion, how
rapidly might deposits be accumulated around them, were the river a turbu
lent one, proceeding from a mountainous region.

O&j. 3. All the causes producing rocks may have operated in ancient times
with vastly more intensity than at present.

Ans. This, if admitted, might explain the mere accumulation of materials
to form rocks. But it would not account for the vast number of changes
which took place in their mineral and organic characters; which could have
taken place, without a miracle, only during vast periods of time.

Obj. 4. The fossilif.rous rocks might have been created, just as we find
them, by the fiat of the Almighty, in a moment of time.

Ans. The possibility of such an event is admitted; but the probability is
denied. If we admit that organic remains from the unchanged elephants
and rhinoceroses, of Siberia, to the perfectly petrified trilobites and torebratuhe
of the Palaeozoic strata, were never living animals, we give up the whole
groundwork of analogical reasoning; and the whole of physical science falls
to the ground. But itis useless formally to answer an objection which would
never be advanced by any man, who had ever examined even a cabinet col
lection of organic remains.

inference 5.-Theperiod before life appeared, was also immensely
long.

Proof 1. We can trace indications of life into the upper part of the Cam-
brian series. Below this horizon there are at least 30,000 feet of stratified
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rocks, which must have required an immense period for their formation.
2. Previously to the production of the stratified rocks, the globe had cooled
from an iucandescent state, at an inconceivably slow rate. It is not unlikely
that this period of time was greater than the whole of the fossiliferous era.
3. If we admit the truth of the hypothesis that the world was condensed
from a gaseous to the liquid state, we have another period previous to the
existence of life immensely protracted, to cool the surface sufficiently to allow
of the presence of water.

Inference 6.-The changes which the earth has experienced, and
the different species of organic beings that have appeared, were

not the result of any power inherent in the laws of nature, but

of special Divine creating power.
The opposite hypothesis, when fully stated, embraces three distinct

bi ariches. The first supposes the present universe to have been developed by
the power of natural law from nebulous matter, without any special Divine
interposition, according to the views of the eminent mathematician, La Place.
This has been called the cosmogony of the subject. The second supposition
is, that certain laws, inherent in matter, are able of themselves to produce
the lowest forms of lifo without special creating power. This forms the
Zoogony of the subject. The third supposition is, that in the lowest forms of
organization thus produced, called monads, there exists an inherent tendency
to improvement. And thus from a mere mass of jelly vitalized, higher and
more complicated organic forms have been eliminated, until man at last was
the result. This called the Zoonomy of the subject.
The supposed proof of this hypothesis is derived from astronomy, phy

siology, galvanism, botany, zoology, and geology. But it is only the argument
from the latter subject that can receive any attention in this work. When this

hypothesis is fully carried out, it is intended and adopted to vindicate atheism.
When advocated by a professed believer in the Deity and even in revelation,
it is made to assume a much more attractive aspect.
In favor of this hypothesis of creation by laws, it has been argued, 1. That

in the oldest fossiliferous rocks we find chiefly the more simple invertebrate
animals and flowerless plants, and the more perfect ones came in gradually,
increasing in numbers and complexity of organization to the present time.
The lowest vertebrate animals were fish; then reptiles succeeded, then birds,
then mammals, then man. Here we see the series gradually expanding, just
as this theory requires. 2. There was probably a distinct stirps, or root, for
each of the great classes of animals and plants, with which it started, from
which the development proceeded along as many great lines as there aro
classes. This supposition shows why we find representatives of all the
classes in the lowest rocks.

In answer to these arguments, and as proofs of the sixth inference, we re
mark 1. That in all the more than 30,000 species of organic remains dug
from the rocks, they are just as distinct from one another as existing species,
nor is there the slightest evidence of some having been developed from

others. 2. The gradual introduction of higher races is perfectly explained
by the changing condition of the earth, which being adapted for more perfect
races, Divine Wisdom introduced them. 3. For the most part the new races

were introduced by groups, as the old ones died out in the same manner.
The new groups were introduced at once; pointing clearly to creation rather
than development. 4. If anywhere, we ought to find evidence of develop
ment and metamorphosis in. the human species. But so immeasurably.is
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man raised by his moral and intellectual faculties above the animals next
below him in rank, that the idea of his gradual evolution from them is ab
surd. Man's moral powers, for instance, which are his noblest distinction, do
not exist at all in the lower animals. Nothing but miraculous creation can
explain the existence of man. 5. The admission of a distinct stirps for each
of the classes, is a virtual abandonment of the whole hypothesis; for it
admits, for example, that a flowering plant and a vertebral animal commenced
two of these series, although to reach such a height or organization, requires,
by the same hypothesis, a transmutation through all the fiowerless plants and
invertebrate animals. 6. There is decisive evidence that in many cases dur
ing the geological periods, animals, instead of ascending, descended on the
scale of organization from the more to the less perfect. 7. Geology shows us
that there was a time when organic life first appeared on the globe, and an
indefinitely long period when no animals or plants existed. What gave the
laws of nature the power, all at once, to start the new races? Why was not
that power put forth earlier, or oven from eternity, if the world existed from
eternity? In short, of all the sciences, geology affords the fewest facts to
sustain this hypothesis. No other science presents us such repeated exam
ples of special miraculous intervention in nature.

Inference 7. The changes which have occurred on the globe, both

organic and inorganic, have shown progress from the less to the
more perfect.

Proof 1. As the temperature of the interior of the earth is much higher
than that of surrounding space, by the laws of heat there must be a constant
radiation of heat into space, and unless this can be proved to have proceeded
in a cycle, or without end,-which can not be done,-the earth must have
been constantly undergoing physical changes. If this process of refrigeration
has been going on long enough, there must have been a time when the sur
face was too hot for any kind of organic beings to exist upon it. And when
it became possible for some sorts to be placed upon it, it was still unadapted
for those of complicated organization. 2. Accordingly, we find but a few of
the flowering plants, or of vertebral animals, in the lowest rocks, and their
number and perfection have for the most part increased from the first, while
the lower classes have made but little progress, and perhaps in some instances
have retrograded. 3. The surface has been rendered capable ofsustaining beings
of a higher organization in three modes; first, by the operation of aqueous
and atmospheric agencies the quantity of soil has been increased; secondly,
animals and plants have eliminated lime from its more hidden combinations,
and converted it into carbonate and sulphate; thirdly, the surface has reached
a statical condition, and the climate is more congenial to such natures.

Olj. Almost every year brings to light in the rocks evidence of the exist
ence of more perfect animals and plants at an earlier date than had been
known, and since the greater part of the earlier fossils are marine, perhaps the
number of air-breathing vertebrate animals and of flowering plants found
among them, is almost as great as we ought to expect, even if the present
condition of things has existed from the earliest Silurian periods.

Ane. It is true that one or two examples of Batrachians and Chelonians
have been found a low as the Devonian series, but not one in the vast forma
tions below, nor a single example of mammals till we rise to the trias;
whereas in the tertiary we find 392 species of mammals, and in the alluvial
358 species; and among existing animals 2,030 species; and a similar pro
digious increase of more perfect forms exists in auiost all other vortobral
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tribes and vascular plants. While, therefore, the discovery of now and. then
a species of higher organization shows that their existence was possible at
the earlier periods, yet it will require a vast number of such discoveries to
prove the proportion bet\veen the more and the less perfect to have been then
as now. And until that be proved,, the evidence of progression remains un
affected.

Inference 8. The causes of geological change have varied in in-

tensity. There are two theories upon this subject..

In his address before the London Geological Society in 1851, Sir Charles
Lyell states what is called the uni!brmitarian hypothesis, as follows:-" That
the ancient changes of the animate and inanimate world, of which we find
memorials in the earth's crust, may be similar, both in kind and degree, to
to those which are now in progress."
Proof 1. It is agreed on all hands that the nature of geological causes has

been the same in all ages; although even as late as the time of Cuvier, he
says that none of the agents nature now employs were sufficient for the
production of her ancient works."

2. An indefinite repetition of an agency on a limited scale, can produce the
same effects as a paroxysmal effort of the same agency, however powerful;
provided the former is able to produce any effect, as, for instance, in the ac
cumulation of detritus, the elevation of continents, the dislocation of strata,
etc. Now it is unphilosophical to call in the aid of extraordinary agency,
when its ordinary operation is sufficient to explain the phenomena.

3. Nearly every variety of rock found in the crust of the globe has been
shown to be in the course of formation by existing aqueous and igneous
agencies; and if a few have not yet been detected in the process of formation,
it is probably because they are produced in places inaccessible to observation.

The opposite hypothais admits that no causes of geological change different
in their nature from those now in action, have ever operated on. the globe; in
other words, that the geological processes now going on, are in all cases the

antitypes of those which were formerly in operation; but it maintains that
the existing causes operate now, in many cases, with less intensity than for

merly.
Proof 1. The spheroidal figure of the earth, and other facts already detailed,

seem to render almost certain the former fluidity of the globe. Now, whether
that fluidity was aqueous or igneous, or both in part, it is certain that the
agencies which produced it must have operated in early times with vastly
greater intensity than at this day, and that their energy has been constantly
decreasing from that time to the present.

2. Still more direct is the evidence from the character of organic remains
in high latitudes, of the prevalence of a temperature in early times hotter
than tropical; too warm, indeed, to be explained by any supposed change
oflevels in the dry land. And if this be admitted, heat must have been more

powerful in its operation than at present; and this would increase the

aqueous, atmospheric, and organic agencies of those times.
3. No agency at present in operation, without a vast increase of energy,

is adequate to the elevation, several thousand feet, of vast chains of moun
tains and continents, such as we know to have taken place in early times. A
succession of elevations by earthquakes, repeated through an indefinite num
ber of ages, the vertical movements being only a few feet at each recurrence,
is a cause inadequate to the effect, if we admit that earthquakes have ex
hibited their maximum energy within historic times.
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4. In a majority of cases, the periods of disturbance on the globe appear
to have been short compared with the periods of repose that have intervened;
as is obvious from the fact that particular formations have the same strike and
dip throughout their whole extent; unless some portions have been acted
upon by more than one elevatory force; and then we find a sudden change
of strike and dip in the formations above and below. Whereas, had any of
the causes of elevation now in operation lifted up these formations by a repe
tition of their present comparatively minute effects, there ought to be a grad
ual decrease in the dip from the bottom of the formation upwards, and no
sudden change of dip between any two consecutive formations, unless some
strata are wanting. At the periods of these elevatory movements, there
fore, the force must have been greater than any that is now exerted, to pro
duce analogous effects.

5. The sudden and remarkable changes in the organic contents of the strata,
as we pass from one formation to another, even when none of the regular
strata are wanting, coincides exactly with the supposition of long periods of

repose, succeeded by destructive catastrophes. Nor is the supposition that

species of animals and plants have become gradually extinct, and have been

replaced by new specie by a law of nature during periods of repose, sus
tained by any facts that have occurred within the historic period: no exam

pie having been discovered of the creation of a new species by such a law;
and only a few examples of the extinction of a species.

6. Upon the whole, were we to confine our attention to the tertiary and
alluvial strata, it might be possible to explain their phenomena by existing
causes, operating with their present intensity. But when we examine the
secondary, pakeozoic, and hypozoic rocks, we are forced to the conclusion
that this hypothesis is inadequate; and that we must admit a far greater in

tensity in geological agencies in early times than at present.
8. But the question here arises, how long a period shall wo assume as a

measure of the intensity ofexisting agencies? The most strenuous advocates
of the doctrine of uniformity will admit of some oscillation in the intensity of
these agencies; because a. single year shows it. How, then, shall we deter
mine how wide that oscillation may be? In order to obtain the average in

tensity, how can we say but that all geological cycles must be included? To
make any particular portion of time the measure of all the rest, must be an

arbitrary assumption. And, therefore, we can not ascertain what is the
standard or the average of intensity; and until this can be done, is the sub

ject considered under this head any thing more than a controversy about
words?



PART III.

CONNECTION BETWEEN GEOLOGY AND NATURAL AND
REVEALED RELIGION.

1. ILLUSTRATIONS OF NATURAL RELIGION FROM GEOLOGY.

1. Geology shows us that the existing system of things upon the

globe had a beginning.

Proof 1. Existing continents have been raised from the bottom

of the sea, where most of their surface was formed by depositions.
2. With a few exceptions, the existing races of animals and plants
must have been created since the deposition of all the rocks except
the alluvial, because their remains do not occur in the older rocks.

Hence it appears that not only the present races of organic beings,
but the land which they inhabit, are of comparatively modern

production.

Inf 1. Hence it is inferred that the existing races of animals

and plants must have resulted from the creative agency of the Su

preme Being; for even if we admit that existing continents might
have been brought into their present state by natural causes, the

creation of an almost entirely new system of organic beings, could

have resulted only from an exertion of an infinitely wise and pow
erful Being. Indeed, the bcstowment of life must be regarded as

the highest act of omnipotence.

Inf. 2. Hence the doctrine which maintains that the operations
of nature have proceeded eternally as they now do, and that it is

unnecessary to call in the agency of the Deity to explain natural

phenomena, is shown to be erroneous.

Inf. 3. The preceding inferences being admitted, natural theol

ogy need not labor to disprove the eternity of matter, since its

eternal duration might be admitted, without affecting any import
ant doctrine.

2. In all the conditions of the globefrom the earliest times, and in

the structure of all the o,ganic beings that have sucóe8sively
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peopled it, we find the same marks of wise and benevolent adap
tation, as in existing races, and a perfect unity of design extend

ing through every period of the world's history..

Proof 1. The anatomical structure of animals and plants was

very different at different epochs; but in all cases the change was
fitted to adapt the species more perfectly to its peculiar condition.
2. To communicate the greatest aggregate amount of happiness,
is a leading object in the arrangements of the present system of
nature; and it is clear from geology, that this was the leading
object in all, previous systems. 3. The existence of carnivorous
races among existing tribes of animals tends to increase the aggre
gate of enjoyment, first, by the happiness which those races them
selves enjoy; secondly, by. the great reduction of the suffering
which disease and gradual decay would produce, were they not

prevented by sudden death; and thirdly, by preventing any of the
races from such an excessive multiplication as would exhaust their

supply of food, and thus produce great suffering. Now, we find
that carnivorous races always existed on the globe, showing a per
fect unity of design in this respect. Thus, when the chambered
shells, so abundant in the secondary rocks, and which were car
nivorous, became extinct at time commencement of the tertiary
epoch, numerous univalve molluscs were created, which were car
nivorous; although till that time these races had been herbivorous.

Inf. From these statements we infer the absolute perfection,
and especially the immutable wisdom of the Divine character. A
minute examination of the works of creation as they now exist,
discloses the infinite perfection of its Author, when they were

brought into existence; and geology proves 1-Jim to have been

unchangeably the same, through the vast periods of past duration,
which that science shows to have elapsed since the original form
ation of the matter of our earth.

3. Geology furnishes many peculiar proofs of the Divine benevo
lence, so peculiar that they have sometimes been. guoted in proof
ofpenal inflictions.

Most of these proofs are derived from agencies whose immediate

effects are destructive and desolating. Thus soils, which are little
else than comminuted rocks, can not be prepared and spread over

the. valleys without. long and. powerful erosions by ice and water,
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storms and inundations, glaciers and icebergs. But though some
times involving men and animals in destruction, yet who will

doubt the benevolence of the operation? So the processes by
which the various ores have been put into the earth's crust, have

been accompanied by violent fracture and dislocation, and a semi.

fusion of most of the strata. How little like benevolence, also, to

have seen the crust bent, crumpled and fractured, here ridged
into mountains, and there sunk into valleys. Yet without all this

man never could have got access to many of the useful minerals
and rocks, water would have stagnated on the level surface,

and the beautiful scenery of the globe would, never have been

seen. In the fearful history of volcanoes and earthquakes, though
full of scenes of appalling suffering, yet who knows how essenq

tial they may be to preserve the balance of nature, and prevent
the great furnace of heat within the earth from rending it to

atoms?

If any inquire why God coulci not have secured the good with

out the evil? it can only be said, this is a fallen world, where man

requires the discipline of evil, and therefore it is mixed with all

sublunary things.

4. Geology furnishes interesting examples of what may be called

prospective benevolence.

By this is meant a special benevolent provision for the happi
ness of animals, made long before their existence. The following
are examples:

1. The vast amount of coal found in the earth is the result of

long and slow processes in the ages far back towards the begin

ning. Vast forests, almost untenanted by animals, and seemingly
of no use then, were buried beneath the soil and waters, and

gradually changed into peat, brown coal, bituminous coal, and

some of it into anthracite. What if this storehouse of fuel had

not been laid up? Human society could not have advanced much

beyond barbarism, nor have multiplied as it has done.

2. Gold seems not to have been introduced into the rocks till

just long enough before man's appearance to allow erosive agen

cies to collect it in the low spots, where man could obtain it. Be

fore man no animal needed it, but how great a blessing to man!

It does seem as if the time and. manner of its introduction .into
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the earth's crust pointed most unmistakably to man as an act of

prospective benevolence.
8. It looks like the same benevolence that prepared by slow

processes a richer soil to greet man than had ever before existed,
and afford him nourishment.

4. So, too, there is reason to suppose that certain miasms, such
as an excess of carbonic acid, were gradually removed from the

atmosphere to adapt it to his health and happiness.

5. Geology proves repeated special divine interpositions, or miracles,
in nature as well as special providences.

A miracle is an event that can not be explained by the laws of
nature, but takes place in opposition to those laws or by their

agency intensified or diminished.
A special Providence is an event brought about apparently by

second causes, but those causes have been so arranged or modified

by Divine agency out of sight, that some specific object is accom

plished, which would not otherwise be effected.

Geology abounds with examples of miracles and special provi
dences as thus defined. We know that the time was when no
animal or plant lived on the globe, because it was a molten world.
What but a miracle could have filled it with inhabitants? We

know that in after ages whole races died out and new ones came
in, so that numerous entire changes of population occurred. A

miracle certainly was essential at each change to create the new

ones, if not to destroy the old races. Or if we set aside all these

cases, we know that man was introduced among the latest of ani

mals; and if his creation was not a miracle, no event could be.

So the various circumstances mentioned under the last head as

examples of prospective benevolence, all pointed through long

ages so significantly to man, that true philosophy must regard
them as arranged with special reference to him by the Deity, and

are therefore indicative of special providence.
Thus may we with confidence put down miracles and special

providences as articles in the creed of natural religion, where

they have not till lately been found. They of course take away
all presumption against analogous doctrines in revelation.

6. In spite of these evidences of Divine benevolence, geology unites

with all other SCieflCe8, and with experience, in showing the world
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to be in a fallen condition, and that this condition was foreseen
and provided for, long before man's existence, so that he might
find a world well adapted to a state of probation..

Proof 1. It appears that the laws and operations of nature,
have been the same, essentially, as at present in all ages. 2. That
the same systems of sustenance, reproduction, and death, have
always prevailed.

iif. 1. Hence it must always have been impossible, in this
world, to have avoided severe suffering; e. g., pain and death.

Inf. 2. Hence it has never been a such a world as perfect
benevolence would have prepared for perfectly holy and happy
beings; though benevolence has always so decidedly predominated
in it, as to show it to be a world of probation and mercy, not of
retribution.

7. Geology enlarges our conceptions of the plans of the Deity.
1. The prevailing opinion, until recently, limits the duration of

the globe to man's brief existence, which extends backward and
forward only a few thousand years. But geology teaches us that
this is only one of the units of a long series in its history. It

develops a plan of the Deity respecting its preparation and use,

grand in its outlines, and beautiful in its execution; reaching far
back into past eternity, and looking forward, perhaps indefinitely,
into the future.

2. Each successive change in the condition of the earth thus
far, appears to have been an improved condition; that is, better

adapted for natures more and more perfect and complicated. In
its earliest habitable state, its soil must have been scanty and ster
ile, and almost destitute of calcareous matter, except in the state
of silicates, which plants decompose with difficulty. The surface,
also, was but little elevated above the waters; and of course the

atmosphere must have been very damp; though the temperature
was very high. Every subsequent change appears to have in
creased the quantity and fertility of the soil, the amount of the
salts of lime and humus, and the dryness of the atmosphere.
Should another change occur, similar to those through which it
has already passed, we might expect the continents to be more
fertile, and capable of supporting a denser population.

3. It appears that one of the grand means by 'which the plans
of the Deity in respect to the material world are accomplished, is
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constant change; partly mechanical, but chiefly chemical. In

every part of our globe, on its surface, in its crust, and we have
reason to suppose, even in its deep interior, these changes are in
constant progress; and were they not., universal stagnation and
death would be the result. We have reason to suspect, also, that

changes analogous to those which the earth has undergone, or is
iow undergoing, are taking place in other worlds; in the comets,

the sun, the fixed stars and the planets. In short, geology has

given us a glimpse of a great principle of instability, by which the

8tability of the universe is secured; and. at the same time, all these

movements and revolutions in the forms of matter essential to the

existence of organic nature, are produced. Formerly the examples
of decay so common everywhere, were regarded as defects in na

ture; but they now appear to be an indication of wise and benevo

lent design ;-a part of the vast plans of the Deity for securing
the stability and happiness of the universe.

2. BEARINGS OF GEOLOGY UPON REVEALED RELIGION.

Since many truths are common to natural and revealed religion,
it is not easy to draw the line exactly between the bearings of

geology upon these two departments of theology.
There are, too, some erroneous notions widely prealent on the

subject, which need to be corrected before a person can look at it

in its true light.
One is, that geologists in their writings have arrayed the facts

of their science against revelation. But the fact is, that the whole

range of geological literature scarcely furnishes an example of this

sort from any geologist of distinction. Such attacks, when made,

have come from mere sciolists in the science, or from men learned

in other departments, but no geologists.
Another is, that the bearings of geology upon religion are those

of conflict rather than of illustration and corroboration. The fact

is, that most cases of supposed collision have turned out already
to bemere illustration: just as modern astronomy has shown us how

to understand certain passages of the Bible relating to the rising
of the sun and immobility of the earth, so has geology cast sim

ilar light upon passages relating to the age of the world and the

introduction of evil. And although some few points may still have

an aspect of collision, the reverse is almost universally true; and
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we may now say.that geology illustrates rather than opposes reve
lation.

A third false notion is, that the principles of geology are un
settled and constantly changing, and that in fact it is chiefly made

up of vague and conflicting hypotheses. That there are in geol
ogy, as in other physical sciences, unsettled points and doubtful

hypotheses, is admitted. But its loading principles are as well
settled nearly as those of chemistry, astronomy, and physiology.
Especially is it true that those principles which bear upon religion
are rarely modified by new discoveries, but rather established more

firmly.
Hence we see how false is the position some professed friends

of religion take, who say that the time has not yet come to at

tempt a reconciliation of geology and religion, and therefore they
will believe the latter on the principle of faith, because the Church

does, and wait for further developments. Such a sort of belief,

with philosophic minds, is usually little else but covert infidelity,
and instead of honoring, it dishonors religion, by admitting that

as yet it can not be defended against the attacks of science.

Hence, too, we see the error of maintaining, as some do, that

geology ought not to he allowed to modify at all our views of the

meaning of Scripture, or any of its truths. For astronomy, chem

itry, and physiology, as well as civil history, have been allowed

to make such modifications; why should a like power be denied

to geology, if its leading. principles are settled?

.Dzferent stand-points from which tojudge of the Religious

Bearings of Geology.

Three classes of men have written concerning the connection

between geology and religion. The first are professed believers in

revelation ; but they do not suppose the Mosaic record to be in

spired and infallible as to history or science; and hence they are

not surprised to find discrepancies and absurdities' in what they

regard as a myth or fable of the 'Creation got up by Moses to ac

complish some important purpose, but not inspired.
The second class are firm believers in the Bible, but not in

geology, which they consider so unreliable that it ought not to be

taken into account at a11 i the interpretation of '
Scripture; nay,

they consider the science, as well as its" teachers as really hostile
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to Scripture, and therefore to be met by the most determined re
sistance.
The third class believe in the divine inspiration and authority

of every part of the Bible; but they admit also the great princi
ples of geology, and think the two records not only reconcilable,
but that they cast mutual light upon each other, and that geology
lends important aid to some of the most important truths of reve

lation.
With this last class our views coincide entirely, and we regard

it as useless in this work to describe the theories by which the

other classes attempt to sustain their views, since the authority of

the Bible is destroyed by the first, and the settled principles of

science ignored by the second. The third is the stand-point which

we shall occupy in enumerating the most important illustrations

and corroborations derived by revelation from geology.
We think it is an error committed by some of the ablest writers

on this subject, that they have attempted to draw out a complete
system of reconciliation and illustration between Genesis and

geology. For it is obvious that the Mosaic account is fragment

ary; or, as an able writer has expressed it, it gives us only the

memorabilia of creation, but not a full and detailed account.

Hence if we expect to find in the Scriptures something correspond

ing to all the details of geology, and in the same order, we shall

be disappointed; because it was not the object of Moses to give
us a full account of the creation, and in a scientific dress. Let us

now enumerate some of the points in revelation that derive sup

port or illustration from geology, and also show the harmony of

the two records.

1. The Scriptures and geology agree in not fixing the time of
the creation of the world. The Bible says it was made "in the

beginning," and language is scarcely capable of more indefiniteness

as to time; nor is there any necessary connection between this

general proposition and the facts which follow.

Geology is alike indefinite. We see, indeed, on its records a

great number of distiict facts, but no clue is given as to their

chronology; and in fact no hint as to the first act, the production
of matter.
We might stop here, and with good reason take the ground,

that having proved the preceding proposition, nothing further is
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necessary entirely to answer all objections against revelation on
the ground that its chronology does not agree with the records f

geology. No matter how old geology makes the world; it is not
older than the "beginning" of Scripture.

2. They do fix the time when man appeared. The Bible repre
sents him as the last of the animals created, and from him aseries
of chronological dates is carried forward to the present time. His
remains, too, are found only in alluvium, the most recent of the
formations. This is a most interesting coincidence.

3. They agree in representing creation as. the work of. God. This
s very marked in the Bible, and geology presents numerous exi

gencies in which no law of nature, no transmuting process will

answer,-nothing but the special creating power of the Deity.
4. They agree in representing. instrumentalities as employed in.

the work of creation. God commanded the earth to bring forth

grass, and herb yielding seed, on the third day, and the waters

every living thing that moveth, on the fifth. Divine energy was

of course concerned, but these were the instruments. So from

geology we learn that immense periods were consumed in prepar

ing by natural operations for the introduction, of animals and plants.
5. They both represent creation to be a progressive work, com-

pleted by successive exhibitions of Divine power, with intervals of

repose. How long the intervals were, according to the scriptures,
will depend on the meaning which we attach to the word day.
But if they were only common days, the acts of creation would

still be successive and the work progressive.
"
Geology, too, teaches us most distinctly that the various animals

and plants were not introduced at once, but at intervals widely

separated. This is an interesting coincidence between the two

records; because we should beforehand presume that all the races

would-be introduced by one creative act.
" 6. They agree in representing the continents as covered an in

definite period by the ocean, and subsequently elevated above it

Geology testifies to several vertical movements of this kind; the

scriptures mention but one, which perhaps was intended to stand

as a representative of all.

7. They agree in giving to the earth a very early revolution on

its present axis. The very first day in the Bible, while yet the

ocean covered the continents, is represented as having it5 eveiin
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and morning, just like all the rest. This was before the existence

of animals and plants. But geology shows that this evening and

morning commenced still earlier, even while yet the earth was in

a molten state; for we find the earth flattened at the poles exactly
so much as it would be by a revolution on its axis in twenty-four
hours. After its consolidation, such a revolution would not have

thus flattened the poles; and while fluid, if it had turned faster

than it now does, the poles would have been more flattened; or if

slower, they would have been less flattened. The proof is

cot-elusive,therefore, that it revolved as it now does as early as when

it was in a molten state. This fact is fatal to several fine theories,

which have been based on the supposition that before the fourth

day, when the sun and moon was created, the earth's revolution

was much slower than afterward; and, therefore, Moses did not

intend us to understand the days as periods of twenty-four hours.

Science now shows that such has always been their length.
8. The Mosaic account of creation allows us to suppose an

indefinite interval between the beginning and the first day, which

may correspond to the vast periods of geological history. After

the first production of matter, it is said to have been covered by
water and darkness, and to be 'without form and void, that is,

invisible, or waste, and unfinished. Now how long it may have

remained in such a condition, who can tell It may have been

long enough to pass through the changes which geology discloses,

except that which prepared the way for the introduction of the

present races. All this may be admitted, whatever views we take

of the nature of the six days.
If all will admit this, as nearly all do, why may we not rest

here, and say that it is unnecessary to go farther in order to show

the harmony between geology and scripture. For here we have

an admitted interval in the Mosaic account, sufficient to stretch

over all the geological periods, and why need we trouble our

selves to inquire into the nature of the six days, whether they be

natural days or longer periods. We fully vindicate the scriptures
from collision with science, by planting ourselves on this admitted

interval. And this is the second resting-place of this kind which

we have already found. But inquisitive minds are not satisfied

'without an attempt to enuelcate the meaning of the term day in

Genesis, and therefore we take up that subject.
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0. The six days of creation, in the view of eminent writers, may
be used figuratively for indefinite periods. This opinion found
advocates as early as the times of the Christian fathers, Augus
tine, Origen, etc., and in more modern times has been ably de
fended by Hahn, De Luc, Professors Lee and Wait of England,
and by Professors Silliman and Guyot of this country. They
maintain that the word clay is used thus figuratively in all lan

guages; that it is so used in Gen. 2-4; that the seventh day, or
Cad's Sabbath, has not yet terminated, and, therefore, the pre
vious days may have been equally long, and that such an interpre
tation corresponds remarkably with the traditions and cosmog
onies of many heathen nations. Yet others object that such a

meaning is forced and unnatural in a passage where everything
else seems literal, and that the sacred writers have shown what

meaning they attached to this word in the fourth commandment,
where it is impossible to doubt that the six clays in the first part
are literal days, because they are days of labor; and so must also
be the six days referred to in the latter part, in which the Lord
made heaven and earth.

But though it is difficult to believe that Moses had any other
than natural days in mind, most reflecting persons who read the
whole chapter, will feel that in reality they must be different, and

perhaps they will say, like St. Augustine, "it is very difficult to
conceive, much less to explain, what sort of days those were."
Another view has been proposed which excites unusual interest at
the present time. It is the following:

10. We may understand the days as symbolically representing
indefinite periods. A symbol is the representative of something
else. The word is taken in all respects in its literal signification,
yet it has a higher meaning. Moses probably understood, and
meant his readers should understand, the days of creation as lit
eral days; but they actually symbolize higher periods; just as

days, weeks, and times are used in prophecy (which often has a

symbolical form) for years.
The great advantage of this view of the subject over that which

makes the days a figurative representation of long periods, is, that

hereby we can take the scriptural statement in its plain, literal
sense, yet those literal days may be stretched by symbolization
over the widest periods which geology shows to have separated
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the Divine creative acts. Iti no error, if a man chooses to un

derstand the six clays of creation as literal days; nor any error for

-the geologist to make them symbolize vast periods.
The biblical account. of creation may be regarded as a suc-

cession 0/pictures with existing nature on the foreground. Ever

since this, the pictorial method, was suggested by Dr. Knapp, in

1789, it has been a favorite mode of representation among au

thors; the most brilliant exhibition of which was by Hugh Miller.

But three errors have generally pervaded these representations.
The first is that the six pictures in Genesis embrace every geo

logical change the earth has undergone; secondly, that they are

given in true chronological order; and thirdly, that in the life

pictures the plants and animals now found fossil, not the existing

species, occupy the foreground. Inextricable confusion and dis

crepancy have resulted from the mixture of such elements. But

only admit that the sacred writer intended to give only certain

prominent scenes in creation (its most important memorabilia),

and not always in true chronological order, and that existing ani

mals and plants were the models before him, the fossil species

coming in on the background only by implication, and all the pic
tures become luminous, beautiful, and harmonious.

12. By such a mode of description the sacred writer was not

bound to give, and indeed could not give, always the true chrono

logical order of creation. To make this evident we subjoin in

parallel columns the principal events as they are revealed by the

sacred penman and by geology.
The right hand column gives as fair a view as we can of the

Order of creation as developed by geology; the names of the sev

eral classes being given when they first appear, and their greatest

development by small capitals. The left hand column gives the

principal results of the six days' work according to Scripture; and

where there seems to be no doubt of parallelism, they are placed

opposite to events in the geological record. An examination of

this table leads to several important conclusions.

1. We learn that some events found in one column do not oc

cur in the other. The igneous fluidity of the globe is one of the

best established conclusions of geology; but it is not named in

the Bible. The introduction of numerous groups of animals and

plants at different periods i another settled fact in geology; but
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IAN, MAN: FULL.FAUNA AND FLORA6 Alluvium.
" Day. and MOLLLt$CA, ARTIj*JLATA.

Reptiles. Mu&; PLC0TYJ.En0NS.
Tertiary.

Birds RADIATA; MOLLUSC.
p Chalk.---.--

and Maw; LEPT1Ll,5.
Day.

fl Oolite.
ScaAnitnals. Rul)tiJes.

Sun, Satinan Reptiles
Periilnn.

and Stars Dicotyledons
Day. Acaoois.

Created. Carboniferous.
Batruehians.
Fisiu:s.

8 Plants of all sorts. Ccn'erin?
Devonian.

Day. Land emerges. Fishes." Articulftta.
2 Atmosphere Ra(1ftta.

Mollusca.
Day. Created. Alg.

Silurian and C'mbrIan.
I Light, Mostly ocean.

Day. Darkness and Ocean. Aiole.
Igneous Fluidity.

'the Scriptures name only one creation of the great classes, : On

the other hand, the creation of the atmosphere on the second day,
'and of the sun, moon, and stars on the fourth, have no counter

'part in the geological record.:
"

2. There are several rather striking coincidences between the

two records as to the order of events and the.k.ind.s of organisms
-introduced.',- Both show us, in early times,.the continents beneath

the ocean, and subsequently lifted but of it. Birds ád sea ani

mals are introduced on the fifth day, which may reasonably cor

respond to ooIitic times, when birds and reptiles appeared 'in large
numbers, if we may depend upon :the tracks óf the former as

proof. Land reptiles and mammals, or quadrupeds,'.. come in not

till the sixth day, which may well be: regarded as synchronous
with the tertiary formation, when,, according to geology, they
were first fully developed.

- Man, too, on 'both records' is repre

sented as the last animal created: a coincidence of great interest.

3. There exist also several diversities on the two records as to

the nature and order of events. We do not call them cliscrep

ancies; for, they are so different in nature as to be 'incapable of

being compared. Thus, the creation of the atmosphere is repro-
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sented as occupying the whole of the second demiurgic day. But

geology has no record of such an event, and therefore no coin

parison can be instituted. The same is true of the creation of the
sun and moon on the fourth day. It does seem remarkable, how
ever, that these luminaries should be represented as created not

until after the vegetable world on the third day, if the writer had

intended to preserve the true chronological order of events. No

impostor would have been so short-sighted as to commit such a
blunder; hence there must be some other reason for such an ar

rangement. Alike strange is it to find the creation of the atmos

phere placed so much before that of the heavenly bodies, when

these, as things now are, seem indispensable to atmospheric phen
omena.

4. The most important conclusion drawn from this table is, that

the sacred writer did not and could not give the true chronological
order of events. The different classes of animals and plants, ac

cording to the geological record, appeared at different periods; the

same class often several times repeated, and with different degrees
of development. Thus, plants began-with the lowest class, the

Algte, and not numerous, in the Cambrian slates, the oldest of fos

siliferous rocks. In the Devonian a few acrogens and coniferous

plants appeared. In the Carboniferous there was an immense de

velopment of acrogens, or flowerless trees, and some dicotyledons.
The latter, however, the most perfect of plants, were not fully de

veloped till the tertiary, and still more fully in alluvium. Yet

plants are all represented as created on the third day. How was

it possible, then, to give the chronological date or order of their

creation unless the sacred writer bad gone into the scientific de

tails above hinted at? The same is true of the groups of ani

mals, which in the Bible are more comprehensive and indefinite

than those of science, because they are such as are in popular use.

By the plan of the inspired writer, the time and order of their

appearance could not be given, and, therefore, the discovery of

any diversity in this respect between revelation and science is no

objection to the former, because it is not responsible for the time

and order of events, but only for their truth. And if this is so in

regard to the organic world, why may it not be so in regard to

the other events described? Moses wished to give a pictorial
representation of some of the principal events in the work of
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creation, and, therefore, he conformed to a chronological order

only so far as his leading object required. It would be natural for

him to begin his pictures with the world in a chaotic state, buried

by darkness and water, with the light just breaking in. Accord

ing to ancient ideas there was an ocean above as well as below,

and this might have suggested the formation of the firmament on

the second picture. It was natural next to bring up the sub

merged land and adorn it with vegetation. This might awaken

the thought of introducing the heavenly bodies. And now it

might occur that everything was ready for the introduction of

animals into the atmosphere and the waters; and last of all to let

the most perfect of animals come in with man.

These may not, and probably were not the reasons why, as we

suppose, Moses departed from a chronological arrangement of his

six pictures; but they show that there might be reasons for doing
this. It has been and still is almost universally assumed, that

Moses gives a connected and chronological history of creation;

and then ingenuity has been taxed to the utmost to accommodate

the facts to such a supposition. But if we may reasonably suppose
that be meant only to give certain leading and selected facts, con

formed to a chronological order only so far as suited his purpose,

just as one might select certain facts from the early history of the

country, and show them by pictures arranged so as to produce the

best effect, without reference to dates, it relieves the sacred writer

from all responsibility as to chronological order and scientific ar

rangement, and really does more to bring out the beauty of the

Mosaic history of creation, and to bring it into harmony with

science, than almost all other principles.
13. Geology and the Bible agree in representing physical evil

as in the world before man. Geology shows that the same mixed

system of suffering and enjoyment, of liability to painful accident

and inevitable death, has always prevailed as they now do. The

Bible, too, intimates that death and other evils preceded man. Of

what use was the threatening of death if no example of it ex

isted among animals? Again, plants were created with seeds in

them, and animals made male and female for the production of a

succession of races, and such a system implies a correspondent

system of death. The human family might have been specially

preserved by the fruit of the tree of life, perhaps, from the corn-
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mon lot, till they had sinned, when they too must die. Again,
the selection and fitting up of a spot eastward as the Garden of
Eden, as a place for man while holy, and his expulsion from it
after he had sinned, implies that the world generally was, as now,
a world of evil and suffering. It was made so from the beginning,
because it would ultimately become a world of sin, and sin and
death are inseparable. If animal existence is, on the whole, a

blessing in such a world as the present, or if animals may live
hereafter, and receive some compensation for their sufferings here,
the time when they suffer, be it before or after man's apostasy,
makes no difference.

14. Zoology and, geology throw doubt over the literal universal-

ity of the deluge ofNoah. The many vertical movements of con

tinents taught by geology afford a presumption in favor of the

Noahian deluge. But the science also shows the absurdity of a

wide-spread opinion, that the numerous marine shells and plants
found fossil in the rocks were deposited by the deluge. For they
extend through more than ten miles in thickness of rocks, and are

arranged in systematic order, and most of them are changed into

stone by a slow process; and to impute all this to a transient del

uge of less than a year, is to impute effects to a totally inadequate
cause.
The doubts about the flood's universality result, first from the

difficulty of covering the whole earth for so long a time with

water; secondly, to find a place in an ark 450 feet long, 75 feet

broad, and 45 feet high, for 1,658 species of quadrupeds, 6,000

species of birds, 642 species of reptiles and tortoises, and 120,000

species of insects-all of which have been shown by naturalists

to exist. But the grand difficulty is to collect them all in one

spot, and then to disperse them again, without a special miracle;

and if a miracle be introduced, all reasoning is nonsense. More

over, if the regions inhabited by man, then probably quite lim

ited, were covered, what was the use of drowning the rest of the

-world? The language of Scripture, though at first view seeming

strongly to teach a literal universality, is in many other cases quite
as strong, although we know that it does no% imply universality;
but is an example where universal terms are employed to desig
nate only a great many. See Genesis xli. 57, Exodus ix. 25 and
x. 15, Acts ii. 5, Colossians i. 23, etc.
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15. The Bible teaches that the earth will be, and geology that. it

may be, destroyed by fire and its surface renovated. The Bible
declares that the earth will be burnt up and its elements melted,
which would reduce it to a molten globe. Geology shows that the

globe contains all the elements necessary to bring about such a re
sult. At the rate the internal heat increases, melted matter would
be reached in less than 100, miles. How vast the amount of
melted matter below, on that supposition, Fig. 125 will show. It
is clear that if from any cause, natural or supernatural, such a

crust in one part should be broken through and sink into the

molten ocean below, all the rest might founder and disappear, and
a melted globe alone remain. Then would begin anew, the forma

tion of another crust, on which another economy of life might be

established, and this might be the new heaven and new earth dc

scribed in the Scriptures as the future residence of man glorified.

Conclusions.

First, in order to show that there is no discrepancy between

revelation and geology, e can take any one of three positions,
each of which is sufficient. We may show that Moses does not

fix the time of the material creation; or, secondly, that his ac

count admits an indefinite period between the beginning and the

first clay; or, thirdly, that the days stand symbolically for long pe
riods, and that on the plan ofdescription adopted by the sacred writer

he could not give, in all cases, the chronological order of creation.

Either of these positions, in the view of any unprejudiced mind,'

completely vindicates the Mosaic account from any collision with

geology.

Secondly, geology furnishes very important illustrations of the

Mosaic account, and corroborates, several truths of revelation.

Thirdly, still more remarkably does geology illustrate the prin

ciples of natural religion, and add to its creed several doctrines

generally regarded as exclusively revealed.

Hence it is high time for believers in revelation to cease fearing

injury to its claims or doctrines from geology, and to be thankful.

to Providence for providing in this science so powerful an auxiliary
of religion, both natural and revealed.

17*



PART IV.

ECONOMICAL GEOLOGY.

Economical Geology is an account of rocks with reference to their pecuniary
'value, or immediate application to the wants of society. These practical ap
plications may be included under the three general heads of mining, engi
neering and architecture, and agriculture.

1. MINING.

Mining is usually understood to relate chiefly to the means employed for
extracting metallic ores from veins. We shall apply it to the extraction of
ores from all metalliferous deposits. Previously, then, to the details of the
process, we must describe the different modes in which the metals are found,
and their origin.




Jfetalliferous Deposits.
Metallic Veins.-The metallic matter, called ore, rarely occupies the whole

of the vein; but is disseminated more or less abundantly through the quartz,
sulphate of baryta, wacke, granite, etc., which constitute the greater part
of the vein, and are called the gangue, matrix, or veinstone. Often the ore
and the gangue form alternating layers. Sometimes there are cavities lined
wIth crystals, which cavities are called druses.

Metallic, like other veins, vary very much in extent, both in a vertical and
a horizontal direction. They are of unknown depth; for scarcely ever have
they been exhausted downward. The deepest mine that has been worked,
is that at Truttenburg in Bohemia, which has been explored to the depth of
3,000 feet.

In all cases metallic, like other mineral veins, are filled with matter differ
ent from the rocks which they traverse. In some instances they are ob
viously of the same age with the containing rock, but in a majority of cases
they are fissures that have been subsequently filled. They exhibit almost
every variety of dip and strike, and yet it has been thought that they very
often affect an east and west direction, though frequently they run north and
south, and their dip usually approaches the perpendicular. These veins often
ramify and diminish until they finally disappear. Their width is very various;
from a more line up to some hundreds of feet. The metallic veins of Corn
wall vary from an inch to thirty feet in width. The contents are sometimes
arranged in successive and often corresponding layers on each side.
The contents of metalliferous veins often vary in the same vein, in different

rocks through which it passes, both perpendicularly and in the direction of
the vein. Its width also varies in the same manner.

It is often found that all the veins of the same neighborhood have essen
tially the same direction; and if there should be two distinct systems of
veins in the same locality, one system, if they are both metalliferous, will con
tain a metal not found in the other.
The rock in which metallic veins are found is called the country; the veins

themselves are locks; unproductive veins, intersecting the lodes, are called
cr083 cour8es; the dip or inclination of the vein, i its hade, Ape, or underlie;
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strings and threads are small filaments into which the vein sometimes rami
lies. The two sides of the sheet or lode are called its wa119; and if the dipof the vein is considerable, the upper one is termed the hanging wall, and the
lower the foot wall.

Metallic veins are most numerous in hypozoic and pa1ozoic rocks. No
vein is worked in Great Britain above the new red
sandstone. Nor are any explored of much import- Fig. 412.
ance, above the carboniferous limestone. In the
Pyrenees, however, hematitic and spathic iron occurs
in palozoic strata, in the has, and the chalk. In the
Cordilleras of Chile, also, tertiary strata, which have
become crystalline by the proximity of granite, are
traversed by true metallic veins of iron, copper, ar-
senic, silver, and gold, which proceed from the un- -

denying granite. --Y
As a general fact, metallic veins are most produc

tive near the junction of stratified and unstratified
rocks. Their productiveness depends also on their ' . 11.
relative direction. If one lode is rich, another lodo
near it, with nearly the same direction and in nearly -(
the same country, will probably be found rich in that / /
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part opposite the rich part of the first lode. It is
also considered a favorable indication of rich metallic - . ;-
veins, to find at the surface decomposed masses of
the ore called gossan. --

The latest writers upon metallic veins argue that
the ores are richer near the surface than at great
depths.

Metallic, like common veins, have been produced .
at difi'erent epochs. Mr. Came finds evidence in " 1) ---
Cornwall of the existence of metallic veins of no less - - '

than six or eight different ages; a case analogous
to the one exhibited in Fig. 31, in Section I. .

Fig. 412 is a section of tin and copper veins near
Itedruth, in Cornwall. They generally pass from j
the killas, or slate, into the granite beneath. The
section reaches to the depth of 1,200 feet. The
dotted lines represent the tin lodes (veins), and the -- \
continuous lines the copper lodes. ,.

Lead Vein. of the Upper .Miisissippi.-The most N. --
extensive deposits of galena in this country are in
the valley of the Upper Mississippi, in rocks of the
Hudson River group. The simplest form of the
lode is a vertical sheet, from the thickness of a knife
blade to several feet; or a number of these sheets
may be grouped together.
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Sometimes the sheets terminate downwards in a ' .'

large horizontal bed of ore, not usually less than . ,.
four nor more than fifteen feet thick. The sheets
connected with these beds or openings, are called - ---------

chimneys, as may be seen in Fig. 413.
Very frequently these openings are not filled

with ore, but are merely cavities in the rock, and .. .
often contain bones of extinct species of animals-as the wolf, peccary, etc.
Or those openings may be partially occupied by ore. Fig. 411 represeat
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Fig. 413.
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Fig. 414.
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the Marsden's lode, showing both an open-
- -,

ing, e, partially filled with galena. and the e
composite structure of some of the lode. a
is the cap rock, b a layer of blende, c of py
rites, d of blende, and the galena in the opening, e is twelve inches thick.
This lode is what is called a flat sheet.

These deposits are generally completely isolated, having no connection with
each other laterally or vertically. Nor do they extend definitely downward.

Ores in the form of Bed.-The ores of iron sometimes occur in lodes, but
more frequently as beds interstratiflcd with sandstones, schists, etc. Tin,
lead, and copper are rarely found associated with these beds of iron, but not
in large quantities.

These beds are undoubtedly of sedimentary origin.
Alluvial Deposits.-Gold, platinum, and tin are often found in gravel and

sand. The same forces that removed the gravel and sand from the ledges
also washed away the ores from the veins, and deposited them as a part of
alluvium. It is much more profitable, in general, to obtain gold and plat
inum from alluvium than from the original veins.

ORIGIN OF METALLIC VEINS.

1. Werner supposed that metallic veins were fissures filled by aqueous in
filtration from above.

2. Hutton supposed that metallic veins were filled by melted matter injected
from beneath. It is probable that many metallic veins were thus produced.

3. Professor Sedgwick supposes some metallic veins to have been produced
by chemical segregation from the rock in which they occur, while that was in
a yielding state; just as nodules of flint were segregated from chalk, or crys
tals of simple minerals from the rocks in which they are now found imbedded..

4. Mr. Fox and M. Becquerel refer the origin of many metallic veins to
electro-chemical agencies which are operating at the present day, to transfer
the contents of veins even from the solid rocks, in which they are dissemi
nated, into fissures in the same. The former of these gentlemen has shown
conclusively that the materials of metallic veins, arranged as they are in the
earth, are capable of exerting a feeble electro-magnetic influence; that is, they
constitute galvanic circuits, whereby numerous decompositions and recompo
sitions, and a transfer of elements to a considerable distance may be effected.
He was induced to commence experiments on this subject, by the analogy
which he perceived between the arrangements of mineral veins and voltaic
combinations. And he thinks if such an agency, be admitted ia the earth,
it shows why metallic veins, having a nearly east and west direction, are
richer in ore than others; since electro-magnetic currents would more readily
pass in an east and west than in a north and south direction, in consequence
of the magnetism of the earth. M. Becquerel has shown that even insolu
ble metallic compounds may be produced by the slow and long-continued re
action and transference of the elements of soluble compounds by galvanic
action... He has also made an important practical applkfation of these prin-
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cp1es, which is said to be in successful operation in France, whereby the ores
of silver, lead, and copper are reduced without the use of mercury. This ingen
ious theory bids fair to solve many perplexing enigmas relatingto metallic veins,
and to prove that some of them may even now be in a course of formation.

5. M. Neckar and Dr. Buckland suggest that some mineral veins may have
been filled by the sublimation of their contents into fissures and cavities of
the superincumbent rocks, by means of intensely-heated mineral matter be
neath. Thus it has been shown that by heating galena in a tube, and causing
its vapor to unite with that of water, a new deposition of that mineral was
produced in the upper part of the tube; and in a similar manner horacic acid,
which by itself does not sublime, may be carried upward and deposited anew.

Probably it will be necessary to call in the aid of all the preceding hypo
theses to explain the complicated phenomena of mineral veins. The third
and fifth of these hypotheses meet with the greatest favor with geologists at
the present day.




MINING.

" Preliminary Operations.-Valuable veins may be discovered by attentively
observing the fragments of rock strewed over the surface. Their sources
will be either upon the sides of the valleys in which they are scattered, or in
the direction of the drift current. Ravines and steep hill-sides in the neigh
borhood should be carefully explored for traces of veins, which are usually
prominently marked, either by elevation above the enclosing rock, depression
below it, or by peculiar products of decomposition.
When these means are not available, s/wading or costeaning must be tried.

This consists in digging a series of narrow pits, a few feet deep, at right an
gles to the supposed course of the lodes. If the course of the lodes cannot
be satisfactorily conjectured, there should be two series of pits at right angles
to each other; and these should be connected by underground galleries, that
no traces of ore may be overlooked.

If a productive lode has been discovered, the first operation, if the situation
requires it, is to drive an adi¬ level. This is a gallery intersecting the lode as
far as possible below the surface, and yet secure the draining of the mine.
The second operation 18 to sink a pit or shaft intersecting the lode at a

Fig. 415.
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proper distance from the surface. It is designed as the thoroughfare through
which the ores are brought to the surface, and ingress and egress are afforded
to the miners. The simplest mode of conveyance is by means of a windlas
mounted on the shaft, to which two buckets are attached by a long rope and
made alternately to ascend and descend in the pit.

Fig. 415 represents three lodes traversed by an adit level. Three shafts
are also represented. Fig. 416 shows the interior of a shaft.
As the work progresses, horizontal galleries are excavated at different lev

els, striking the lode at different points, and connecting with the principal
Fig. 416. shaft. These are called cross cuts;

and by means of railways the
" I ores are conveyed to the shaft,

[ where they are drawn to the sur
face by the simple windlass, or a

I " -
Ilk whim-a contrivance employing''

\\ horse power-or by a. steam on

1 . , gino.
J . -Sometimes, for purposes of yenSometimes,

. - -' " tilation and the readier working
"; - of the mine, pits are sunk from

1t onelevel to another, without being
rt' ". ,I directly connected with the sur

:4
-- -i \ face. These pits are called winze.s.

Methods of attacking the Rock.
1 These vary with the nature of the

:- rock. If it be soft, pick-axes and
rI ,- shovels may be used. If it be

hard, but traversed by seams,
steel wedges or gads may be used

- ; . to split off large fragments of ore.
-. "". ..j. Most usually, however, the rock

- must be excavated by blasting- r .: I with gunpowder. When the rocks
- - are soft, or there is danger of slid

ing, walls ofstone or frames of tim-
bér must be constructed, to preserve the openings and galleries.

Extraction of Ores.-The materials excavated to form the galleries may
be largely composed of ores, but these form a very small part of the val
uable fragments which must be preserved. After the ore has been re
moved, the worthless rubbish may occupy its place, and thus the valuable
portions be easily obtained at the different levels. When the progress is from
a higher to a lower level, the operation is called sloping; but if the progress
is upward, the opening is called a rise.

Fig. 417 exhibits the excavations in the Huel Crofty Copper Mine in Corn
wall. The perpendicular excavations represent the shafts and winzes, and
the portions shaded black represent those parts of the lode which have been
removed by stopiug. The levels in this mine, like most of those in Cornwall,
are ten fathoms apart.

Mechanical Preparation of Ores.-When the ores reach the surface, the val
uable portions are picked out and prepared by various mechanical operations
for metallurgic processes.
Cooing.-Many ores are prepared for smelting by crushing. The frag-

ments are brought beneath two large cast iron cylinders, revolving in con
trary directions, and kept in place by a heavy weight. After being crushed,
the ores pass over a sieve, which separates the fragments of different sizes;
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Fig. 41T.
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passing the larger pieces beneath the rollers again, until they are sufficiently
reduced.

Stamping.-Many ores, instead of being crushed by rollers, are pounded
into small fragments by huge pestles moved by water or steam power. The
pestles usually weigh from 300 to 400 pounds.

Wishing.-Though the ores have been thoroughly crushed or stamped,
they are not yet quite ready for the furnace. There may be foreign substances
mixed with them. These are commonly separated from the valuable parts
by washing. The principle of the separation is, that in consequence of the
ditThrent specific gravities of the ores and refuse matters, the two classes of
fragments, if made to fall in water, will settle in different layers; and the
most valuable layer, after the water has been poured off, may easily be sep
arated from the others.
The simplest apparatus for the washing of ores is the hand-sieve. It may

be compared to a large tub having a sieve at the bottom. The tub is partly
filled with the crushed fragments, then it is placed in a large tank filled with
water. The tub is speedily filled with water, and by giving it a sort of un
dulatory motion with the hands, the heavier particles will settle at the bot
tom, and thus be separated for the metallurgist.

There are other methods of washing the ores by machinery, which are in
more general use than the hand-sieves; but they all involve essentially the
same principle.
The native metals, such as gold and platinum, which are worked in allu

vium, need only to pass through this process of washing to be prepared for
use in the arts. But most ores, when they have been carried through the
processes already described, must be reduced in a furnace to the metallic
state. It is the province of METALLURGY to describe the methods of reduc
tion.




Amount ofMetals Mined.

It may be of interest to some to learn the amount of metals that are an-
nually mined in the world. We add, therefore, two tables, the first giving
the estimated value of metals obtained by mining in 1854, and the second giv
ing their amount. For these tables we are indebted to The AfetaUlo Wealth
of Ow Uiiid States, by J. D. Whitney.







A.

.Umated Value of Mining ProducLi in 1854.

Gold. Silver. Mercury. Tin. Copper. Zinc. Lead. Iron,

Russian Empire $14.8SO.000 $928.000 $3.900.000 $440.000 $92.000 $5.000.000
Sweden 496 56.(J00

27,2.000
900.000
330.000

4.400 23.oOu 3.750.000
Norway 125.000
Great rit.ain 24.800 1.120.000 $4.200.UliU 8.100.000 110.000 7.o15,oo 75.000.000
Belgium 1.160.000 115.000 1.500.000
Prussia 4S0.000 900.000 3.630.000 920.000 8.750.000
flarz 1.488 480.000 90.000 1.100 575.000
Saxony 960.000 60.000 80.000 230.000

115.000
175.000

2.500.000Rest of Germany 48.000
Austrian Empire 1.413.000 1.440.000 $25U,000 80.0(10 1.980.000 165.000 805.000 5.625.000
Switzerland 315.000
Fnce 60.000 172.500 15.000.000
Spain. 10.416 2.000.000 1.250.000 6.000 300.000 8.450.000 1.000.000
Italy 150.000 57.500 625.000
Africa S92.000 360.000
S. Asia and E. Indies..............6.200.000 3.000.000 1.800.000
Australia and Oceanica 31.200.000 128.000 2.100.000
Chile 744.000 4.000,000 8.400.000
Bolivia 297.600 2.OSO.000 1 900 000
Peru 411.200 4.800.000 ]*W60' (
Equador; New Granada, etc. 3.720.000 208.000
Brazil 1.488.000 11.200 J
Mexico 2.4S0.000 28.000.000
Cuba 1.'201J.000
United States 49.600.000 .352.000 500.000 2.100.000 550.000 1.725.000

Total $119.523.600 $47.443.260 $2.11,0.000 $S.196.000 $3-I. 140.000 $6.660.500 $15.295.000 $145.425.000
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Amount of lTetal.s obtained by lfining in 184.

Russian Empire.
Sweden ...............
Norway ..
Great Britain ...............
Belgium........................
Prussia ..........................
han.............................
Saxony..........................
Itest or Germany..........
Austrian Empire..........
Switzerland...................
Fiance...........................
Spain.............................
Italy..............................
Africa............................
S. Asia and E. indies.
Australia. and Oceanica.
Chile...........................
Bolivia................
Peru............................
Equadur, N .Granada,.Sc
Brazil..........................
Mexico........................
Cuba...........................
United States...............

Total..................




Gold. Silver. Tin. Copper Zinc. Lead. Iron.

Troy. Troy.
lbs. Ay. Tons, Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

60.000 58.000 6.500 4.000 800 200.0002 " 8.500 1.500 40 200 150.600
17.000 550 5.000

100 70.000.7.050' 14.500 1.000 61.0jO 3.000.000
16.000 1.000 800.000

30.000 1.500 33.OcO 8.000 150.000
6 80.000 150 10 5.OOu

60.000 100 50 2.000 7.000
8.000 1.000 100.000

5.Tui 90.000 500.000 50 3.300 1.500 7.000 225.000
115.000

5.000 1.500 600.000
4 125.000 2.500.000 10 500 30.OCO 40.000

2,50 500 25.000
4.00 600
25.00 5.000 3.000

150.0U 8.000, 3.500
3.00. 250.000i .........................................
1.20( 130.000 roo1.901 800.000 200.000

11.500

.........................................1.5.00C 13.000
6.000 700
10.000 1.750.000 .....................................................................................

2.000
200.000 22.000 1.000.00u 8.500 5.000 15.000 1.000.OOC

481.950 2.965.200.4.200000 13.660 56.900 60.550

.

138.000 5.819.00C

2. ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURES

The spheres of the engineer and the architect are so similar that we may
conveniently bring under one head what we have to say of the uses to which
they may apply geology. The engineer has to locate railroads, common
roads, and canals, to tunnel mountains, to construct embankments, harbors,
breakwaters, quays, and bridges. The architect selects the sites of public
and private buildings; and both must select materials for their works. Their
applications of geology) then, will fall under two heads-1. Location of their
works. 2. The materials to be used in construction.

1. Location.

In the location of railroads, as well as of carriage roads, an engineer fa
iniliar with geology will be able often to prevent great losses and failures by
a judicious selection of routes. The greatest danger lies in the loose or im
perfectly consolidated materials at the surface. Where there is an alternation
of sand, gravel, and clay, especially if the strata are at all inclined, and deep
ctts are made through them, slides will b apt to occur subsequently in very
wet or very dry weather. He who knows all this beforehand can, by a va
riety of expedients, guard against such accidents, to which he who has never
studied surface geology will be liable.
The same difficulties meet the architect in selecting the site of large builth

ings. If he can find a little below the surface what is called hard pan, that
is, gravel and sand more or less consolidated, he could not obtain a better
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foundation. But this hard pan may have but little thickness and be under
laid by loose materials, even by quicksand. Its thickness, therefore, should
be ascertained, and no building, bridge, or embankment placed upon it which
will be liable, by its weight, to break through the stratum.

Clay, especially such as occurs in alluvial formations, is one of the founda
tions most to be suspected. For although very solid when dry, powerful
rains will convert it into mortar; or it may be underlaid by that most slip
pery of all foundations, quicksand, which, if a stream of water should find
access to it beneath the clay, will be swept away with astonishing rapidity,
undermining, of course, the superincumbent structure. A case of this kind
occurred in. East Hampton, Massachusetts, in the summer of 1860 ; when a
factory, just erected by lion. Samuel Wihiston, was injured in one night to
the amount of some $50,000.

But the engineer and architect should be acquainted with the solid strata
beneath alluvium; not only with their nature, but their position, whether
horizontal or inclined. For if inclined, the loose materials above will be very
liable to slide down, and therefore without due precaution no structures of
great weight and importance, whether embankments, quays, or houses, should
be placed upon them.
The dip and strike of the strata, as well as their nature, should also be

known to the engineer, in laying out railroads and canals, on other accounts.
To locate them on the line of' strike is the most unfavorable of all directions,
while the most favorable is to cross them at right angles. Still more impor
tant are the dip and strike in tunneling. To carry a tunnel through a bill on
the line of strike, or with the rock dipping from the workman, is most un
favorable, because the work must be done on the edges of the strata. The
most favorable is where the drilling can be made on the broad face of the
strata. The nature of the rock, too, is very important. Some formations
have so little coherence, that if a tunnel be made through them, the roof
will fall in. Others are so hard, that it is almost as easy to drill and blast
iron. This is especially true of the compact trap rocks and some varieties of
porphyry. Cuttings through them are so costly, that, if possible, they should
be avoided; though the tufaceous traps are not difficult to blast. These
trappean rocks are apt to occur when least expected, and the engineer, be
fore he decides upon an extensive cutting or tunnel, ought to be confident
that he shall not unexpectedly encounter these hard materials. He ought to
find out, if possible, also, where fiiults exist, what strata are pervious or im
pervious to water, and where springs may be expected.
The question as to the probable success of boring Artesian wells has be

come, at this day, one of great interest and importance, and also one of great
difficulty, concerning which the most practiced geologist may be mistaken.
Certain principles, however, are true in respect to such explorations. One
is, that we can not expect success if the underlying rock in the region is all
unstratified, nor unless some stratum can be reached whose outcrop rises
higher than the surface of the well; that is, although water may be found,
it will not rise to the surface. So if all the strata are equally pervious to
water, no hydrostatic pressure will force it upward.

2. Materials.

For most common purposes of construction men are obliged to use such
materials as are easily accessible, though perhaps not the best. The most
valuable are often remote and costly. Some kinds of rocks, however, the
world over, are always highly prized. Such are the marbles, granites, por
phyries, serpentine; alabasters, soapstoues, etc. The most valuable monu-
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nionta of antiquity, that have survived the ravages of time, were of this de
scription, and they are now used more extensively than ever. Analogousmaterials, however, of coarser kinds, answer well for common purposes; and
the engineer and architect must make the best selection they, can out of ma
terials at hand, taking into account their accessibility, cheapness, and dur
ability.
The following are the rocks generally employed for the purposes of con

struction, rooLing, and flagging, as well as hr macadamizing roads: 1. Lime
stone. 2. Sandstone. 3. Clay slate. 4. Micaceous and talcose schists. 5.
Gneiss. 6. Soapstone. '. Granite, syenit3, and trap.

Limestone is, upon the whole, the most important. Sometimes it is simply
carbonate of limo, or a double carbonate of limo and magnesia, called dolo
mite; in both which states it forms beautiful white marble, and is very en
during. In Philadelphia especially, and more or less in other Atlantic cities,
this white marble forms the fronts of houses; and in the City Hall in New
York, the entire edifice is made of it. The large pillars around 0-irard Col
lege in Philadelphia are of this stone, obtained from Sheffield, in Massachu
setts. It is less common in European cities, though the now houses of Par
liament in London are built of dolomite; but it is scarcely crystalline, and
comes from the pormian formation. The oolito furnishes most of the best
building stone in Great Britain, especially from the famous quarries in the
Isle of Portland and near Bath. But this rock is entirely wanting in our
country. Yet vast beds of the white and gray, or variegated limestones of
the azoic rocks, run along the whole length of the Appalachian chain of
mountains from Canada to Mabama. Farther west the limestones take ar
gillaooous matter into their composition and form admirabla building stones,
as may be seen in our western cities.

The great amount of steatite, or soapstone, in the Appalachian chain of
mountains, especially in New England, has led of late to its employment for
the fronts of houses in New York and elsewhere. It has the advantages of
being worked with great ease and of keeping free from mosses and lichens,
but it is not handsome, and is easily marred.

Sandstones of various colors, hardness, and of di[l'erent degrees of fineness
from the tertiary to the azoic rocks, are widely employed in most countries.
From the well-known quarries of Portland, in Connecticut, and near Newark,
New Jersey, large quantities of this rock are carried to almost every portion
of the country aceossiblo by water. This rock is red or gray, and belongs to
the oolitic or triassic group. Other sandstones, from the palozoic rocks, are
extensively used in many parts of the country. Most of those sandstones
are very enduring and beautiful

In this country clay slate is used almost exclusively for roofing. But in
the vicinity of some of the European slate quarries, as in Wales, it is em
ployed for the floors of houses, for doors, fences, troughs, coffins, and almost
every thing, in fact, for which boards are used in other countries.

For flagging stones the most usual rocks employed in our country are devo
nian gritstono and mica and hornblende schists. The beautiful mica schist of
Bolton, in Connecticut, and the gritstono of the Hamilton group of rocks
along Hudson River, furnish flagstones for a large part of the cities of this
country. The first is perhaps the most beautiful, but the latter the most en
during.
In Great Britain gneiss is hardly spoken of as a stone for construction, and

hence we conclude that it is not used. But in this country, especially in Now
England, it is one of the most valuable of all our rocks. Composed of the
same materials as granite, it is equally enduring, and it has the advantage of

splitting easily in the direction of the stratification, though there is some d.if.
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ficulty in hewing it smoothly across the layers. The quarries of this rock n
New England are very numerous, and some of them furnish most beautifnl
stone, much to be preferred to sandstone.
The unstratitied rocks are also describ3d by English writers as "not very

often employed in the construction of public edifices." Very different is the
case with us. Trap and porphyry are not, indeed, much used on account of
the difficulty of bringing the blocks into a regular shape, as they can only be
broken, but not hewn. But granite and syenito are used almost everywhere,
if obtainable, and form the most solid and enduring of structures. The sy
onitic quarries at Quincy and Cape Ann, in Massachusetts, as well as those
of pure white granite at Hallowell, in Maine, at Barre, in Vermont, at Chelins
ford and Fitchburg, in Massachusetts, and many other places, furnish inex
haustible quantities, and in the northern cities form a large part of the most
imposing public, as well as private buildings. Enormous blocks are somo
times got out at those quarries to form solid columns of great size and length,
as may be seen in several public edifices in Bo4ton and elsewhere.

It is an important and difficult point to ascertain whether an entire rock will
endure long exposure without disintegration. In Europe, where buildings
from the quarries have stood for several centuries, this point can generally be
determined. But in this country we must resort to other means. The min
eral composition will give us some information, and in general the more per
fectly crystalline the rock, the less liable it is to disintegration, though there
are some exceptions. A better test is to examine ledges that have been for
ages exposed to atmospheric agencies, and observe the amount of erosion.
A method of testing the influence of damp'iess and frost by the use of a boil
ing solution of Glauber's salts is said to afford good results in a short time.
The details, which we have not room to give, may be found in Ansted's.
Geology, vol. ii., p. 458.

3. AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY.
The first inquiry in Agricultural Geology is, what is the composition of good

soils?
The matter in all soils capable of sustaining vegetation exists in two forms,

inorgahic and organic. The first contains twelve chemical elements, viz.,
oxygen, sulphur, phosphorus, carbon, silicon, and tl'e metals potassium, so
diun, calcium, aluminum, maguosiu1u, iron, and manganese. In the organic
part the elements are four: oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen. The
inorganic elements are derived from the rocks; the organic elements from
decaying animal and vegetable matter. So that it is with the earthy constit
uents of soils that geology has to do. The above-named ought all to be pres
ent. They do not indeed occur in their simple state, but as water, sulphates,
phosphates, carbonic acid, silicates of potassa, soda, lime, magnesia, alumina,
iron, etc. The average amount of silicates or sand in soil is 89 in 100 parts.
The second inquiry is, whether these elements of the soil are found in the

rocks. In the table of their analysis given on page 93, it will be soon that
they are all present except phosphorus, which, however, is not unfrequently
found in them in the condition of phosphates. Moreover, the proportion of
the ingredients in the rocks does not differ much from that of the soils. Hence
the conclusion is, that the latter are only the former comminutod, with the
addition of from thro to ten per cent. of organic matter.

Since the rocks differ considerably in composition, we should expect a cor
responding difference in the soils derived from them. And such is the fact
to a considerable extent whore the soil is simply the result of the disintegra
tion of the rock beneath it. It is enough so in many districts to form char-
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acterstio soils. Thus over quartz rocks and some sandstones we find a very
sandy and barren soil, though it is said that in nearly all soils enough silicates
of limo and magnesia are present to answer all the purposes of vegetation.
But the alkalies and phosphates may be absent. -When the rock is limestone,
the soil is sometimes quite barren for the want of other ingredients, and in
consequence of the difficulty of decomposition. Clay, also, may form a soil too
tenacious and cold. The sandstones that contain marly beds, and some of
the tertiary rocks of analogous character, form excellent soils. So does clay
slate, and especially calciférous mica schist. The amount of potash and soda
in gneiss and granite often makes a rich, soil from those rocks, and the trap
rocks form a fertile though scanty soil.

But, in the third place, in most countries aqueous and glacial agencies
have so mixed the soils together that their original peculiarities are lost, and
now and compound characters are given them. This i particularly the case
in northern countries, where the drift agency has swept over the surface and
torn oil' and mixed together the disintegrated portions of the several forma
tions. Subsequently rains and streams have carried the finer portions of the
drift into the lowest places, and there formed alluvial meadows; and although
those are usually the best of soils, they are often derived from many differ
ent rocks. The drift left upon the higher grounds is generally quite barren,

chiefly because of its coarseness.
A fourth service which the geologist renders to agriculture is by the dis

covery of fertilizers. Sometimes he can point out deposits of the phosphates
either in a crystalline state, or as coprolites or guano. He can also show
what rocks contain carbonate of lime, or discover sulphate of lime, or marl
beds, or green sand, or decomposing fossil shells, or deposits of carbonaceous

matter. He can also find what rocks contain enough of potash or soda to

be of service when pulverized.
The subject of drainage, as well as the discovery of springs of water and

the best means of bringing it to the surface, belong to Agricultural Geology;
but our limits do not allow us to enter upon the details



PART V.

NORTH AMERICAN GEOLOGY.

THE history of American Geology commences with the present century.
A few collections of minerals and rocks served as the nucleus around which
the interest of the public gradually accumulated. The first attempt at ex
ploration was commenced by William Maclure in 1807, who published a geo
logical map of the States then in the Union, giving the old Wernerian classi
fication. of the rocks. Great service has been rendered to American geology
by the American Journal of Science and Art, commenced by Professor Silli
man, Senior, in 1818, and continued to this day as the ablest American
scientific journal.
An important feature in the history of American geology is the numerous

geological surveys that have been executed, or are still in progress, under
the patronage and direction of the different State authorities, as well as the
United States government The leading object of these surveys is to develop
those mineral resources of the country that arc of economical value. But,
with a commendable liberality, the legislatures have encouraged accurate re
searches into the scientific geology, and sometimes also into the botany and
zoology of their several States.
The first survey authorized by the government of a State was that of

North Carolina, which was committed to Professor Denisou Olmsted in 1824.
Two small pamphlets embodied its results. A year or two later, Professor
Vanuxem was commissioned to explore the geology of South Carolina, but
its results were published only in the newspapers.

Massachusetts, in 1830, commenced a geological survey of its territory upon
a more extensive scale, under the direction of the senior author of this work.
The first report was made in 1832, a pamphlet of seventy pages. In 1833 a
full report was made, of 702 pages, with an atlas of plates and a geological
map; and in 1841 a final Report of 831 quarto pages, with fifty-five plates.
Within ten years the example of Massachusetts was followed by fifteen other
States. Nearly, every State-and Territory in the Union, at the present date
(1860), has bean more or less explored, or is now conducting a survey.
The survey oCNow York was commenced in 1836, and has been conducted

upon the most liberal principles. Nearly twenty large quarto volumes have
been published by her legislative authority upon all the branches of Natural
History, including agriculture, at an expense of half a million dollars. In
consequence of those accurate researches, the rocks of New York are classic
ground for American geologists; and the names employed by the New York
geologists, though derived from localities within the State, are applied to con
temporaneous deposits over the whole continent.

These Reports relate chiefly to the Silurian and Devonian Systems. The
magnificent Report of Professor H. D. Rogers upon the Carboniferous Sys
tem of Pennsylvania, has laid a foundation for describing all North American
coal fields. The New England and Canada Reports describe the azoic rocks
more particularly. Morton has given a system to the cretaceous, and Conrad
to the tertiary deposits of the country.

Besides this State surveys, scientific societies and associations in the princi
pal cities have done much toward the development of our Natural Uistory.
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The Academy of Natural Sciences at Philadelphia, the Lyceum of Natural
History of New York, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences? and the
Society of Natural history in Boston, are prominent among them. The
American Association for the Advancement of Science is an organization in
cluding members from all parts of the country, and meets annually in dif
ferent placo. It was originally an Association of American Geologists. Then
it, included all the Naturalists, and ultimately, in 1847, was enlarged so as to
admit all s:ienCes, and received its present name.

Nor shoud we neglect to mention those Cabinets of Geology and Natural
History which begin to compare favorably with those of Europe. The largest
collections may be found in the Academy of Natural Sciences at Philadelphia,
the State Collection at Albany, N. Y., that of the Boston Natural History
society, the collection of the Canada Survey at MontraI, the Cabinet of the
Smithsonian Institution at Washington, and that of the New York Lyceum
of Natural History. A magnificent museum of Palmontology and Zoology
is commenced at Cambridge. Among the Colleges, the most extensive Cabi.
nets are those at Amherst and Yale. These museums are thronged with
visitors. For example, the register of the Cabinet at Amherst shows that
the collections are visited by 15,000 people annually.

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF NORTH AMERICA.

Accompanying this section, we present a small map of the geology of
North America, compiled from the most reliable sources. Owing to its small
size, only the more general classes of rocks can be represented. There are
six distinctions upon it: 1, Azoic rocks; 2, Pakeozoic rooks, including all the
formations between the Cambrian and Permian series, except a part of the
Carboniferous series; 3, that part of the Carboniferous series which is under
laid by valuable beds of coal; 4, Mesozoic rocks; 5, Cainozoic rocks; and
6, Igneous rocks, such as have been erupted since the commencement of the
Triassic period.
A general division of the geology of North America is into three great

fossiliferous basins resting upon azoic rocks. The first is the Arctic basin,
occupying the greater part of the islands and peninsulas within the Arctic
circle. This may be connected with the other basins. The second may be
called the Hudson's Bay basin, because it is chiefly developed about Hudson's
Bay. The third is the great Continental basin of the interior. The last is
the one best known.
The Arctic basin has been explored by Arctic voyagers. An excellent

map of it is given in MeOliatock's Narrative of the Expedition in search of
Sir John Franklin. Silurian, carboniferous, and mesozoic rocks are found
there. The Hudson's Bay basin is composed entirely of palozoic rocks, so
far as any thing is known concerning it. The Continental basin embraces
fossiliferous rocks of every age, from the Cambrian to the latest Cainozoic.
The form of the continent is that of a great triangular basin, as described

in Section V., Part I. The mountainous regions correspond very nearly with
the areas occupied by the azoic rocks, except that along the Pacific coast they,
are mostly covered by cretaceous and tertiary strata-the latter constituting
most of the summits of the Rocky Mountains. It corresponds also with the
views already stated, to find that the igneous rocks are generally located near
the oceans.
The Rocky Mountains belong to the longest chain of mountains upon the

globe, and, with one exception, the highest. Commencing in the extreme
southern part of South America, it extends through the whole length of that
continental area, under the name of Andes or Cordilleras. On the Isthmus
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of Panama it sinks into a comparatively, low ridge, but rises into the table
lands of Guatemala, Mexico, and the ridges and plateaux of the western
United States and British America, quite to the Northern Ocean.
The whole of the interior of North America may be regarded as a vast

plateau, gradually passing into the Appalachian ranges upon the east, and the
elevated table lands upon the west; but gradually descending to the Northern
Ocean and the Mexican Gulf, from a water shed in the middle of the
conti-nent.

AZOIC ROCKS.

The azoic rocks are represented on the map by those areas which are cov
ered by small crosses. They embrace all the crystalline and unfossiliferous
rocks of every age, but chiefly the hypozoic or Laurentian groups. They
are gneis mica schist, talcoso schist, quartz rock, clay slate, saccharoid azoic
limestone, granite, syenite, and the ancient porphyries.

.Laurentian System.-On the north shore of the St. Lawrence there are two
ranges of mountains running parallel to the river; one at the distance of fif
teen or twenty miles, and the other 200 miles distant. Hero are the Lau
rentine Mountains, from whence the name was derived. The system extends
from the shores of the Arctic Ocean, passing round the Hudson's Bay pahe
ozoic rocks, including the Laurontine, and occupying the eastern shores
of the continent, to the north of the St. Lawrence. Greenland, Grinnell
Land, and other islands to the north, are supposed to be of the same age.
The space thus occupied has the form of the letter V.
The other deposits of this age, east of the Rocky Mountain range, are mostly

insulated. In the northern part of New York the Adirondacs belong to this

system, and are hardly separated from the Laurentines north of the St. Law
rence. Another isolated area of these azoic rocks is in Northern Michigan.
In New York they are composed chiefly of Labradorite and hypersthene rock.
Of the same age are the Ozark Mountains in Missouri, the Washita Hills,
south of the Arkansas River, the Whitchita Mountains in Northern Texas,
and other eminences in Central Texas.
The azoic rocks of Russian America, which extend uninterruptedly as far

as Mexico, are supposed to be Laurentian, although analogy would lead us
to suppose that many of them are of paheozoic age. Two or three interrupted
ranges, with a few isolated patches of these azoic rocks, are represented along
this region, extending into Mexico. The same rocks occupy the southern

part of Mexico and most of the larger islands of the West Indies.
The Laurentian rocks contain large masses of magnetic iron ore. Those

in Missouri are among the largest on the globe. They are connected with

porphyry, and are separated from metalliferous limestones by a deposit of

granite with trap clykes, six miles in width. Pilot Knob, which rises 500

feet, is partly, and the Iron Mountain, 300 feet high and two miles in circum
ference, is entirely compos9d of this ore. Vast deposits of iron ore exist
also in the northern parts of New York. Many valuable gems are found in.
these rocks.

Azoic Rocks of later Age.-As yet, the only rocks of the age of the Cam
brian discovered in this country are the azoic rocks about Lake Huron.
These have already been described. The latest researches render it probable
that most, if not all of the azoic rocks ofNew England and the British Prov
inces, which are continued along the eastern coast of the continent to Ala

barns, are of paheozoic age.
There are two methods employed to prove that the Appalachian azoic rocks

are palozoic. 1. The northern extremity of the ranges gradually merge
into the unaltered silurian and. devonian members. For example, a range
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of mica schist in Connecticut becomes calciferous in Vermont, and just over
the Vermont and Canada line, Favosites Gothiandica, and other silurian fos
sUs, are found in it. 2. Crystalline schists both overlie and are interstratjfied
with fossilitbrous deposits. For example, there is a belt of Upper Helderberg
limestone underlying the talcose schist of western New England, in the north
ern part of Vermont-and in such a way as precludes the idea of inversion.
It was this phenomenon of the interstratification of these two kinds of rock
that first unsettled the old ideas of geologists in regard to azoic rocks.
The Professors Rogers suppose that the eastern part of the azoic rocks of

the Appalachian range are hypozoic, and that a part of the western border
is Cambrian.

Taconic Rocks.-Along the western border of the azoic ranges just de
scribed, there is a succession of thick deposits, partially metamorphosed,
which Professor Emmons has grouped under the name of Taconie System.
They consist of quartz rock, liznestones, dolomite; marbles, imperfect talcose
and micaceous schists, and clay slate. They may be found along nearly all
the Appalachian range, and, according to Professor Emrnons, also upon its
eastern side in Maine, Rhode Island, and North Carolina.

Professor H. D. Rogers has described these rocks in Pennsylvania as Lower
Silurian. The quartz rock lie calls Potsdam or Primal Sandstone, the lime
stones the Auroral or Lower Silurian Limestones of New York; the schista
and slates as the Hudson River Group, or Matinal Shales.
The authors of this book have been examining these rocks as they are de

veloped in Vermont, and take the following positions, the details of which
are not yet published: 1. Some of the slates in a few localities, pronounced
Taconic'by Professor Emmons, belong to the Hudson River group of New
York. 2. The remainder, including the typical localities, are of Upper Si
lurian and Devonian age. 3. The slates and schists are at least as high as

Upper Silurian, overlying the Oneida conglomerate. As they so much re
semble the Hudson River group, and are the rocks from which the name is
derived for the Lower Silurian member, the name Upper Hudson River Group
may be assigned to them. 4. Some of the limestones contain fossils, appa
rently identical with certain Devonian forms. Hence they are regarded as
Devonian; and as the place in that series is yet uncertain, the name Dorset
Limestone may be applied to the group, from Dorset Mountain in Vermont,
where the whole series is beautifully developed. 5. The quartz rock, being
associated with the Dorset limestone, must be newer than Lower Silurian.

SILURIAN SYSTEM.

During the hypozoic period, and at its close, the strata were disturbed by
forces of elevation, so that the more elevated parts assumed a V form, as in
the northern part of the continent, and there were several islands in the south
ern part. The Cambrian period seems to have been one of general inac

tivity; but strata were deposited unconformably upon the older rocks about
Lake Huron.

Lower Silurian.-The Huronian rocks were also elevated before the depo
sition of the Silurian, as is seen at Lake Huron. The first positive evidences
of the introduction of life in North America are found in the Potsdam sand
stone. In New York the Lower Silurian is divided into the Potsdam sand
stone and calciferous sandrock, which form a separate group by their structural
and paheontological affinities, which may be called the Fotsdarm Group; the

Chazy limestone, Birdsoyo limestone, Black River limestone, and Trenton
limestone, or the Trenton Group; the Utica slate and Hudson River group,
both of which may be termed the Hudson Group.
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These members are distributed over most of the continent, and may gener
ally be recognized by tolerably constant lithological characters. The lime
stones in the Western States are often magnesian, instead of the simple car
bonate of lime. The Hudson River rocks are the most variable. Typically,
they are slates, with a few strata of conglomerate and limestone, or dolomite.
In Canada, besides the slates there are great accumulations of conglomerates
and sandstones, often ccmposed of pebbles of limestone, and called provin
cially the Quebec Group. In Ohio and other Western States, the whole series
is changed into the blue or Galena limestone.
Along the eastern coast north of Cap3 Cod, and as far as Nova Scotia,

various slates occasionally occur containing the Paradox ides Harlani, which
is at the base of the silurian system in Europe. Those slates are supposed to
be of the same age as the Potsclarn sandstone.
The Lower Silurian rocks are not distinguished upon the map, but their

general position is at the edges of the pakozoic rocks, contiguous to the old-
est azoic rocks. Often, as in northern Now York, they encircle an insulated
portion of the older groups.

Upper Silurian.-The Lower Silurian periods were closed by a revolution
or disturbance of the strata, so that in some localities, as at Gasp, in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, the Upper Silurian strata rest unconformably upon the
Lower Silurian.

There are three periods in this system of rocks. The first embraces the
Oneida conglomerate and the Medina sandstone, formations quite variable in
composition and thickness. The local name of Sillery sandstones has been
applied to the Oneida conglomerate in Canada, where it attains a thickness
of 4,000 feet. As the range passes through Vermont, it becomes by turns
silicious and calcareous, or dolomitic, and is exceedingly variable "in thickness.
A mere knife-edge thickness of limestone may suddenly expand into 100 feet
within the distance of a mile. The range continues in this erratic way along
the whole Alleghany range, and, in conjunction with the Medina sandstone,
is found from western NewYork to Wisconsin, through Canada West.
While a somewhat turbulent agency was depositing this curious rock within

the continent, at its border, near the mouth of the St. Lawrence there was
a quiet accumulation of limestones, under conditions suitable to the develop
ment or life. As the lithological characters are so distinct, the group, which
consists of six divisions, embracing the equivalents of the upper part of tho
Hudson River group, the Oneida conglomerate, Medina sandstone, and the
Clinton group, has received a distinct name, the Anticosti Group.
The first period embraces besides the conglomerates, and having the same

general geographical distribution, the Clinton and Niagara groups, consisting
of alternate layers of shales and limestones. They are quite productive in
interesting forms of life.

There is also a belt of Niagara limestone in Canada, running down to
Memphromagog Lake, which seems to pass into calciforous mica schist, an
azoic rock lying east of the Green Mountain range.
The second great period of these upper rocks embraces only the Onondaga

salt group, a series of ]imestones and shales 1,000 feet thick. Its develop
ment is less extensive than the preceding groups.
The third great period is now called the Lower Flelclerberg group, embracing

the following earlier divisions: Pontamerus limestone, Deithyris shaly lime
stone, 1ncrinal limestone, and the Upper Ponont series. These rocks are
distributed in general conformity with the Niagara group west of Canada
East.

Mineral Deposits.-There are some remarkable mineral deposits in the si
luriaii rocks. In the Northwestern States there occurs one of the most re-
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markablo deposits of lead in the world, in the Hudson River group. It covers
3,000 square miles, chiefly in Wisconsin, but found also in Iowa and Illinois.
The greatest amount of lead produced from it in any one year was 315,'00
tons.

Copper is abundant; in the same vicinity; but especially about Lake Su
perior, in Potsdam sandstone. Masses of native copper have been uncovered
there weighing fifty tons; and bovlders from the lodes are scattered over
an area of several thousand square miles.

The salt springs of the United States issue invariably from. the silurian
rocks.

Probably all the gold in the United States, both along the eastern and
western shores, is located in metamorphic rocks of Silurian or Devonian age.
Along the Appalachian ranges it has been found all the way from Canada
East to Alabama, being particularly abundant in North Carolina. The Cali
fornia deposits are the most extensive in the world.

DEVONIAN SYSTEM.

The formations of the Devonian system are ten in number in New York,
which may be arranged, by structural resemblances, into five groups.
The Ori.skany Group embraces the Oriskany sandstone and the Cocktail

grit. The group extends from southern New York southwesterly to Ten
nessee, and westerly about 300 miles. The upper part is characterized by a
fucoid resembling the tail of a cock, whence its name.

The Upper llelderberg group embraces the Scoharie grit and the Upper
flelderberg limestone, or, as at first divided, the Corniferous and Onondaga
lirnestones. The limestones of this group are widely developed through the

Appalachian chain south of Hudson River, and westward, both in the United
States and Canada, as far as the paheozoic rocks have been explored. It is
also represented in the Dorset limestone of New England, a belt of lime
stone in Northern Vermont east of the Green Mountains, and probably at
J3ernardston, in the northern part of Massachusetts, upon Connecticut River.
It is the lowest rock in North America which contains ichthyolites.
The three remaining groups are mostly sandstones and shales. The Ham.

l1on division embraces the Marcellus shales, Hamilton group, and Genessee
slate. This division is best developed in the Appalachian chain in Pennsyl
vania and Virginia, thinning out gradually between the Hudson and Mis

sissippi Rivers. The Hamilton group in Iowa is mostly calcareous,

contain-ingmany interesting fossils.
The fourth group embraces the Chemung and Portage rocks ofNew York.

From New York they extend southwesterly to Tennessee. In Ohio they
have received the provincial name of Waverly sandstone. Farther west and
north their equivalents have not been ascertained. -

The fifth group is the Catskill red sandstone, lithologically the old redsand-
stone of Europe. This is principally developed in New York and Pennsyl
vania, so far as its equivalency has been determined.

Devonian rocks are found in Eastern Massachusetts, Maine, Canada East,
and in the more northern parts of the continent, but their equivalency with
the deposits already specified has not been determined.
From the study of the Silurian and Devonian systems the following con

clusions have been reached: 1. Until we reach the Genesee slate, all the

orgaiic remains found in these two great systems are marine. Here the first

land plants are found. The formations appear to have been deposited suc

cessively near the shore of the palozoic ocean, for besides the fossils. ripple
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nark and shrinkage cracks occur, even in some of the limestones. 2. The
rocks are thickest near the borders of the continents. This is certain re
specting the eastern side, and probable respecting the western. 3. The rocks
of the east coast are mostly silicious-shales, sandstones, or their altered
forms: those of the interior are mostly calcareous. 4. The outline of the
future continent is strongly marked at the close of the Devonian periods.
The Appalachian, and perhaps the Rocky Mountain ranges, form long sand
reefs, hemming in more or less perfectly an interior sea, covering the area
now occupied by the Mississippi and its branches. At the same time the two
other smaller northern basins received their outline.

CARBONIFEROUS SYSTEM.

The best classification of the Carboniferous system is that adopted by the
Professors Rogers. They divide into the Vespertine, Umbral, and Seral se
ries, or the Lower Carboniferous, Middle Carboniferous, and Coal Measures.
The lowest division consists of sandstones and conglomerates, with dark
colored slates sometimes containing beds of coal. This division is most

abundantly developed upon the eastern side of the Appalachian basin,
sometimes being entirely wanting elsewhere. In Ohio it constitutes the up
per portion of the Waverly sandstone, and in Tennessee it is buhrstone and
limestone.
The Middle Carboniferous strata are quite variable in composition. In

Nova Scotia, etc., they are red shales, sandstones, and various mans. In
Pennsylvania they are red shale; associated farther south with a bed of lime
stone, which continues to increase in thickness southward. These strata are

nearly all limestone in the Western States, where they are thicker than in the
eastern coal fields.

In the true Coal Measures the rocks are sandstones, conglomerates, shales,
limestones, and beds of coal. Some have traced resemblances between some
of the conglomerates and the millstone grit of England. Upon the map the
area covered by this division is represented as perfectly black. Coal fields
are represented in the islands of the Arctic Ocean, in Newfoundland, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, New England, the Appalachian Basin, in Michigan,
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, and Texas. The amount of coal is almost inex
haustible.
In Iowa the Carboniferous system is divided as follows: Burlington lime

stone, Keokuk limestone, St. Louis limestone, Kakaskia limestone, and Coal
Measures. These members are remarkably prolific with beautiful remains
ofradiate animals.
Permian Series.-Until recently the existence of Permian strata in the

United States was unknown. Professor Emmons first announced that the
fossils of the red sandstones of North Carolina corresponded with known
Permian types. These fossils were plants and Thecodont sa.urians. If this

position can be settled, then at least the lower part of the Mesozoic con

glomerates east ofthe Appalachian range are Permian.
Some geologists doubt the correctness of this view. But every one admits

the discoveries of Messrs. Hawn, Swallow, Meek, and Hoyden in Kansas, eta,
to be genuine. These gentlemen have established the Permian character of
many deposits in Kansas, Nebraska, and Illinois, which were at first con
founded with the Coal Measures. There is an excellent development of
these rocks at Leavenworth, in Kansas. They are 861 feet thick, and have
been divided into Upper and Lower Permian. About 100 species of fossils
have been collected and described from these strata.
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Subsequently to the deposition of the Coal Measures, and previously to the
production of the Appalachian Mesozoic strata, the numerous plications in
the Appalachian ranges were produced. The time of plication is known by
the fact that there are folds in the Upper Carboniferous strata and none in
the later rocks. Trunks of carboniferous trees, originally upright, are inclined
at various angles, according to the amount of dislocation.

Inasmuch as fissures would be produced during these disturbances, through
which heat would escape from the interior and penetrate through all portions
of the strata, perhaps in connection with water and other essential agents of
alteration, we may suppose that the azoic rocks along the Atlantic coast
were metamorphosed during the time of these disturbances, or the Permian
period. In the absence of any evidence, we may conjecture that a. large part
of the azoie strata forming the basis of the Rocky Mountain ranges were meta
morphosed during the same period. But there is evidence to show that
rocks are undergoing rapid alteration on the Pacific coast still later, even
during the Alluvial period, as the action of heat is very great there at the
present day. The metamorphism of these palceozoic rocks along the coasts
must not be confounded with the alteration of the Laurentian series, for the
litter were elevated and metamorphosed. previous to the deposition of the
Potsdarn sandstone.
At the close of the Paheozoic periods the form of the continent resembled

its present shape, but the amount of land above the ocean covered only
about two thirds of its present surface. Yet the general continental learn
tures, the mountains and plains, were the same as now.

OLDER MESOZOIC SYSTEMS.

The older Mesozoic rocks are included upon the map with the Cretaceous
groups, which are the most abundant, the former occupying comparatively
little space. In the eastern British Provinces, New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia, we first find the red sandstones, conglomerates, and shales of Mesozoic
age. They are next admirably developed in the valley of Connecticut River
in Massachusetts and Connecticut, whore the most remarkable fossils, the
iclinites, have been discovered. The dip of the rocks in this terrain is almost

invariably to the east.
In going south of Hudson River the same rocks are found in several

basins, all dipping to the west. The series appears first in New Jersey,
where it forms a wide belt southeast of the Highlands. Thence it passes
through Pennsylvania, from Bucks to York counties; thence into Fred
erick county, in Maryland; thence into Virginia. Throughout the whole
extent of this deposit, from Nova Scotia to Virginia, ores of copper, bitumin
ous shales and limestones, and protruding masses of groenstone, are asso
ciated with it. In Virginia the deposit appears to be eminently, calcareous;
and one of its lowest beds is the well-known brecciated Potomac marble. In

North Carolina there is another basin, somewhat irregular in its shape, 150
miles long, from Tar River to Wateree River. Here the strata also dip west.
This is the basin examined by Professor Emmons.

Several characteristic Ibssils of the Lia3 were found by Captain MeClintock
in the Arctic basin. The extent of the strata containing them was not as
certained, and hence they are not represented upon our map.

There has been' and still is a great variety of opinions expressed in regard
to the age of these sandstones, it being generally assumed, perhaps incorrectly,
that all the terrains are precisely contemporaneous. The older geologists

(iaclura, Eaton, Silliman, and Cleveland) regarded those in the Connecticut
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valley as old red sandstone. In 1833 the senior author or this work, in his
Report on the Geology of Massachustts, presented arguments to show that
the upper beds were the equivalents of the new red sandstone; and that
opinion was generally adopted in this country and in Europe after they had
been examined by Sir Charles Lyell.

Professor W. B. Rogers subsequently maintained that the sandstone con
taining beds of workable coal near Richmond, Virginia, an isolated deposit,
was of the age of the European Oolite. The fossils relied on to prove this are
species of plants, viz., Zamites, Calamites, Equiseta, Teniopteris, Pecopteris
Whitbyensis, Posidonia-a species of mollusc-and several Fishes, as a Tetra
gonolepis. E. Hitchcock, Jr., has discovered a tree fern near the middle of
the series in Massachusetts, the Clathropteris recgiuscutus, some specimens of
which can with difficulty be distinguished from the European species C. men
iscoides-a characteristic fossil of the beds of passage between the Trias and
Line. Hence he argues that the ichniferous or upper beds of the series are
Jurassic or Oolitic. Professor Emrnons has discovered, in North Carolina,
species of plants and Thecodont Saurians, which, with several European au
thorities, he regards as distinctly Permian,. Professor Agassiz considers the
ichthyolites. of New England and New Jersey, occurring in these rocks in
connection with the ichuites, as corresponding best, by their structure, with
European specimens from the Upper Trias. The Messrs. Recifield find some
traces of Oolitic structure among the fishes. The heteroclitic forms of the
Lithichnozoa correspond best with the bizarre forms of the Oolite.
From these discoveries and opinions we regard one point as settled, and a

second as rendered probable. 1. A belt of rock, occupying the middle por
tions of the Connecticut River sandstone, below which no tracks are found,
is of Upper Triassic age. The ichniferous strata above are either Liassie or
Oolitic. 2. Probably the whole series of rocks, from the Permian to the
Oolite inclusive, are represented in these strata. The strata are at least 5,000
feet thick in Massachusetts, and this is adequate to embrace the whole, so far
as they have been measured in other countries.

In connection with pa1ozoic and cretaceous rocks in Kansas and Ne
braska certain rocks have been described, which, upon careful examination,
may prove to be Triassic or Jurassic.

These different basins ofolder Mesozoic rock were probably formed in es
tuaries: or, as the Professors Rogers maintain, in some of the basins there
may have been large rivers, depositing the materials in their beds, without any
marine deposits. The physical features of the continent were being perfected
'while these deposits were forming. The lower layers have a higher inclina
tion than the upper, amounting to absolute uticonformability in some parts of
the basin along the Connecticut River valley. If the lower be Permian or
Palteozoic, and the upper Triassic or Oolitic,,we should expect such a differ
ence of dip.




CRETACEOUS SYSTEM.

The varieties of rocks composing this system, and the comparison of the
different members in the different parts of the continent, are treated of in
Section III. of Part I.
The Cretaceous system occupies more territory, perhaps, than any other

system in North America. It probably commences as far east as Nantucket
and Martha's Vineyard, and extends continuously from New Jersey along
the Atlantic coast to Mexico, and then covers nearly one third of the width
of the continent, from near the Gulf of Mexico to British America, with oc
ca tonal interruptions of older or newer strata. Along the Atlantic seaboard
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it is not represented upon the map, because the greater part is covered bytertiary deposits, but may be occasionally observed in deep excavationsThere is some uncertainty respecting the northwestern limit of this system,but it is no doubt of as much extent as is indicated upon the map. Other
Cretaceous beds are marked upon the map in Yucatan, Mexico, and the north
part of South America. Dr. J. S. Newbury, United States Geologist, whohas just returned (1860) from exploring the San Juan and Upper Colorado
Rivers, in Utah and New Mexico, found the Cretaceous system there 4,000
feet thick, and "occupying an immense area west of the main divide of the
Rocky Mountains."
About 100 species of shells have been discovered in this system, of which

twent -live per cent, are identical with European forms. Several interesting
forms of vertebrate life have been discovered, as the Hadrosauru.s in New
Jer-seyan animal resembling the Iguanodon of England.
The area occupied by the Mesozoic upon the map, shows what were the

outlines of North America in the Cretaceous period. The Atlantic coast was
at the western margin of this group, and the Gulf of Mexico extended even
into British America, covering the cretaceous rocks. A part of the Rocky
Mountains was also beneath the water, as some of their summits contain
marine shells of Cretaceous ago. Yet the interior ocean may have been
shallow, and thus the continental area have been substantially the same as
at present.
Gypsum is found in small quantities in Mesozoic rocks in. North America.

But the most extensive deposit is probably of Cretaceous age. Captain
Marcy, in exploring the sources or the Red River in 1852, traced out a thick
deposit of this substance extending from the Canadian River, in 99° W. lon
gitude, nearly to the Rio Grande, at least 350 miles long, and from 50 to 100
miles broad.
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The surface represented as Cainozoic upon the map is mostly underlaid by
the Tertiary system. There are three great deposits. 1. Along the Atlantic
coast, outside of or covering the cretaceous rocks, from Boston to Southern
Mexico, including the whole of Florida and large parts of Louisiana and

Mississippi. 2. Along the Pacific coast, from Lower California to Russian
America. 3. Occupying the great table lands of the Rocky Mountains, cov

ering more square miles than the Cretaceous system, though not as wide,

though we suspect, since Dr. Newbury's researches, that here is some mis
take. Other deposits of small extent are found along the Alleghany ranges,
upon the shores of the Arctic ocean, in Yucatan, and in South America.
There are also several detached tertiary tracts upon the great interior creta

ceous deposit which are not represented upon the map.
The latest researches show that the European divisions of Eocene, Miocene,

and Pliocene, can be traced upon this continent. The deposits along the

Atlantic seaboard (including the Mexican Gulf) have received local names.

The C'lairborne grcnp corresponds to the older Eocene, having the following
characteristic fossils: Cardita planicosta, C. Blandingil, Crassitella alta and

Ostrea sellieformis. The Vickburg group corresponds to the newer Eocene,

containing the following characteristic fossils: Dentallum thaloides, Sigarotlis
arctatus, and Terebra costata. The Yorktown group embraces both the Mm

cone and Pliocene.
The Eocene strata are in too many localities to be here specified. The

great Zeuglodon cetoides is found in them in the Southern States.
A most extraordinary Miocene deposit has been brought to light in one

18*
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of the insulated basins in Nebraska. It is in the Mauvaise3 Terres, or. Bad
Lands, on White River. There is a basin 300 feet below the general level,
in which there are thousands of abrupt, irregular, prismatic, and columnar
masses, frequently capped with irregular pyramids, and stretching up to a
height of from 100 to 200 feet, or more. So thickly are these natural towers
studded over the surface of this extraordinary region, that the traveler threads
his way through deep, confined, labyrinthine passages, not unlike the narrow,
irregular streets and lanes of some quaint old town of the European continent.
But the most interesting facts there brought to light are the bones of nu

merous extinct quadrupeds, some of them of enormous size, and differing
from all fossil animals hitherto described, though-of the same families. Spe
cies of rhinoceros and tiger, large tortoises, a pakeotherium eighteen feet long
and nine feet high, the archreotherium, the oreodon, machairodus, etc., are
described by Dr. Leidy; and doubtless many more will soon be brought to
light from this singular fresh-water deposit, where some of the same genera
of animals occur as in the Paris basin.

Miocene.-The other Miocene deposits of the continent, as at present known,
are confined to the two oceanic tertiary belts-upon the Atlantic and Pacific
coasts. The strata consist largely of sandstones, conglomerates, and shales,
with scarcely any limestone.
Too little is known respecting the immense area of tertiary desposits in the

Rocky Mountain district to pronounce with certainty their age. The pre
sumption is in favor of the older tertiary.

Pliocene.-The Pliocene strata have not yet been much studied in this
country, except at certain localities. In distribution they correspond to the
Miocene; viz., along the coasts.
But there are, along the Appalachian chain, occasional beds of clay and

iron ores with which no fossils are associated. In 1852, however, the senior
author of this book explored a bed of lignite associated with these beds of
iron, in Brandon, Vermont, and found in them a large number of fruits (fig
ured in Part II.) which are evidently of the age of the Pliocene. From these
data we have supposed all the deposits in similar positions throughout the
range to belong to the Pliocene, although no lignite has been discovered in
connection with them.
Alluvium.-The drift and alluvial deposits of North America have been so

largely treated in Section IV. of Part I., that we simply refer to them in this
connection, with no additional remarks.

IGNEOUS ROCKS.

That part of the map which is covered with small dots represents the dis
tribution of the more recent igneous rocks, the traps and basalts. They are
most abundantly developed along the Pacific coast. The largest area occu
pied by them is along the Columbia River in Oregon and Washington Terri
tory. There are multitudes of smaller deposits along the Rocky Mountain
ranges in Mexico and the Territories, which are not shown, three or four
dotted areas standing as representatives of a large number. Farther north a
similar series of trappean rocks is represented as a continuous belt.. Igneous
rocks are abundant, also, about the Arctic Ocean, especially in Greenland.

Trappean dykes are abundant along the Appalachian ranges and about
Lake Superior; but they do not overflow the surface like those just described,
and occupy too little space to be indicated upon the map. The granitic and
the oldest igneous rocks are included under azoic rocks.

Nom-Captain J. H. Simpson, who in 1858 and '59 explored the Great
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.&zs¬n lying between the Wahsatch and Sierra Nevada Mountains "never
before traversed by a white man," has just published (April, 1860) a note
from Messrs. F. B. Meek and H. Englemanu, respecting the new geological
discoveries made by them in those terr incogmice. In west longitude 116°,
they found, near the Humboldt Mountains, extensive deposits of Devonian
rocks, 1,200 miles farther west than ever before known. Nearly as far west
they found extensive Carboniferous formations, though not much coal. In
several places east of Lake Utah they found Triassic red sandstone, with nu
merous beds of gypsum and rock salt, as in Europe; which, according to
Marcou, Blake, and Newbury, is developed on a grand scale in New Mexico.
Jurassic rocks occur, also, near the same place in Utah; also on Weber River
Cretaceous strata; also 'both, Eocene and Miocene tertiary near Fort Bridge;
and elsewhere; all of which, like the tertiary of Nebraska and elsewhere at
the West, seem to have been deposited in brackish', waters. What an inter
esting field for American geologists' opens in these vast western regions!
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Antimony, where found, 56.
Apatichutis, 812.
Aprocrinltes, 254, 299.
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Aqueous rocks, 41; Agencies, 94.
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Auk, 168.
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Champlain Clays, 149.
Changes improve the world, 878; geological, bow produced, 94, 170.
Changes the means of stability, 381.
Chazy Limestone, 64.
Clieesewriiig, 116.
Cheirotherwdes, 315.
Clieirotheriutn, tracks of, 293.
Chelonians, tracks of, 287, 815.
Chelonia, 826.
Chemistry of Geology, 47.
Chemical Deposits, 59.
Chemical elements in the rocks, 41.
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Chloride of Sodium, its deposition, 75.
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Chlorine in the earth, 48.
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the higher law of change, 891
Consolidation of rocks, 168.
Continents elevated from the sea, 870, 885;

present vertical movements of, 199;
configuration (If, 203.

Contortion of the strata, 24; in the Ales,
25; in Massachusetts, 25; in Appala
chian mountains, 25.

Conularia, 262, 264.
Copeza, 815.
Copràlires, of birds, 818.
Copper, its ores and situation, 55; In the

'united States, 415; uear Lake Supo
rIo; 418.
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Coral Reef, 75, 164; their extent.
Córbula, 832.
Cornean, 82.
Cornstone, 65.
(Josiguina, volcano of, 172.
Cosmogony, 288.
Oosteiinlug, 897.
Cetopaxi, lava thrown from, 176.
Craters defined, iso; size of the ancient,

182.
Creation progressive, 885; Instrumentali

ties employed in, 885; in six days,
885; centers of, 240; by law, 878; byDivine Power, 873, 871; a 'succession
of pictures, 388.

Creations distinct, number of, 869.
Cretaceous system, 69; of United States,

416; fossils of; atio.
Crinoids, 254.
Crocodile fossil, 836.
CrocoliIia, 836.
Cross courses, 894.
Cross cuts, 398.
Crossopodia, 259.
Crow's tracks, 351.
Crushing of ores, 898.
Crust of the earth, 76, 197; its thickness,

190.
Crustacea. 255; tracks of, 815.
Currorhs, Oceanic, 117; their velocity and

effects, 118.
Cuttle Fish, 297.
Cuvier, his classification, 237.
Cyotliophylluin, 261, 26...
ycailo1dea, 294.

Cycas, 293.
Cycadacee, 293.
Cypraa, 8.32.
Cypris, 243.
Cyrtoceras, 269.
Cystidem, 255.




D.
Prof. J. D., on Kilanea, 178; on re

frigeration, 198; on the American con
neat., 207.

Dapedius, 802,
Darwin, on the Megatherluin, 850.
Days of Creation, their nature, 887; sup

posed long periods, 887; supposed
symbolical, 881.

Dead Sea depressed, 17; Its origin, 182.
Death before the fall, 891; inseparable

from Bin, 391.
Debris of ledges, 98.
Deer fossil, 888.
Degradation of rocks, 96,95.
Doles, 178.
Delta of the Mississippi, Rhine, Nile, Rhone,

Amazon, Ganges, 4cc., 112.
Delthyris, 262.
Deluge of Noah. 892; the supposed cause

of most geological changes, not univer
sal, 892.

Dendrerpeton, 285.
Denudation, proofs and amount of, 119; in

Wales. 121; In New England, 121.
Deposits Chemical, 121.
Deposition of rocks horizontal, 76.
Detritus of ledges, 96.
Development Theory, 878.
Dovonian System,65; fossils of, 265; In the

United States, 410, 418.




Diamond, where found, 55.
Dictyocephalus, 291.
Diluvium, or Drift defined, 71 (see Drift).Dinornis, 163, 342.
Dinosauriaiis, 304.
Dinotheriuw, 339; head of, 840
Diorite, 82; porphyry, 82.
Dip of strata, 20.
Diprotodon, 345.
Discrepancies alleged between geology and

revelation, $82.
Disturbances, geological, beneficial, 878.
Divisional structures, 21.
Divine Benevolence, proofs of, 878.
Divine charactbr perfect, 878.
D'Orblgny on distinct creations, 869; on

catastrophes, 811.
Dodo, 163, 844.
Do fossil, 837.
Dofeiite, 82.
Dolphin, fossil, 840.
Dutuite, 84.
Downs or Dunes, 96; In Egypt, 96; Europeand United States, 97.
Drift defined, 71, 127; modified, 128, 71, 73;

dispersion of, 129; in North America,
129; in Scandinavia and Russia, 180;in Siberia none, 130; in the Alps, 129;
in Great Britain and the EuropeanContinent, 130 ; in Syria and India, 180;
In South America, 181; Vertical and
horizontal limits of, 140; transportedfrom lower to higher levels, 188; bywhat agencies produced, 158; time
since, 162; and alluvium one formation,
162; size of bowlders, 181; strive, 185;
theory of preferred, 156.

Drift wood, 167.
Dromatherium, 292.
Drongs, 115.
Duncan, Rev. Dr., discovers fossil tracks,

281.
Dyke defined, 89.
Dykes of trap in Cohasset and Salem, 82;In Vermont, 85; systems of, 202; in

Pelhain, 219.
Dynamics of volcanoes, 176; table of, 177;of geological agencies, 94.

E.
EAOEE In India, 117.
Earth, its form, 16; had an early diurnal

revolution, 885; its specific gravity,
16; once incited, 16; earliest condition
of, 208; future destruction of, 808; ex
isted long before man, 871; its crust
190 ; as a whole, 16; Its density anti
form of the surface, 16; once all melted,
194; its changes have been improvement, 814.

Earthquakes, their proximate cause, 188;
their precursors, 188; conncted with
volcanoes, 188; their effects, 188; holes
formed by, 184; the most remarkable,
183; number of, 185; extinct, 181.

Echtnoder.nata. 254.
Egypt, dunes of, 96.
Ebrcnberg on Infusorla, 352.
Elements in the earth, 47.
Elephant in frozen mud in Siberia, 848;

fossil species, 88T 846 teeth of, 889;
living Species, 8d.
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Elevation of strata, 107,1 of cmitinents
199; of the coast of Chile, 181

Elevations and subsidencos, 199.
Elk, Irish, 849.
Einbos.etI rocks, 183.
Embryonic character of fossils, 867.
Etuwon s, Pi-of., his discoveries, 67, 287,

292, 291; his Taconic System, 62; his
Permian rocks, 414.

Encrinal limestone, 65.
Encrinites, 254; familIes of, 254.
Engineering and geology, 401.
English Channel, how formed, 114.
Eocene strata, 70.
Epoch geological defined, 45.
Equisetaceme, 218.
Erosion, agents of, 95; proofs of, 119;

amount of, 121; by the ocean, 114; by
rivers, 108; by glaciers, 97; by the
drift agency, 127; in New England,
121.

Eruptions, volcanic, their number, 171;
phenomena of, 172.

Escars, 147; in Andover and Aroostooc,
147.

Etna. eruptions of, 173; quality of its lava,
119.

Euomphal us, 262.
Eu1,hotnle, 82.
Eurite, 79.
Everest mountain, 16.
Evil physical in the world before man, 391.
Expansion of rocks by heat, 196; of land

and water unequal, 196.
Extinct volcanoes, 181.
Eyes of trilobites, 256; of insects, 256.

PS

FASCIOULIPOItA1 $32.
Favosites, 261.
Fault defined, 89.
Fauna, 286.
Felstone, 81.
Ferns living and fossil, 275; tree ferns, 278.
Fertilizers, 405.
Field ice, 106.
Fin-al's Cave, 85.
Fjords, 115.
Firestone, 62.
Fishes, number of living species, 268; of

fossil, 268; scales of, 269; classiltca
tmn of, 269; homocercal and heterocer
cal, 283; tracks of, 815; in the different
formations, 269, complaint of, 284;
first appearance of, 264; tracks of,
265.

Fissures in the earth's crust, 202.
Flagging stones, 403.
Flora, 236.
Flustra, 249.
Folded axis, 21; strata, 201.
Foliation, 22.
Fool's gold, 58.
Footmarks fossil, 248; In the Cambrian

rocks, 247; In lower Silurian, 257, 259;In upper Silurian, 265; in Devonian,
218; in coal measures, 286; In Per
mian, 287; in Trim, 292; In Oolite,
809; in Wealden, 820; in Alluvium,
256; In Canada, 257; in New York,
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265; In Massachusetts and Connecticut,
809; in Vermont, 259; in Pennsylvitnia, 257, 286; In Scotland, 273; In
Wales, 259, 28?; In England, 286; In
Germany, 202; names of the animals
that made them, 244; the most remark
able locality of, 809; synopsis of, 320;
theory of, 819; books of, 819.

Foraminlfern, 280.
Forbes, Prof. J. D., on the motion of glaciers, 103.
Forbes, Prof. E., his researches in the

)Egean Sea, 241.
Formation defined. 88.
Formations, tables of, 41.
Fossil animals, number of, 857.
Fossil (leflne(l, 283; man, 853.
Fossil plants, their number, 360.
Fossils, number of species of, 857, 860; ta

ble of, 358; laws of their distribution,
861; classification of, 358.

Fossiliferous rocks, 41; their thickness
and extent, 48, 44, 242.

Fourier on internal heat, 191, 194.
Fox on metallic veins, 896; on the air in

mines, 193.
Fractured rocks in Vermont,Massachusetts,

and Great Britain, 138.
Frozen Wells, 153.
Fruits, fossil, at Brandon, Vermont, 829
Fucoides, 260.
.Fulgur, $32.
Fumerole, 170.
Fusibility of rocks, 92.
Fusulina, 280.




G.
GAILENBUTI!, cavern of, 846.
Gait, 69.
Galvanism, Its metamorphic agency, 216.
Ganges, delta of, 112.
Gangue of a vein, 394.
Gas springs, 126; their origin, 127.
Gasteropoda, 258.
Gastornis, 887.
Gay Head, strata of, TI.
Gems, where found, 55.
Genesee slates, 65.
Geological Map of North America, 407;

Surveys, 406; in North Carolina, South
Carolina, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania.
and New York, 406; basins in North
America, 407.

Geologists have not attacked revelation,
8S2.

Geology and religion, 877; natural religion,
877; revealed religion, 882; mutually
illustrate each other, 382; men who
have written concerning them, 383.

Geology defined, 15; Its principles how far
settled, 888; dynamIcal, 15; of other
worlds, 209; 1t history, 233; of North
America, 405.

Geologists, how far agreed, 888.
Geysers, of Iceland, 185; of California,

218.
Giant's Cansews 86,
Gibbes, Prof., on fossil SquaUthe, 884.
Gigantitherlum, 813, 812.
Giraffe fossil, 888.
Glaciers described, 97; advance and retreat

of, 98; sketches of,,-991. 101, 104; mo-
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mines of, 100; in the Alps, 9T; In
Greenland, 97; Humboldt glacier, 98;
former extent of, 141; in Wales and
Scotland, 142; In New England, 142;
stritu of, 100; cause of their motion,
108.

Glacier theory, 154; action, 97; period,
154.

Globe, Its earliest state, 208; once all
melted, 194; when first inhabited, 221;
Improved by change, 881.

Glyptodon, 850.
Gneiss, 61; porphyrltic, 61; for agricultural

purposes, 408.
Gold, where found, 56; in what rocks, 56;

In the United States, 57, 418, 415; In
California, Russia and Australia, 51;
recently introduced into the rocks, 56,
879; its amount obtained in 1954, 57;
theory of its origin, 56.

Gonlatites, 268.
Gorge or Canon defined, 40; on Niagara,

(Ienesee, Potomac, Mississippi, 1is
sourl, the Rhino, the Danube, &c., 109;
on Red River, 110; on Cax River, 110;
on the Colorado, 110.

Gould, A. A., on tracks, 856.
Graham Island, 178.
Granite defined, 78; porphyritlc and

graphic. 78, 79; concretiOuary and tab
ular, 19; Its origin, 229; its economical
use, 52; has been protruded solid, 79
water concerned in its 1)rOdUCtlOU, 223;
for structures, 403.

Granitic Group, 42, 71, 78.
Granitic veins, 218.
Graphite, 54.
Graptoiltes, 249.
Gray, Prof. Asa, his classification of plants,

286.
Graystone lava, 84.
Greenland, undergoing a see-saw move

ment, 200; its laciers, 97
Green Mountain Giftnt, 183.
Greenstono described, 82; columnar, 85;

In Mts. Holyoke and Tom, 87; on the
Hudson, 89; in Oregon, 88; on Lake
Superior, 87; and basalt in Iceland, 85;
In North Carolina, 88.

Green sand described, 69, 70; its use in
agriculture, TO.

Gras bl"arro, 68.
Group ieflned, 38.
Guadaloupe, fossil, man in, 853.
Guano, 405
Gypsum, 51; where found, 52.

H.
HsrnTABU.rrv of other worlds, 210.
Hado, 894.
iladrosaurus, 821.
Hall, Prof., his system of the New York

rocks, 48; his discoveries in the (}rap.
tolltea, 250.

Halsyites, 260.
Halyslchnus, 818.
Hammers, Geological, 46.
Hamilton Group, 05.
Hamtpes, 815.
HamItes, 297.
Rare, fossil, 840.
Hastings sand. G.




Hawaii, volcanic, 179.
Hedge hog, fossil, 840.
Heiderberg Group, 64, 412.
Herculancuin buried, 178.
Ilexapodichnus, 15.
Hippopotamus, fossil, 888, 849.
Hippurites, 824.
Historic Period, 71, 162.
Hog, fossil, 339.
Holyoke, Mt., trap of, 81.
lloloptichnus, 271.
Hornblende and augite, 50; schist, 62.
llornitos, 173.
Ilornstonc, 82; porphyry, 89.
Horsebacks or Escars, 141.
Horse, fossil, 349.
Hudson River Group, 64.
Human remains in rock, 852; in caverns,

354; in alluvium, 354; whether pre
adamic, 355.

humboldt glacier, 106, 98.
Hummock- on Holyoke, 187.
Humus, in soil, 165.
liuronian rocks, 60, 63, 411.
hutton, on veins, 396.
Hyena, fossil, 349.
Ilydatina, $52.
Hydrate -of iron, 122; of manganese, 123.
Hydra with many heads, 249.
Hydrogen In the earth, 41.
Ilypanthocrinus, 262.
Hypersthone rock, 82.
Hypogeiie rocks, 60.
Hypozoic rocks, 60.




I.
Icununo, 104; theory, 154.
Ice caverns, 153.
Ice islands, 108; floes, 101; rafts, 107;

belts, 101; Icebergs, 107; foot, 107.
Ice preserved by lava, 180.
Ichnolithology, 243.
Iclinology, 243; history of, 244; principles

of, 245.
Ichthyocrl nns, 262.
Ichthyopodulites, 286..
Ichthyosaurus, 803.
Icthyodornlitas, 234.
Igneous agency, 170.
igneous rocks, 42, TI; in North America,

418.
Iguanadon, fossil, 805; tracks of, 820.
iguana, 805.
Improvement In the earth's condition, 874.
Inclination of strata, 20.
Index paheontologicus, 857.
Inferences from pais3ontology, &c., 870.
Inflisorta, 851; Agassiz; views of,289; fossil,

105, 248; Owen's views of, 239; from
Berlin, 352; from Vermont, 852; from
Richmond, 852.

Inoceriunus, 325.
Insects, fossil, 292; eyes of, 256; In the dif

ferent formations, 282; in the Connec
ticut Valley, 801.

Instability time means of stability, 881.
Intensity of geological causes. 815.
Internal heat of the earth, 188; proofs of

189; objections to, 193.
Interior of the earth in a melted state, 191;

proofs of, 191.
Interposition Divinespecial, 880.
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Interval after the beginning, 88(1.
Iron in the earth, 48; its ores, 55 ; pyrites,58, in United States, 408.
Islands formed by volcanoes, 178.

1.
JAnT)TNr, Sir Wm., on Iehnology, 281.
Jerboa, fossil. 340.
Joints defined, 21; their origin, 222.
Jorulin, volcanic, ISO.
Juke's catalogue of fossils, 857.
Jupiter covered by a fluid, 2119.
Jurassic system, 68; fossils 01; 293.

K.
KANE, Dr., on ice phenomena, 10?.
Kangaroo fossil, 845.
Katakekaumena, 181.
Kaup, on Cheirotherlum, 29$.
Kilauca described, $5,174, 180.
Knapp, Dr., his exegsi8 of the Mosaic ac

count, 889.
Kupperseheiffer 68.




L.
LABYRINTRODON pachygnatbus, description

and sketch of, 291.
Labyrinthodonts, characters of, 290.
Lacertihla, or lizards, 284.
Lady geologists, 298.
Lakes, bursting of, 113.
Lamarck's hypothesis of transmutation of

species, '210.
Lamination defined, 18; contorted, 18; in

clined, IS; its origin, 19.
Landslips, 105.
Lauren thin rocks, 60, 410.
Lava,, its character, 71, 179; aqueo-igneous,

179,212,229; tractiytio 84; augitic, 84;

Yaystone,
84: vitreous, 84; its amount,

T7; ice beneath, 180.
Laws of palontology, 361.
Lead, its ores and situation, 56; in the

western States, 414 In the upper Miss
issippi, 895.

Leblas, 888.
Ledges fractured, 188; debris of, 96.
Leo side of ledges, 183.
Leldy, Prof., describes new animals, 420.
Len'ian lake, deposit in, 872.
Lepidodendron, 278.
Leptinna, 262.
Lepodacty1ous birds, 310.
Lias, 68.
Libellula, 301.
Life systems of, $69; when commenced,

221, 873.
Lignite, 5.3.
Lily Encrlnite, 289.
Lime in the earth, 48.
Limestone, its varieties, 60; crystalline, 61;

mountain, 65; metamorphic, 61; for
construction, 403.

Limestones, varieties of, 60.
Llnilley, his experiments on plants, 275.
Lingula flags, 64,251.
Lithichnozoa, 244; In different formations,

244; In the Connecticut Valley, 809.
Lithological characters of the stratified

rooks, 59; of tb uusLtratUlDcl, 76.
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Llthographus, 815.
Litultes, 254.
Lizards, tracks of, 812.
Liandeilo flags, 64.
Location or roads, &c., 401.
Lodes, 894.
Logan, Sir Win., his classification, 60; on

fossil tracks, 257.
Lower Silurian rocks, 64; fossils of; 248.
Ludlow shale, 64.
Ludurs Helinontli, 29.
Lycopodiaccie, 271.
Lycil, his hypothesis of ancient climate,

187; of causes in action, his objectionto central heat, 194; his division of the
tertiary, 828; on fossil men, 854.

Lyriodon, 324.

MACLURE'S Map, 406.
Mac] urea, 253.
Macrauchenia, 851.
Magnetism of rocks, 88; in Europe, 90; In

United States, 89; on Vesuviii, Etna,
and Ararat, 90; the origin of, 90.

Magnesia in the earth, 48.
Maipais, eruption in, 173.
Main inalla, orders of, 237; fossil where first

found, 292; in the tertiary, 88?.
Mammoth, the Siberian, 848; type of, 348.
Man, when first appeared, 885; the last

animal created, 855 ; his geological
agency, 163; fossil, $52.

Manganese, its position, 55.
Map, Geological, of North America, 40% 409.
Marble for structures, 403.
Marcellus shales, 65.
Marcy, Capt., his discoveries in Texas, 419.
Marl, where found, 74; In alluvium, 74;shell, 121.
Marsupials, in Oolito and TrI, 808.
Marsupialoids, $09.
Mastodon's teeth, $39; Newburg, 846.
Mastodon fossil, 889, 8.
Materials for structures, 402.
Matrix of a vein, 894.
Matter, its supposed eternity, 877.
Mauna Ken, volcano of, 174; Los, 174.
Mauvaiso 'rerres, 418.
Medina Sandstone, 64.
Mogaceros, 849.
Megalonyx, 351.
Megalosaurus, 804.
Megatherinm, $50.
Megatheroids, 851.
Molaphyre, 82.
Memorabilia of creation described 1)y
rev-elation,884.

Mercury, where found, 56.
Mer do Glace, 97, 108.
Merrimack river, its deposits, 118.
Mesozoic rocks, 41, 67; fossil characteristics

of, 828; in the United States, 415.
Metallic veins, character and repletion of,

894.




Metalloids in the rocks, 47; hypothesis of;
192.

Metallurgy, 899.
Metals in the earth, 47; where found, 55;

modes in which they occur, 55; their
distribution, 55; amount of, by mining,
899.
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Metamorphism, 211: extends through th
the whole globe, 231 ; its agents, 211
its effects, 216, 222; still going on, 22.5
explains the origin of schists, 226; nn
of granite and trap, 228; table of, 232.

Mica, 49.
Mica schist, 61, 403.
Microlestes, 292.
Miller, Hugh, on tracks, 286, 813.
Millstone grit, 65.
Mineral waters, 125.
Mineral and organic forms, 16.
Minerals, simple, 48; In the rocks, 48; use

ful, their situation, composition of, 51;
altered, 223.

Mineralogy of geology, 47.
Mineralizers of organic remains, 235.
Mines, temperature of, 189; how wrought,

Mining: theoretical, 894; practical, 397;
products, table of, 400.

Miocene strata, TO.
Miracles defined, 8S0; in nature, 880.
Missisipp1, delta of, 112.
Moa, 342.
Modified drift, 143; forms of, 144.
Modiolopsis, 252.
Mole, fossil, 840.
Mollusca, living and fossil, 859, 382, 838.
Monadnne, stritu on, 138; embossed rocks

upon, 134.
Monkey, fossil, 887.
Moon, volcanic, 209.
Moraine terraces, 144; in Truro, 145; in

North Adams, 146; the sites of ceme
teries, 145.

Mososaurus, 827.
Mountain limestone, 65.
Mountains, the highest, 16; of Europe ele

vated at different periods, 207; of North
America, 206; Besuinonts theory of,
209; objections to, 208; how elevated,
195; near the coasts of continents, 206.

Mouse, fossil, 340.
Mare; 882.
Musohelkalk, 69.
Murchison, Sir R. I., on the beginning of

life on the globe, 227.
Murchisonla, 253.
ylodon, 350.

Myriopods, 299.
Nyrmecobius, 292.
Myatriosaurus, 8u9.




N.
NATURAL religion illustrated by geology,

Nautilus, living and fossil, 281.
Nobulie, 209.
Necktir on metallic veins, 897.
Neuroptoris, 274.
Névé of Glaciers, 97.
Newbury, Dr. G. S., his discoveries In Utah

and Now Mexico, 419.
New Red Sandstone, 68.
New York system of rocks, 42.
Niagara falls and river, 113.
Niagara group, 64.
Niger, delta of, 112.
Nile, delta of, 112.
N veggerathia, 28T.
NornI, 848.




Novaculito, 62.
Nova Scotia, waste of, 114.
Nuinniulites, 33!; from the Sphinx, and

Pyramids, 381.




0.
OBSIDIAN, 84.
Ocean, its depth, 17; its temperature, 193;

Its bottom, 17 ; its geological agency,
114 ; its bed depressed, 198.

Ocvpode, tracks of, 257.
OkThamia, 247.
Old Red sandstone, 65; conglomerate, 65.
Old river beds, 152.
Onondaga salt group, 64.
Oolitlc system, OS; fossils of, 293.
Ophicalco, 51.
Ophiollte, 51.
Ophidia, 331.
Ophite, 51.
Opliinra, 262.
Order of creation, table of, 864, 839; perhaps

not given in all cases In scripture, 888.
Orders, fossil, increasing and decreasing, 865.
Ore in veins, 394; in beds, 895; extraction

of, 898.
Organic geological agencies, 865.
Organic remains described, 284; bow pre

served, 234; how changed to stone, 235;
whother now being petrified, 235; how
determined, 235; classified, 242; mostly
marine, 242; amount of, 242; height
above the sea, 243; in different for
mations, 243; how far they Identify
strata, 40; vertical range of, 362;
corn-paredwith living species, 866 867;
number of species, 867; table of, 859;
tropical in high latitudes, 366; in the
Cambrian, 247; in lower Silurian, 94-8;
In upper Silurian, 259; In Devonian,
265 In Carboniferous, 273; in Permian,
286; in Tri1ts, 289; In Oulite, 293; lit
chalk, 320; in tertiary 828; in alluvium,
341.

Drganization more perfect as we ascend,

)riskany, sandstone, 65.
)rnithoiil Lizards and Batrachians, 810.
)rnithopus, 811.
)ronoco, delta of, 113.
)rthis, 252.
)rthocera, 254.
)rthodactylus, 814.
)sars, 146; whether In this country, 14?.
)sslferous caverns, 846.
)strea, 824.
)tozoum, 814.
)utcrop of strata, 20.
)vlbus, 355.
)wen, Sir Richard, his classification of

animals, 287; his work on paleontology,
81' his views the Protozoa, 239 ; on60.
trilobites, 257; on reptiles, 284 ; on the
Lahyminthodon, 290; on the tracks of
birds, 808; on the extinct birds of New
Zealand, 842; on Mammoths, 846; on
the Mylodon, 851 ; on duration of types,
862; distribution of reptiles, 865; his
orders of creation, 864.

)x, fossil, 349.
)zygen in the Oath, 48.
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P.

PACTIDACTYL0tTS birds, 810.
Pachydermata, extinct, 851.
Faheobatrachus, 336.
Pnlaochorda, 24?.
Palaoco,na, 826.
Fahuontology, '233; its division into two

parts, 238, 243; restricted by some to
animals, 233.

Paheontological classification, 45.
Palteontological characters of the rocks,

246.
Palreoniscus, 283.
Pal&eosaurus, 2S1.
I'iLlreothcriumn 839.
Palteozoology, 288; laws of, 861.
Pttlmophytology, 288.
Palapteryx, 342.
Palteozoic rocks, 41, 62; period, 45; fossil

characters of, 28?.
Pailsadoes, SS.
Palms, fossil, 329.
Papandaynng, volcano of, 173.
Paradoxides, 25?, 412.
Paroxysmal movements, 870, 197.
Pear Enerinite, 254.
Peat, 74; how formed, 166.
Pebbles, elongated, 220.
Pedometer, 46.
Pegmatite, 78.
Pel&s hair, or volcanic glass, 85.
Pentacrinite, Briarean, 254, 299.
Pentamerus, 261.
l'entremite, 281.
Peperino, 85.
Period defined, 45; long in geology before

the six days. 886; historic, terrace,
beach, osar, and drift, 156; of organic
beings on the globe, 45.

Permian system, 67; in the United States,
67, 416; fossils of, 286.

Petrifaction, Its nature, 285; recent, 235.
Petroleum, 123.
Petrostlex, 81.
Pezohaps Solltarius, 844.
Phascolotherium 809.
Phillips, Prof. John, on metamorphic rocks,

211.
Pholadomya, 839.
Phonelite, 82.
Phytopsis, 248.
Plc, volcano of, 173.
Pictot, on tertiary strata, 829; his palton

tology, 857.
Pierre a Sot, 131.
Pitch lake, in Trinadad, 123.
Pitchstone, 84.
l'iacodiis, 299.
I7lagiauiax, 809.
Planetary space, temperature of, 188.
Planets, geological state of, 209.
Plans of the feity as shown by geology,

891.
Plants, geological agency of, 166; land,

where first found, 260; fossil in the
rocks, classified, 286, 860.

Plastiity of older rooks, 216.
Platinum, where found, 56.
Piesiosaurus, 804.
PlCurocyatitcs, 256.
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Plication of the strata, 24.
Pleistocene strata, fossils of, 842.
Pliocene strata, 70
l'lumbago, where found, 54
Pluton Geysers, 218.
Plutonic rocks, 91.

1101 delta of, 112; embankment on the 112.
Polemnarclius, 812.
Polyplaria, 248.
Polypl, or poly s, 249.
Polythalamia, 2s0, 381.
Pompeii, buried by lava, 17$.
Popocatapeti, ISO.
Porcupine fossil, 340.
Porphyry, 81; trachytic, &c., 81.
Portland stone, 403; quarries, 403.
I'osidonomnya, 267.
Potassa in the earth, 48.
Potsdani sandstone, 64.
Precious stones, where founl, 55.
Primary rocks, 60; their origin, 226; lime

stone, 61.
Prismatic or columnar structure, 85.
l'roductus, 28?.
Progression, organic and, inorganic, 874;

objections, 874.
Prospective benevolence, 379.
I'rotoglnc, 81.
Protosaurus, 287.
Prototlchnites, 258.
Protozoa, 280.
Providence of God over the world, 880;

special, 880.
Provinces in zoology, 240; botanical and

zoological, 240.
Pterlchthys, 270.
Pterodnctyle, 305.
Pterosauria, 805.
Pumice, 84.
Purbeck strata, 69.
Purgatories, 115; at Newport, 115.
Pyroxenc, 50; porphyry, 81.

Q.

QUAQUAVItRSAL, dip, 21.
Quartz, crystallized, 48.
Quartz rock, 62; its origin, 224.
Quaternary Period, 45.
Quebec group, 412.




E.
RADILTA, 289.
Raindrop impressions, 819; on clay, 857.
Ramparts, pond and lake, 113; in Russia,

114.
Rana dLluvlana, 336.
Raniceps, 2S5.
Rat, fossil, 40.
Reasoning In geology, basis of, 94.
Recent Plutonic rocks, 91.
Red river raft, 167; canon on, 110.
Red sandstone, new, 68.
Religion, natural, its connection with geol

ogy, 877 ; revealed, 882.
Reptiles, the earliest, 271; tracks of, 278;

their development, 865.
Revelation and geology, 882; in harmony,

893.
Rhinoceros fossil, $88.
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Rhone delta of, 113.
ithyneliolltes, 281.
Rhyncliosaurus, 291.
Rivers, their geological agency, 103.
itoches moutoiitie, 138.
Rock salt, where found, 53; In the United

States, 53 ; in the eastern world, 53.
Rocking stones, 72; in Barre, 72; at Fall

River, 73.
Rocks, chemical composition of. 47,93; how

worn down, 94; aqueous, 18; igneous,
IS; azoic, 42; fossiliferous, 41; hypo
zoic, 41; metamorphism of, 211; their
lithological characters, 59; their puhe
ontological characters, 246; smoothed
and striated, 132; embossed, 133;
plicated, 24; stratified, 18, 41; un
stratified, 42; relative age of, 9);
metamorphIc, '21; sedimentary, 59
chemical, 59; soluble in water, 95; their
endurance, how tested, 404.

Rogers, Professors, their system of classifi
cation, 43; their experiments on solu
bUlLy of rocks, 95; the Henry D.'s re
port on Pennsylvania, 406.

Roman cement, 29.
Rutiodon, 237.




S.
SAnR!NA, 178.
Sauruid fishes, 861, 284;
Saurian reptiles, 271, 235.
Sauropus, 278.
Saliferous rocks, 69, 126.
Salt, Its origin, 169; in Siberia and Mexico,

169.
Salt springs, 126; their origin, 126; in

United States, 415, 413.
Sandstone for structures, 403.
Sandwich Islands, volcanic, 174
Sao, 257.
Saturn covered by a fluid, 209.
Saurians, 291.
Sauroid fishes, 2S4.
Scalites, 253.
Scandinavia a center of drift dispersion, 129.
Sea bites, 291, 825.
Scelldotherium, 851.
Schenchzer n fossil fishes, 234.
Schoharie Grit, 65.
Scolithus, 248.
Scorpion, fossil, 2S2.
Scrope on Auvergne, 181.
Sea bottoms, ancient., 148.
Sea beaches, ancient, 148.
Seals, their number, 164; fossil, 837.
Seam defined, 18.
Secondary rocks, 61; platonIc, 91; period,

45.
Section, ideal of the earth's crust, 86, 87;

ideal of terraces, 150; across the Alps,
25; across the Appalachians, 27; of the
bottom of the Atlantic ocean, 17; In
New York, 63; In Derby, Vt., 225.

Sedgwlck on metallic veins, 396.
Sedimentary rocks, 59.
Semiophorus, 883.
Seneca oil, 123.
Sepia, 297, 298.
Soptartn, 29.
Series of rocks, 88.
Serpents, fossil, 881.




Serpentine, 51; where found, 52; a. meta-
morphic rock, §1, 62.

Serpuhi, 299.
Shale, 59.
Sharks lbssil, 834; from N. Carolina, 834.
hchls, chambered, 281, 297; their vertical

range, 298; the number of fossil,
Shepherd, Forrest, on the Pluton Geysers,

218.
Ship Rock, 132.
Shoading, 897.
Shrew, fossil, 340.
Siberia rich in gold, 51; no proper drift

there, 130.
Sigihlaria, 276.
Silica in the earth, 48.
Siliceous marl, 75; sinter, 75,122.
Silliman, Prof. B. Senior, his journal, 406;

his views of the Mosaic (lays, 887.
Silurian system, 63; lower and.. upper, 64;

in North America, 411.
Silver, where found, 56.
Simple substances in the earth, 47; mIn

erals in the rocks, 43.
Sinaite, 80.
Sinter siliceous, 75.
Sirenia fossil, 331, 389.
Sivatherium, 838, 850.
Skaptar, Jokul, quantity of lava from, 183.
Shark, tooth of, 833,
Shepard, Prof. C. U., on Adamsite, 22
Silicates in trap and granite, 92.
Slides on the Green and White Mts., 105.
Slime-pits near the Dead Sea, 132.
Slope in mining, 895.
Snipe, tracks of, 856.
Soapstone, 403.
Soda In the earth, 48.'
Soils, their composition, 73, 404; a proof of

Divine benevolence, 878; their forma
tion, 165, 404; from. different rocks,
405; mixed, 405.

Solitaire, 844.
Solfatara, 170.
Somma, 174.
Spalacotlierium, 309.
Species had once a wider range, 866' their

distribution, 861; living and fossil com
pared, 866, 861; in the different forma
tions unlike, 361; new, how introduced,
373; not transmuted, 210, 878; had a
limited duration, 861.

Sphagnum, 166.
Splienopteris, 266.
Sphenophyllum, 280.
Sphinx, its geological character, 831.
Spiders, fossil, 800.
Spirlfer, 252.
Spirula, 297.
Spondylus, 824.
Springs, phenomena of, 128; salt, in United

States, 126 their origin, 126; ininerdl,
125; gas, 126.

Squalida', 883.
Squirrel, fossil, 840.
Stabi'iu, buried, 178.
Stability secured by change, 882.,
Stalactites, 74.
Stalagmites, 74.
Stamping of ores, 819.
Steatite, 61.
Stelloria, 163, 855.
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Stereognathu, 809.
Stlgmarla, 275.
StOSS side of a ledge, 183.
Strata defined, 19; bent, 21; overturned,

21; in the Alps, 21; their thickness,
how measured, 15; in Europe, 76; in
United States, 43, 44; metamorphosed,
226; how identified, 40; table of, 41.

Strati fled rocks deposited from water, 75
metamimorphosed, 226 ; tilted up, 76
folded, 201.

Stratification, how distinguished from
lam-illation,cleavage, and foliation, 10; its
character, 18.

Strim by glaciers, 102; by drift., 185; sev
eral sets of, 136; their courses, 135.

Strike of strata, 20.
Strings, 395.
Stromboli constantly active, 180.
Structure in rocks original, 18; superin

(1UCC(l, 222.
Subaqueous ridges, 147.
Submarine forests, 200.
Subsidence on Columbia River, 184.
Subterranean forests, 295.
Sulphur in the earth, 41.
8.umhawa, eruption in, 112.
Sun, its present state, 209
Superposition of rocks, 37.
Surface geology, 127; theories of, 154; the

theory adopted, 156
Survey, gplogLca1, ofNorth Carolina, South

Car5Wia, and Massachusetts, 406; of
NewYork and other,States, 406.

Sweden, its shores riin, 199.
Byonitic greenstofle, 82.
Syenite, 0; of Quincy,,&c., 80, 404; con

glomerate, 80; for structures, 404.
Synchronism of rocks, 40.
Synclinal axis, 21.
8'rstmot ..nings the same in all ages, 878;

sent' h44 a beginning, 817.
Systems )j''elovation. 207 ;*of orginic beings

on the globe, 869.

Ta.nLlt of the composition of rocks, 93; of
organic remnaits, $53; of the metals
mIned, 408; of simple minerals, 51; of
rocks, 41.

Taconic Rocks, 411.
Talc, 50.
Talcose schist. 61, 408.
Tapir, fossil, 889.




Telerpeton, 271.
Temperature of the globe from external

sources, 186; from internal causes, 188;
of springs in mines, 189 of rocks In
mines, 189; ofArtesian wells, 189 ofthe
planetary spaces, 188; ofthe ocean, 193;
Increases toward the center, 188; its
rate of Increase 190; of the air, 181.

Temple of Jupiter erapis, 200.
Tencriffe, 179.
Terebra, 339.
Terebratnla, 251.
Terrain, 89.
Terraced valleys, 110.
Terraces described, 150; of a valley, 110;

kinds of, 151; of rivers, iSi ; of lakes,
152; marine, 152; in Vermont, N. 11.,
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on the Rhine, In Scotland, 151; Gorge,Delta, Lateral, Glnels, 151; of SouthAmerica, Utah, &c., 152; how formed,
159.

Terrace period, 159.
Tertiary strata described, 70, Plutonic rocks

o1 91; period, 45; In orth America,
70, 419; fossils of, 828; division of, 328.

Tetragonolopis, 802; fossil character of, 841.
Theory of surface geology, 158.
Thecodontosaurus, 287.
Theories of metamorphism, 216, of drift,

153.
Thermal springs, 185 theory of, 185.
Tides, their geo1oglca effect, 116.
Tilestone, 65.
Tin, its ores, and situation, 56.
Titan's pier, 83; Piazza, 8?.
Toad-stone, 83.
Toads preserved alive in rocks, 288, 284.
Tortoises, fossil, 321; tracks of, 273.
Totten on the expansion of rocks, 196.
Toxodon, 851.
Toxodontin,, fossil, 837'.
Trachyte, 8.3.
Trachytic lava, 83; porphyry, 84.
Tracks human, 357; of animals (See Fossil

Footmarks); settled characters of, 245;in clay, 856.
Trains of angular blocks, 139.
Transm,utation supposed of species, 818.
Trap Rocks, 42; on Lake Superior, 88; west

of Rocky Mountains, 88; in Rowan
county, North Carolina, 88.

Trappean rocks, 42, 77, 81.
Travertin, 74.
Tree ferns, 214.
Trends of coast lines, mountains, &c., 204.
Triassic system, 68; fossils of, 283.
Tricoñodon. 309.
Trigonia 824.
Trlgonotreta, 207'..
TO fobltes, 255; eyes of, 256; families of, 267.
Trina(lad, pitch lake in. 128.
Tufa or tuff, volcanic, 84; calcareous, 74.
Turblnolia, 339.
Turrillte, 297.
Turritehn, 825.
Turtle stones, 29.
Typo defined, 862; each bad one term of

existence, 862.
Typical forms of continents, 205.

U.
ULOnENDR0N, 278.
Ultra tropical, character of fossils, 866.
Underlie, in mining, 894.
Unger, on fossil plants, 360.
Untossiliferous Rocks, 42.
Uniformity of nature, 94; subordinate to

the higher law of change, 881.
tlnisulcus, 818.
United States, geology of; 406 geological

map of, 408.
Unity'of the Divine plan, 818.
Univalve shells, fossil, $3.3.
Unstratified Rocks, 42, 76; varieties of, 42,

77, 92; fusibility of, 92 composition
of, 02, 93; mode of their occurrence, 36;
of. aquco-igneous origin, 228; relative
age of, 90.
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tTrallan mountains, gold in, 57;
Upper Silurian rocks, 68; fossils of, 259,412.
Useful rocks in the earth, 52.
Utica Slate, 64.




V.

VALLErS of elevation, 109: of denticlatlon,
109; original, 109; of subsidence, 109;
terraced, 110.

Variegated Mans, 68.
Vegetable life, when first appeared on the

globe, 248.
Vegetable kingdom, classified, 236.
Vertebral animals, 237, 268.
Vesuvius, 173.
Veins defined, 80; In Lowell, and Cornwall,

81; in West Hampton, 82; in Salem, 83;
In Colrain, 84; In Vermont, and Conway,
85; general sketch of, 80; metallic, their
width, rocks traversed by, 895; most
productive near unstratified rocks, 395;
of segregation, 80; of ilUection, 80; of
different ages, 895.

Vermonter, the, 182.
Vertical movements of land, 199; without

earthquakes, 199; accounted for, 198.
Vertical range of animals and plants, 863.
Vesuvius, minerals from, 84; eruptions

from, 178.
Vicksburg group, 417.
Villanica, constantly active, 180.
Volcanic action, 170; hypothesis of, 192;

breccia, 85; craters, 170; ancient, 162;
beneficial upon the whole, 879; power
its seat, 176, 180; glass, 85; conglomer
ate, 85; islands formed by, 178, 181.

Volcanoes, extinct and active, 170; sub
marine and subaerIal, 170, 178; con
stantly active, 180; intermittent, 171;
In lines, 170; products of; 84; amount

lava (rem, 177; number f, and of




eruptions, 171; phenomena of, 172;
dynamics of, 176.

Volcanic rocks, 42, 77.
Voltzia, 289.




w.
WACKE, 83.
Wad, 123.
Wall, in mining, 821.
Water, its distribution, 208; in the rocks,

212; its expansion in freezing, 97; it
agency in the metamorphism of rocks,
211 ; in the production of the igneou
rocks, 212; in lava, 212.

Watt's experiment on basalt,' 88.
Waves, their effects, 116; of translation,

117.
Wealdon formation, 69; clay, 69.
Wells, frozen, 153.
Wells, Artesian, 124.
Wenlock shale, 64: limestone, 64.
Werner's theory of veins, 896.
Whale, fossil, $T, 840.
Whim, 898.
Whitsunday Isle, .164.
World, very old, 371, 372; had a beginning,

884; Its supposed eternity, 877; time
of creating not fixed, 854; In a fallen
state, 880; In a condition of mercy, 831.

Wyman, Prof. J., on Ranicepa, 285.

YOIuTOwN group, 417.

z.
ZEtroLoDoN, 840.
Zinc, Its ores, and situation, 56.
Zoological provinces,240; classification, 281.
Zoophytes, 248.
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